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ABSTRACT
High grade sapphire deposits occurring in the New England Gemfields are associated 
with basaltic volcaniclastic rocks that display a variety of lithological and depositional 
features indicative of both pyroclastic and epiclastic origins. These rocks range from 
predominantly reddish-brown volcanic fragmental lithologies, to tan-orange, off-white 
and grey-coloured volcaniclastic sediments, that are typically massively and thickly- 
bedded, or well stratified. The distribution of red and tan-coloured hematitic basaltic 
pyroclastic and epiclastic rocks occurring across the New England Gemfields, was 
determined with Landsat Thematic Mapper satellite imagery, utilising reflectance 
bands 1, 3, 5 and 7/1. This mapping has revealed, that the highest concentration of 
highly ferruginous volcaniclastic rocks and soils, occurs in a ~ 50 km long swath that 
runs northwest from Spring Mountain towards Nullamanna, north of Inverell, and is 
associated with areas that have produced large amounts of sapphire.
A feature of these rocks is that they are highly clay-altered and extremely weathered. 
Massively-bedded varieties typically comprise fine to coarse-grained breccias, with 
clasts that are poorly-sorted and supported by muddy-matrixes. Stratified units 
commonly show finer-grained layers, overlying coarser-grained basal layers, forming 
cyclothem depositional co-sets. Lithic clasts in the volcaniclastic rocks studied, are 
typically very angular to sub-rounded, and comprise basement country rock lithologies 
and basaltic fragments. Crystal fragments in these rocks, are commonly very sharp- 
edged and very angular, but may show curved grain-surface embayment features, 
typical of chemical corrosion and resorbtion. Large amounts of low-crystallinity 
kaolinite predominates in the less-weathered varieties, while kaolinite displaying 
slightly higher crystallinity, mixed with other authigenic mineral phases, occurs in the 
more weathered varieties. Gibbsite is a major mineral phase in these rocks. High iron- 
oxide contents, as hematite, predominates in red varieties, and goethite predominates 
in grey and off-white weathered varieties. Heavy mineral concentration (e.g. 
sapphire, zircon andpleonaste) is highest in the crystal-rich basal layers of stratified 
volcaniclastic units, suggesting gravity segregation of already crystal-rich erupted 
pyroclastics associated with early eruption front delivery of basaltic magma. Such 
deposits were studied in detail at two locations, at “Braemar” and at “Strathdarr”.
The high-grade Braemar Sapphire Deposit (i.e. sapphire grades >100 grams per bank 
cubic metre) shows evidence of multiple episodes of sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic
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deposition. The deposit comprises two series of depositional co-sets, as cyclothems of 
stratified, coarse-grained off-white and fine-grained grey-coloured, tuffaceous 
sediments, separated by a coarse-grained volcanic breccia. The highest concentration 
of sapphire occurs in the off-white coarse-grained basal crystal/lithic-rich layer of 
each cyclothem. The lithology and sedimentology of the stratified tuffaceous 
volcaniclastic rocks at “Braemar”, show evidence of deposition by rapid mass flow, 
consistent with pyroclastic processes associated with multiple ash flows. However, a 
partial or total epiclastic origin cannot be ruled out for the stratified volcaniclastic 
deposits occurring at “Braemar”.
The mega-rich Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit displays sedimentological features that 
indicate both rapid laminar flow depositional conditions, consistent with debris flow 
(as lahars), to hyperconcentrated grain flow and turbulent fluid flow conditions, 
consistent with torrent flood flow. The pool and riffle morphology of the Strathdarr 
Palaeochannel appears to have had a major influence on the depositional dynamics 
and concentration of sapphire in the deposit. Very high concentrations of sapphire 
(i.e. >1000 grams per bank cubic metre) in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, appear to 
have resulted from differences in the density and velocity of the fluid medium, with 
sediment expansion resulting from pool and riffle induced turbulence, leading to the 
removal of some fine and light particles from the sediment load, coupled with a 
corresponding increase in the proportion of heavy minerals, particularly towards the 
base of the palaeochannel structures controlling the deposition of the volcaniclastic 
sediments.
Both the “Braemar” and “Strathdarr” sapphire deposits, appear to have derived their 
volcaniclastic sediments from nearby volcanic sources, which may have been local 
basaltic maar volcanoes. Geochemical evidence for the mixing of mafic and silicic 
magmas in the formation of the sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic rocks 
occurring in the New England Gemfields is weak, with element ratio trends probably 
reflecting contamination by basement granitic rocks. From a genetic and exploration 
standpoint, the only truly definitive mineral association with sapphire in the New 
England Gemfields is zircon. Therefore, any corundum crystallisation genetic model, 
on which to base geochemical exploration for sapphire in intraplate basaltic volcanic 
provinces, should include those melts or metasomatic environments that contain large 
amounts of Zr+4? and those immobile and incompatible elements that are likely to
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accompany zircon crystallisation (e.g. H f Y+3, U+^, Th+^, La+ ,^ Lu+^ Pb+4,
N b+5, & Ta+5).
Based on the work presented in this thesis, genetic and exploration models, for use in 
sapphire exploration in prospective Cainozoic basaltic volcanic terrains, are proposed. 
High-grade concentrations of sapphire associated with clay-rich basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks, may result from a combination of volcanic and epiclastic redistribution 
processes in prospective basaltic terrains. Volcanic processes may include the early 
eruption front explosive delivery of sapphire to the earth’s surface, forming maars 
and/or tuff ring/cones composed of pyroclastic deposits of ash flow, base surge and air 
fall origin. These maar volcanic structures, where preserved, may be evident today, as 
low domes of red hematitic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks. Epiclastic processes may 
include placer accumulation of sapphire within crater lake beach front environments. 
Catastrophic collapse of these crater facies deposits, via crater wall failure and lake 
outburst, followed by the production of fast moving debris/torrent flows into 
downstream drainage channels, may then lead to a further upgrading of heavy mineral 
content, via rapid gravity segregation processes at the base of channel thalwegs, 
during transport and deposition of sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic sediments. 
In terms of future sapphire exploration in Cainozoic basaltic volcanic terrains, the 
highest concentration of sapphire is likely to be found in heavy mineral haloes, of 
restricted areal extent, in pyroclastic and epiclastic rocks close to individual vents, and 
in palaeo-crater-rim structures associated with lacustrine shoreline beach deposits.
The highest concentration of sapphire within palaeochannel systems, leading away 
from productive vents, is likely to be in the basal portions of layers of basaltic 
pyroclastic and epiclastic sediments that have been deposited rapidly by ash flow, 
lahar and/or torrent flow processes. In channellised settings, the most prospective 
clay-altered basaltic pyroclastic and epiclastic rocks, will be those that show 
sedimentological evidence of rapid transportation, and the gravity segregation of 
crystal and lithic clasts.
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1Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Study Emphasis
The emphasis of research in this thesis, is a field study of sapphire-bearing 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, and associated unusual high-grade sapphire deposits, 
occurring across the area covered by the New England Gemfields (approximately 
5.000 km2), in the Central Volcanic Province, northeastern New South Wales, 
Australia. The rocks studied range from probable pyroclastic lithotypes to 
demonstratably epiclastic lithotypes. All of the rocks studied, are extremely 
weathered and clay altered. As a result, the approach to studying these deposits has 
focused more on the identification of large-scale field characteristics, depositional 
relationships and geological settings, and less on small-scale petrological, 
mineralogical and geochemical features, whose descriptions are indicative rather than 
representative of these rocks. Furthermore, the field-based approach adopted in this 
thesis, has focused on those geological features of sapphire-bearing basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks that are considered most relevant to understanding the origin of 
high-grade sapphire deposits in basaltic volcanic terrains, and as a basis for proposing 
pyroclastic and epiclastic formational models for use in sapphire exploration.
1.2 Location of the Study Area
The area covered by this thesis is located between the towns of Inverell, Glen 
Innes and Glencoe, in northeastern New South Wales. The area encompasses most of 
the known geologically and economically important, sapphire deposits making-up the 
New England Gemfields, that cover the eastern half of the Tertiary basaltic Central 
Volcanic Province (Figure 1.1).
1.3 Background to the Australian Sapphire Industry
During the last 50 years, Australia has produced large amounts of rough 
sapphire worth millions of dollars for the global gemstone market (Pecover 1993). In 
eastern Australia, large scale production of gem sapphire has, and is, confined to the
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Central Volcanic Province in northeastern NSW (the New England Gemfields), the 
Hoy Volcanic Province in Central Queensland {the Central Queensland Gemfields), 
and the McBride Volcanic Province in northeastern Queensland {the Lava Plains 
Gemfields). The highest production of sapphire has been from the New England 
Gemfields, with the most productive area being the Kingsland Sapphire Field 
(Pecover 2001). Most of the sapphire produced from the New England Gemfields is 
medium to dark blue in colour, while the Queensland fields produce a greater variety 
of colours including blue, green, multi-coloured, and golden sapphires (Figure 1.2). 
The Lava Plains Gemfields produce mainly light and dark blue sapphires.
Sapphire from all these gemfields, is mined from a variety of alluvial deposits. 
However, some unusual deposits, particularly in the Central Volcanic Province, have 
yielded very high concentrations of sapphire per bank cubic metre of host sediment. 
These deposits typically contain sapphire grades exceeding 100 grams per bank cubic 
metre, and are considerably richer than most sapphire-bearing placer alluvial deposits 
that have been mined in eastern Australia. Some deposits in the Kingsland Sapphire 
Field were found to be so rich, that they could be classified as mega-rich {i.e. >1000 
grams o f sapphire per bank cubic metre) (Pecover 1992, 1993a, 1996, and this thesis).
High grade sapphire deposits in the New England Gemfields have supplied 
huge volumes of facet-grade gemstones to cutting factories in Thailand over the past 
25 years. The amount of sapphire produced from some of these deposits has been so 
great, that they have contributed significantly to the rapid growth of the Thai 
gemstone cutting industry, and helped to create a worldwide demand for low cost 
sapphire jewellery (Pecover 2001). As a result, sapphire is now the second most 
widely used gemstone {after diamond) in mass-produced jewellery around the world 
(J. Henricus, Contributing Editor, Jewellery News Asia Magazine, pers. comm. 2001).
1.4 Previous Geological Work on Sapphire Deposits 
in the Central Volcanic Province
Prior to 1982, geological work in the eastern half of the Central Volcanic 
Province, lead to the conclusion, that the sapphire deposits studied, were the result of 
the weathering and erosion of sapphire-bearing basaltic lava flows, and the
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subsequent concentration of sapphire in placer alluvial deposits (Chalmers 1967; 
MacNevin 1972).
The recognition that sapphire-bearing clay-altered basaltic volcaniclastic rocks are an 
important economic source of sapphire in the Cainozoic basaltic volcanic terrains of 
the New England Gemfields, was made in 1982, during a visit to the Central Volcanic 
Province, by volcanologists from the Peoples Republic of China, in the company of 
myself. During this visit, bedded volcaniclastic sediments hosting anomalously high 
concentrations of sapphire were examined by the group in an opencut quarry on the 
side of a hill, on the property of "Braemar" (Lishmund and Oakes 1983; Pecover 
1987; Pecover and Coenraads 1989; Oakes et al 1996).
Since the discovery at "Braemar", a number of workers have published or reported 
information on sapphire deposits occurring in the New England Gemfields. This 
includes work by Lishmund and Oakes (1983), Hollis and Sutherland (1985); Irving 
(1986); Brown and Pecover (1986a & b); Temby (1986); Barron (1987 & 1992); 
Pecover (1987,1988, 1991a & b, 1992, 1993a & b, 1996); Pecover and Coenraads 
(1989); Sutherland and Kinny (1990); Coenraads (1990, 1991, 1992 & 1994); 
Coenraads, Sutherland and Kinny (1990); Oakes et al (1996); Sutherland (1991a & b, 
1993, 1996); Guo, et al (1992a); Guo (1993a&b and 1994) and Sutherland, et al 
(1993).
However, much of the research work referred to above, has only broadly investigated 
sapphire deposit geology and genesis in the New England Gemfields. The current 
thesis will present new geological data on specific high-grade volcaniclastic-hosted 
sapphire deposits occurring in the New England Gemfields of the Central Volcanic 
Province.
1.5 The Problem of Sapphire Deposit Genesis in the New England Gemfields, 
Central Volcanic Province
Sapphire deposits occurring in the New England Gemfields, were initially thought to 
have been formed solely as a result of the weathering and erosion of nearby basaltic 
lavas that were known, or suspected, to contain sapphire (Chalmers 1967; MacNevin 
1972). The accumulation of sapphire to minable concentrations, was
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therefore thought to be entirely the result of placer alluvial processes, that acted on the 
eroded basaltic detritus to produce pockets and stringers of sapphire in channel bed­
load sediments confined to fluvial environments (MacNevin 1972; Coenraads 1991). 
Even colluvial and eluvial sapphire deposits were thought to have been derived solely 
from the weathering of nearby basaltic lavas (MacNevin 1972; Coenraads 1991).
However, an enduring problem of sapphire deposit genesis in basaltic terrains, 
has been the enigma of sapphire occurrence in basaltic lavas, given that corundum 
appears not to be a stable cognate phase in basaltic composition rocks (Guo 1993 a; 
Sutherland 1996), or to be co-genetic with the erupted host lavas. This suggests that 
the sapphire in these rocks is xenocrystic (Figure 1.3a). A xenocrystic origin is also 
consistent with the fact that sapphire is generally very rare in basaltic lavas from most 
sapphire-producing Cainozoic basaltic provinces around the world (Guo 1993a).
To produce high concentrations of sapphire, solely from the weathering and 
erosion of basaltic lavas, very large amounts of rock would have to have been eroded. 
While the weathering and erosion of sapphire-bearing basalts, and the subsequent 
placer accumulation of sapphire in alluvial deposits, has occurred in many parts of the 
New England Gemfields (Coenraads 1991), there are examples of sapphire deposits 
that host high to mega-rich concentrations of sapphire (i.e. 100 to >1000 grams per 
bank cubic metre) that occur in geological settings that do not show evidence of 
prolonged fluvial activity or the erosion of large amounts of basaltic lava (Pecover 
1992,1993a&b, 1996, 2001, and this thesis). Moreover, these high-grade sapphire 
deposits, exhibit sedimentological features, such as very high clay contents, matrix- 
supported clastic textures and thick massive bedforms, that are not consistent with 
heavy mineral placer accumulation processes. Riverine placer accumulation, 
typically involves prolonged alluvial processing, fines depletion, and slow vertical 
migration and accumulation of heavy minerals in a fluviatile environment 
(Slingerland and Smith 1986; Dyson 1990).
A common feature of many of the basaltic terrains hosting sapphire deposits in 
countries such as Thailand, Laos, Vietnam, Kampuchea and Australia, are 
widespread, but thin deposits of highly clay-altered, red, hematite-stained, 
sesquioxidic, basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, that occur as blanket veneers juxtaposed to
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volcanic centres (Wright 1969; Barr and MacDonald 1981; Pecover 1987 and 1988; 
Oakes et al; 1996; Hughes 1997). These rocks appear to account for only a relatively 
small volume of volcanic material, compared to the volume of basaltic lavas, that 
have been studied in most of the countries mentioned above.
In the New England Gemfields, such rocks are also found associated with a 
variety of clayey sediments hosting minable concentrations of sapphire, and are 
typically transitional with rocks containing very high concentrations of sapphire 
(Figure 1.3b), (Pecover 1992, 1993a&b, 1996, 2001, and this thesis). Work done for 
this thesis has shown that these clayey volcaniclastic sediments typically contain high 
concentrations of gibbsite and kaolinite, and do not appear to have been derived 
directly from the weathering and erosion of nearby basalt lava flows. As such, these 
deposits represent significant anomalies if they have only been derived solely from 
the mass-wasting of large volumes of basaltic lava that contain low concentrations of 
sapphire.
1.6 Thesis Aims and Research Objectives
The aims of this thesis are as follows:-
1. To define the deposit and lithological characteristics of a variety of sapphire­
bearing highly clay-altered basaltic volcaniclastic rocks occurring in selected 
parts of the New England Gemfields, and to relate their depositional settings to 
the volcanic, structural and geomorphic architecture of the Central Volcanic 
Province.
2. To characterise in detail, the geology of a very high grade (mega-rich), highly 
clay-altered, basaltic volcaniclastic-hosted sapphire deposit, occurring at 
"Strathdarr", in the Kingsland Sapphire Field, of the New England Gemfields, 
Central Volcanic Province.
3. To characterise the mobile and immobile element geochemistry of a range of 
highly weathered, clay-altered, basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, by comparing 
their chemistries with unweathered alkali olivine basalt.
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4. To propose genetic models for the formation of highly clay-altered basaltic 
volcaniclastic-hosted sapphire deposits studied in this thesis.
The objectives of this research are as follows:-
1. To present new geological data on selected basaltic volcaniclastic deposits 
hosting high concentrations of sapphire, occurring in the New England 
Gemfields, Central Volcanic Province.
2. To present new geological data on the sapphire grade, particle size and 
gemstone content/distribution within selected basaltic volcaniclastic 
deposits, and to define the relationship between these parameters and 
sapphire-bearing lithotypes and depositional architectures.
3. To propose a genetic model for the formation of volcaniclastic-hosted 
sapphire deposits in terms of their gemstone concentrations, host 
lithologies, and deposit architectures.
4. To outline a set of geological criteria to aid future gemstone exploration in 
sapphire prospective eastern Australian Cainozoic basaltic volcanic 
terrains.
1.7 Statement Relating to Thesis Candidature, 
and Sources of Information
This PhD thesis covers research work carried out by myself during the period 
February 1992 to December 2001, while enrolled at The University of Sydney, as a 
part time student. This period of candidature includes research work undertaken as 
both a MSc student ( February 1992 to July 1995), and a PhD student (July 1995 to 
December 2001). The whole of the MSc period of candidature was credited by the 
Faculty of Science of The University of Sydney towards the whole of the PhD 
candidature, after application was made to upgrade from an MSc to a PhD; and in 
accordance with Section 9(1) of the Resolutions of the Senate of The University of 
Sydney, pertaining to the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
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The thesis also utilises and includes research findings that have been presented 
by myself in both published scientific papers and unpublished exploration reports, 
produced during the period of candidature, as allowed for under Section 14(2) of the 
Resolutions of the Senate of The University of Sydney, pertaining to the Degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy.
Data and research findings gathered before the period of candidature, and 
presented in this thesis, have been identified by reference to the appropriate works.
In particular, this thesis contains chemical analyses of basaltic rocks from the 
New England Gemfields, that were collected by myself, and other acknowledged 
workers, prior to and during, the period of candidature. Tabulated data for these 
rocks, records the year when they were collected and analysed, and by whom. The 
majority of these chemical analyses now form part of the geological database of the 
NSW Department of Mineral Resources. This data has been utilised, with permission 
to characterise and interpret the geochemical properties of highly weathered basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks, compared to unweathered alkali olivine basalt collected during 
this candidature.
All non-public domain data, gathered by myself, but owned by companies or 
other organisations, and presented in this thesis, has been used with the permission of 
the respective owners, and fully acknowledged.
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Figure 1.1. Geological map of the New England Fold Belt, showing the location of the 
New England Gemfields relative to the Central Volcanic Province and the Peel and Demon 
Faults. The New England Gemfields cover the eastern portion of the Central Province 
(Modified after Geological Map o f NSW - Department o f Mineral Resources 1998)
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Figure 1.2. A selection of high quality cut gem sapphire from the New England and 
Central Queensland Gemfields. Tonnes of this material has been exported to Thailand 
from Australian sapphire deposits during the last 25 years, underpinning the sustained 
development of the Bangkok gemstone cutting industry. (Photo courtesy o f the N.S. W. 
Department o f Mineral Resources).
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Sapphire in highly 
clay-altered basaltic 
volcaniclastic rock - \Pebble-sized, kaolinite  
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Figure 1.3. Photos of the two major sapphire-bearing basaltic volcanic rock types in the New England 
Gemfields. (a) Photo shows a sapphire xenocryst in a pebble of fresh alkali olivine basalt, from Horse 
Gully, approximately 35 km northeast of Inverell. (b) Photo shows high-grade concentrations of sapphire 
in highly clay-altered kaolinite and gibbsite-rich basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, from the Braemar Sapphire 
Deposit, approximately 15km east of Inverell (Top photo is a sample from the collection o f the former 
Geological and Mining Museum, Sydney).
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Chapter 2 GEOLOGICAL SETTING OF SAPPHIRE DEPOSITS
IN THE NEW ENGLAND GEMFIELDS, CENTRAL 
VOLCANIC PROVINCE
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Location of the Central Volcanic Province and The New England Gemfields
The Central Volcanic Province straddles the Great Dividing Range in 
northeastern NSW. The towns of Warialda, Inverell, Glen Innes, Guyra and Armidale 
are the major population centres within the area covered by the province. Figure 2.1 
shows the distribution of Tertiary basaltic volcanic rocks and sapphire-bearing 
drainages across that part of the Central Volcanic Province that encompasses the New 
England Gemfields.
2.1.2 History of Sapphire Discovery in the Central Volcanic Province
Sapphires were first recorded in the Central Volcanic Province by the 
Reverend W.B. Clarke in 1853, associated with tin deposits at Green Swamp, near 
Inverell. In 1870 Joseph Wills reported sapphire from numerous tin workings around, 
Stannifer, Kimberley, Tingha, Stanborough, Elsmore and Gilgai. In 1919 commercial 
sapphire mining commenced near the hamlet of Sapphire, but was cut short by the 
First World War (MacNevin 1972). Small scale sapphire mining continued on in the 
Central Volcanic Province after the war, until the 1960's, when demand from cutting 
factories in Thailand saw a major increase in mining in the Inverell and Glen Innes 
districts (Laurence 1990). This increased demand changed the industry from small 
hand mining operations, to large-scale mechanised mining and processing operations, 
capable of exploiting larger deeper sapphire deposits. At the height of mining 
operations in the 1970's, over 100 sapphire washing plants were operating across the 
Central Volcanic Province, thereby establishing the New England Gemfields 
(Laurence 1990). In the Inverell district, large sapphire deposits were mined along 
Horse Gully, Frazers Creek, Kings Plains Creek, Wellingrove Creek and Swan Brook. 
In the Glen Innes district large deposits were mined along the upper and middle 
reaches of Reddestone Creek. Numerous creeks and rivers to the east of Glen Innes 
have also produced a substantial amount of sapphire (Pecover 1992).
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2.1.3 History of the Recent Discovery of High Grade Volcaniclastic
Sapphire Deposits in the New England Gemfields
The large-scale mining of some exceptionally rich volcaniclastic sapphire 
deposits commenced in the New England Gemfields in the late 1970's, with the 
discovery of the now famous Kingsland Sapphire Field, along the upper reaches of 
Kings Plains Creek, at Kingsland, 35 km northwest of Glen Innes (Figure 2.1), 
(Pecover 1992). In 1981, a small, but high grade sapphire deposit, was also 
discovered by Mr Colin Rynne on his property of "Braemar", approximately 18 km 
east of Inverell (C. Rynne pers. comm.). The Braemar Sapphire Deposit was found to 
contain high grades of sapphire (in places exceeding 200 grams per bank cubic metre 
-this thesis), from a multi-layered sequence of basaltic volcaniclastic rocks (Pecover 
and Coenraads 1989). Trenching by Dr Peter Flood of the University of New 
England, in 1988/89, revealed the full extent of the volcaniclastic rocks occurring at 
“Braemar”.
Between 1991 and 1995, drilling and mining revealed the existence of a very 
high grade sapphire deposit on the property of "Strathdarr", along the Western Feeder 
palaeodrainage of Kings Plains Creek, at Kingsland, 45 km northeast of Inverell 
(Pecover 1992, 1993a). This drilling was carried out under my supervision, during 
my employment as Exploration Manager and Chief Geologist for T.J. and P. V. 
Nunan Pty Ltd. The Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit was found to contain super high 
grades of sapphire (in places exceeding 1,000 grams per bank cubic metre) from a 
multi-layered sequence of basaltic volcaniclastic rocks (Pecover 1992, 1993a, 1996; 
Pecover et al 1992).
In 1998, the Kew Valley Sapphire Deposit, located 2 km southeast of the 
Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, was discovered by me as part of a drilling and mining 
operation in the Kew Valley, for my company the Australian Sapphire Corporation 
Pty Ltd, along the southeastern arm of the upper Western Feeder drainage of Kings 
Plains Creek. The Kew Valley Sapphire Deposit was found to contain high grades of 
sapphire (in places exceeding 250 grams per bank cubic metre), from a bi-layered 
sequence of basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, similar to, but considerably thinner than, the 
sequence of sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic rocks found on "Strathdarr" (Pecover 
2000a&b, 2001).
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Today, large-scale sapphire mining (herein defined as operations processing 
3,000 to 5,000 bank cubic metres o f sapphire-bearing gravels per month), in the New 
England Gemfields, is confined to the Kingsland Sapphire Field, within the Swan 
Brook-Kings Plains Vent Complex (Pecover 1993a) (Figure 2.1).
2.2 Geological Setting of the Central Volcanic 
Province and the New England Gemfields
The regional geological setting of the New England Gemfields comprises
Tertiary basaltic volcanics, intrusives, and minor sediments of the Central Volcanic 
Province of McDougall and Wilkinson (1967). These Tertiary rocks in turn locally 
overlie and intrude Devonian to Triassic volcanics, metasediments, and plutonics of 
the Central Block of the New England Fold Belt (Leitch 1974; Gilligan et al 1986). In 
some areas, basaltic lavas are locally separated from underlying Permian basement by 
lacustrine sediments of Upper Eocene age (Slade, 1964). In the Central Volcanic 
Province, Voisey (1942) demonstrated that the pre-basalt topography had a relief of at 
least 420 m. Coenraads (1991) inferred the pre-volcanic topography of the province 
from palaeodrainage reconstruction studies, and demonstrated that large scale modem 
drainage closely follows pre-volcanic topography.
The Central Block locally includes multi-deformed, low-grade regionally 
metamorphosed lithic wacke, siltstone, minor chert, and metabasalt of the Devonian- 
Carboniferous Sandon and Texas beds. The block also includes flat-lying, Early 
Permian felsic volcaniclastics, minor lavas and rare sediments. These rocks are 
intruded by dykes and plutons of Late Permian to Early Triassic granitoids (Leitch 
1974; Gilligan et al 1986). They are overlapped by flat-lying to shallow dipping 
quartzose sedimentary rocks along the eastern margin of the Mesozoic Surat Basin, 
northwest of Inverell (Figure 1.1).
2.2.1 Central Province Basaltic Lavas
The Central Volcanic Province is dominated by mildly to strongly 
undersaturated volcanic rocks, including alkali basalt and basanite, and minor 
hawaiite (e.g. The Nob), mugearite, nephelinite, analcimite (e.g. Spring Mt), phonolite
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(e.g. Swan Peak) (Wilkinson 1962 & 1969; Duggan 1968; Wilkinson and Binns 1977; 
Wilkinson and Hensel 1991; Coenraads 1991 & 1994), and some pyroxene-rich types 
approaching ankaramite (e.g. Narran Vale Volcano) (Pecover 1993a).
Peridotite xenoliths are common in lavas throughout the province. In some 
places they are accompanied by spinel pyroxenite, and a range of large phenocryst and 
xenocryst minerals, including Al-rich augite and bronzite, kaersutite, titanbiotite, 
andesine, anorthoclase, ilmenite, magnetite, pleonaste (Duggan, 1968; Binns 1969; 
Binns et al. 1970; Wilkinson 1973), and rare zircon and corundum (MacNevin 1972; 
Pecover 1987 & 1988; Coenraads 1991; Sutherland 1996).
The alkaline character, and texture, of the basaltic rocks over most of the 
Central Volcanic Province, is very similar to basalts from lava-field provinces 
occurring elsewhere in eastern Australia (Johnson 1989).
Evolved basalts are concentrated within the Swan Brook - Kings Plains Vent 
Complex (Pecover 1993a), and in the vicinity of Spring Mt (Wilkinson and Hensel 
1991). Tholeiitic basalts form a minor but important component of the succession in 
the Inverell area, where they form the lowermost lava flows (Duggan 1972).
Petrographically similar basalts occurring to the east of Guyra, may also be tholeiitic 
(Binns 1966).
Lava flows throughout the province range from flat-lying to gently dipping, 
and form a relatively thin veneer. Individual flows range in thickness from less than a 
metre, to in excess of 10 m. The basaltic pile is thickest (300 to 400 m) in the eastern 
half of the Central Volcanic Province, in the vicinity of the Maybole Shield Volcano, 
which is located approximately 20 km southwest of Glen Innes (Pecover 1987 and 
1988).
Individual lava flows commonly occur in the Central Volcanic Province as 
narrow ribbons, where they have flowed down palaeochannels, and other lows in the 
pre-volcanic and intra-volcanic topography. Figure 2.2 shows an example of basaltic 
lava that has infilled a channel structure, originally eroded into basaltic volcaniclastic 
sediments. This exposure is located 10 km east of Glen Innes, on the road to Red
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Range. The figure shows that the flow has infilled the channel, and formed a cap that 
has resisted subsequent erosion, leading to partial inversion of the landscape in that 
area. This basalt also shows more pronounced weathering, that is concentrated along 
columnar jointing in the flows. Figure 2.2 also shows sediment intruding {flame 
structure) the base of a small lava flow in the same outcrop exposure. This flame 
structure may indicate that the sediments underlying the lava flow were either wet or 
unconsolidated or both, at the time that the basalt flowed down the channel.
2.2.2 Central Province Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks
Basaltic pyroclastic and epiclastic rocks {referred to collectively in this thesis as 
volcaniclastic rocks) occur at many widely spaced locations throughout the Central Volcanic 
Province (Brown and Pecover 1986a&b; Barron 1987; Pecover and Coenraads 1989; Oakes 
et al 1996; Pecover 1987, 1992, 1993a&b,1996, this thesis).
In general, basaltic volcaniclastic rocks occurring in the New England Gemfields are 
red to reddish-brown, hematitic, sesquioxidic, kaolinite and gibbsite-rich, fragmental 
lithologies. However, grey, white and tan-coloured varieties also exist, particularly within 
palaeochannel deposit settings. Coarse-grained varieties typically range from granule to 
pebble-sized sediments, with angular to sub-rounded clasts typically supported by finer- 
grained, highly ferruginous silty to muddy clay. Fine-grained varieties range from mud to 
sand-sized sediments, with angular to sub-rounded clasts, that may be clast or matrix- 
supported. The clastic component of these rocks typically includes Palaeozoic basement 
rocks, Tertiary basalts, or mixtures of both. However, in general, basaltic material 
predominates. They may be massively bedded or stratified (Figure 2.3). Bed thicknesses 
range from less than 100 mm to over 5 m. Red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks are commonly found intruding Palaeozoic rocks (Figure 2.3a), particularly where they 
have been exposed by erosion. Basaltic volcaniclastic rocks are commonly found infilling 
palaeotopographic lows, and are typically overlain by basalt lava flows (Figure 2.4). A 
feature of these rocks is that they are highly clay altered and weathered.
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2.3 Geomorphological Setting of the New England 
Gemfields, Central Volcanic Province
The geomorphology of the New England Gemfields, has been studied during 
the period of candidature for this thesis, by interpreting major landforms that are 
evident on Landsat Thematic Mapper 5 satellite imagery covering the eastern half of 
the Central Volcanic Province (Figure 2.5). This imagery was acquired from ACRES 
in Canberra and computer processed for me by Geoimage Pty Ltd in Brisbane during 
1994 and 1995. The satellite scenes used in this chapter, were processed to enhance 
topographic trends to facilitate the interpretation and mapping of volcanic landforms, 
drainage and linear features (Figures 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7).
2.3.1 Major Volcanic Landforms
Numerous volcanic plugs and necks occur across the New England Gemfields 
and are commonly defined by high aspect ratio outcrops of basaltic lava (Figure 2.8), 
and radial drainage (Figures 2.5 and 2.7). Figure 2.7 shows the location of small 
volcanic plugs relative to major volcanic, lineament and structural trends in the 
Central Volcanic Province. Volcanic plugs are clustered around the giant Maybole 
Shield Volcano (located approximately 20 km southwest o f Glen Innes) , and also 
form a discrete cluster adjacent to the headwaters of Kings Plains Creek. This latter 
cluster of plugs is termed the Swan Brook - Kings Plains Vent Complex (Pecover 
1993). Plugs and domes in this vent complex, include Swan Peak (phonolite), the 
Nob (hawaiite) and the Narran Vale dome (teschenite) (Pecover 1993a). The 
Kingsland Sapphire Field lies within the confines of this vent complex (Figures 2.1, 
2.5, 2.6 and 2.7) (Pecover 1993a, 1996).
2.3.2 Radial Drainage around Volcanic Centres
The major drainage regime covering the eastern half of the Central Volcanic 
Province displays a ring and radial pattern around the Maybole Shield Volcano 
(Figures 2.1, 2.5, and 2.7). This is particularly evident around the central dome of the 
Maybole Volcano (Figure 2.9).
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In the vicinity of the Maybole Volcano, there are several smaller, but still 
prominent, patterns of ring and radial drainage around volcanic centres, including 
around White Rock Mountain, Spring Mountain, and Waterloo Sugarloaf (Figure 
2.10). Within the confines of the Swan Brook- Kings Plains Vent Complex, at the 
headwaters of Kings Plains Creek, there is pronounced ring and radial drainage 
around the central dome of the Narran Vale teschenite volcano, and Mt Buckley 
(Figure 2.11).
2.3.3 Linear Drainages and Inferred Structural Trends
Drainages, and drainage divides, show numerous linear trends, with the most
pronounced being conformable to compass bearings 67°, 100°, 106° 124° and 163° 
(Figure 2.6). The most prominent linear trend, is that displayed by the upper reaches 
of Wellingrove Creek (-163°), where it intersects the Maybole Volcano (Figures 2.5, 
2.6, 2.7 and 2.10). This linear trend was identified as part of the tectonic mapping of 
N.S.W., by Scheibner (1979), and named the Wellingrove Creek Lineament during a 
study of the Maybole Volcano by Pecover (1987). This linear trend can also be traced 
to the southeast towards Guyra, and is parallel to both the Peel and Demon faults 
(Figures 1.1 and 2.7). Thus, it is herein considered highly probable that this linear 
trend corresponds to a major crustal fracture, which has controlled the location and 
formation of the Maybole Volcano, and its associated subordinate volcanic plugs. 
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 also show the approximate location of a projection of the 
Nandewar Lineament recognised by Scheibner (1973).
2.3.4 Distribution of Sapphire Deposits in the New England Gemfields
Figure 2.1 shows the distribution of predominantly Recent sapphire deposits 
occurring in the New England Gemfields. The pattern of sapphire distribution 
conforms to the radial drainage around the Maybole Volcano. The highest 
concentration of major and rich deposits of sapphire, occurs on the northern and 
northwestern side of the Maybole Volcano and the Swan Brook-Kings Plains Vent 
Complex.
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These rich sapphire deposits are associated with Tertiary basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks, and are juxtaposed to volcanic plugs and lava flows of evolved 
composition (e.g. the Swan Peakphonolite (Duggan 1968), the Spring Mt analcimite 
(Wilkinson and Binns 1977) and the Narran Vale teschenite (Pecover 1993a).
2.4 Timing of Volcanism in the Central Volcanic Province
The basalts of the Central Volcanic Province were originally subdivided into 
two age groups on the basis of their relationship to associated lacustrine sediments, 
and on the presence or absence of an overlying interpreted zone of deep lateritisation 
(David 1887; Browne 1933). The original groups of ages were termed the Older and 
Newer series by Browne (1933). Using K-Ar age data, Cooper et al.(1963), 
McDougall and Wilkinson (1967) and Wellman and McDougall (1974a), defined a 
bimodal distribution of ages for the province as a whole.
Based on palynology and K-Ar dating, Picket et al (1990), confirmed the work 
of Wellman and McDougall, and defined another volcanic episode in the mid- 
Oligocene. Palynological work by McMinn (1989), showed that bedded deposits of 
sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic rocks at Braemar were Eocene/Oligocene in age. 
MacNevin (1972) suggested that most of the sapphire occurring in alluvial deposits in 
the Central Volcanic Province was derived from the Older, Early Oligocene series 
basalts.
Based on the work of Wellman and McDougall (1974a), Coenraads (1991) 
postulated that the province could be subdivided into a younger sapphire-barren West 
Central Province (19 -23 Ma), and an older sapphire-bearing East Central Province 
(32 -38 Ma), on the basis of the spread of ages, and an interpretation of structural 
trends correlating with the distribution of volcanic rocks in the province. Coenraads 
(1991) further proposed that a zone of overlap existed between the two sub-provinces, 
and that within that zone, there is a greater potential for the discovery of "deep lead" 
sapphire deposits. While this attempt to explain the distribution of sapphire deposits 
in the Central Volcanic Province on the basis of perceived province-wide age and 
structural trends, may provide some insight into the relative location of buried 
volcaniclastic and alluvial sapphire deposits east of Inverdì, the geological
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relationships between sapphire deposit formation and the distribution of volcanic 
source rocks in the New England Gemfields is far more complex (Sutherland 1996; 
Pecover 1996).
Figure 2.12 shows volcanic centres and age ranges for those centres, 
determined from zircon fission track dating by Sutherland et al (1993), over the 
sapphire-bearing areas of the Central Volcanic Province. Sutherland et al (1993), 
demonstrated that the growth of the eastern portion of the Central Volcanic Province, 
and the delivery of sapphire and zircon to the Earth’s surface in this area, was the 
result of multiple and episodic basaltic eruptions through time. One of the 
implications of this work, is that volcanic sapphire deposits of different ages, are 
unlikely to be evenly spread across the New England Gemfields. This calls into 
question the geographic and geologic sub-division of the Central Volcanic Province 
advocated by Coenraads (1991), and therefore potentially expands the area of Tertiary 
volcanics that may be prospective for the discovery of new sapphire deposits (i.e. the 
whole o f the Central Volcanic Province).
By dating zircon within sapphire using U-Pb, Coenraads et al (1990), 
demonstrated that the Early Oligocene volcanic period in the Central Volcanic 
Province was associated with the delivery of sapphire to the Earth's surface. Guo 
(1993a&b) also dated zircon inclusions in sapphire from the Central Volcanic 
Province using SHRIMP ion microprobe analysis. He found ages for the zircon 
inclusions in the sapphire of 32.7 to 38.8 Ma, and ages for other zircons of between 40 
to 52 Ma, consistent with the wider known fission track age range for the province as 
a whole. Given the association of zircon with sapphire, this might indicate sapphire 
delivery to the Earth’s surface during earlier, Eocene times. However, Guo 
(1993a&b) challenged the validity of the age dates for the zircon inclusions in the 
sapphires he studied, suggesting that because of the high diffusivity of Pb in zircon at 
high temperatures (i.e. -1400 °C for primitive basaltic magma at depth), the U-Pb 
chronometers of the zircon inclusions had to have been reset by entrainment of the 
corundum megacrysts in the basaltic magmas. Therefore, he argued that the real 
timing of corundum formation was earlier than the time indicated by the measured 
ages, suggesting that the corundum-bearing parental rocks had formed prior to 
basaltic magma generation and eruption.
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Sutherland and Kinny (1990), and Sutherland (1996) argued that while thermal 
resetting of small zircons may occur, the resetting of large zircon megacrysts in 
eruptive hosts is much less likely. Sutherland (1996) compared zircon megacryst 
fission track ages and zircon/sapphire inclusion U-Pb ages for the Maybole Shield 
Volcano recognised by Pecover (1987). He found three distinct megacryst suites 
(each deeper in colour and higher in U content), that yielded progressively older 
dates of 32, 34, and 37 +/- 3 Ma. This matched the Maybole basalt and U-Pb zircon 
inclusion ages (Sutherland et al 1993). Sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic rocks mapped 
near the base of Mt Buckley, at Kingsland, by Brown and Pecover (1986b), were 
found to range in age from 28-81 Ma, based on fission track dating 
(F.L. Sutherland and S.R. Pecover unpubl data 1996).
Fission track and U-Pb dating of zircons associated with sapphire deposits, 
provides true age dates for sapphire formation at depth, and shows that these ages are 
co-incidental with the delivery of sapphire to the Earth's surface. Moreover, this work 
demonstrates that the formation of sapphire/zircon at depth, and its delivery to the 
Earth's surface, has been a repeated and multi-cyclic process in the Central Volcanic 
Province, and in other gem-bearing basaltic volcanic terrains in eastern Australia 
(Sutherland and Fanning 2001).
It should be noted, that comprehensive field-wide studies of lava flows and 
their relationships to particular vents and vent complexes, has not been carried out to 
date, to determine whether the two radiometric age groups correspond to a true Older 
and/or Newer series, as a basis for subdividing the Central Volcanic Province into two 
discrete sub-provinces. Furthermore, the use of laterite surfaces to define the break 
between the Older and Newer basalts is not considered appropriate, as these rocks are 
not true latentes, but rather, are highly ferruginous volcaniclastic rocks that were 
deposited with very high initial hematite and clay contents (Brown and Pecover 
1986a&b; Pecover 1987; Pecover and Coenraads 1989; this thesis). As such, these 
highly ferric fragmental rocks are unlikely to be indicative of long time breaks 
between periods of basalt lava out-pouring. Therefore, the age dating of specific 
volcanic vent complexes and their associated lavas, that are known to be juxtaposed to 
areas containing high concentrations of sapphire in volcaniclastic and alluvial 
deposits, is considered necessary for future sapphire deposit genesis studies.
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2.5 Concluding Remarks
Sapphire deposits occurring in the New England Gemfields show a widespread and 
broad radial distribution around the Maybole Shield Volcano, and the Swan Brook- 
Kings Plains Vent Complex. While most of these drainages typically contain Recent 
alluvial sapphire deposits, these types of deposits are generally low-grade, and range 
from uneconomic to borderline economic (in today's market). In contrast to the 
alluvial deposits, high grade sapphire deposits are associated with Tertiary basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks, and occur in a relatively confined area of the Central Volcanic 
Province, juxtaposed to basaltic lavas of moderately evolved composition.
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Figure 2.1. Map of the Central Volcanic Province, and the area covered by the New England Gemfields. 
Map shows the distribution of sapphire-bearing drainages relative to basaltic lavas and red hematitic 
sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, and major identified vent complexes. The map shows 
that the eastern portion of the Central Volcanic Province is dominated by a large volcano (the Maybole 
Volcano ofPecover 1987), associated with large-scale radial drainage. The map is reproduced here from 
the NSW Department of Mineral Resources 1995, “Sapphires in New South Wales” brochure. The location 
and economic ranking of major sapphire-bearing drainages, and vent complexes, and red volcaniclastic 
rocks, shown on this map, was supplied to the Department from data gathered by S. R. Pecover during 
this PhD candidature.
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Figure 2.2. Photos of basaltic lava that has flowed over basaltic volcaniclastic rocks.
(a) Photo shows basaltic lava that has flowed down a small palaeochannel originally cut 
into basaltic volcaniclastic rocks. Erosion on either side of the lava flow has given rise to 
inverted topography, with the channel structure capped by more resistant basalt, (b) Photo 
shows a highly weathered basaltic lava flow that has infilled a small channel cut into underlying 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, (c) Photo shows columnar-jointed weathered basalt in (a), that 
displays extreme and concentrated weathering along joint planes, (d) Photo shows small flame 
structures, in (b), of basaltic volcaniclastic rock intruding weathered basalt. All of these photos 
were taken at the same road cutting, 10 km east of Glen Innes, towards Red Range.
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Figure 2.3. Photos of a variety of basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, from the New England Gemfields 
(a) Photo shows red hematite-stained basaltic muds intruding palaeozoic meta-siltstones, forming hydraulic 
breccias (b) Photo shows massively-bedded red hematite-stained basaltic volcaniclastic rocks overlain by 
weathered basalt, (c) Photo shows stratified basaltic volcaniclastic rocks that have had the hematite 
component removed through groundwater aqueous migration of iron-oxides, (d) Photo of stratified 
Fe-bleached fine-grained gray and brown clays, and coarse-grained off-white clayey basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks in the opencut quarry of the Braemar Sapphire Deposit. All of these rocks are highly clay-altered 
and weathered.
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Figure 2.4. Photos of basaltic volcaniclastic 
recks and lavas infilling palaeotopographic j c )  
lews at ’’Dursley”, on the southern bank of the ^ ? 
S wan Brook drainage, (a) Photo of the eastern 
side of a palaeotopographic low {possibly a 
palaeochannel) showing pink and yellowish 
volcaniclastic rocks overlain by weathered 
basaltic lava, (b) Close-up view of the top of 
the volcaniclastic rocks, and the base of the 
weathered basalt lava flow, (c) Close-up view 
o:* the less-weathered central portion of the lava 
flow shown in {a).
Less weathered basalt from
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Figure 2.5. Landsat Thematic Mapper false-colour satellite image of the Central Volcanic Province, showing 
the volcanic, and modem drainage architecture of the New England Gemfields, in the eastern portion of the 
province. The main sapphire-bearing area, is dominated by the large eroded Maybole Shield Volcano Vent 
Complex, defined by large-scale radial drainage, and a pronounced central dome. The relative locations of the 
volcanic plugs and domes of Spring Mt, Waterloo Sugarloaf, and the Narran Vale Volcano, are also shown. The 
locations of “Braemar”, “Strathdarr” and the Kingsland Sapphire Field, and large red areas corresponding to 
hematite-stained sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks near Nullamanna and “Braemar, are also evident on 
this image.
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Figure 2.6. Interpretation of lineaments and major volcanic centres across the eastern portion of the 
Central Volcanic Province, New England Gemfields. Major lineament structures include the Wellingrove 
Creek Lineament, that intersects the Maybole Shield Volcano, and the Arrawatta and Upper Frazers Creek 
lineaments, that intersect the Narran Vale Volcano, at the headwater drainage of Kings Plains Creek, within 
the Kingsland Sapphire Field. A projection of the Nandewar Lineament, that intersects the Nandewar Volcano 
to the southwest is also shown (Scheibner 1973). This lineament intersects the Wellingrove Creek Lineament 
and passes close to the Maybole Volcano. This mapping shows that the major lineament directions across the 
New England Gemfields are NW - SE and SW - NE, and that the location of significant volcanic centres are 
controlled by large structures trending in these directions.
This map should be read in conjunction with the satellite image shown in figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.7. Map of the Central Volcanic Province, showing the distribution of basaltic volcanics relative to 
maor drainage, volcanic vents and lineaments. The proposed vent complexes of the May bole Volcano 
anc the Swan Brook - Kings Plains Vent Complex (inferred in this thesis from satellite imagery), are also 
shewn. The Maybole Volcano is at the centre of large-scale radial drainage, and appears to be the dominant 
vobanic structure in the New England Gemfields. Province base map o f Tertiary basaltic volcanics is from 
the N. S. W. Department o f Mineral Resources, 1:1,000,000 Geological map ofN.S.W(1973). Nandewar 
Limament after Scheibner (1973); (projection this thesis).
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Figure 2.8. Photos of prominent volcanic plugs, defined by high aspect ratio basaltic lavas, (a) Photo 
shows the cone shaped structure of the Swan Peak phonolite plug, looking from the south, (b) Photo 
shows the Spring Mountain analcimite plug, and the White Rock Mountain pile of basaltic lavas, looking 
frcm the north.
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Figure 2.9. Landsat Thematic Mapper satellite image of the central dome of the Maybole Shield 
Volcano, showing major ring and radial drainage, that together with the dome, defines the volcanic centre 
of the structure. This false colour image has been processed with TM bands 3, 5 and ratio 7:1, to enhance 
red colouration, as an aid to mapping red sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks.
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Figure 2.10. Landsat Thematic Mapper satellite image showing Spring Mt, White Rock Mt, Arthurs Seat 
and Waterloo Sugarloaf, relative to Wellingrove Creek and Reddestone Creek. This false colour image has 
been processed with TM bands 3, 5 and ratio 7:1, to enhance red colouration, as an aid to mapping red 
heamtite-stained sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks.
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Figure 2.11. Landsat Thematic Mapper satellite image of the Swan Brook - Kings Plains Vent 
Complex, comprising the Swan Peak plug, the Narran Vale Volcano, the Stony Knob plug, and the 
Mt Buckley pile of basaltic lavas. This false colour image has been processed with TM bands 3, 5 
and ratio 7:1, to enhance red colouration, as an aid to mapping red hematite-stained sesquioxidic 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks.
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Figure 2.12. Distribution of zircon fission track age ranges relative to defined centres of 
volcanic activity, showing the progressive growth of the New England Gemfields within 
the Central Volcanic Province {Sutherland et al 1993).
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Chapter 3 SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC ROCK 
TYPES AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION IN THE NEW ENGLAND 
GEMFIELDS, CENTRAL VOLCANIC PROVINCE
3.1 Introduction
Basaltic volcaniclastic rocks occurring in the New England Gemfields are an 
important commercial source of gem sapphire in the Central Volcanic Province 
(Lishmund and Oakes 1983; Lishmund 1987; Pecover 1987,1992, 1993a&b, 1996, 
and 2001; Oakes et aI1996). Furthermore, basaltic volcaniclastic rocks have been 
shown to host very high grades of sapphire in some deposits, such as those occurring 
in the Kingsland Sapphire Field (Pecover1992, 1993a, 1996, and this thesis).
3.1.1 Previous Work in the New England Gemfields
Prior to the period of candidature for this thesis, basaltic volcaniclastic rocks 
occurring in the New England Gemfields, have been mapped in the Elsmore - 
Braemar -Swan Brook area (Brown and Pecover 1986a), at Kings Plains (Brown and 
Pecover 1986b), and at the Braemar Sapphire Deposit* (Pecover and Coenraads 
1989). Hollis and Sutherland (1985) considered volcaniclastic rocks they studied at 
"Braemar" to be trachytic pyroclastics. Barron (1987) petrographically described 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks collected by Brown and Pecover from a number of 
locations in the New England Gemfields. McMinn (1989) studied the palynology of 
the rocks occurring in the Braemar Sapphire Deposit. Pecover (1987 and 1988) 
proposed a maar volcanic origin for the volcaniclastic-hosted sapphire deposits 
occurring in the New England Gemfields. Oakes et al (1996) discussed the 
importance of volcaniclastic deposits associated with sapphire occurrences in eastern 
Australia.
3.1.2 Sapphire-Bearing Basaltic Volcanic Rocks Occurring in Volcanic Terrains 
Outside Australia
Gem quality corundum megacrysts (sapphire and ruby) associated with large 
basaltic terrains, are known to occur in Southeast Asia, China and Nigeria. Alkali
*  Note Trenches exposing the geology o f the Braemar Sapphire Deposit, described by Pecover and Coenraads (1989), were 
originally sited by Dr Peter Flood o f the University o f  New England in 1988/89, as part o f  an economic appraisal of the deposit.
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basalts and slightly to moderately evolved basanites containing rare corundum 
megacrysts have been described as the probable major source rocks for the corundum 
in these areas (Wright 1969; Barr and Macdonald 1981; Guo et al 1992b; Irving 
1986). In all these areas, at least two episodes of basaltic volcanism have been 
recognised. These episodes have generally been thought to comprise younger, 
partially weathered basalts overlying older more deeply weathered basalts. However, 
in those areas where sapphire and ruby are most abundant, extensive deposits of 
latentes and latasols associated with the older weathered basalts are known to occur. 
These latentes and latasols are generally at or near the base of the volcanic pile and 
are most common in areas where little overlying basalt remains (Wright 1969; Barr 
and Macdonald 1981; Irving 1986).
In the famous Pailin, Chantaburi, and Trat sapphire and ruby mining districts 
of southeastern Thailand, extensive deposits of red earths and latasols occur spatially 
associated with scoriaceous cones and eroded vents (Barr and Macdonald 1981). 
Sapphires and rubies are mined from eluvial, collovial, and alluvial deposits in these 
areas, and are reported to be most abundant in the pyroclastic debris associated with 
nearby vents (Barr and Macdonald 1981). Sapphire exploration by the author, on the 
Thailand / Kampuchea border, at Nam Yuen, ~80 km south of Ubonratchathani, in 
eastern Thailand, showed that the highest grades of sapphire and ruby are located at 
the base of deposits of heavily lateritised basaltic volcanidastic rocks (Pecover 1990).
In southeast China, at Penglai on the island of Hainan, sapphire is mined 
directly from latentes and latasols (Hughes 1997). On Hainan, basaltic lavas are 
poorly preserved and crater lakes are common.
On the Bokeo Plateau in Kampuchea, sapphire, zircon, and garnet have been 
found to be most abundant in deposits formed by explosive volcanism and in their 
weathering products, associated with extensively lateritised "older basalts" (Vichit et 
al, 1978; Barr and Macdonald, 1981).
In southwest Nigeria, Cainozoic basaltic lavas are thought to be the probable 
hosts for large and abundant corundum and zircon megacrysts found in the
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Jos Plateau area. However, like the other localities mentioned, the Jos Plateau is 
covered by extensive deposits of laterites and red earths associated with an "older” 
series of basaltic lava flows (Wright, 1969; Kiefert and Schmetzer, 1987; Kanis and 
Harding, 1990). Sapphire diggings are typically abundant in deposits of red earths in 
the Bokkos area in Nigeria (Wright 1969).
3.1.3 Thesis Work
The study of basaltic volcaniclastic rocks carried out by the author, during the 
period of candidature for this thesis, involved the examination of a number of 
geological features in outcrops and man-made exposures not described elsewhere, and 
a re-examination and re-appraisal of a number of exposures described by myself, and 
others (ie R.E. Brown and R.R. Coenraads), before the period of candidature (ie 
before 1992). Deposits of basaltic volcaniclastics discussed in this chapter, that have 
been studied by me exclusively during the period of candidature for this thesis, 
include rocks occurring at "Dursley", "Yirri North", near "Cheven", "Strathmore", 
Falls Creek and "Minumurra". Volcaniclastic rocks that have been re-examined and 
re-appraised by me during the period of candidature, include volcaniclastic rock types 
discussed in this chapter, that occur in the Braemar Sapphire Deposit. Sources of 
information that have been reported elsewhere on the "Braemar" rocks, and included 
in this thesis, are acknowledged and referenced herein. Appendix 1 is a list of 
publications and reports on volcaniclastic-hosted sapphire deposits in the New 
England Gemfields, produced by myself during the period of candidature for this 
thesis.
3.2 Classification of Sapphire-Bearing Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks
Sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic rocks examined for this thesis, have been 
classified into the following categories:-
1. Breccia dykes and stockworks in Palaeozoic meta-siltstones
2. Massively-bedded basaltic volcaniclastic rocks
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3. Massively-bedded, flow-banded basaltic volcanic breccias
4. Stratified basaltic volcaniclastic rocks
Categories 1 to 3 encompass very distinctive red to reddish brown, hematitic , 
sesquioxidic, fragmental lithologies, that are highly clay-altered and extremely 
weathered. Category 4 encompasses both red hematitic volcaniclastics, and 
distinctive greyish, whitish and tan-coloured fragmental lithologies that are also highly 
clay-altered and extremely weathered. The lithological characteristics and deposit 
settings of each of the different types of volcaniclastic rocks studied in this chapter, 
are discussed in the following sections. Red, highly clay-altered, hematitic 
sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks are also herein referred to as red clay 
volcaniclastics. Figures 3.1 to 3.3 are topographic maps showing the locations of 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks discussed in this chapter.
3.3 Breccia Dykes and Stockworks 
in Palaeozoic Meta-Siltstones
3.3.1 Location of the Rocks Studied
Dykes, stockworks and veins containing red clay volcaniclastics and 
brecciated meta-siltstone clasts within Palaeozoic meta-siltstones, that form part of the 
basement rocks underlying the Tertiary basaltic volcanics of the Central Volcanic 
Province, have been studied during the period of candidature for this thesis from 
exposures at "Braemar", near Elsmore, 15 km east of Inverell, and at "Dursley" near 
Swan Peak, 23 km east of Inverell (Figures 3.1, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6).
3.3.2 Deposit Characteristics
Figures 3.5, and 3.6 show the relationship of dykes and stockworks of red 
breccias to Devonian - Carboniferous meta-siltstones, within the Braemar Sapphire 
Deposit. Figure 3.7 shows the relationship of veins of Tertiary red hematitic 
sesquioxidic basaltic clays within Palaeozoic meta-siltstones, to overlying Tertiary, 
massively-bedded, red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, at the base
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of diamond drill hole DDH7, drilled at Braemar by Brown and Pecover (1986a). 
Figure 3.8a shows a photo of the red breccia dyke structure shown on Figure 3.6 
(costean B - southeast face). Figure 3.8b also shows close-up views of the walls and 
centre of the dyke.
The main breccia dyke shown in Figure 3.8 displays a depositional structure 
comprising a central core with rotated angular clasts of cream to pink-coloured meta- 
siltstone, supported by a matrix of brick-red fine-grained hematitic sesquioxidic clay. 
Along the outer edges of the dyke, the rocks display a jig-saw-fit texture of fractured 
cream-coloured meta-siltstone (Figure 3.8c). Away from the edges of the dyke, into 
the meta-siltstone, the red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic clay infills fractures, 
forming a net-work of thin veins (Figure 3.8d). Some of these veins grade into areas 
where the red clays appear to have filled irregular shaped voids in the meta-siltstone. 
This latter feature can be seen as irregular branching lobate masses of red clay and 
breccia, within the meta-siltstone (Figure 3.8e). These masses do not appear to be 
related to parallel-sided fractures, but rather, to areas of stoping within the meta- 
siltstone.
Figure 3.9a shows a photo of a stockwork of narrow dykes of red breccias 
shown on Figure 3.6 (<costean A - southwest face). Figure 3.9b shows how these 
fractures may have been structurally formed (adapted from Sibson 1994). The dyke 
and stockwork of smaller dykes shown in these photos, are contained within fractures
that have a strike orientation of 91°, which is parallel to the axis of the Swan Brook 
valley, north of Braemar (Figures 3.5). As discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, the 
axis of the Swan Brook valley may conform to a major, near east-west zone of 
fracture-controlled drainage.
Figure 3.10 shows a photo of veins and narrow dykelets of red hematitic 
sesquioxidic clay and breccias, cris-crossing Devonian - Carboniferous meta-siltstones 
at "Dursley", on the southern side of the Swan Brook valley. In all the photos shown, 
fine-grained hematitic red clays form a supporting matrix to angular fragments of 
Devonian - Carboniferous meta-siltstone.
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3.3.3 Lithological Characteristics
Figure 3.11 shows a close-up view of a sawn slab collected from a narrow 
portion of the dyke shown in Figure 3.8. This slab shows the following major 
lithological characteristics that are evident in this hand specimen:-
1. The intrusion of red hematitic sesquioxidic clay has occurred along fractures in 
the meta-siltstone, and appears to have also eroded {corroded ?) parts of the 
meta-siltstone.
2. The arrangement of meta-siltstone clasts in this rock, ranges from jig-saw-fit, 
clast to matrix-supported, at the edges of the dyke, to separated and rotated 
toward the centre of the dyke.
3. The migration of iron, {as indicated by the presence or absence of red 
colouration in the rock) from the red hematitic sesquioxidic clay matrix to the 
meta-siltstone, is low along the walls of the dyke, and higher for meta-siltstone 
clasts lying in the centre of the dyke.
4. Liesegang bands of iron oxides in the meta-siltstone, are truncated by the 
intruded red hematitic sesquioxidic clay, suggesting weathering of the meta- 
siltstone prior to the intrusion of the red clays.
3.3.4 Petrological Features
Figures 3.12a,b&c shows the petrological features of a sample of the red 
breccia dyke shown in Figure 3.11. The following features are evident in the 
photomicrographs shown in Figure 3.12a,b&c:-
1. Figure 3.12a is a photomicrograph showing angular clasts of meta-siltstone 
supported in a matrix of finer-grained hematitic clay {Fe-clay). The meta- 
siltstone clasts range from pebble to silt size, and show a crude alignment 
parallel to the wall of the dyke. The meta-siltstone clasts, are themselves
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composed predominantly of clast-supported, silt-sized quartz grains with minor 
interstitial clay. Contact margins between the meta-siltstone clasts and the 
hematitic clay matrix are moderately sharp. The larger meta-siltstone clasts 
show little iron staining, indicating that the migration of iron-oxides from the 
matrix to the clast, across the clast matrix boundary, has been minimal.
2. Figure 3.12b is a photomicrograph, in close-up view, showing the boundary 
between meta-siltstone and ferruginous sesquioxidic clay. The photo shows that 
the contact between the two rock types is sharp and angular, and that little 
migration of iron oxides has occurred across the clast-matrix boundary. On part 
of the clast-matrix boundary, the iron oxide content of the sesquioxidic clay 
matrix appears to have been leached along a narrow margin, suggesting aqueous 
migration along, and not across, the contact between the two rock types. Along 
other parts of the clast-matrix boundary, erosional embayment of the meta- 
siltstone by the ferruginous clay appears to have taken place. This suggests that 
a degree of erosion and scouring of some parts of the meta-siltstone has occurred 
during the time of the intrusion of the ferruginous sesquioxidic muds into the 
meta-siltstone. The ferruginous sesquioxidic clay matrix in this photo, is itself, 
composed of matrix-supported sand and silt-sized angular to sub-rounded clasts 
of quartz and comminuted meta-siltstone, in a matrix of iron-stained clay. The 
matrix also contains numerous silt-sized black opaque grains of oxide minerals.
3. Figure 3.12c shows a photomicrograph of some of the red sesquioxidic muddy 
matrix of the breccia dyke rock shown in Figure 3.11. The photo shows a 
delicate clay-altered glass shard of pumiceous basaltic material, surrounded by a 
finer-grained matrix of iron-stained clay. The iron-stained clay is also 
supporting sand to silt-sized clasts of quartz and quartzose meta-siltstone.
Appendix 2 contains additional petrological text descriptions of basaltic lavas and
volcaniclastic rocks examined from the New England Gemfields.
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3.3.5 Mineralogical Characteristics 
XRD Analysis
Gross mineralogical determination of the composition of the red hematitic 
sesquioxidic clay matrix material from the dyke shown in Figure 3.11a&b, using X- 
Ray Diffraction analysis, showed that it is predominantly composed of gibbsite and 
kaolinite, with sub-ordinate, hematite and quartz. Figure 3.13 shows the XRD graph 
and identified mineral peaks for this material. Calculation of the proportion of 
mineral phases present in the sample, using SIROQUANT analysis, yielded 48% 
gibbsite, 37% kaolinite and 15% hematite.
Appendix 3 contains details of analytical methods used to generate XRD, 
SEM and XRF data used in this thesis. Appendix 4 contains d-spacing and two theta 
angle data for all samples analysed by XRD in this thesis.
SEM Examination
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the red sesquioxidic clay matrix 
breccia dyke material, exhibited in Figure 3.14a&b, showed that it is predominantly 
composed of very fine-grained kaolinite, that is very poorly crystallised. Small 
amounts of quartz showing trigon crystal faces are also evident in the kaolinite 
(Figure 3.14b).
3.3.6 Sapphire Content
The sapphire content of red sesquioxidic basaltic breccia dyke rock from an 
excavation adjacent to costean B at "Braemar" (Figures 3.5 and 3.6) was determined 
by processing a 10 loose cubic metre (1cm = 1 truck load) bulk sample of this material 
through a sapphire washing and heavy mineral jig concentrating plant, located at 
"Braemar" (Figure 3.15). Table 3.1 lists the results of this sampling.
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16 grams of sapphire concentrate were recovered from this sample. This 
corresponds to a calculated sapphire grade of 2.40 grams per bank cubic metre (bcm) 
{assuming that 10 1cm is equivalent to 6.67 bcm on the basis o f a 1.50 times swell 
factor). The sapphire recovered, was within the size range of -20 mm to +1.5 mm, in 
accordance with the size range of the screens on the washing plant's sizing trommel 
used to process the sample. The sapphire grade of this rock may be higher, given that 
sapphire, finer-grained than 1.5 mm, is typically lost to tailings from large-scale 
sapphire washing plants, such as the one used to process the sample. Approximately 
85% of the sapphire recovered was below 4.5 mm. The gem content was found to be 
approximately 15%, and included facetable prismatic sapphires with unusual colour 
zoning (Figure 3.16a&b). A high proportion of the sapphire grains recovered, were 
found to be angular, with broken crystal edges. Unbroken faces on many of the grains 
displayed rounded, smooth and glossy surfaces, with very little evidence of pitting due 
to abrasion (Figure 3.16c).
3.3.7 Discussion and Proposed Genesis
The breccia dykes and vein networks described from “Braemar” and 
“Dursley”, show jig-saw-fit clastic textures along their walls. The comminution and 
rotation of clasts in the centre of the dyke, together with the apparent scouring of 
surfaces along some of the walls of the red clay-filled voids in the meta-siltstone, 
strongly suggests that the red clays were injected into the meta-siltstone in a highly 
fluidised state. The infilling of fractures by the red clays, to produce networks of thin 
veins, away from the walls of the dykes, is also supportive of the interpretation that 
the red clays were in a highly fluid state during their intrusion into the meta-siltstones.
Hydraulic extension fracturing is considered to be indicative of high fluid 
pressures, and may result from fault-controlled seismic pumping (Sibson 1987, 1989 
and 1994). However, high fluid flows affecting these rocks, are also likely to have 
been thermally driven during a nearby volcanic eruption.
The kaolinite, gibbsite and hematite content of the red clays, suggests an 
extreme weathering environment of formation. However, the SEM photos show that
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the kaolinite in the red clays is poorly crystallised. Using SEM, Keller (1976 & 1977) 
studied the crystal morphology of kaolinite as a means of determining its environment 
of formation. Keller found, that kaolinite displaying poorly formed crystals, was the 
result of rapid hydrothermal precipitation processes, while kaolinite displaying well 
formed crystals in booklets and sheathes, was the result of slower authigenic 
precipitation processes. Cas and Wright (1988) have suggested that high hematite 
contents in volcaniclastic rocks, may be indicative of high thermal oxidation 
processes during volcanic eruptions; and thus can be used as an indicator of 
pyroclastic origin. Basaltic glass shards in these rocks is supportive of a volcanic 
origin for these rocks. However, Trolard and Tardy (1987) found that hematite, and 
goethite, occurring in bauxites, ferricretes and latentes, typically display very fine 
grainsizes, and are poorly crystallised. They suggested that the low crystallinity 
displayed by these minerals is the result of water activity and temperature; with low 
water activity facilitating the precipitation of hematite from goethite, and high water 
activity facilitating the reverse. Given that the red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks discussed in this chapter show a number of similarities to 
bauxites, then water activity related to weathering and/or alteration cannot be ruled 
out as a mechanism for producing the high hematite contents and small grainsizes in 
the matrix fraction of these rocks.
Thus, the breccias and dykes discussed in this section, are considered to be the 
result of hydraulic extension fracturing, caused by the injection of hot, highly 
fluidised, hematitic kaolinitic basaltic muds, into Palaeozoic meta-siltstone country 
rock, during a period of volcanic activity. The hematite content, and the lack of well 
formed crystals of kaolinite, in the red clays, may be the result of rapid precipitation 
in a hydrothermal mineralising environment, or an environment of extreme alteration 
and weathering. The angular clastic component, jig-saw-fit textures and the scoured 
surfaces along some of the walls of the red-clay-filled-voids in these rocks, is herein 
considered to be the result of vigorous comminution and erosion of the meta-siltstones 
by highly fluidized, intruding and abrasive, clay-altered basaltic volcanic materials.
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3.4 Massively-Bedded Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks
3.4.1 Location of the Rocks Studied
Massively-bedded deposits of red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks were studied at Swan Peak along the northern side of the Swan 
Brook drainage, 25 km northeast of Inverell; at "Braemar; at "Yirri North" along the 
western side of Reddestone Creek, 10 km northwest of Glen Innes; near Falls Creek, 
along the upper reaches of Wellingrove Creek, 15 km southwest of Glen Innes; and 
along the Glen Innes to Emmaville Road, near the Glen Innes Agricultural Research 
Station (near "Cheven "), 5 km northwest of Glen Innes (Figures 3.1 to 3.3).
3.4.2 Deposit Characteristics
Deposits of red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, occurring 
at the above locations, range in thickness from 0.5 m to 3.0 m. They are generally 
coarse-grained and massively-bedded (Figure 3.17a, 3.18, 3.19b, and 3.20b), but 
may show crude layering (Figure 3.17b and 3.19a). In outcrop, they typically display 
a matrix-supported fabric and texture, with red hematitic sesquioxidic clays forming 
the matrix to clasts of either local country rock, or basalt, or both (Figure 3.17b,
3.19a and 3.21a&b).
At the base of Swan Peak, massive beds of red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic 
volcaniclastics cropout at the base of the hill (Figure 3.17). In hand specimen, these 
deposits display a crude layering of meta-siltstone clasts supported by a matrix of red 
clay (Figure 3.17b).
At "Braemar", massive beds of fine-grained red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic 
volcaniclastics occur overlying Devonian Carboniferous meta-siltstones (Figure 3.6). 
The deposits at "Braemar" also contain veins of calcrete, which occupy fractures in 
the rock, and are overlain by basalt that has infilled palaeotopographic lows, forming 
possible cut-and-fill structures (Figure 3.18). The basaltic lava overlying the red
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hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastics at “Braemar” is highly weathered. 
(Figure 3.18).
At "Yirri North", massively-bedded and layered deposits of fine to coarse­
grained red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastics are exposed in the walls of 
sapphire mining tailings dams on the western side of Reddestone Creek (Figures 
3.19a,b&c). These rocks show clast to matrix-supported pebbly layers that are 
overlain by finer-grained silty to muddy clays. Deeply weathered basaltic lava 
overlies these rocks, and in some areas shows vertical structures that start at the 
breccia/basalt boundary, and penetrate upwards through the basalt to the surface.
These vertical structures appear to be fracture-controlled dewatering structures. The 
bedding contacts between the weathered basalt and the red hematitic sesquioxidic 
basaltic volcaniclastics at "Yirri North" range from horizontal in some areas, to 
undulating in others (Figure 3.19c).
Fine-grained, sand to granule-sized, massively-bedded red hematitic 
sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastics occur on the northern side of the Glen Innes - 
Emmaville Road, near the property of “Cheven” and the Glen Innes Agricultural 
Research Station (Figure 3.2). These rocks show evidence of erosion, and later 
overtopping by basaltic lava flows (Figure 3.20a,b,c&d). Fractures in the rock have 
allowed groundwater to penetrate the rock and to leach iron oxides. Along the 
fractures, the colour of the red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastics has 
changed to grey. The grey rocks in the fracture, more clearly display the clastic 
texture of the rock, than does the un-bleached red volcaniclastic rocks on either side of 
the fracture (Figure 3.20c&d). This fracture clearly shows how red hematitic 
sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastics can become grey or lighter-coloured as a result of 
groundwater leaching of iron oxides.
Coarse-grained, pebble to cobble-sized, massively-bedded red breccias occur 
near Falls Creek (Figure 3.2 and 3.3), along the upper reaches of Wellingrove Creek 
(Figure 3.21 a&b). These rocks contain pebble to cobble-sized angular clasts of 
weathered basalt set in a red clay matrix. Some of these rocks show a random 
orientation of clasts, while others show a parallel alignment of elongated clasts
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(Figure 3.21b). Some of the clasts in these rocks also show imbrication, which may 
be indicative of flow alignment (Figure 3.21b).
3.4.3 Lithological Characteristics
The major lithological features of the massively-bedded rocks, that are evident 
in the outcrops and specimens examined, are as follows:-
1. Red hematitic sesquioxidic clay forms the matrix to angular and sub-rounded 
clasts of meta-siltstone and/or weathered basalt, with clast sizes ranging from 
sand to cobble (Figures 3.17, 3.19a and 3.21).
2. The arrangement of clasts in these rocks, ranges from random to bedding 
parallel, and from clast to matrix-supported (Figure 3.21 a&b).
3. The migration of iron, (as evidenced by the degree o f iron-staining and red 
colouration displayed by meta-siltstone or basalt clasts) from the red 
hematitic sesquioxidic clay matrix to meta-siltstone or basalt clasts, is typically 
lower in coarser-grained varieties (Figures 3.12b, 3.21 a&b and 3.22a).
3.4.4 Petrological Features
Figure 3.22a&b shows the petrological features of a sample taken from the 
massively-bedded red volcaniclastic rocks outcropping at the base of Swan Peak 
(Figure 3.17). The following features are evident in the photomicrographs shown in 
Figure 3.22a&b:-
1. Figure 3.22a is a photomicrograph showing fine-grained angular meta-siltstone 
lithic fragments and quartz chips, supported in a matrix of banded iron-stained 
clay. Small amounts of opaque oxide minerals are also present in the matrix.
The photo also shows an angular clast of fine-grained sediment with wisps of 
black carbonaceous material. The unsorted, clast-supported nature of this rock,
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together with the angularity of the clasts, suggests rapid deposition and minimal 
sedimentary processing.
2. Figure 3.22b is a photomicrograph of the fine-grained matrix component of the 
Swan Peak rock. This photomicrograph shows that the iron oxide-stained clay 
matrix, is itself, composed of increasingly finer-grained, angular clasts of quartz 
and sedimentary lithic fragments, and opaque oxide minerals, supported by a 
patchily iron-stained clay fraction. The photo also shows an angular fragment of 
basaltic pumice, that displays bubble wall features along its outer edges, 
indicating vesicularity. The preservation of this delicate shard, shows that the 
rock has undergone minimal, if any, epiclastic processing.
3.4.5 Mineralogical Characteristics
XRD Analysis
Mineralogical determination of the composition of red hematitic sesquioxidic 
basaltic volcaniclastic rock from Swan Peak, shown in Figures 3.17 and 3.22, using 
X-Ray Diffraction analysis, showed that it is predominantly composed of kaolinite 
and quartz, with subordinate hematite and gibbsite. Figure 3.23 shows the XRD 
graph and identified mineral peaks for the Swan Peak sample. Calculation of the 
proportion of mineral phases present in the sample, using SIROQUANT analysis, 
yielded 50% quartz, 31% kaolinite, 17% gibbsite, and 2% hematite.
SEM Examination
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the red hematitic sesquioxidic rocks 
from Swan Peak, showed that the clay fraction is predominantly composed of poorly 
crystallised kaolinite. Small amounts of quartz and carbonate, and glass shard 
material is also evident in the kaolinite (Figure 3.24a&b).
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3.4.6 Sapphire Content
The sapphire content of massively-bedded red hematite sesquioxidic basaltic 
volcanidastic rock, from an excavation adjacent to costean D at "Braemar" (Figures
3.6 and 3.18), was determined by processing a 10.0 1cm bulk sample of this material 
through the sapphire washing plant, located at "Braemar". Table 3.1 lists the results 
of this sampling.
Eighteen grams of sapphire concentrate were recovered from this sample.
This corresponds to a calculated sapphire grade of 2.70 g/bcm. Approximately 80% 
of the sapphire recovered was below 4.5 mm. The gem content was found to be 
approximately 12%. A high proportion of the sapphire grains recovered, were found 
to be angular, with broken crystal edges, similar to those shown in Figure 3.16a&b. 
Unbroken faces on many of the grains displayed rounded, smooth and glossy surfaces, 
similar to those shown in Figure 3.16c.
3.4.7 Discussion and Proposed Genesis
The angular and unsorted character of the crystal and lithic clasts in the 
massively-bedded volcaniclastics examined, indicates that they have undergone 
minimal sedimentary processing. The presence of carbonaceous material suggests 
temperatures of emplacement sufficiently high to carbonize plant matter. The 
presence of vesiculated pumice, and the preservation of shard structure, indicates a 
pyroclastic component in these rocks. As discussed above (for the red breccia dyke 
rocks), the high hematite content, and the poorly crystallised morphology of the 
kaolinite, in these volcanidastic rocks, is herein considered to be indicative of rapid 
precipitation in a hydrothermal mineralising environment.
The random arrangement of clasts in most of these rocks, indicates relatively 
rapid emplacement and very minimal transport, suggesting that these rocks are located 
close to their volcanic source. The development of clastic layering and bedding in 
some of these rocks, suggests a somewhat longer period of transport, and the 
depositional hydraulic sorting of clasts. Thus, the massively-bedded red clay
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volcaniclastic rocks discussed in this section, are considered to be breccia flows that 
resulted from explosive basaltic volcanic eruptions, containing large amounts of 
water. This would be consistent with a phreatomagmatic eruptive origin, associated 
with nearby maar volcanism.
The sapphire content in these rocks at "Braemar", is virtually the same as that 
recorded for the nearby red breccia dyke rocks at "Braemar". Where both rock types 
are spatially close to one another, as they are at "Braemar" (e.g. Figures 3.6 and 3.7), 
then it is reasonable to assume, that the breccia dykes are very close to a volcanic vent 
or vents, and mark the location of at least some of the points of exhalation, that 
produced the nearby massively-bedded red clay volcaniclastics.
Thus, it is reasonable to propose that the red breccia dyke rocks represent the 
intrusive phase of once nearby volcanic activity, and that the massively-bedded 
volcaniclastic rocks represent the extrusive surficial mass flow phase of this activity.
3.5 Massively-Bedded Flow-Banded Basaltic Volcanic Breccias
3.5.1 Location of the Rocks Studied
Massively-bedded deposits of red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks, showing pronounced flow-banding structure, were studied along 
the eastern and northern base of Arthurs Seat, near White Rock Mountain, on the 
property of "Minumurra", 15 km southwest of Glen Innes (Figure 3.2 and 3.3).
3.5.2 Deposit Characteristics
These rocks cropout along the eastern and northern sides of White Rock 
Mountain, at the base of a pile of basaltic lavas that make-up Arthurs Seat (Figure 
3.2). The outcrops are near horizontally bedded and range in thickness from 1 m to 
2 m (Figure 3.25a). These rocks show well developed vertical columnar jointing in 
cross-section (Figure 3.25b). In plan view, these columns appear as irregular 
polygons (Figure 3.25c). The polygons show onion-skin weathering features similar
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to those commonly seen in weathered basalts. This imparts a concentric zoning and 
pseudo layering texture to the tops of these polygons.
3.5.3 Lithological Characteristics
The most striking feature of these rocks, is that they display a layered 
structure, that in outcrop and in hand specimen, looks very similar to flow banding 
commonly seen in rhyolites. Cas and Wright (1988; Figure 2.10) give an example of 
flow-banding in rhyolites from the Holocene Okataina Complex, on the North Island 
of New Zealand that shows a texture that is very similar to the rocks from 
"Minumurra". The banding in the "Minumurra" rocks, comprises near-horizontal to 
inclined layers of red and tan-coloured mud, that is intercalated with layers of 
weathered basalt (Figure 3.26a,b&c).
The red clay bands in these rocks, display an wandering to branching pattern 
of layering, comprising thin bands, separated by layers of weathered basalt (Figure 
3.26a&b). The red muddy bands themselves show unusual layering textures, of 
contorted and wavy micro-layers of reddish and brownish-coloured clay that resemble 
the shapes seen in turbulent fluid eddies (Figure 3.26c&d). Small-scale flame 
structures of red muds intruding basalt layers are also evident in these rocks (Figure 
3.26d).
The layers of basalt, display a clast to matrix-supported texture, with the clasts 
comprising rounded and stretched fragments of basalt that are intermixed with red 
muddy clay (Figure 3.26c&d). The basalt clasts are stretched and flattened parallel 
to banding, and contain plagioclase laths that are commonly layer-parallel-aligned; 
imparting a trachytic texture to the basalt (Figure 3.26e). In some layers, the basalt is 
vesicular (Figure 3.26b).
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3.5.4 Petrological Features
Figure 3.27a&b shows petrological features in a sample of the massively- 
bedded flow-banded volcaniclastic rocks from "Minumurra". The following features 
are evident in the photomicrographs shown in Figure 3.27a&b:-
1. Figure 3.27a is a photomicrograph showing the boundary between red muddy 
clay and weathered basalt. The basalt is composed of intensely clay-altered 
plagioclase laths, with minor amounts of weathered pyroxene and iddingsite, 
intermixed with dark brown iron oxides. The plagioclase laths display a crude 
alignment, parallel to the boundary with the red muddy clays. The red muddy 
clay layer comprises a mixture of dark-brown iron-oxide-stained-clay, that is 
intercalated with off-white and brownish-yellow-coloured bands of clay. The 
boundaries between the dark brown and the lighter brownish-yellow bands of 
clay, display undulating layer contacts, with the brownish-yellow bands 
displaying a contorted boudinage-like structure.
2. Figure 3.27b is a photomicrograph showing weathered basalt that has been 
intruded by red muddy clay, forming a flame structure. The basalt is composed 
of intensely clay-altered plagioclase laths and iddingsite (altered olivine) 
crystals, and can therefore be described as a once olivine porphyritic microlitic 
basalt. The basalt displays an intergranular texture comprising once-glassy 
basaltic textured fragments set in an intensely ferruginous silty matrix of partly 
clay-degraded basalt and crystal fragments. The concentration of ferruginous 
clay in the basalt is highest close to the ferruginous clay flame structure. The 
ferruginous clay making up the flame structure comprises mainly dark brown to 
opaque featureless argillic muddy material, with small amounts of matrix- 
supported plagioclase and quartz fragments.
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3.5.5 Mineralogical Characteristics 
XRD Analysis
X-Ray Diffraction analysis was done on the red muddy layers in these 
flow-banded volcaniclastic rocks, to determine any gross mineralogical differences 
between red-coloured clays (dark bands in Figure 3.2la; XRD trace in Figure 3.28a) 
and light brown clays (light bands in Figure 3.2la; XRD trace in Figure 3.28b) in 
these layers. The red-coloured clays comprise a mixture of dominate kaolinite and 
sub-ordinate hematite, illite and gibbsite (Figure 3.28a), while the light brown clays 
comprise dominate kaolinite and sub-ordinate goethite (Figure 3.28b). Analysis of 
the basalt showed that it comprises dominant kaolinite, with minor hematite, goethite, 
gibbsite, illite and quartz (Figure 3.28c). Calculation of the gross proportion of 
mineral phases present in the red clays, using SIROQUANT analysis, yielded 80% 
kaolinite, 15% hematite, 3% illite and 2% gibbsite. The SIROQUANT analysis of the 
light brown clays yielded 100% kaolinite. The SIROQUANT analysis of the basalt 
yielded 57% kaolinite, and 43% goethite.
SEM Examination
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of a sample of red muddy layer material 
from these rocks, shows that the clay fraction is predominantly composed of very 
poorly crystallized kaolinite (Figure 3.29a). SEM micrographs of the basaltic layer 
shows that this material is also intensely clay-altered, and comprises fine-grained 
poorly crystallised kaolinite matrix, supporting coarse-grained pseudomorphs of 
kaolinite after plagioclase (Figure 3.29b).
3.5.6 Sapphire Content
The sapphire content of the massively-bedded, flow-banded, red hematitic 
sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, from "Minumurra", was determined by 
processing a 2.0 bcm bulk sample of this material through a small mobile heavy 
mineral jig concentrating test plant (Figure 3.15b). Table 3.1 lists the results of this
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sampling. 2.5 grams of sapphire concentrate was recovered from this sample. This 
corresponds to a calculated sapphire grade of 1.25 g/bcm. All of the sapphire 
recovered was below 2.5 mm. The sapphire grains recovered, were found to be 
angular to sub-rounded in shape, and showed grain surfaces similar to those shown in 
Figure 3.16c. No gem sapphire was recovered from this sample.
3.5.7 Discussion and Proposed Genesis
As described above, the most striking feature of these basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks is, that they display a layered structure that is very similar to flow-banding seen 
in rhyolites. The laminar flow-line structures in these rocks (Figure 3.26a,b&c), 
suggests that the yield strength of this material was low at the time of formation, and 
that the rock was deformed plastically during flow. This is supported by the almost 
complete lack of brittle fracture deformation in these rocks. The diapiric flame 
structure shown in Figure 3.26d may also indicate a difference in competency and 
speed of flow between the red/light brown muds and the basalt; with the muddy layers 
being less viscous and moving faster than the basaltic layers. Small numbers of 
vesicles in the basalts (Figure 3.26b), suggests that some degassing was still taking 
place while these rocks were forming. These features suggest, that the water content 
in the muddy layers was high compared to the basalt, and that these rocks represent 
mud and basalt intermixed lava flows.
The mineralogy of the red clays is virtually identical to red clays in the other 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks described in this chapter, particularly with respect to their 
high content of kaolinite, that displays poorly formed crystals. Thus, the clays in 
these rocks are likely to have been formed hydrothermally, which would be consistent 
with a phreatomagmatic volcanic environment.
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3.6 Stratified Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks
3.6.1 Location of the Rocks Studied
Stratified deposits of red sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks were 
examined at "Strathmore", 20 km southwest of Glen Innes (Figure 3.30). Only those 
features evident in outcrop, are discussed, owing to the fact that after 
photomicrographs of these rocks were taken, access to the site was denied owing to 
the granting of exploration tenements over the area.
Stratified deposits of sapphire-bearing grey, and off-white and tan-orange-coloured 
clayey pebbly volcaniclastic sediments overlying deposits of brown cobbly 
volcaniclastic rocks were re-examined and re-appraised during the period of 
candidature for this thesis, in the main opencut pit of the Braemar Sapphire Deposit, 
at "Braemar", 15 km east of Inverell (Figures 3.1, 3.5, 3.6, 3.31 and 3.32).
3.6.2 Deposit Characteristics
Figure 3.30 shows stratified red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks exposed in the wall of a large dam on the eastern side of Grahams Valley Creek, 
on the property of "Strathmore". These rocks range from poorly bedded (Figure 
3.30a) to well stratified (Figure 3.30b). The well stratified rocks are flat lying and 
thinly bedded. The bedding in these rocks comprises clayey sandy-granular layers 
interbedded with clayey granular-pebbly layers. The clasts in the granular-pebbly 
layers range from clast to matrix-supported, with some clasts flattened parallel to 
bedding. While these rocks are mainly poorly sorted, they show crude up-ward fining 
(Figure 3.30b). The granule and pebble-sized clasts in these rocks are predominantly 
composed of clay-altered and gibbsite-altered basalt, with a finer-grained matrix 
fraction of muddy to silty and sandy red hematitic sesquioxidic clay-altered 
volcaniclastic sediment.
Figures 3.31 and 3.32 show the layered sequence of predominately grey and off- 
white clayey volcaniclastic rocks that occurs in the main opencut pit of the
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Braemar Sapphire Deposit. These rocks occupy a palaeochannel whose long axis runs 
NW-SE (Figure 3.4 and 3.5), (Pecover and Coenraads 1989; Coenraads 1991).
Figure 3.31a shows a wide-angle view of the main opencut pit relative to exploration 
costeans shown in Figure 3.6. Figure 3.31b shows the opencut pit as it is today, with 
grey clay layers being more eroded than off-white and tan-orange-coloured layers.
This difference in erodability reflects the grainsize and degree of consolidation 
differences between the two main sediment types, with the finer-grained grey clay 
layers being more susceptible to weathering and erosion than the coarser-grained off- 
white and tan-orange-coloured layers.
Figure 3.31 c&d show a close-up view of the bedding relationship and 
lithological differences between the grey clay layers and the off-white pebbly layers. 
The opencut face is parallel to the long axis of the palaeochannel. The grey clay 
layers shown, display a fine-grained and laminated bedding character. The off-white 
unit shown, is composed of two layers. The lowermost layer comprises a poorly 
sorted coarse-grained bed of volcaniclastic sediment displaying a disorganized fabric 
of pebble-sized clasts that are matrix-supported. This basal layer is overlain by a 
relatively finer-grained layer comprising better sorted granule to pebble-sized clasts 
that range from clast to matrix-supported, and display a disorganised to normally 
grade sedimentary fabric. Figure 3.31a&b also shows that the stratified 
volcaniclastic rocks of the Braemar Sapphire Deposit are capped by basaltic lava and 
now form part of an inverted landscape.
Figure 3.32a shows a close-up view of the main face of the “Braemar” 
opencut after being freshly excavated. The stratigraphic sequence revealed in this face 
comprises layers of medium to thickly-bedded fine-grained grey clay, interbedded 
with layers of medium to thickly-bedded coarse-grained off-white clayey pebbly 
volcaniclastic sediment. Layers of these rocks occur above and below a thickly- 
bedded tan-orange-coloured coarse-grained pebbly layer containing well developed 
liesegang bands of iron-oxides. The grey layers and the off-white layers appear to 
represent depositional sets making-up discrete co-sets, with each co-set comprising a 
basal coarse-grained off-white layer of volcaniclastic sediment that is overlain by a 
finer-grained grey clay layer. There are 8 discrete depositional co-sets in the
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“Braemar” opencut pit, (<excluding the mid-section thickly-bedded tan-orange- 
coloured layer). All the layers in this succession display wavy bedforms, and varying 
bed thicknesses across the face of the opencut.
At the base of this succession of interbedded fine and coarse-grained 
volcaniclastic sediments, is a layer of very coarse-grained volcaniclastic sediment 
comprising clast to matrix-supported, poorly sorted, cobble to boulder-sized gravels 
that are overlying extremely weathered basalt. The cobbles and boulders in this layer 
are composed of teschenite that were found intermixed with waterwom pebbles of 
basalt and ferricrete, and waterwom crystals of sapphire and zircon (Pecover and 
Coenraads 1989). Some of the cobbles in this layer are imbricated, with their long 
axes inclined to the southeast, indicating a palaeocurrent flow direction from 
northwest to southeast for this layer. This palaeocurrent direction is consistent with 
the sub-basaltic palaeochannel reconstruction work carried out by Coenraads (1991), 
over the “Braemar” depositional system.
3.6.3 Lithological Characteristics of Selected “Braemar” Opencut Rocks
Figure 3.32b shows a close-up view of a hand specimen of fine-grained 
laminated grey clay from the “Braemar” opencut. The most striking feature of these 
rocks in hand specimen is that they are composed of multiple packets of sediment, 
with each packet consisting of a succession of layers comprising coarser-grained silt 
to sand-sized basal layers overlain by successively finer-grained mud to silt-sized 
layers. In some layers, silt to granule-sized clasts are flattened parallel to bedding, 
imparting an anisotropic fabric to these rocks. Individual layers are commonly 30 to 
35 mm thick and display wavy bedforms (Figure 3.32a).
Figure 3.32c shows a close-up view of a hand specimen of coarse-grained tan- 
orange-coloured pebbly clayey gravel from the middle of the stratigraphic succession 
in the “Braemar” opencut. These rocks display a mainly disorganized poorly sorted 
clast-supported fabric, with some pebble-sized clasts being flattened parallel to 
bedding. The lithic clasts in these rocks are highly clay-altered. These rocks display
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well developed Liesegang bands of iron oxide which imparts a false layering to the 
unit (Figure 3.32a).
Figure 3.32d shows a close-up view of a hand specimen of coarse-grained off- 
white coloured granular to pebbly clayey gravel from near the base of the “Braemar” 
opencut. These rocks form the uppermost layers in the off-white volcaniclastic rocks. 
They display a disorganized very poorly sorted matrix-supported clastic fabric. The 
clasts in this rock are angular and highly clay-altered. The matrix is composed of 
greyish-coloured silty muddy clay.
Figures 3.32e and 3.33a&b show close-up views of hand specimens of 
coarse-grained off-white coloured granular to pebbly clayey gravel from near the base 
of the “Braemar” opencut. These rocks form the lowermost layers in the off-white 
volcaniclastic rocks. They display a very disorganized and very poorly sorted, matrix- 
supported clastic fabric. The clasts in this rock are angular and highly clay-altered. 
The matrix is composed of off-white-coloured silty muddy clay, and contains 
numerous angular broken sharp-edged fragments of quartz, sapphire, zircon and 
opaque oxide minerals. As such, the rock could be classified as a crystal/lithic 
volcaniclastic.
3.6.4 Petrological Features of Selected “Braemar” Opencut Rocks
Figure 3.34a&b shows petrological features evident in a sample of fine-grained 
grey clayey volcaniclastic rock from the “Braemar” opencut pit shown in Figure 
3.32b. The following features are evident in the photomicrographs shown in Figure 
3.34a&b:-
1. Figure 3.34a is a photomicrograph showing very fine-grained iron-stained 
clay supporting numerous angular and sharp-edged grains of black opaque 
spinels (as pleonaste), and several delicate curved glass shards. The grey clay 
also contains a grain of sapphire which displays sharp angular broken edges.
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2. Figure 3.34b is a photomicrograph showing very fine-grained iron-stained clay 
supporting numerous angular and sharp-edged grains of black opaque spinels 
(as pleonaste) and quartz. This image also shows a delicate curved glass shard, 
and a wispy fragment of basalt, displaying plagioclase laths and a microlitic 
texture.
Figures 3.35a,b&c and 3.36a&b show petrological features evident in samples 
of tan-orange and off-white coarse-grained granular to pebbly clayey volcaniclastic 
rock from the "Braemar" opencut pit shown in Figure 3.32. Figure 3.35 shows 
petrographic features from the rocks shown in Figure 3.32c&d. Figure 3.36 shows 
petrographic features from rocks shown in Figure 3.32e and 3.33b. The following 
features are evident in the photomicrographs shown in Figures 3.35 and 3.36:-
1. Figure 3.35a is a photomicrograph showing rounded and flattened clasts of 
volcaniclastic material that have been converted to fine-grained clay intermixed 
with fragments of once glassy pumice that has been partly replaced by goethite. 
Intermixed with the pumice are sharp-edged angular broken crystals of quartz, 
and rounded and flattened clay-altered clasts. This photomicrograph is from a 
sample of the tan-orange-coloured volcaniclastic rock shown in Figure 3.32c.
2. Figure 3.35b is a photomicrograph showing a fragment of iron-stained 
basaltic pumice containing clay-altered plagioclase laths. The sharp-edged and 
delicate shape of the pumice fragment suggests minimal transport and no 
sedimentary working. The pumice fragment is surrounded by sub-rounded clay- 
altered clasts, that are themselves composed of smaller clasts of clay-altered 
volcanic material, forming composite clasts. Sharp-edged angular broken 
crystals of quartz are also present. This photomicrograph is from a sample of 
the off-white-coloured volcaniclastic rock shown in Figure 3.32d.
3. Figure 3.35c is a photomicrograph showing an irregular wispy margin of a 
clay-altered basaltic fragment containing clay-altered plagioclase laths and
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black opaque oxide minerals. This fragment is supported in a matrix of very 
fine-grained iron-stained clay, that also contains sharp-edged angular crystals 
of quartz. This photomicrograph is from a sample of the off-white-coloured 
volcanidastic rock shown in Figure 3.32d
4. Figure 3.36a is a photomicrograph showing angular fragments of basaltic 
pumice replaced by goethite, and sharp-edged angular crystals of quartz 
supported by a matrix of iron-stained clay. Angular clasts of clay-altered (CA) 
volcanic material are also present. This photomicrograph is from a sample of 
the off-white-coloured volcanidastic rock shown in Figure 3.32e.
5. Figure 3.36b is a photomicrograph showing a single angular fragment of 
basaltic pumice containing clay-altered plagioclase laths and black opaque 
oxide minerals. The pumice is accompanied by sharp-edged angular crystals 
of quartz and spinel (as pleonaste). All these clasts are supported by a matrix 
of very fine-grained iron-stained clay. This photomicrograph is from a sample 
of the off-white-coloured crystal/lithic volcanidastic rock shown in Figure 
3.32e.
The preservation of delicate glass shards and basaltic pumice fragments in the 
rocks described above, demonstrates that they are of basaltic volcanic origin, and that 
they have been deposited rapidly, with little or no sedimentary working. The sharp- 
edged and highly angular shape of the quartz and spinel crystals also indicates that 
these rocks are unlikely to have undergone prolonged, if any, processing in a fluviatile 
or aeolian depositional environment. The poorly-sorted, matrix-supported clastic 
fabric of these off-white volcanidastic rocks, also suggests rapid deposition via mass- 
flow processes. The extreme argillic alteration of these rocks, and the preservation of 
once glassy structures (ie shards andpumiceous fragments), suggests intense but rapid 
alteration and/or weathering. The volcanic textures displayed by these rocks are 
similar to those described for basaltic tephra and ignimbrites by McPhie et al (1993).
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3.6.5 Mineralogical Characteristics of Selected "Braemar" Opencut Rocks
XRD Analysis
X-ray diffraction analysis, and SIROQUANT calculation, of the constituent 
mineral phases in the main lithotypes making-up the stratified basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks from the Braemar opencut pit are as follows:-
Figure 3.37 shows the XRD graph and identified mineral peaks for the grey 
clays shown on Figure 3.32b. These rocks comprise a mixture of dominate kaolinite 
and sub-ordinate quartz and gibbsite. Calculation of the gross proportion of mineral 
phases present, using SIROQUANT analysis, yielded kaolinite (82%) and quartz 
(18%). Figure 3.38 shows the XRD graph and identified mineral peaks for the 
coarse-grained tan-orange-coloured pebbly lithic gravels shown on Figure 3.32c. 
These rocks comprise a mixture of dominate kaolinite and sub-ordinate gibbsite, 
goethite and illite. Calculation of the gross proportion of mineral phases present, 
yielded 98% kaolinite and 2% illite. Figure 3.39 shows the XRD graph and identified 
mineral peaks for the coarse-grained off-white pebbly lithic gravels shown on Figure 
3.32d. These rocks comprise a mixture of dominate kaolinite and sub-ordinate quartz, 
gibbsite and maghemite. Calculation of the gross proportion of mineral phases 
present, yielded 97% kaolinite, 2% quartz and 1 % maghemite. Figure 3.40 shows 
the XRD graph and identified mineral peaks for the coarse-grained off-white pebbly 
crystal/lithic gravels shown on Figure 3.32e. These rocks comprise a mixture of 
dominate kaolinite, and sub-ordinate, gibbsite, quartz, goethite and illite. Calculation 
of the gross proportion of mineral phases present, yielded 89% kaolinite 9% quartz 
and 2% illite.
SEM Examination
Figure 3.41 shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of a 
sample of the fine-grained grey clays at the top of the sequence shown on Figure 
3.32a&b. These images revealed that the clay fraction in these rocks is 
predominantly composed of kaolinite, that is poorly to slightly better crystallised.
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The kaolinite is mixed with well crystallised goethite. The crystal habit displayed by 
the goethite is bladed (Figure 3.41a). The bladed crystals are arranged in radiating 
clusters forming reniform and botryoidal masses (Figure 3.41b).
Figure 3.42 shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of a 
sample of the coarse-grained tan-orange-coloured pebbly lithic clayey gravels from 
the middle of the sequence shown on Figure 3.32a&c. These images reveal that the 
clay fraction in these rocks is predominantly composed of poorly to slightly better 
crystallised kaolinite displaying a hackly texture (Figure 3.42a&b). A tetragonal 
pyramidal crystal of possibly zircon, is supported by the kaolinite in Figure 3.42a. 
Bladed goethite is mixed with hackly kaolinite in Figure 3.42b.
Figure 3.43 shows scanning electron microscopic (SEM) micrographs of a 
sample of the coarse-grained off-white pebbly lithic clayey gravels from the base of 
the sequence shown on Figure 3.32a&d. These images reveal that acicular crystals 
of a possible zeolite phase mixed with hexagonal platelets of well crystallised 
kaolinite, and globular masses of gibbsite have grown around and between lithic clasts 
composed predominately of poorly crystallised kaolinite. This rock also displays a 
very porous and permeable structure, that has allowed space for the authigenic growth 
of secondary minerals into the cavities.
Figure 3.44 shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of a 
sample of the coarse-grained off-white pebbly crystal/lithic clayey gravels from the 
base of the sequence shown on Figure 3.32a&e. These images revealed that the clay 
fraction in these rocks is predominantly composed of well crystallised bladed 
radiating goethite, and poorly crystallised kaolinite. The goethite is arranged in 
radiating clusters adjacent to, or around sharp-edged fragments of quartz or volcanic 
glass (Figure 3.44a&b). A possible carbonate phase, or volcanic glass, displaying a 
skeletal semi-crystalline structure, is also evident in this sample. (Figure 3.44b).
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3.6.6 Sapphire Content of Selected "Braemar" Opencut Rocks 
Fine-Grained Laminated Grey Clays
The sapphire content of fine-grained grey clays, from the top of the opencut at 
"Braemar" (Figure 3.32a), was determined by processing a 10.0 1cm bulk sample of 
this material through the sapphire washing plant, located at "Braemar". Table 3.1 
lists the results of this sampling.
Ninety three point eight (93.8) grams of sapphire concentrate were recovered 
from this sample. This corresponds to a calculated sapphire grade of 14.06 g/bcm. 
Approximately 96% of the sapphire recovered was below 4.5 mm. The gem content 
was found to be approximately 12%. A high proportion of the sapphire grains 
recovered, were found to be angular, with broken crystal edges. Where intact, they 
display rounded smooth and glossy faces similar to those shown in Figure 3.16a&b.
Coarse-Grained Pebbly Volcaniclastic Rocks
The sapphire content of coarse-grained pebbly volcaniclastic rocks, from the 
middle and base of the opencut at "Braemar" (Figure 3.32a), was determined by 
processing three, 10.0 1cm bulk samples of this material through the sapphire washing 
plant, located at "Braemar". The first sample was extracted from the coarse-grained 
tan-orange-coloured pebbly lithic clayey basaltic volcaniclastic rock that forms the 
middle layer in the stratified sequence in the opencut pit (ie from rocks shown in 
figure 3.32a&c) at "Braemar". The second sample was extracted from the coarse­
grained off-white pebbly lithic clayey basaltic volcaniclastic rocks at the base of the 
opencut pit (ie from rocks shown in figure 3.32a&d). The third sample was extracted 
from the coarse-grained off-white pebbly crystal/lithic clayey basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks at the base of the opencut pit (ie from rocks shown in figure 3.32a&e). Table 
3.1 lists the results of this sampling.
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The first sample yielded 126.3 grams of sapphire. This corresponds to a 
calculated sapphire grade of 18.93 g/bcm. Approximately 84% of the sapphire 
recovered was below 4.5 mm. The gem content was found to be approximately 15%.
The second sample yielded 135.8 grams of sapphire. This corresponds to a 
calculated sapphire grade of 20.35 g/bcm. Approximately 79% of the sapphire 
recovered was below 4.5 mm. The gem content was found to be approximately 18%.
The third sample yielded 763.2 grams of sapphire. This corresponds to a 
calculated sapphire grade of 114.42 g/bcm. Approximately 65% of the sapphire 
recovered was below 4.5 mm. The gem content was found to be approximately 24%.
Figure 3.45 shows a sample of crystal/lithic volcaniclastic rock from the base 
of the “Braemar” opencut. This sample contains large amounts of sapphire, supported 
in a matrix of finer-grained white clay, accompanied by pebble-sized clasts of clay- 
altered volcanic material.
A high proportion of the sapphire grains recovered from the bulk sample of 
crystal/lithic volcaniclastic rock, were found to be angular, with broken crystal edges 
and rounded smooth and glossy faces similar to those shown in Figure 3.16a&b.
3.7 Discussion and Proposed Genesis of the “Braemar”
Opencut, Stratified Volcaniclastic Rocks
3.7.1 Lithotype Facies Analysis
The up-sequence stratified basaltic volcaniclastic rocks occurring in the 
opencut pit at “Braemar” comprise 5 major lithotypes. These include the following:-
Lithotype ULtl). Poorly sorted, mainly matrix-supported, cobble to boulder-sized 
gravel, displaying imbrication of large rounded clasts (Figure 3.32f). The cobbles 
and boulders in this layer are composed of weathered teschenite (Pecover and 
Coenraads 1989). The matrix fraction of this gravel contains granule to pebble-sized 
rounded clasts of basalt, granite, meta-siltstone and limonite, intermixed with mud to
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silt-sized tuffaceous clay (Pecover and Coenraads 1989). The matrix also contains 
rounded to angular crystals of quartz, sapphire , zircon and pleonaste (Pecover and 
Coenraads 1989). This layer forms the lowermost unit of the sequence in the opencut 
pit, and is overlying weathered basalt. The mainly matrix-supported poorly sorted 
fabric of the rock suggests rapid deposition by mass flow processes. The high clay 
content and mainly basaltic volcanic composition indicates a basaltic debris flow or 
lahar. The imbrication of clasts and the intermixed alluvial sediments, suggests 
deposition by epiclastic, rather than pyroclastic processes.
Lithotype 2 (Lt2). This rock forms the basal lithology to all the beds of off-white 
volcaniclastic rocks occurring in the opencut pit (Figure 3.32e). This lithotype 
comprises poorly sorted, mainly matrix-supported pebbly gravel displaying a 
disorganized clastic fabric of angular to sub-rounded clasts. The fine-grained matrix 
fraction contains numerous 1 mm to 3 mm-size sharp-edged broken crystals of quartz, 
sapphire, zircon and spinel, together with angular fragments of basaltic pumice and 
clay-altered lithic clasts supported in a muddy to silty clay matrix. Brown and 
Pecover (1986a) and Pecover and Coenraads (1989) noted a small number of widely 
distributed red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic fragments in this 
lithotype, and concluded that the original colour of these rocks was red, and that 
hematite had been removed during weathering, leading to the present off-white colour 
of these rocks. Barron (1987), and Pecover and Coenraads (1989), described these 
rocks as white to light-grey, very coarse-grained, poorly sorted, matrix to clast- 
supported, volcanic-lithic sandstones and volcanic breccia containing disseminated 
sapphire and zircon intermixed with second and third generation lithic fragments, with 
minor amounts of peat that had formed flattened envelopes around lithic clasts 
(Barron 1987). The mainly matrix-supported, poorly sorted, disorganised fabric of 
these sediments, suggests rapid deposition by mass flow processes. The high clay 
content, and the predominance of sharp-edged broken crystals of quartz, sapphire, 
zircon, spinel and pumice fragments indicates only minor epiclastic processing. The 
high concentration of sapphire, zircon and pleonaste in these rocks, compared to the 
other lithotypes in the “Braemar” opencut pit, suggests that gravity concentration of 
heavy minerals has occurred preferentially in this lithotype. As such, this rock can be 
described as a clay-altered tuffaceous crystal/lithic basaltic breccia of near vent origin.
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resulting from the rapid deposition of pyroclastic and/or intermixed near-vent 
fragmental material, as either an ash flow (if volcanically driven) or as a lahar (if 
driven by gravitational collapse o f loosely compacted volcanic detritus). The 
presence of peat in this lithotype, favors a mainly low temperature of deposition.
Lithotype 3 (Lt3). This rock type forms the upper lithology to all the beds of off-white 
volcaniclastic rocks occurring in the opencut pit (Figure 3.32d). This lithotype 
comprises poorly sorted, matrix-supported granular to pebbly gravel displaying a 
disorganized to normally graded clastic fabric of very angular and sharp-edged clasts 
of clay-altered lithics and basaltic pumice. The fine-grained matrix fraction comprises 
mud to silt-size clay-altered lithic clasts, and only minor amounts of broken crystals of 
quartz, sapphire, zircon and pleonaste compared to lithotype 2 rocks. Brown and 
Pecover (1986a) and Pecover and Coenraads (1989) also noted small amounts of 
widely distributed red hematitic volcaniclastic fragments in this lithotype. Barron 
(1987), and Pecover and Coenraads (1989), described these rocks as white to light- 
grey, very coarse-grained, poorly sorted, matrix to clast-supported, volcanic-lithic 
sandstones and volcanic breccia containing disseminated sapphire and zircon 
intermixed with second and third generation lithic fragments, with minor amounts of 
peat that had formed flattened envelopes around lithic clasts (Barron 1987). The 
mainly matrix-supported, poorly sorted, disorganised to normally graded fabric of the 
rock suggests rapid deposition by mass flow processes. The high clay content, and the 
predominance of sharp-edged lithic clasts and pumice fragments, indicates little if any 
epiclastic processing. As such, this rock can be described as a clay-altered tuffaceous 
lithic basaltic breccia of near vent origin, resulting from the deposition of fast-moving 
pyroclastic and/or intermixed near-vent fragmental material, as either an ash flow (if 
volcanically driven) or as a lahar (if driven by gravitational collapse o f loosely 
compacted volcanic detritus). The presence of peat in this lithotype favors a mainly 
low temperature of deposition. The lower amount of sapphire, pleonaste and zircon in 
this lithotype, compared to the underlying lithotype 2 rocks, suggests that heavy 
minerals have moved out of this lithotype by gravity during flow, and preferentially 
concentrated in the underlying lithotype 2 rocks. If this is correct, then lithotype 2 and 
3 rocks may be part of the same flow in each individual depositional co-set.
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Lithotype 4 (Lt4). This rock type forms the overlying lithology to all the beds of off- 
white volcaniclastic rocks occurring in the opencut pit (Figure 3.32b). This lithotype 
comprises thinly laminated grey clays arranged in upward fining layers, from muds to 
silts to sands. This lithotype contains silt to sand-sized sharp-edged angular crystals 
of quartz, spinel, and sapphire, together with delicate curved glass shards, supported 
in an iron-stained clay matrix. Barron (1987), and Pecover and Coenraads (1989), 
described these rocks as grey, fine to medium-grained, lithic-volcanic sandstones, 
with upward-fining cycles of lithic clasts, and containing up to 5% of carbonaceous 
material as wispy fragments. Barron considered these rocks to be poorly sorted 
sediments with high matrix components and minor amounts of weathered pyrite 
cubes. He considered that these features indicated substantial reworking of mixed 
volcanic materials and deposition from a slurry under anoxic conditions. The fine­
grained and laminated character of these sediments, suggests either deposition from 
fluidal turbulent flow conditions in a fluviatile environment, or deposition by air fall 
processes from an elutriated ash cloud above a fast moving ash flow. Given the 
presence of sharp-edged angular crystals and delicate curved glass shards, this rock 
type can be described as tuffaceous, with clasts displaying near vent pyroclastic and 
epiclastic origins. The palaeochannel setting of this lithotype, suggests that fluvio- 
lacustrine conditions, were probably important in the origin of this lithotype. The 
presence of carbonised material in this lithotype may suggest temperatures sufficiently 
high enough for plant matter to be converted to carbon.
Lithotype 5 (Lt5). This rock type forms a single discrete tan-orange-coloured 
depositional unit in the middle of the opencut pit (Figure 3.32c). This unit appears to 
divide the entire sequence of volcaniclastic rocks into an upper and a lower succession 
of depositional co-sets of grey laminated basaltic volcanic clays/off-white clayey 
basaltic volcanic breccias. This lithotype comprises poorly sorted, clast-supported 
pebbly gravel displaying a disorganized clastic fabric of angular to sub-rounded clasts, 
some of which are flattened parallel to bedding. The flattened clasts suggest 
compaction or plastic deformation (or both). The clastic component of these rocks 
includes clay-altered basaltic lithic clasts, that are themselves made-up of smaller 
clasts, forming composite clasts. This lithotype also contains basaltic, once glassy, 
pumice fragments that have been replaced by goethite. Small amounts of sharp-edged
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angular quartz fragments are also present. Barron (1987), and Pecover and Coenraads 
(1989), described these rocks as light orange-brown, very coarse-grained, poorly 
sorted, matrix to clast-supported, pelletoidal, volcanic sandstones and volcanic breccia 
containing numerous peat fragments and disseminated sapphire and zircon. The clast 
to matrix-supported, poorly sorted, mainly disorganised clastic fabric of this rock type, 
suggests deposition by mass flow processes. The high clay content, and the 
predominance of rounded lithic clasts and pumice fragments suggests some epiclastic 
processing of volcanic material. As such, this rock can be described as a basaltic 
breccia, that may have been formed by the gravitational collapse of pyroclastic and/or 
intermixed near-vent fragmental material, that was deposited rapidly into a 
palaeochannel setting close to a volcanic vent. The high peat content suggests a low 
temperature of deposition.
3.7.2 Stratigraphic and Depositional Analysis
As mentioned in sub-section 3.6.2, at least 8 depositional co-sets comprising 
coarse-grained off-white pebbly layers, that are overlain by finer-grained laminated 
grey clay layers, are evident in the opencut pit. The fine and coarse-grained layers 
display wavy bedforms whose crests are normal to the long axis of the palaeochannel. 
The similarities between each of the lithofacies in each of the co-sets, suggests a 
repeated and cyclic depositional process, with sediment derived from the same or a 
similar source. The predominance of lithological features, such as matrix-support of 
poorly sorted angular lithic clasts and crystals, and the predominately disorganized 
fabric displayed by these rocks, suggests rapid deposition. The preservation of 
basaltic pumice and glass shards indicates pyroclast formation, and suggests glass 
shard and pumice preservation close to volcanic source.
The coarse-grained matrix-supported crystal/lithic-rich nature of the basal 
layer in the off-white basaltic volcaniclastic units, suggests gravity segregation during 
mass flow. The coarse-grained (but finer than the crystal/lithic-rich basal layer) 
matrix-supported lithic-rich nature of the upper layer in the off-white basaltic 
volcaniclastic units, suggests a depletion of larger and heavier clasts and crystals 
during deposition, relative to the underlying crystal/lithic layer. The fine-grained
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laminated vitric-rich nature of the grey clays overlying the coarse-grained off-white 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks in each co-set, suggests particle derivation from an 
elutriated source, such as an ash cloud, or a turbulent hyperconcentrated epiclastic 
flow.
The textural, petrological and mineralogical similarities between these rocks 
and bedded deposits of red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks 
occurring at “Braemar” and elsewhere in the New England Gemfields, suggests a 
genetic link. Furthermore, the occurrence of clasts of red basaltic volcaniclastic rocks 
within the stratified sequence at “Braemar”, lends support to the contention that the 
grey, off-white and tan-orange-coloured volcaniclastic rocks were once red, and that 
their present colour is the result of the removal of hematite through groundwater- 
induced leaching. Furthermore, these rocks appear to represent more transported and 
weathered types of volcaniclastic rocks than some of the other types of red hematitic 
sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks studied in this chapter. The development of 
goethite, gibbsite, possible zeolite phases, and slightly better crystallised kaolinite in 
the stratified rocks at “Braemar”, suggests that secondary weathering has effected 
these rocks. The development of authigenic mineral phases in these rocks, is most 
likely to be indicative of aqueous migration of elements, facilitated by exposure to 
prolonged groundwater saturation and movement, in a sub-surface palaeochannel 
environment.
3.7.3 Depositional Model for the Stratified Volcaniclastic 
Rocks in the “Braemar” Opencut
Based on the above discussion, it is considered probable that the stratified 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks occurring in the “Braemar" opencut pit, are the result of 
near vent mass flow processes. Each of the depositional co-sets described above, 
represents a discrete mass flow event in which gravity segregation has facilitated the 
concentration of coarse lithic clasts and crystals towards the base of each flow, and the 
segregation of smaller and lighter clasts progressively and successively into upper 
layers. The flows may have resulted from the deposition of fast-moving pyroclastic 
and/or intermixed near-vent fragmental material, as either ash flows (if volcanically 
driven) or as a lahars (if driven by gravitational collapse o f loosely compacted
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volcanic detritus), or they may represent a mixture of fragmental materials from a 
combination of both types of processes.
Thus, the following sequence of depositional processes and events, may have 
occurred to produce the succession of sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic rocks in 
the opencut pit at “Braemar”:-
1. The inundation of an alluvial sediment-filled palaeochannel by a basalt-clast- 
dominated cobble/boulder debris flow, prior to the deposition of a first series 
of rapidly moving mass flows.
2. The commencement of explosive volcanic activity, and the deposition of the 
first series of 4 discrete sapphire-bearing mass flow cyclothems (i.e. SCS-l/J 
to SCS-l/4)\ with each cyclothem comprising a coarse-grained, matrix- 
supported, crystal/lithic-rich massively-bedded basal layer, overlain by a 
coarse-grained, matrix-supported, lithic-rich, crudely upward-fining middle 
layer, terminating with an upper sequence of fine-grained laminated silty to 
sandy clays.
3. The termination of the first series of cyclothems and the deposition of a clast- 
supported volcanic breccia {i.e. Lt5).
4. The recommencement of explosive volcanic activity, and the deposition of the 
second series of 4 discrete sapphire-bearing mass flow cyclothems (i.e. SCS- 
2/1 to SCS-2/4)\ virtually the same as those described above in 2.
5. The termination of explosive volcanic eruptions and the commencement of the 
eruption of basaltic lava, which capped-off the stratified volcaniclastic 
sequence at “Braemar”.
6. The weathering of these rocks by prolonged exposure to groundwater 
saturation and movement, in a sub-surface palaeochannel environment, leading 
to the replacement of once hydrothermally precipitated kaolinite, with a variety
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of authigenic mineral phases including kaolinite, gibbsite, carbonate and 
zeolite phases. This was accompanied by the removal of hematite through 
conversion to goethite, via the aqueous migration and leaching of elements, 
leading to pervasive bleaching of these rocks.
Thus, the stratified basaltic volcanidastic rocks exposed at ‘Braemar”, are 
herein considered to be the result of rapid deposition by mass flow processes, in a near 
vent palaeochannel setting. Furthermore, the concentration of sapphire in the 
lithotype 2 rocks, is herein considered to be the result of gravity segregation during 
rapid flow, and not the result of slow alluvial placer concentration processes. The 
high content of sapphire in these volcanidastic rocks may also be partly due to the 
initial sampling of sapphire-bearing parental rocks at depth, by intruding basaltic 
magmas, particularly during early eruption front development associated with early 
phreatomagmatic maar style basaltic volcanism (Pecover 1987, 1988, 1992, 1993a&b, 
1994 and 1996).
The palaeocurrent flow direction from northwest to southeast, as evidenced by 
the imbrication of basalt clasts at the base of the sequence, and the palaeodrainage 
reconstruction studies of Coenraads (1991), suggests that the source of the sapphire­
bearing volcanidastic sediments in the Braemar Sapphire Deposit lies to the west- 
north-west.
3.8 Distribution of Red Sesquioxidic Basaltic Volcanidastic Rocks 
in the New England Gemfields, Central Volcanic Province
3.8.1 Distribution of Red Sesquioxidic Rocks and Soils Determined 
From Multi-Spectral Satellite-Borne Remote Sensing Analysis
Outcrops of clay-altered, red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcanidastic 
rocks, and red earth soils, derived from the weathering and erosion of these rocks, 
occur in many separate locations across the Central Volcanic Province. These rocks 
commonly cropout where erosion of the volcanic pile has stripped-off Tertiary basaltic 
lavas down to Palaeozoic basement rocks.
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In order to map the location and distribution of these rocks across the entire 
New England Gemfields, two separate cloud-free Landsat Thematic Mapper scenes 
were acquired and computer processed at different times using ER Mapper (Pecover 
1995). The computer processing was ground-truthed against the outcrops of 
massively-bedded red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks discussed in 
this chapter.
The spectral signatures of these rocks were determined by using various 
wavelengths of sunlight reflected off the earths surface, where iron oxides and clay 
minerals could be "seen" in outcrop, or on weathered and disturbed surfaces. Figure 
3.46 shows the reflectance curves used for this analysis.
Several bands of reflectance radiation were chosen, to map the outcrops of 
bedded red volcaniclastic rocks discussed.
These bands included:-
a. BAND 1 - Visible band in the blue range. Important in defining iron oxides in
conjunction with band 3.
b. BAND 3 - Visible band in the red range. Shows red-orange coloured materials 
as bright responses. When ratioed with band 1 enhances the response of iron 
oxides.
c. BAND 5 - Short wave infrared. This band has a high response for iron oxides 
and clay mineralogy. When used with band 7 enhances the response of OH- 
bearing phyllosilicate materials such as clays and other products of weathering 
and hydrothermal alteration.
d. BAND 7 - Short wave infrared. This band contains a major adsorption feature 
for OH-bearing materials. Also important in defining clayey highly ferric 
clastic rocks when ratioed with band 1.
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The satellite image processing, revealed red signatures over many areas, in 
addition to those chosen for ground-truthing. These signatures identify areas of 
outcropping ferruginous volcaniclastic rocks, and the distribution of red-earth soils 
developed over the top of underlying deposits of ferruginous volcaniclastic rocks.
The red earths were particularly evident where farming activities had exposed fresh 
soils in ploughed paddocks.
Figure 3.47 shows the results of this image processing and mapping of the 
spectral signatures of highly ferruginous volcaniclastic rocks and soils occurring 
across the New England Gemfields. This mapping has revealed, that the highest 
concentration of highly ferruginous volcaniclastic rocks and soils, occurs in a swath 
that runs northwest from Spring Mountain towards Nullamanna, north of Inverell. 
This swath is approximately 50 km long and is made up of three major red areas, and 
numerous smaller red areas. Figure 3.48 shows that the two largest areas displaying 
red spectral signatures, are WNW of “Braemar” and WSW, of Nullamanna.
Figure 3.49 shows the location and extent of the ferruginous volcaniclastic 
rocks and their derived soils identified from the satellite mapping, relative to the 
distribution of other Tertiary basaltic volcanics in the Central Volcanic Province.
This satellite mapping confirms, that areas of extensive red-earth soils and 
ferruginous volcaniclastic rocks are located within or adjacent to areas where 
extensive sapphire mining has, or is, taking place (Figure 3.49). Thus, areas of 
extensive red earths and outcrops of red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks shown on these images are herein considered to be prime sapphire exploration 
targets. The concentration of red earths immediately WNW of “Braemar” and WSW 
of Nullamanna, appear to be associated with low topographic domes. As such, they 
are herein considered to be particularly prospective, given their close proximity to 
known sapphire deposits.
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3.9 Processes Relevant to the Formation of Sapphire-Bearing 
Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks Discussed in this Chapter
3.9.1 Distinctive Features of the Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks Studied
The following is a list of the most distinctive features displayed by the basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks examined in this chapter, impinging on their origin:-
1. Typically massively and thickly-bedded
2. Typically highly clay-altered, with a muddy-matrix supporting a coarser- 
grained, poorly-sorted, mainly disorganised clastic fabric. Particularly evident 
in thick homogeneous flows, and at the base of stratified mass flow 
depositional units, of epiclastic and/or ash flow/base surge origin
3. Stratified units commonly show finer-grained layers, overlying coarser-grained 
basal layers, forming cyclothem depositional co-sets.
4. Lithic clasts are typically very angular to sub-rounded, and comprise basement 
country rock lithologies and basaltic fragments. High concentrations of 
country rock fragments, are considered indicative of early eruptive conditions. 
High concentrations of basaltic fragments are considered indicative of later, 
more evolved, eruptive conditions.
5. Crystal fragments are commonly very sharp-edged and very angular, but may 
show curved grain-surface embayment features, typical of chemical corrosion 
and resorbtion.
6. Heavy mineral concentration (e.g. sapphire, zircon andpleonaste) is highest in 
the crystal-rich basal layers of the stratified volcaniclastic units studied, 
suggesting gravity segregation of already crystal-rich erupted pyroclastics.
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7. Basaltic pumice and glass shards are evident in all varieties studied, and are 
considered indicative of basaltic volcanic parentage, and gas driven 
vesiculation.
8. Large amounts of low-crystallinity kaolinite predominates in the less- 
weathered varieties, while kaolinite displaying slightly higher crystallinity, 
mixed with other authigenic mineral phases, occurs in the more weathered 
varieties; suggesting a transition from hydrothermal to authigenic conditions of 
mineral formation.
9. Gibbsite is a major mineral phase in these rocks, indicating high alumina 
chemistry related to either hydrothermal and/or extreme weathering conditions 
of formation.
10. High iron-oxide contents, as hematite, predominates in the red sesquioxidic 
varieties, and goethite predominates in the more weathered varieties. High 
hematite contents may indicate predominately hydrothermal conditions at the 
time of emplacement, while goethite may indicate surficial weathering 
conditions associated with higher water activity after emplacement.
11. The sapphire content in the volcaniclastic rocks studied, suggests that 
sapphire concentration was initially high at the eruption front, {possibly 
resulting from the early sampling o f sapphire-bearing parental rocks by 
intruding basaltic magma). However, bulk sampling of these rocks also 
suggests that sapphire concentration in the very earliest phases of eruptive 
activity, may be low, due to dilution by large amounts of comminuted country 
rocks, and because of low degrees of surficial transport, and gravity 
segregation in coarse-grained massively-bedded breccias. Conversely, bulk 
sampling of the well stratified volcaniclastic rocks in this study, found that 
sapphire concentration is highest in the basalt and gibbsite-rich basal layers of 
volcaniclastic depositional co-sets, suggesting gravity segregation during mass 
flow processes.
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The basaltic volcaniclastic rocks examined in this chapter, may be classified 
into a theoretical series of eruptive products, indicative of different stages of 
phreatomagmatic, maar-style, volcanism (and for the stratified rocks, some degree o f 
associated epiclastic formation). Figure 3.50 shows how such a series may apply to 
the rocks examined in this chapter, commencing with hydraulic extension fracture­
generated volcanic breccias, and culminating in basaltic lava.
The following discussion of maar volcanic processes, is considered relevant to 
an understanding of the formational features of the basaltic volcaniclastic rocks 
examined in this chapter.
3.9.2 Maar Volcanic Processes
Maar volcanoes are classified as broad, low rimmed volcanic craters, that also 
include tuff rings and tuff cones (Heikenl971; Wohletz and Sheridan 1983; Fisher 
and Schminke 1984; Lorenz, 1985; Cas and Wright 1988; Wood 1989).
The composition of juvenile ejecta from maar volcanoes varies widely, with 
most being basaltic. In Iceland, maar volcanoes with tholeiitic to slightly alkalic 
affinities, are known to occur (Fisher and Schminke 1984). In central Oregon, USA, 
there are approximately 40 discrete maars and tuff rings, that are composed of mostly 
high-alumina basalt (Heiken 1971). At the Quaternary West Eifel Volcanic Field in 
Germany, the majority of the 70 described maars, tuff rings, and tuff pipes are of 
melilitite, nephelinite and sodalite foidite composition (Fisher and Schminke 1984). 
Maar volcanoes in East Africa, are composed of mostly alkali basalt to nephelinite 
(Fisher and Schminke 1984). However, carbonatite maars have also been recorded 
(Dawson 1964a&b). The carbonatite maars of the Homa Bay district in Kenya (Le 
Bas 1977), are particularly interesting, as they are associated with distinctive deposits 
of red, hematite and carbonate-rich, sesquioxidic pyroclastic and epiclastic rocks, that 
are remarkably similar, visually, to the red volcaniclastic rocks described in this 
chapter. Maars of phonolitic (Schmincke et al 1973) and rhyolitic (Sheridan and 
Updike 1975) composition are also known.
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Maars, when new and only slightly eroded, have craters which are cut into 
surrounding country rock. They typically lack, or only have minor inward dipping 
beds, and commonly exhibit near-vertical scarps below rim beds. Maar craters can 
range in diameter from a few hundred metres to about 3 km (Cas and Wright, 1988; 
Wood 1989). Youthful maars, typically have crater depth-to-diameter ratios of 1:5. 
However, this ratio is likely to increase with age, as craters become infilled with 
epiclastic sediment, particularly in ponded shallow lakes. Thus, ancient and eroded 
maars, tuff rings and tuff cones may appear in the landscape as low domes of 
pyroclastic and epiclastic deposits. Low domes of red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks, lying to the WNW of "Braemar" and WSW of Nullamanna, may 
be remnant maar volcanic structures, that have not been buried by later basalt lava 
flows.
Maars are thought to be primarily formed by the interaction of groundwater 
and hot ascending magma, which gives rise to explosive hydrovolcanic eruptions. 
The interaction of magma and water may take place 2-3 km below the surface. Maar 
volcanoes tend to be clustered within hydrologically active areas such as lineament 
and fracture controlled valley drainage systems. Where fracture zones are less 
hydrologically active (such as along valley walls or drainage divides), eruptions may 
be less violent; giving rise to initial maars followed by lava fountains and the 
development of scoria cones. Intermittent phreatomagmatic activity may also give 
rise to scoria cones which contain interbedded lavas and pyroclastic deposits (Lorenz 
1985).
Large amounts of fragmented country rocks commonly make up the bulk of 
ejected material during the early stages of eruptive activity. For the "Hole-in-the- 
Ground" Maar in Oregon, Lorenz (1973) suggested that 90 per cent of debris was 
country rock and only 10 per cent was volcanic material. The hydraulic extension 
breccia dykes of intermixed Palaeozoic meta-siltstone and Tertiary hematite-rich 
basaltic muds from “Braemar” and “Dursley”, may be indicative of this stage of maar 
volcano development (Figures 3.8 to 3.11).
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As a maar volcano evolves, pyroclastic ejecta may contain a successively 
higher proportion of juvenile material. The ejection of large amounts of fragmented 
country rock often leads to the collapse of wall rocks surrounding and overlying the 
explosion chamber. Previously erupted pyroclastic rocks close to the crater also 
subside, generally along developing ring fractures. With continued eruption and 
collapse, the maar becomes wider and deeper and is infilled with a complex mixture 
of different rock types. During long periods of inactivity, or after all activity has 
ceased, the crater may continue to be infilled with material washing back into the 
depression. Lakes may subsequently form within the maar depression and give rise to 
lacustrine sediments and organic deposits (Fisher and Schminke, 1984; Cas and 
Wright, 1988).
Maar volcanoes generate three major types of pyroclastic deposits. These include:
1. Pyroclastic flow deposits.
2. Pyroclastic surge deposits.
3. Pyroclastic fall deposits.
Pyroclastic Flow Deposits
Pyroclastic flows are hot, gas fluidised systems that include denser-than-air 
avalanches, streams, and flows that derive their initial energy from the volcanic 
eruption. They are rapidly emplaced, and may flow for long distances. Types of 
flows include nuees ardentes, block flows, pumice flows, and ash flows (Fisher and 
Schminke, 1984; Cas and Wright, 1988).
Pyroclastic flows are generally poorly sorted and massive, but may show 
subtle grading, alignment bedding, or imbrication of orientated particles. Vertical size 
grading of clasts is highly variable. Unlike pyroclastic surge deposits, pyroclastic 
flows commonly drain from upper slopes to the lower parts of valleys, thereby 
becoming initially thicker away from their source. Pyroclastic flows can then spread
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out in fanlike lobes beyond mountain slopes, much like lahars. The massively-bedded 
red, hematitic , sesquioxidic basaltic volcanic breccias from “Braemar”, Swan Peak, 
Falls Creek and “Cheven”, may have been formed by pyroclastic flow processes 
(Figures 3.17 to 3.21).
Flow deposits derived from the explosive disruption or collapse of domes or 
lava flows contain mixtures of nonvesicular to partially or wholly vesicular juvenile 
lithic fragments, and may be mixed with wet crater facies muds and epiclastic 
sediments (Fisher and Schminke, 1984; Cas and Wright, 1988). The flow-banded 
volcaniclastic rocks from “Minumurra”, may have been formed by this process 
(Figures 3.25 and 3.26).
Pyroclastic Surge Deposits
Hydroclastic eruptions, commonly generate base surge deposits which are 
formed at the base of vertical eruption columns. Such flows appear to develop mainly 
by collapse of the column, giving rise to lateral blasts which extend outward from the 
vent. Water in the form of steam is thoroughly mixed with particles during flow, so 
that coarser-grained gas/pyroclast mixtures fall back onto the crater rim. Base surge 
deposits are poorly-sorted and have an overall wedge shaped geometry. Bed forms are 
of three main types - sandwave, planar, and massive (Wohletz and Sheridan 1983; 
Fisher and Schminke, 1984; Cas and Wright, 1988).
Sandwave bedforms, can change laterally from large, dune-like structures near 
the source, to smaller more subdued antidunes farther away. Lateral decreases in dune 
size and particle size, and increases in sorting, suggest decreasing velocities and flow 
regimes (Fisher and Schminke, 1984; Cas and Wright, 1988). The coarse-grained off- 
white basaltic volcaniclastic rocks occurring in the opencut pit at “Braemar”, may be 
of this type (Figure 3.32),
Planar bedforms, generally have plane parallel, upper and lower contacts. They 
show normal to reverse grading and are similar to ash-fall beds. However, unlike fall­
out layers, planar beds may erode into underlying beds. They are poorly sorted and
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may grade into crossbedded units which steepen into backset laminations (Wohletz 
and Sheridan 1983; Fisher and Schminke, 1984; Cas and Wright, 1988).
Massive beds, are generally thicker and more poorly sorted than planar beds, 
or beds within sandwaves. They are internally massive, and commonly have inversely 
graded basal zones. Massive beds are thought to be transported by dense phase 
fluidised surges that are transitional between sandwave and planar beds (Fisher and 
Schminke 1984). The massively-bedded red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcanic 
breccias from “Braemar”, Swan Peak, Falls Creek and “Cheven”, may also have been 
formed by base surge processes (Figures 3.17 to A l l )
Pyroclastic surge deposits are better sorted, finer grained, thinner and better 
bedded than pyroclastic flow deposits. Furthermore, surge deposits are commonly 
enriched in crystal and lithic fragments compared to their associated pyroclastic flow 
deposits. Segregation and élutriation of particles often occurs within the conduit and 
the eruption column, and during flowage. These processes can give rise to depletion 
of fine-grained vitric particles and enrichment of crystals and lithics. Crystal 
enrichment may occur in the fine-grained base of an ash flow or within the basal 
layers of ground surge deposits (Fisher and Schminke 1984). The concentration of 
crystals, particularly the heavier sapphire, zircon and spinel, in some of the stratified 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks at “Braemar”, may be the result of these types of crystal 
enrichment processes (Figures 3.32a&e, 3.33 and 3.45).
Pyroclastic Fall Deposits
Pyroclastic fall deposits can result from the settlement of ejecta from 
convective clouds associated with pyroclastic flows or from ejecta carried in a 
convective plume by wind action. Ejecta carried in gas streaming from a vent or from 
ballistic propulsion of fragments from explosions, can also give rise to this type of 
deposit (Fisher and Schminke, 1984; Cas and Wright, 1988).
Pyroclastic fall deposits commonly form plane parallel beds which drape over 
gentle topography and minor surface irregularities. Bedding planes may be sharp if
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there are abrupt changes in eruptive conditions, wind energy and directions, or 
composition. Bedding planes are distinct where deposition is on weathered or 
erosional surfaces, or different rock types. Grading may be normal or reverse in 
various combinations, depending on variations in vent radius, eruptive energy or wind 
conditions. Fabric in beds is commonly isotropic because elongate fragments are 
uncommon. Particle size varies from +2 mm to -8 mm close to source and +100 um 
to -1 mm farther from source. Sorting is generally moderate to good (Fisher and 
Schminke, 1984; Cas and Wright, 1988).
Pyroclastic fall deposits commonly have a circular or fan shaped distribution 
around vent structures, although eruption dynamics and topography affect size, shape, 
and thickness of individual beds and fans. Ash fall deposits are generally associated 
with a variety of other pyroclastic deposits near a vent, but may be the only type of • 
pyroclastic deposit farther away (Fisher and Schminke, 1984; Cas and Wright, 1988). 
The fine-grained grey clay layers in the “Braemar" opencut may have been formed by 
air fall processes (Figure 3.32a&b).
Figure 3.51 is a schematic representation of how the volcaniclastic rocks 
examined in this chapter may have been formed in a maar volcanic eruptive 
environment.
Distribution o f Pyroclastic Deposits Around Maar Volcanoes
Studies on the distribution of pyroclastic materials around vent structures such 
as the Ukinrek maars in Alaska, (Kienle et al., 1980; Self et al., 1980) provide some of 
the best examples for comparing deposits and likely processes that may have been at 
work in the formation of sapphire-bearing maars in the New England Gemfields.
Pyroclastic deposits built up around the Ukinrek maars attained a maximum 
thickness of 26 m at their rims. These deposits thinned out rapidly to about 5 cm at 2 
km from the vents. Samples taken more than 0.5 km from the vents, displayed a 
bimodal distribution of particle sizes, with a medium grain diameter of 1 mm. Some 
units contained coarser fragments 4 cm to 5 cm in size. During the initial stages of the
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eruption, blocks up to 3 m in diameter were thrown as much as 700 m from the vent; 
ejection velocities of between 100 m/sec and 200 m/sec being inferred (Kienle et al., 
1980; Self et al., 1980.
If the rate of gas and pyroclast production is maintained at a uniform level in 
an eruption, then the fallout area will be reasonably uniform. However, eruptive 
activity is generally characterised by pulses and therefore some degree of asymmetry 
of distribution of pyroclastics around a vent would be expected. Considerable overlap 
of all lithofacies types would be expected in areas of clustered maar volcanoes (Fisher 
and Schminke, 1984).
McGetchin and Ullrich (1973) observed that mantle xenoliths and xenocrysts 
in maar and tuff-ring deposits were often concentrated in discrete layers, and that the 
abundance of xenoliths increased in the upper part of the sequence
In terms of potential anomalies for sapphire around inferred vent structures in 
the Inverell-Glen Innes area, most ejected material > 1 mm would be expected to be 
confined to within 1 or 2 km of the vent. However, the deposition of fast moving ash 
flows, or directed base-surges, into palaeochannel structures adjacent to vents, may 
allow the transport of coarser-grained material to occur over distances of several 
kilometres from a maar crater or tuff ring source. Extensive erosion of tuff rings and 
blankets is also likely to redeposit sapphire into proximal (and some distal), more 
highly concentrated epiclastic deposits, particularly in palaeochannel systems. Within 
vent structures such as maars, high concentrations of sapphire would also be expected 
in shore-line beach deposits, as a result of wave concentration of in-washed volcanic 
material (Fisher and Schminke 1984; Cas and Wright 1988; Wood 1989).
3.9.3 Observations of Diamond-Bearing Kimberlitic Maars and
Diatremes, Applicable to Possible Sapphire-Bearing Basaltic Maars
Sapphire-bearing maar-related volcanic deposits, may also have gemstone 
concentration features very similar to those observed in diamond pipes. Thus, an 
examination of the main characteristics of diamond-bearing pipes and their crater
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facies environments may also provide clues to the likely sapphire content and 
distribution in sapphire-bearing basaltic maars.
There appears to be a direct relationship between the size of a kimberlite pipe 
and its diamond content. Larger diameter pipes usually have a higher diamond 
content than smaller ones in the same cluster (e.g., Orapa, Mwadui and Argyle) 
(Dawson, 1980; Janse, 1985). This is particularly true for pipes still retaining their 
crater facies rocks. For example, diamond grades in the Argyle and Ellendale 
lamproite pipes were found to be considerably higher in the early explosive phase 
rocks than in the following magmatic intrusions (Hall and Smith, 1985; Atkinson et 
al., 1984).
Erosion and redeposition of volcaniclastics in the vicinity of a maar/diatreme 
can give rise to two main types of heavy mineral deposits (Cas and Wright 1988; 
Wood 1989). These include:-
(a) A residual resistant mineral zone extending beyond the confines of the pipe, as 
a "halo”.
(b) An extensive lacustrine sequence of sediments containing heavy minerals, 
which have been washed into the crater; and which may be greater than 300 m 
thick (e.g. as in the Mwadui diamond pipe in Botswana -Nixon 1980).
In the crater facies volcaniclastic sediments of diamond pipes, the 
concentration of heavy minerals has been found to vary with position; with a higher 
concentration of more and larger diamonds commonly occurring near the crater rim 
shoreline (Nixon, 1980).
In terms of the position of diamond pipes, kimberlite intrusions have been 
found to concentrate in arcuate or annular zones around large domai basement 
structures. Furthermore, the larger (and generally richer) and more circular diamond 
pipes, tend to be located in the centre of diatreme clusters, while smaller, more 
irregularly shaped pipes and dykes, are most prevalent towards the periphery of
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diatreme clusters (Janse,1985). The number of pipes and dykes in a cluster can vary 
considerably from one to more than forty. In clusters that are diamantiferous, the ratio 
of economic to non-economic pipes can also vary. For example, 5 out of 15 at 
Kimberley, 1 out of 9 at Jagersfontein, 1 out of 6 at Finsch, 3 out of 29 at Orapa, and 1 
out of 6 at Mir (Janse 1985).
These observations may also be true for vents surrounding the giant eroded 
Maybole Shield Volcano, in the New England Gemfields.
3.10 Concluding Remarks
Sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic rocks examined in this chapter, 
display a number of features herein considered to be indicative of a phreatomagmatic 
volcanic mode of formation. The concentration of sapphire in these rocks, appears to 
be related to the sapphire content of the earliest erupted volcanics, and to transport and 
gravity segregation processes, that were at work during eruption and/or gravity-driven 
mass flowage.
The volcanic features of maars and diamond pipes, that have been studied 
around the world, are considered to be useful paradigms upon which to assess the 
sapphire content and distribution in basaltic volcaniclastic rocks in the New England 
Gemfields, and perhaps in other similar sapphire prospective basaltic volcanic areas.
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TABLE 3.1
Sapphire Bulk Sampling Results for Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks in the New England Gemfields
Sample
Location
Rock Type
(Basaltic Volcaniclastic)
Sample 
Volume fbcm)
Wt Sapphire 
fems)
Grade
fe/bcm)
%
-4.5 mm
%
Gem
"Braemar" Red, breccia dyke (eg) 6.67 16.00 2.40 85.00 15.00
"Braemar" Red, massively-bedded (eg) 6.67 18.00 2.70 80.00 12.00
Minumurra" Red, massively-bedded, flow-banded (eg) 2.00 2.50 1.25 100.00 0.00
"Braemar" Grey, laminated clays (fg) 6.67 93.80 14.06 96.00 12.00
"Braemar" Tan-orange, lithic-rich (eg) 6.67 126.30 18.93 84.00 15.00
"Braemar" Off-white, lithic-rich (eg) 6.67 135.80 20.35 79.00 18.00
"Braemar" Off-white, crystal/lithic-rich (eg) 6.67 763.20 114.42 65.00 24.00
eg  =  coarse-grained, fg  =  fine-grained
15
1'
 2
0’
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Figure 3.2. Topographic map of part of the Glen Innes 1:100,000 sheet (9238) covering “Yirri North”, along the 
middle reaches of Reddestone Creek, Falls Creek near the headwaters of Wellingrove Creek and the Glen Innes 
Agricultural Station (near “Cheven”), and accompanying outcrops of red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks.
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Figure 3.3. Topographic map of part of the Glen Innes 1:100,000 sheet (9238) covering the Spring Mt, 
White Rock Mt, and May bole areas, and showing the location of “Minumurra” and “Strathmore”, and 
accompanying red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks.
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Figure 3.4. Map showing the geology of the drainage divide between the Macintyre River valley and the 
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basement rocks. The extent of the main palaeochannel hosting the ultra-rich sapphire deposits at Braemar 
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see figure 3.6. The palaeochannel hosting the white and grey sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic 
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Figure 3.8. Photos of red hematitic sesquioxidic muddy clays forming the matrix to brecciated Devonian 
- Carboniferous meta-silstones at “Braemar”. (a) Breccia dyke in meta-silstones, showing the intrusion 
of red muds into meta-silstone. (b) Close-up view of the walls and core of the breccia dyke, showing rotated 
matrix-supported meta-silstone clasts in the centre of the dyke, (c) Jig-saw-fit pattern of brecciated meta 
-silstone clasts on the wall of the dyke, (d) Thin veins of red clay infilling fractures in the meta-silstone.
(e) Branching lobate masses of red clay and breccia that has stoped and infilled irregular shaped voids in 
meta-silstone.
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Figure 3.9. (a) Stockwork of red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic breccia dykes intruding weathered 
Devonian-Carboniferous metasiltstones at “Braemar” (see figure 3.6 - costean A, for the location o f this 
stockwork). (b) Diagram showing how the stockwork may have been formed, by the intrusion of red 
muds along developing structural fracture meshes (Sibson 1994).
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Figure 3.12. Photomicrographs of hematitic sesquioxidic clay-altered volcaniclastic 
breccia dyke rocks from “Braemar”. (a) Photo shows fine-grained angular meta-siltstone fragments 
(Mtslt), quartz chips(Qtz) and black opaque oxide minerals, supported in a matrix of iron-stained clay 
(Fe-clay). Little migration of iron oxides has occurred from the matrix to the clasts, (b) Photo shows 
a close-up view of the boundary between meta-siltstone and intruded iron-rich muddy clays, (c) Photo 
shows a clay-altered basaltic glass shard surrounded by a finer-grained Fe-stained clay matrix, containing 
silt-sized clasts of meta-siltstone, quartz and opaque oxide minerals.
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Figure 3.14. SEM photos of the red hematitic sesquioxidic clay matrix from the breccia dyke 
shown in figure 3.8a. (a) Poorly crystallized fine-grained kaolinite. (b) Grains of quartz 
with trigon crystal faces, in poorly crystallized fine-grained kaolinite.
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Figure 3.15. Photos of processing plants used to wash sapphire-bearing gravels, (a) Sapphire 
washing plant at “Braemar” used to process large bulk samples, (b) Mobile sapphire washing plant 
used to process small bulk samples.
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Figure 3.16. Photos of sapphire and zircon concentrate from the bulk sampling of basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks, (a) Sharp-edged sapphire and zircon grains from volcaniclastic rocks, (b) Collection of facet 
grade sapphire crystals, showing unusual colour zoning, (c) Sapphire and zircon grains showing sharp 
broken edges, and rounded, smooth and glossy grain surfaces.
Figure 3.17. Photos of red iron-rich sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks from massively bedded 
deposits at the base of Swan Peak, (a) Outcropping massively bedded basaltic volcaniclastic rocks 
showing light-coloured clasts of meta-siltstone, supported in a matrix of red iron-rich sesquioxidic clay. 
A very crude layering is apparent in these rocks, (b) Close-up photo of a sawn slab of volcaniclastic 
rock from the outcrop shown above. This rock shows angular clasts of meta-siltstone and weathered 
basalt supported in a finer-grained matrix of red iron-rich sesquioxidic clay. The sample shows a crude 
layering of clasts.
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Figure 3.18. Photos of massively-bedded red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks 
overlain by deeply weathered basalts, (a) Photo shows the contact between the overlying 
weathered basalt and massively-bedded red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks that are cris-crossed by veins of calcrete filling fractures in the rock, (b) Photo 
shows the contact between weathered basalt and massively-bedded red volcaniclastic 
rocks, looking from the side into a basalt-filled palaeotopographic low. Photos taken from 
sides of costean D at “Braemar” (circa 1992) - see figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.19. Photos of massively-bedded, clay-altered red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks overlain by weathered basalt at “Yirri North”, on the western side of Reddestone 
Creek, (a) Photo shows massively-bedded red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks. The middle layer in these rocks shows a concentration of pebble-size clasts of weathered 
basalt, that range from clast to matrix-supported, (b) Photo shows weathered basalt overlying red 
hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks. The basalt contains a vertical dyke-like 
dewatering structure that starts at the boundary between the weathered basalt and the volcaniclastic 
rock, suggesting that the volcaniclastic rocks were wet at the time of basalt extrusion, (c) Photo 
shows weathered basalt overlying greyish and purplish-coloured basaltic volcaniclastic rock, with 
an undulating bedding contact, that may mark the base of a palaeochannel structure. A lower 
contact between Fe-bleached and non Fe-bleached basaltic volcaniclastic rock is also shown. This 
second contact does not appear to be a bedding contact, but a weathering contact.
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Figure 3.20. Photos of massively bedded red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks outcropping 
on the Glen Innes - Emmaville Road, near the Glen Innes Agricultural Station, (a) Photo shows weathered 
basalt overlying massively-bedded red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, (b) Photo shows a 
close-up of massively-bedded red basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, (c) Photo shows a fracture in the red basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks, that contains rock that has been bleached to a grey colour by groundwater, (d) Photo 
shows a close-up of the fracture, and the extent of groundwater weathering of the red volcaniclastic rocks.
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Figure 3.21. Photos of very coarse-grained red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic breccias 
from massively bedded deposits near Falls Creek, upper reaches of Wellingrove Creek.
(a) Photo shows pebble to cobble-sized angular clasts of weathered basalt that are matrix- 
supported in fine-grained red hematitic sesquioxidic clay, (b) Photo shows pebble to 
cobble-sized angular clasts of weathered basalt that are clast to matrix-supported in 
fine-grained red hematitic sesquioxidic clay. The weathered basalt clasts in this rock show 
bedding parallel alignment and imbrication.
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Figure 3.22. Photomicrographs of massively-bedded red hematitic sesquioxidic 
volcaniclastic rocks from the base of Swan Peak, (a) Photo shows fine-grained angular 
meta-siltstone fragments (Mtslt), quartz chips (Qtz) and black opaque oxide minerals, 
supported in a matrix of iron-stained clay (Fe-clay). The photo also shows a relatively 
large clast of fine-grained sediment with wisps of carbonaceous material (Carb).
(b) Photo shows fine-grained iron-stained clay supporting angular clasts of meta-siltstone, 
quartz and black opaque oxides. A relatively large fragment of basaltic scoria, displaying 
bubble wall features along its outer edges, is evident near the centre of the photo.
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Figure 3.24. SEM photos of massively-bedded red hematitic sesquioxidic volcaniclastic rocks 
from the base of Swan Peak, (a) Photo shows poorly crystallised fine-grained kaolinite, with 
a carbonate phase, (b) Photo shows poorly crystallised fine-grained kaolinite, with 
an angular curved sharp-edged glass shard.
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Figure 3.25. Photos of massively bedded flow-banded red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcanic breccias, 
from the base of Arthurs Seat, near White Rock Mt, upper reaches of Wellingrove Creek, (a) Photo shows 
outcrop of red iron-rich sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, (b) Photo shows columnar jointing and 
flow-banding in these red basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, (c) Photo shows the top of a columnar joint that 
displays polygonal shape, and onion-skin weathering that has exploited the polygonal shape of the column.
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Figure 3.26. Photos of massively-bedded flow-banded red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcanic breccias, 
from the base of Arthurs Seat, near White Rock Mt, upper reaches of Wellingrove Creek, (a) Photo shows 
layering of basalt with red and light brown muddy layers, and flow-banding, (b) Photo shows a wandering 
to branching pattern of layering of flow-banded basalt with red and light brown muddy clay bands.
(c) Photo shows a close-up view of flow-banded basalt with red and light brown muddy layers, (d) Photo 
shows small flame structure of light brown mud intruding into a basalt layer along a fracture, (e) Photo shows 
a close-up of a plagioclase-rich (whitish coloured) basalt layer, displaying a trachytic texture.
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Figure 3.27. Photomicrographs of flow-banded red hematitic sesquioxidic volcanic mud 
and basaltic lava from the base of Arthurs Seat, near White Rock Mt, upper reaches of 
Wellingrove Creek, (a) Photo shows the boundary between iron-stained clay and weathered 
basalt. The clay shows a layered structure composed of light and dark bands reflecting 
differing degrees of iron-staining, with dark brown bands being the most iron-stained.
(b) Photo shows a small flame structure of iron-stained clay intruding into weathered basalt. 
The concentration of iron oxides is highest in the basalt closest to the boundary with the iron 
-stained clay.
Banded hem atitic muddy clays Weathered basalt
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Figure 3.29. SEM photos of flow-banded red sesquioxidic volcanic mud and basaltic 
lava from the base of Arthurs Seat, near White Rock Mt, upper reaches of Wellingrove 
Creek, (a) Photo shows poorly crystallized fine-grained kaolinite from red clay band . 
(b) Photo shows kaolinite pseudomorph after plagioclase surrounded by poorly 
crystallized fine-grained kaolinite from band of weathered basalt
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Figure 3.30. Photos of stratified, clay-altered, red, hematitic sesquioxidic 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks from “Strathmore”, at the base of the central dome of 
the Maybole Volcano along the upper reaches of Grahams Valley Creek.
(a) Photo shows crude layering of matrix-supported pebble-sized clasts of weathered 
basalt in fine-grained red clay (b) Photo shows well developed stratification of clast to 
matrix-supported granule to pebble-sized clasts of weathered basalt in fine-grained 
red clay. Clasts in this rock are flattened parallel to bedding, and show upward-fining 
sedimentary fabric.
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Figure 3.31. Photos of the Braemar Sapphire Deposit area and main opencut pit, located 15 km east of 
Inverell. (a) Photo shows a wide angle view of the sapphire deposit, with costean A on the left, costean D 
in the foreground and the main opencut pit at top right {photo circa 1992) (b) Photo shows a close-up view 
of themain opencut pit of the Braemar Sapphire Deposit, as it is today {photo circa 2001). The pit contains 
a stratified sequence of fine-grained grey clays and coarser-grained off-white and tan-orange-coloured basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks. The grey clays weather more readily than the off-white and tan-orange-coloured layers, 
reflecting the relative differences in grain-size and degree of consolidation between these two rock types.
(c) & (d) Photo inserts of close-ups of grey and white stratified basaltic volcaniclastic rocks.
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Figure 3.32. Photos of stratified basaltic volcaniclastic rocks 
occurring in the main opencut pit of the Braemar Sapphire Deposit, k 
(a) Photo shows the layered sequence of pebbly whitish and tan-orange-coloured basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks interbedded with fine-grained grey basaltic volcaniclastic rocks. These layers are seen side-on to the long 
axis of the palaeochannel shown in figures 3.4 and 3.5, and display wavy bedforms. (b) Close-up photo of a 
sample of fine-grained laminated grey clay, (c) Close-up photo of a sample of pebbly orange-coloured basaltic 
volcaniclastic rock showing a mainly clast-supported fabric, with clasts flattened parallel to bedding.
(d) Close-up photo of a sample of whitish to greyish-coloured pebbly volcaniclastic rock showing a 
matrix-supported disordered clastic fabric, comprising cream-coloured angular to sub-rounded clasts supported 
in a matrix of progressively finer-grained grey clastic clayey sediment, (e) Close-up photo of a sample of 
off-white-coloured pebbly crystal/lithic volcaniclastic rock showing a matrix-supported dis-organised clastic 
fabric, comprising grey and cream-coloured angular to sub-rounded clasts supported in a matrix of progressively 
finer-grained clayey sediment containing broken crystals of quartz, sapphire and zircon, (f) Close-up photo 
of the base of the opencut, showing a reversely-graded cobble/boulder bed of weathered basalt clasts, that range 
from clast to matrix-supported, with a bedding parallel to imbricated sedimentary fabric, indicating a southeast
palaeocurrent flow direction. Note:- SCS-l/I etc, = depositional series co-set numbers, Ltl etc =  Lithotvpe numbers.
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Figure 3.33. Photos of off-white, crystal/lithic basaltic volcaniclastic rock from the Braemar 
Sapphire Deposit, (a) Close-up photo of the weathered surface of off-white coarse-grained, 
granular to pebbly crystal/lithic basaltic volcaniclastic rock, showing pebble-sized angular clasts 
that have been preferentially weathered out of the rock, (b) Close-up photo of a sawn slab of 
the rock shown in (a) above. This slab shows a highly disordered fabric of matrix-supported 
sand to pebble-sized angular lithic clasts of clay and gibbsite-altered basalt. The sample also 
shows sand to granule-sized angular and broken fragments of quartz, sapphire, zircon and 
opaque oxide minerals in a highly disordered fabric.
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Figure 3.34. Photomicrographs of fine-grained silty to muddy grey clayey volcaniclastic 
rock from the opencut pit on “Braemar”. (a) Photo shows a very fine-grained iron-stained 
clay with numerous black opaque spinels (as pleonaste). The photo also shows the 
outlines of delicate curved glass shards supported by the fine-grained clay matrix. A 
sapphire (Sph) crystal is located in the lower right-hand comer of the photo, (b) Photo 
shows very fine-grained iron-stained clay supporting broken angular crystals of quartz (Qtz) 
and numerous black opaque spinels (as pleonaste). The photo also shows the outline of a 
delicate curved glass shard, and a wispy fragment of basalt, displaying plagioclase laths and 
a microlitic texture.
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Figure 3.35. Photomicrographs of coarse-grained granular to pebbly, lithic tan-orange and 
off-white clayey volcaniclastic rock from the opencut pit on “Braemar” (a = rock shown in 
figure 3.32c; b&c = rock shown in figure 3.32d) (a) Photo shows rounded and flattened clasts 
that have been converted to fine-grained clay. These clasts are intermixed with fragments of scoria 
that have been partly replaced by goethite. Small amounts of angular quartz (Qtz) grains are also 
present, (b) Photo shows a fragment of iron-stained basaltic scoria containing clay-altered 
plagioclase laths, and a curved bubble-wall clastic outline. The clast also displays a trachytic texture. 
The scoria is surrounded by sub-rounded clay-altered clasts that are themselves composed of smaller 
clasts of clay-altered volcanic material, (c) Photo shows a basaltic scoria fragment containing 
clay-altered plagioclase laths and black opaque oxide minerals, that displays a trachytic texture.
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Figure 3.36. Photomicrographs of coarse-grained granular to pebble crystal/lithic clayey 
volcaniclastic rock from the opencut pit on “Braemar”. (a) Photo shows angular fragments 
of basaltic scoria replaced by goethite, and sharp-edged angular crystals of quartz(Qtz), plus 
clay-altered clasts (CA-Clst), supported by a matrix of iron-stained clay, (b) Photo shows a 
single angular fragment of basaltic scoria, containing clay-altered plagioclase laths and black 
opaque oxide minerals. The scoria is accompanied by sharp-edged angular crystals of quartz 
and spinel (as pleonaste), supported by a matrix of iron-stained clay, that also contains tiny 
curved glass shards.
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Figure 3.41. SEM photos of fine-grained laminated grey clays from the top of the opencut pit 
on “Braemar”, shown on figure 3.32a&b. (a) Photo shows moderately well crystallised 
goethite displaying a bladed and radiating habit, mixed with poorly crystallised kaolinite.
(b) Photo shows moderately well crystallised goethite displaying a bladed radiating habit with 
a reniform to botryoidal structure, mixed with poorly crystallised kaolinite.
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Photo No.=16 Detector= RBSD
Figure 3.42. SEM photos of the coarse-grained tan-orange-coloured pebbly lithic clayey 
breccia from the middle of the opencut pit on “Braemar”, shown on figure 3.32a&c.
(a) Photo shows poorly crystallised kaolinite displaying a hackly texture, surrounding a 
tetragonal pyramidal crystal of possibly zircon, (b) Photo shows poorly crystallised kaolinite 
displaying a hackly texture, mixed with goethite showing a bladed texture.
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Figure 3.43. SEM photos of coarse-grained off-white pebbly lithic clayey breccia from the 
base o f the opencut pit on “Braemar”, shown on figure 3.32a&d. (a) Photo shows acicular 
crystals of possible zeolite minerals and globular gibbsite growing on lithic clasts composed 
of poorly crystallised kaolinite. The rock also shows a very porous and permeable structure, 
(b) Photo shows acicular crystals of a possible zeolite phase mixed with hexagonal platelets 
of kaolinite, and globular masses of gibbsite.
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Figure 3.44. SEM photos of coarse-grained off-white pebbly crystal/lithic clayey breccia 
from the base of the opencut pit on “Braemar”, shown on figure 3.32a&e. (a ) Photo shows 
well crystallised goethite displaying a bladed and radiating habit, with poorly crystallised 
kaolinite surrounding a sharp-edged fragment of quartz, or a volcanic glass shard.
(b ) Photo shows well crystallised goethite displaying a bladed radiating habit, surrounding 
a sharp-edged fragment of quartz, or volcanic glass. Poorly crystallised kaolinite is 
surrounding a skeletal fragment of a carbonate phase or volcanic glass.
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SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE CURVES FOR COMMON COVER TYPES 
WITH WAVELENGTH BANDS OF THE MAIN REMOTE SENSING SYSTEMS
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Figure 3.46 Spectral response and reflectance values for selected Landsat Thematic Mapper and Landsat 
MMS satellite digital data for minerals and vegetation. This graph is to be read in conjunction with all the 
satellite imagery presented in this thesis {source: Geoimage Pty Ltd, Brisbane).
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Figure 3.47. Landsat Thematic Mapper false-colour satellite image of the Central Volcanic Province, showing 
the distribution of red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks across the New England Gemfields. 
The major deposits occur in a swath that runs west and northwest from the Spring Mountain volcanic centre 
towards Inverell and Nullamanna. Image also shows the location of the giant Maybole Shield Volcano, and 
the pronounced radial drainage around this volcanic structure.
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Figure 3.49. Map showing the distribution of red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic pyroclastic 
and epiclastic rocks relative to basaltic lavas and major sapphire-bearing drainage systems in the 
New England Gemfields, Central Volcanic Province, northeastern N.S.W.. Base map of Tertiary 
basalts from Department of Mineral Resources 1:1,000,000 scale geology ofN.S.W. Map sheet. 
Distribution of sapphire deposits from MacNevin (1972); economic ranking - this thesis. Mapping 
of volcaniclastic rocks, volcanic centres and lineaments -this thesis.
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Figure 3.50. Mosaic of photos showing a gradation of sapphire-bearing eruptive products, 
commencing with hydraulic extension fractured volcanic breccias, and culminating in basaltic lava, 
(a) Photo of volcanic breccia comprising red hematitic basaltic muds intruding Palaeozoic 
meta-siltstones. (b) Massively-bedded basaltic breccias comprising fine-grained hematitic 
muddy clays supporting white, clay-altered, meta-siltstone clasts, (c) Stratified red hematitic basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks, (d) Stratified, Fe-bleached grey/white basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, (e) Red 
hematitic muds mixed with basalt, to form flow-banded lavas, (f) Basaltic lava, forming pillow 
structures where lava has flowed into water.
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Figure 3.51. Diagrams showing volcanic processes and products that may have led to the formation of high 
and low-grade sapphire deposits in the New England Gemfields. (a) Volcanic intrusion and eruption 
processes likely to have produced the basaltic volcaniclastic rocks show in figure 3.50a to d (modified 
after Druitt & Sparks 1982). (b) Deposits associated with maars and tuff cones, and the likely lithology 
and stratigraphic location of sapphire deposits in basaltic pyroclastic rocks in the New England Gemfields 
(modified after Wohletz & Sheridan 1983).
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Chapter 4 THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT -EXAMPLE OF A 
MEGA-RICH BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC SAPPHIRE 
DEPOSIT IN THE NEW ENGLAND GEMFIELDS
4.1 Introduction
The Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit is one of the richest sapphire deposits that has 
been mined in the New England Gemfields to date. The deposit produced over 25 
tonnes of sapphire concentrate (worth approximately A$70 Million in today's dollars) 
during a period of approximately 5 years. This concentrate was derived from 
approximately 85,000 bank cubic metres of highly clay-altered basaltic volcaniclastic 
gravels, averaging <1.0 m thick, and lying at an average depth of approximately 6 m. 
The total area of the deposit was approximately 140,000 m2. The most extraordinary 
aspect of the deposit, was that approximately 50% of the sapphire concentrate was 
recovered from approximately 4% of the total area of the deposit. The average grade 
of the deposit was approximately 300 grams per bank cubic metre (g/bcm). However, 
mega-rich patches of thicker gravels (> 1.5 m) yielded in excess of 1,000 g/bcm 
(Great Northern Mining Corporation N.L. Prospectus 1992; Pecover, Yeates and 
Nunan 1992).
This chapter will examine the sedimentology, petrology, mineralogy and 
deposit architecture of the highly clay-altered basaltic volcaniclastic gravels mined at 
"Strathdarr”. Analysis is presented, of the stratigraphy, palaeochannel morphology 
and sapphire distribution data, as an example of a mega-rich sapphire-bearing basaltic 
volcaniclastic depositional system, and used to propose a model for the formation of 
the deposit, and the extraordinary sapphire grades recovered.
4.2 Location
The Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit is located approximately 45 km northeast of 
Inverell, and 36 km northwest of Glen Innes (Figure 2.1). Access to Inverell is via 
the Waterloo and Woodstock Roads and the Gwydir Highway or the Kings Plains 
Road. The deposit is part of the Kingsland Sapphire Field, and is situated along the 
upper reaches of the Western Feeder drainage of Kings Plains Creek (Figure 4.1).
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4.3 Previous Geological Work on the Kingsland Sapphire Field
Previous geological mapping over the Kingsland Sapphire Field by Brown and 
Pecover (1986b), showed that thick accumulations of sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic 
rocks and alluvial deposits occur along the upper reaches of Kings Plains Creek. This 
mapping also identified sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic rocks at the northern 
base of Mt Buckley, and along the eastern side of the Eastern Feeder valley of Kings 
Plains Creek. Barron (1987) carried out a petrological and geochemical investigation 
of Kingsland rocks collected by Brown and Pecover, and found a number of chemical 
similarities with volcaniclastic rocks occurring elsewhere in the New England 
Gemfields. Brown (1987) compared sapphire deposits occurring in the Elsmore- 
Braemar -Swan Brook area, with those occurring at Kingsland, and concluded that 
some of the rocks occurring in both areas may have been formed by similar 
pyroclastic and epiclastic depositional processes. Pecover (1987, 1988 and 1996) 
suggested that some of the sapphire-bearing clayey volcaniclastic rocks occurring at 
Kingsland and "Braemar" may be related to maar-style phreatomagmatic volcanism.
Coenraads (1991) investigated sapphire deposits at the northern end of the 
Kingsland Sapphire Field and interpreted them to be shoe-string heavy mineral 
deposits, formed by slow alluvial placer concentration processes. Coenraads (1991 
and 1994) also carried out sampling of basaltic lavas at the southeastern end of the 
Kingsland Sapphire Field, across the western and northern flanks of Mt Buckley, in an 
attempt to determine the source rocks for the sapphire deposits occurring downstream 
in the Kings Plains Creek drainage system. He showed that the Mt Buckley lavas 
range in composition from alkali olivine basalt to basanite and ne-hawaiite, indicating 
an increase in undersaturation with time. He further concluded that these different 
basaltic compositions were probably derived from different mantle and crustal 
sources, rather than representing magma evolution from a single source. He also 
found that many of the lava flows sampled, contained high pressure inclusions, 
suggesting rapid movement of magma from upper mantle depths. He concluded that 
these rocks provided no easily discernible geochemical or petrological clues as to the 
source of the sapphires in the Kingsland Sapphire Field.
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Hollis and Sutherland (1985), Coenraads et al (1990), Sutherland and Kinny 
(1990), and Sutherland et al (1993) determined ages of zircons from the New England 
Gemfields, that included zircons collected from the Kingsland Sapphire Field. 
Sutherland et al (1993) showed that zircons collected from the Western Feeder 
drainage of Kings Plains Creek gave zircon fission track ages of 30.1 +/-3. 7, and
41.1 +/-6.3 Ma. Sutherland and Pecover (circa 1993) collected zircons from red iron- 
rich bedded volcaniclastic rocks at “Downfield”, near the northeastern base of Mt 
Buckley, and determined an age range of 28 to 81 Ma for the zircons from these rocks 
(Sutherland 1996).
4.4 Geomorphic and Geological Setting of the Strathdarr Deposit
4.4.1 Geomorphic Setting
The whole of the Kingsland area, encompasses the tri-valley drainage system 
of the upper reaches of Kings Plains Creek. This tri-valley drainage system is 
contained within a roughly bowl-shaped, raised plateau-like landform, that is 
surrounded by more deeply incised sapphire-bearing drainages, and inverted 
topography. The average elevation of the plateau is approximately 960 m above sea 
level. The plateau is bounded to the east by Wellingrove Creek, and to the south by 
the Swan Brook drainage (Figure 4.1 and 4.2).
The northern side of the plateau is bounded by a complex mosaic of small- 
scale fracture-controlled drainages cut into Palaeozoic basement rocks. The most 
prominent drainage cut into Palaeozoic basement rocks is on the northern side of 
Kingsland, corresponding to the thalweg of Arrawatta Creek (Figure 4.2). The 
western side of the plateau is bounded by deeply incised drainage, cut into both 
Palaeozoic basement rocks and Tertiary basaltic volcanic rocks. These drainages 
define the headwater catchment of Frazers Creek. This western boundary also 
contains several ridges that define well-developed inverted topography. The most 
notable inverted topography corresponds to the White Hill ridge (Coenraads 1991 and 
A.A. MacNevin pers. comm. 2001). This ridge divides the rich sapphire-bearing twin 
lateral drainages of Horse Gully and Mary Ann Creek (Figure 4.2).
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On the plateau, the Western and Eastern Feeder valley drainages of Kings 
Plains Creek, coalesce to form a main axial channel, and valley, in the central part of 
the plateau (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). The Western Feeder drainage has its headwaters on 
the properties of "Narran Vale", "Mubburra" and "Kew", while the Eastern Feeder 
drainage has its headwaters on the properties of "Manaroo", "Leeweena",
"Downfield" and "Tauranga", at the base of Mt Buckley (Figure 4.1).
The Western Feeder valley splits into several smaller valleys on the property 
of "Strathdarr". One valley extends south onto the property of "Narran Vale", while 
the second valley runs southeast across "Kew" (the Kew Valley), and onto 
"Mubburra". On "Kew", this valley bifurcates into two drainages, with the southern 
arm crossing onto the property of "Yarrandoo", and the northern arm crossing onto 
the property of "Strathdarr". The Western Feeder valley is separated from the Eastern 
Feeder valley by a northwest trending ridge that forms the drainage divide between 
the two valleys (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). Thus, the morphology of the Kingsland area is 
characterised by higher elevation incised topography at the southern end, and lower 
elevation flat alluvial plains at the middle and northern ends. Modem and palaeo- 
stream flows are, and have been, to the northwest in the Eastern Feeder and Kew 
Valleys, and north and northeast in the Western Feeder Valley (Figures 4.1 and 4.2).
4.4.2 Geological Setting
The Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit is located on the rural property of 
“Strathdarr”, and lies within the middle reaches of the Western Feeder drainage of 
Kings Plains Creek, at Kingsland, and is part of the Kingsland Sapphire Field. Figure 
4.3 shows a geological map of the Kingsland Sapphire Field, and the location of 
“Strathdarr”
The geology of the Kingsland area comprises a variety of Tertiary basaltic 
volcanic rocks that locally overlie and intrude Permian felsic Emmaville Volcanics of 
the Wandsworth Group, (Brown and Pecover 1986b). Along the eastern side, and in 
the southeastern comer of the Kingsland Sapphire Field, outcropping Permian felsic 
volcanics are overlain by Tertiary basaltic lavas and volcaniclastic rocks (Figure 4.3).
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Along the northeastern side of the Kingsland Sapphire Field, deposits of 
ferricretes and laterites directly overlie the felsic volcanic rocks (Figure 4.3). These 
ferricretes and laterites appear to be weathered equivalents of nearby iron-rich 
volcaniclastic rocks. Sapphire is commonly found after heavy rain on the flat-lying 
outcrops of volcaniclastic rocks and ferricretes in this area (Brown and Pecover 
1986b; Pecover 1987 and 1988), suggesting that the sapphire has shed directly from 
these rocks to become part of overlying soils and gravel lag deposits.
Outcropping Basaltic Lavas
At the southern end of the plateau, the geology of the Kingsland Sapphire field 
is dominated by a variety of basalt lava types, including teschenite, alkali olivine 
basalt, basanite and hawaiite (Figure 4.3). Outcrops of teschenite form the central 
dome and outer rim of a large circular structure on the properties of "Narran Vale", 
"Mubburra", and “Kew”. The teschenite is typically coarse-grained, and composed of 
large clinopyroxene megacrysts supported in a finer-grained matrix of plagioclase, 
olivine and interstitial K-feldspar (Figure 4.4). The teschenite is overlain by fine­
grained alkali olivine basaltic lava flows on the property of “Mubburra” (Figure 4.3). 
The geochemistry of alkali olivine basalt from “Mubburra” is discussed in Chapter 5 
of this thesis. On the properties of "Leeweena", "Tauranga" and "Mt Buckley", alkali 
olivine basalt, basanite and ne-hawaiite lava flows dominate the volcanic pile of the 
Mt Buckley Volcanic Centre (Figure 4.3), (Coenraads 1991 and 1994). Hawaiite also 
forms a small basalt plug {the Stony Nob), on the property of “Pine Grove”, along the 
middle reaches of the Eastern Feeder drainage of Kings Plains Creek.
Outcropping Volcaniclastic Rocks
Near the base of Mt Buckley, on the property of “Downfield”, massive and 
thickly-bedded, coarse-grained, granular to pebbly, poorly-sorted, matrix-supported, 
highly clay-altered, red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks (Figure 
4.5) are particularly well developed, where they are exposed in a small gully on the 
eastern side of the Eastern Feeder valley of Kings Plains Creek (Figure 4.3).
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At the comer of the Waterloo Road and the Eastern Feeder Road, on the 
property of “Manaroo”, there are deposits of brown-coloured coarse-grained basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks, containing matrix-supported flattened pebbles of tan-coloured 
gibbsite (Figure 4.6). These rocks are known by property owners to be shedding 
sapphire into surrounding soils (A. Frend pers. comm. 1996). Furthermore, the 
location of these rocks is important, because they are located at the headwaters of the 
three major sapphire-producing drainages of Kings Plains Creek, at Kingsland, and 
display lithological similarities to the sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic rocks occurring 
in palaeochannels that are located immediately downstream from these outcrops. As 
such, it is a reasonable assumption that these outcropping volcaniclastic rocks are 
related to, and are in the source area of, the sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic rocks 
occupying palaeochannels immediately to the northwest.
Sapphire Deposits in the Kingsland Sapphire Field
The tri-valley drainage system of the upper reaches of Kings Plains Creek, 
contains sapphire-bearing Tertiary volcaniclastic clayey gravels, and overlying 
Quaternary silts, sands and gravels (Brown and Pecover 1986b; Pecover 1987 and 
1988). Mining along the Western Feeder and Kew valleys of Kings Plains Creek, has 
revealed that the sapphire-bearing gravel deposits are confined to relatively narrow 
palaeochannel structures that are buried beneath Quaternary valley-fill alluvium 
(Pecover 2001). Similar deposits are known from mining operations along the lower 
reaches of the Eastern Feeder drainage of Kings Plains Creek, on the property of 
“Cubba” (Brown and Pecover 1986b). The “Cubba” deposits may be linked to an 
inferred palaeochannel system, whose headwaters commence at the base of Mt 
Buckley (Figure 4.3).
4.4.3 Lineaments and Volcanic Vent Structures at Kingsland 
Lineament Interpretation From Satellite Imagery
Figure 4.7 shows the location and distribution of lineaments and volcanic vent 
structures, inferred to exist from an interpretation of Landsat Thematic Mapper 
imagery covering the Kingsland Sapphire Field, and its immediate surrounds. Figure
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4.7 should be read in conjunction with Figure 4.2, to enable a comparison to be made 
between the interpreted satellite image of the Kingsland area, and the un-interpreted 
image of the same area.
The image analysis on Figure 4.7, reveals two prominent lineaments that 
intersect the dome of teschenite basalts on “Narran Vale”. The first lineament, is 
conformable with the drainage of Arrawatta Creek, with an azimuth of 2° (herein 
termed the Arrawatta Lineament). This lineament is also conformable to the near 
north-south orientation of Kings Plains Creek, below the confluence of the Western 
and Eastern Feeder valleys. A possible extension to this lineament occurs at the 
southern escarpment of the Kingsland plateau, immediately west of Chinamans Gully 
(Figure 4.7).
The second major lineament shown on Figure 4.7 {herein termed the Upper 
Frazers Creek Lineament), is conformable with the drainage of the upper reaches of 
Frazers Creek, with an azimuth of 302°. This lineament is traceable to the southeast, 
through the Narran Vale teschenite dome, and through the centre of Mt Buckley. This 
linear trend was also identified as part of the tectonic mapping of N.S.W., by 
Scheibner (1979).
To the south of Kingsland, lies the Swan Brook valley drainage system. This 
large valley is conformable to a set of linear topographic trends, that may define a 
broad WNW-ESE structural zone of fracture-controlled drainage {herein termed the 
Swan Brook Lineament) (Figure 4.7).
Numerous, smaller drainage-related linear topographic trends are evident in 
the more deeply incised topography at the northern end of the Kingsland plateau 
(Figure 4.7), within the Permian silicic volcanic {Emmaville Volcanics) basement 
rocks (Figure 4.0). Some of these linear trends are traceable across the Kingsland 
plateau, within Tertiary basaltic volcanic rocks. These smaller lineaments display a 
variety of orientations, with the dominant trends being NE-SW and NW-SE.
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Inferred Volcanic Vent Structures From Satellite Imagery
Several prominent inferred volcanic vent structures are evident on Figure 4.7. 
These include the following:-
(a) The Narran Vale dome (composed o f teschenite), (Pecover 1992; this thesis).
(b) The Mt Buckley pile of basaltic lavas (composed ofhawaiite, basanite and alkali 
basalt), (Coenraads 1991).
(c) The Stony Knob plug (composed ofhawaiite), (Duggan 1968).
(d) The Swan Peak plug (composed o f phonolite), (Duggan 1968).
(e) The Spring Mountain plug (composed o f analcimite), (Wilkinson and Hensel 
1991).
The largest of these volcanic vent structures, and recognised as part of the 
work for this thesis, is the Narran Vale teschenite dome (herein termed the Narran 
Vale Volcano). This structure comprises an ovoid-shaped central dome contained 
within a ring fracture defined by the upper Western Feeder and the Kew valley 
drainages of Kings Plains Creek. The outer part of the structure is defined by narrow 
drainage-divide basalt ridges. The central dome of the Narran Vale Volcano is 
approximately 4 km in diameter. This dimension makes the Narran Vale Volcano the 
second largest vent structure in the New England Gemfields, after the Maybole 
Volcano.
Figure 4.7 shows that the Narran Vale Volcano lies at the probable 
intersection of the Arrawatta Creek Lineament and the Upper Frazers Creek 
Lineament, suggesting that the lineaments are deep crustal fractures, the intersection 
of which provided a pathway for the eruption of the teschenites. The coarse-grained 
nature of the teschenite (Figure 4.6), further supports the interpretation that these 
rocks are part of an in-vent structure, possible a lava dome. However, these rocks 
may also have been formed in a crater lava lake that cooled slowly, thereby allowing 
the crystallisation of the large clinopyroxene megacrysts (F.L. Sutherland pers. comm. 
2001).
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The sapphire deposits in the upper Western Feeder Valley, on Narran Vale, 
and in the Kew Valley, on “Kew”, overlie weathered vesicular zeolitic basalts, that 
are themselves overlying the teschenites of the Narran Vale Volcano. This indicates 
that the sapphire deposits in this part of the Kingsland Sapphire Field are younger 
than the Narran Vale Volcano (Pecover 2001).
Pecover (1992) has proposed, that the Swan Peak phonolite plug, the Narran 
Vale Volcano teschenite dome, and the Stony Knob hawaiite plug may define a 
discrete vent complex, which he named the Swan Brook-Kings Plains Vent Complex. 
Given the possibility, that the pile of basaltic lavas, and the accompanying underlying 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, occurring at Mt Buckley, may mark the location of a 
discrete volcanic vent structure, it is herein proposed to include Mt Buckley as part of 
the Swan Brook -  Kings Plains Vent Complex.
4.4.4 Relationship of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit to Other
Sapphire Deposits in the Kingsland Sapphire Field
Figures 4.1 and 4.3 show the areas that have been mined to date for sapphire 
in the Kingsland Sapphire Field. Figure 4.8 shows an oblique aerial view of the 
middle to upper reaches of the Western Feeder drainage of Kings Plains Creek, and 
the location of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit before it was mined, relative to 
sapphire mining operations downstream on “Warrandah”. This figure also shows the 
location of the Narran Vale Sapphire Deposit {before it was mined), and the low dome 
of the Narran Vale Volcano, relative to “Strathdarr”.
Figure 4.3 shows that much of the Western Feeder drainage of Kings Plains 
Creek has been mined, except for a small area lying between the southern end of the 
Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, and the northern end of the Narran Vale Sapphire 
Deposit. Downstream from “Kew”, known (Pecover 2001) sapphire-bearing 
palaeochannels lying within two separate valleys that connect to the Western Feeder 
drainage on “Strathdarr” have also not been mined. In the Eastern Feeder Valley of 
Kings Plains Creek, sapphire deposits have only been mined on the property of 
“Cubba” and part of “Weean”.
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Sapphire deposits mined immediately northeast (downstream) of “Strathdarr”, 
were very similar to those encountered on “Strathdarr” (B. Leadbitter pers. comm.
1995). Sapphire deposits mined on Narran Vale were found to comprise silty to 
pebbly alluvial gravels dominated by relatively unweathered fme-grained basalt 
clasts, and were unlike the highly clay-altered basaltic volcaniclastic deposits mined 
on "Strathdarr" (J. Anderson pers. comm. 1999). Sapphire deposits currently being 
mined in the Kew Valley, on the property of “Kew”, comprise clay-altered basaltic 
volcaniclastic gravels similar to those that were mined on “Strathdarr”. However, the 
“Kew” deposits are typically thinner, more spread out, less well-bedded, and contain a 
very low average grade (i.e. <30 grams per bank cubic metre) compared to those that 
have been mined on “Strathdarr” (Pecover 2001).
These observations suggest that the palaeochannel that hosted the sapphire­
bearing highly clay-altered basaltic volcaniclastic rocks in the Strathdarr Sapphire 
Deposit, is contiguous with the palaeochannels in the Kew Valley, and not with the 
palaeochannel hosting the Narran Vale Sapphire Deposit. Thus, the highly clay- 
altered sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic deposits occurring in the majority of 
the upper Kings Plains Creek drainage system, appear to be traceable upstream to the 
vicinity of Mt Buckley.
4.4.5 Zircon Fission Track Ages For Selected Sapphire-Bearing Volcaniclastic Rocks 
in the Kingsland Sapphire Field
As part of this study, a number of zircons were collected from the basal parts 
of sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic rocks occurring in both the “Strathdarr” 
and the Kew Valley Sapphire Deposits, to determine fission track ages for these rocks. 
The following results were obtained from Geotrack International Pty Ltd in Victoria. 
The full age dating report is listed in Appendix 5.
Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit 
Colourless zircon grains (7) = 34.1 +/- 2.8 Ma 
Yellow/Pink zircon grains (8) = 38.3 +/- 2.6 Ma 
Red/Amber zircon grains (5) = 36.6 +/- 2.5 Ma 
Average Age = 36.6 +/- 1.7 Ma
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Kew Valiev Sapphire Deposit 
Colourless zircon grains (6) = 35.0 +/- 3.6 Ma 
Yellow/Pink zircon grains (7) = 32.8 +/- 2.6 Ma 
Red/Amber zircon grains (3) = 35.8 +/- 5.3 Ma 
Average Age = 34.1+/- 1.9 Ma
These results are comparable to fission track ages for zircons collected by 
Sutherland et al (1993) from mining operations along Kings Plains Creek. Sutherland 
et al (1993) found two main episodes of sapphire-producing volcanic eruptive activity 
at around 41 +/- 6 Ma and 30 +/- 4 Ma. However, zircons collected by Sutherland et 
al (1993), were from stockpiles of sapphire-bearing gravels awaiting processing, and 
therefore lacked stratigraphic control. The zircons collected for this study are from 
the lowermost (ie first deposited, Unit-1) sediments in these deposits, and therefore 
constrain the age of the first deposited sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic rocks in the 
Western Feeder palaeodrainage of Kings Plains Creek, to around 35 Ma.
Sutherland and Pecover also collected zircons from red hematitic sesquioxidic 
volcaniclastic rocks at "Downfield" (Figures 4.1), near the northeastern base of Mt 
Buckley (Figure 4.5). These zircons record an age range of 28 to 81 Ma (Sutherland 
1996), which demonstrates that sapphire and zircon producing volcanic activity in the 
Kingsland area spans a considerable period of time, and overlaps age ranges across 
the entire Central Volcanic Province.
Thus, the contention by Coenraads (1991) that the Central Volcanic Province 
can be divided into a younger sapphire-barren “West Central Province” and an older 
sapphire-bearing “East Central Province” may not be supported, given that very 
limited age dating has been carried out across the province.
4.5 Stratigraphy and Sedimentology of the Strathdarr Deposit
4.5.1 Stratigraphy of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit
Mining of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit revealed two distinctive, highly 
clay-altered sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic depositional units, contained
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within a vertically stacked system of palaeochannels. The lower volcaniclastic unit 
(Unitl) consisted of iron-stained dark tan-orange-coloured clayey gravels occupying 
channel structures cut into now-weathered basalt. Unit-1 was found to be overlain by 
a light to dark grey-coloured clayey volcaniclastic gravel unit (Unit-2), mainly 
occupying channel structures cut into Unit-1 sediments (Figures 4.9 and 4.10).
An erosional disconformity marked the boundary between these two units, 
indicating a time break between the deposition of each unit. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 
also show that the bed thickness of each unit across the palaeochannel is highly 
variable. The grey-coloured unit (Unit-2) is overlain by brown clayey valley-fill 
alluvium, with an erosional disconformity marking the boundary between the top of 
Unit-2 and the base of the overlying sediments. Figure 4.11 shows, that in places, 
considerable erosion of the top of Unit-2 has occurred, with the development of cut- 
and-fill channel structures defining later channel development and deposition of 
valley-fill-alluvium.
Figures 4.12 to 4.14 define the stratigraphic relationships between Units 1 and 
2, and the underlying and overlying lithologies of the Strathdarr Sapphire deposit, 
determined from the computer modeling of the data from 87 drill holes along six 
lines, placed at right angles to the long axis of the palaeochannel system on 
"Strathdarr". The cross-sections occur at the northern, middle and southern ends of 
the deposit. While Figure 4.8 shows the approximate location of these lines of holes, 
relative to the Western Feeder drainage of Kings Plains Creek on “Strathdarr”, the 
exact locations are shown in Figure 4.44. The cross-sections shown on Figures 4.12 
to 4.14, are vertically exaggerated, to better reveal the undulations in the base of the 
palaeochannel system. These cross-sections show, that thick accumulations of both 
units occur in the deeper parts of the palaeochannel. However, deposits of both units 
also occurred across higher areas in the base of the palaeochannel system. The cross- 
sections also reveal that Unit-2 sediments were deposited into cut-and-fill structures 
developed in the top of Unit-1 in some areas, and/or draping Unit-1, and weathered 
basalt, in other areas of the deposit.
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4.5.2 Volcaniclastic Depositional Unit-1 
Deposit Characteristics
Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.15 show that Unit-1 sediments are massively and 
thickly-bedded. Figures 4.12 to 4.14 show that this unit was highly variable in 
thickness across the deposit, with the thickest accumulations being in lows in the base 
of the palaeochannel.
Figure 4.12 shows that the palaeochannel was wider, and the floor less 
undulating, at the northern end of the deposit, which also corresponded to wider more 
uniformly thick deposits of Unit-1 sediments. The erosional hiatus between the top of 
Unit-1 and the base of Unit-2 also appears to have been less pronounced at the 
northern end of the palaeochannel depositional system on “Strathdarr”. However at 
the southern end of the deposit, Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show that the palaeochannel 
was narrow, with an undulating floor.
Figure 4.16 is a gravel thickness isopach contour map of Unit-1 across the 
entire “Strathdarr deposit. This figure shows that Unit-1 volcaniclastic gravels were 
thickest at the southern end of the deposit, in areas associated with the narrowest part 
of the palaeochannel system. This figure also shows that Unit-1 volcaniclastic gravels 
were thinner, and spread across a wider area of the palaeochannel at the northern end 
of the deposit. At both ends of the deposit, thicker accumulations of Unit-1 
volcaniclastic gravels tended to be confined to small patches, within a gently curving 
channel structure.
Lithological Characteristics
Figures 4.17 to 4.19 show the lithological characteristics of Unit-1 rocks, as 
revealed in hand specimens and sawn sections. The sawn sections are from samples 
of limonite-indurated Unit-1 gravels that were collected from the base of the unit, 
immediately overlying weathered basalt. Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show that Unit-1 
volcaniclastic rocks comprised coarse-grained, limonite-stained to indurated, dark 
brown to tan-orange-coloured, muddy to pebbly, poorly sorted, clast to matrix-
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supported clayey gravels. Matrix-support of clasts is the dominant sedimentary 
texture and fabric in these rocks. The gravels display a mainly disorganised clastic 
fabric above the base of the unit, and a crudely layered clastic fabric at the base of the 
unit. Elongated clasts in the limonite-indurated samples from the base of the unit, 
display a bedding parallel alignment. The granules and pebbles in this gravel, are 
dominantly tan-coloured angular to well-rounded, very fine-grained lithic clasts.
Many of the larger clasts show fine internal laminations or banding, similar to 
liesegang bands. Figure 4.18d shows a pebble-size clast that is vesiculated, 
suggesting that it is weathered/altered fine-grained basalt. Figure 4.19 shows sawn 
slabs of large pebble-size clasts collected from Unit-1. These clasts were selected 
because they were found to be representative of the dominant clast type in Unit-1, and 
because they were large enough to better display textures than many of the smaller 
tan-coloured fine-grained clasts collected from this unit. Figure 4.19a shows that the 
clast is composed of fine-grained vesiculated clastic material that displays liesegang- 
like bands, similar to those seen in Figure 4.6. The rock as-a-whole, appears to have 
undergone induration by iron oxides. Figure 4.19b shows that the clast is composed 
of silty to granular, poorly sorted, disorganised, angular to sub-rounded, lithic clasts, 
supported in a muddy iron-indurated matrix. The rock as-a-whole appears to have 
undergone intense iron-oxide induration and argillic alteration.
Figure 4.20 shows a sawn slab of iron-oxide indurated Unit-1 gravels from 
the base of the unit, containing grains of sapphire and pleonaste spinel. The matrix 
component of these samples shows a very high concentration of sand to granule-sized, 
angular to sub-rounded, blue sapphire and black pleonaste spinel crystals, supported 
by a matrix of clay to sand-sized particles. Many of the sapphire and pleonaste grains 
display very sharp edges, suggesting little abrasion during transport. The sapphire 
and pleonaste grains display a crude density layering and sorting, with the less dense 
black pleonaste grains having formed separate heavy mineral bands above bands of 
denser blue sapphire.
Figure 4.21 presents a set of grainsize analysis graphs of Unit-1 gravels, from 
samples collected at the northern {Mining Block A), near-middle {Mining Block B) and 
southern {Mining Block C) ends of the deposit {see figure 4.46 for the location of 
these mining blocks). The grainsize data for these samples is presented in table 4.1.
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The grainsize analysis shows that the silt fraction in Unit-1 gravels is low compared to 
the gravel, sand and mud fractions. On the basis of the sizing data, these sediments 
could be classed as pebbly gravels containing a significant mud and sand fraction.
The percentage of gravel-sized particles was found to be lower at the northern 
(downstream end) end of the deposit, with a corresponding significant increase in the 
percentages of sand and mud at the downstream end of the deposit. Unit-1 sediments 
at the near-middle, and southern ends of the deposit, showed higher percentages of 
gravel-sized particles, and significantly lower percentages of sand and mud, compared 
to the northern end of the deposit. However, the near-middle and southern ends of the 
deposit, showed similar grainsize distribution profiles, suggesting similar 
environments of deposition corresponding to the narrower parts of the palaeochannel 
system, compared to the wider parts of the palaeochannel system at the downstream 
northern end of the deposit.
Petrological Features
Figures 4.22 to 4.26 show the petrological features evident in samples of Unit-1 
gravels from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit. All of the photomicrographs shown are 
from thin sections that were cut from samples of ferricretised Unit-1 gravels, shown in 
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 (the extremely friable and clayey nature o f the non-indurated 
Unit-1 gravels precluded the effective collection o f undisturbed samples for 
sectioning). The following major features are evident in the photomicrographs shown 
in Figures 4.22 to 4.26:-
1. Matrix-support, and poor sorting of lithic and crystal fragments, is the 
dominant sedimentary texture and fabric displayed by the rocks sectioned 
(except in Figure 4.25).
2. The matrix fraction is dominated by mud to sand-sized material, that in the 
sections presented is heavily iron-stained and indurated.
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3. Lithic clasts range from angular to sub-rounded, and are composed of fine­
grained kaolinite and gibbsite, or clay-altered basalt. The clayey lithic clasts 
typically display finer-grained clastic textures, and are themselves 
volcaniclastics.
4. The crystal fraction in these rocks includes quartz, black pleonaste, green 
spinel, and sapphire. These crystal fragments display angular, sharp-edged 
grain shapes, and rounded and embayed edges, the latter being typical of 
resorbtion or magmatic corrosion.
5. Un-charred woody fragments and worm burrows are common in these 
rocks.
6. The petrology of the dominant clastic lithotype in the Unit-1 rocks (i.e. the 
tan-coloured fine-grained clasts) comprises mainly gibbsite-altered/replaced 
basaltic material containing iddingsite, and gibbsite-replaced rhombic 
crystals of a probable once carbonate phase.
Mineralogical Characteristics
XRD analysis was carried out on a sample of the -2mm size fraction of Unit-1 
sediment. XRD analysis was also carried out on a pebble of the dominant coarse­
grained clastic lithology found in the Unit-1 sediments (i.e. the tan-orange-coloured 
fine-grained clasts shown in Figure 4.18). SEM examination was carried out on the - 
2mm size fraction of the Unit-1 rocks, to examine the delicate fine-grained friable 
clayey material making-up the matrix of this unit.
XRD Analysis
Figure 4.27 shows the XRD graph and identified mineral peaks for the -2mm 
size fraction sample of Unit-1 gravels from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit. This 
fraction was found to contain a mixture of dominant gibbsite, with sub-ordinate 
kaolinite, minor goethite, quartz, illite and hematite. SIROQUANT analysis yielded 
62% gibbsite, 28% kaolinite, 6% goethite, 3% hematite and 1% magnesite.
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Figure 4.28 shows the XRD graph and identified mineral peaks for the 
dominant clast type (i.e. the tan-coloured fine-grained clasts) from Unit-1 gravels.
This rock comprised a mixture of dominant gibbsite, with minor goethite, quartz, illite 
and hematite. SIROQUANT analysis yielded 86% gibbsite, 9% goethite and 5% illite.
SEM Examination
Figure 4.29 shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of a 
sample of the fine-grained clayey matrix of Unit-1 basaltic volcaniclastic gravels. 
These images revealed that the matrix fraction in these rocks, is predominately 
composed of kaolinite and gibbsite, with a possible acicular zeolite phase. Figure 
4.29a shows blocky crystals and globular masses of gibbsite growing on poorly 
crystallised kaolinite. Figure 4.29b shows blocky gibbsite crystals growing on poorly 
crystallised kaolinite. High porosity in the Unit-1 sediments, appears to have 
facilitated authigenic recrystallisation of secondary phases in these rocks.
Sapphire Content
The concentration of sapphire in Unit-1 rocks was found to range from 30 
g/bcm to >1000 g/bcm. Figure 4.30 shows sapphire grade contours for Unit-1 
sediments, derived from drill hole data across the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit. The 
contour map shows that very high grades of sapphire were confined to three large 
patches at the southern end of deposit, and three smaller patches at the northern end of 
the deposit. The pattern of sapphire grade distribution conformed to a narrow gently 
curving palaeochannel structure on the western side of the valley. A comparison of 
Figure 4.30 with 4.16 shows that the higher grades are associated with gravel 
thicknesses in excess of 0.5 m. However, this comparison also shows that gravels 
thicker than 1 m did not typically coincide with the high grade patches in the deposit. 
A comparison of Figure 4.30 with Figures 4.12 to 4.14, shows that the thicker 
accumulations of gravel in Unit-1, correspond with low areas in the base of the 
palaeochannel system. Thus the sapphire grade contours for Unit-1 appear to correlate 
well with discreet and isolated areas along the axis of a gently curving palaeochannel, 
on the western side of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit.
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However, it is interesting to note, that the distribution of Unit-1 gravels, and sapphire 
grades between 30 g/bcm and 100 g/bcm is more widely spread, particularly at the 
northern end of the deposit. This suggests a significant widening of the palaeochannel 
at the downstream end of the deposit.
Discussion and Proposed Genesis
Depositional Unit-1, in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, displays the following 
sedimentological, lithological and mineralogical characteristics:-
1. The clayey gravels in Unit-1, comprised mainly massively-bedded, matrix- 
supported, poorly-sorted, angular to well rounded, pebbly gravels, with a very 
high mud and sand component. However, a crude bedding-parallel alignment 
of matrix-supported clasts, occurred at the base of the unit. This was 
accompanied by an apparent density segregation and layering of pleonaste and 
sapphire towards the base of the unit.
2. Petrological examination of these rocks, show that they contain angular crystal 
fragments of quartz, sapphire and pleonaste, that display both sharp and 
rounded grain edges. Some rounded grain edges show resorbtion-like surface 
features. Other fragments include clay-altered and weathered basalt, and non- 
carbonised woody plant remains.
3. The dominant clastic lithotype in these rocks (i.e. the tan-coloured, fine­
grained pebbles), comprise mainly gibbsite-altered, and replaced, fine-grained 
basalt.
4. The matrix component, comprised a high proportion of clay and silt-sized 
particles of iron-stained kaolinite and gibbsite, with sub-ordinate quartz.
5. XRD analysis of the matrix-fraction of Unit-1 gravels, shows that gibbsite and
kaolinite predominate. XRD analysis of the dominant clast type in these 
gravels, shows that the dominant mineral phase in these rocks is gibbsite.
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6. SEM examination of the matrix-fraction of these rocks, shows that they 
contain a mixture of poorly crystallised kaolinite, with blocky and globular 
gibbsite, and possibly an authigenic acicular zeolite phase. The acicular 
phase, and the well crystallised gibbsite, are indicative of secondary 
authigenic growth under high aqueous element migration conditions. The 
poorly crystallised kaolinite in the Unit-1 rocks appears to be similar to the 
poorly crystallised kaolinites identified in the red hematitic sesquioxidic 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks discussed in chapter 3 of this thesis, and therefore 
may be of a similar origin.
Depositional Unit-1 in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit also displays the 
following deposit-wide characteristics:-
1. The thickest portions of the unit are confined to discrete patches, within a 
gently curving palaeochannel system. The most uniformly thickest gravels in 
this unit, are contained within a narrowly confined palaeochannel structure at 
the southern, upstream, end of the deposit, where the curve of the 
palaeochannel is greatest. The unit also displays a hummocky shape in some 
cross-sections, suggesting either rapid deposition, or later erosion along the 
sides of the unit, within twin lateral channellets.
2. The highest concentration of sapphire occurs in discrete patches along the 
palaeochannel depositional system, with the largest of these patches being at 
the southern, upstream, end of the deposit, where the curve of the 
palaeochannel is greatest.
3. The highest concentration of sapphire is generally associated with gravel 
thicknesses in excess of 0.5 m.
The sedimentological and lithological characteristics, and the deposit 
architecture of Unit-1, described above, are consistent with rapid deposition, within a 
relatively confined palaeochannel structure. The lack of charred wood fragments 
suggests low temperatures during deposition. The petrological and mineralogical 
characteristics are consistent with extreme hydrothermal or weathering conditions
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prior to deposition (as evidenced by gibbsite-altered basalt pebbles and low 
crystallinity kaolinite) and post-depositional weathering in a groundwater-saturated 
environment (as evidenced by the secondary crystallisation o f authigenic minerals).
The very high grades of sapphire in the Unit-1 sediments, were found to be 
localised in the deeper parts of the palaeochannel, and generally in association with 
the thickest gravels. This pattern of sapphire concentration is consistent with 
deposition in deep lows in the base of the palaeochannel, coincident with pool 
structures. The apparent gravity segregation of sapphire and pleonaste towards the 
base of the unit is consistent with hydraulic sorting during deposition. Thus, while 
deposition of these volcaniclastic sediments appears to have been rapid, as evidenced 
by the mainly matrix-supported character of the sediment, the process must have been 
fluid enough to have facilitated some degree of hydraulic sorting. Further evidence 
for a tractional depositional regime, lies in the crudely-bedded and crudely-graded 
character of these sediments, together with the crude layer parallel alignment and 
imbrication of clasts. Thus, these gravels appear to have been deposited rapidly.
The high concentration of sapphire in these sediments may therefore be 
attributable to high dispersive stresses acting on a fast moving flow, facilitated by a 
high water content, leading to an increased level of gravity segregation and downward 
migration of heavy minerals. The fluid content in the sediment is also likely to have 
been significantly increased by the absorption of surface water lying in the channel, 
particularly in the deeper pool structures. Furthermore, rapid deposition is more 
likely to have been facilitated as the sediment flow entered these deep pools, leading 
to a dumping of the sediment load, and possibly to some degree of fines depletion via 
élutriation within a water column. Fines depletion of lighter clays would also be 
expected to lead to a proportional increase in the percentage of heavier and larger 
particles, leading to higher sapphire and pleonaste concentration towards the base of 
the unit.
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4.5.3 Volcanidastic Depositional Unit-2 
Deposit Characteristics
Figures 4.9 to 4.11, and 4.31, 4.32 and 4.33, show that Unit-2 volcanidastic 
gravels were massively and thickly-bedded. The unit was found to be very clayey, 
and displayed a mainly matrix-supported clastic texture and fabric. Figures 4.12 to 
4.14, and 4.34 show that this unit was highly variable in thickness across the deposit. 
The thickest parts of this unit, are found to occur where it blanketed Unit-1 sediments, 
particularly within the deeper sections of the palaeochannel structure on the 
northwestern side of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit. At the northern end of the 
deposit, Unit-2 sediments are found to have uniformly draped Unit-1 sediments, and 
the weathered basalt floor of the valley, on either side of the Unit-1 sediments. At the 
southern end of the deposit, Unit-2 sediments are found to have filled narrower 
erosional channellets in the underlying Unit-1 sediments, confirming that a time break 
of sufficient duration, to allow (post Unit-1 andpre Unit-2) erosion, had occurred 
between the deposition of Unit-1 and Unit-2 sediments. However, it is conceivable 
that the Unit-1 sediments were also eroded and scoured during deposition of the Unit- 
2 sediments
Figure 4.34 is a gravel thickness isopach contour map of Unit-2 sediments 
across the entire “Strathdarr” deposit. This figure shows that Unit-2 volcanidastic 
gravels, were thickest towards the southern end of the deposit, in areas associated 
with the narrowest and deepest part, and at the outer curve, of the palaeochannel 
system. This figure shows, that at the northern end of the palaeochannel, the 
distribution of Unit-2 volcanidastic gravels was very patchy. The palaeochannel 
thalwegs controlling the deposition of Unit-1 and Unit-2 deposits are also shown on 
Figure 4.34. At the far southern end of the deposit, the channel thalweg controlling 
Unit-1 sediments, is off-set to the west, relative to the thalweg controlling Unit-2 
sediments. However, slightly farther north, there is a close correlation between the 
two thalwegs where the palaeochannel is deepest and contains the highest 
concentration of sapphire in both depositional units. In the middle reaches, the 
thalweg of Unit-1 is off-set to the east. At the northern end of the deposit it wanders 
either side of the Unit-2 thalweg.
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At the northern end of the “Strathdarr” deposit, Unit-2 volcaniclastic gravels 
are found to be overlain by finely-laminated grey clays, which in turn are overlain by 
weathered basalt (Figure 4.32). Laminated clays did not occur overlying Unit-2 
volcaniclastic rocks at the southern (upstream) end of the deposit. The presence of 
the finely-laminated grey clays overlying massively-bedded matrix-supported clayey 
gravels, indicates that a significant change in depositional conditions occurred within 
the palaeochannel system, from south to north, suggesting downstream fining of 
sediment.
Lithological Characteristics
Figures 4.31 to 4.33 show the lithological characteristics of Unit-2 rocks, as 
revealed in opencut faces and hand specimens. Figures 4.31, 4.32a and 4.33b show 
that Unit-2 volcaniclastic rocks comprise coarse-grained, pebbly, poorly sorted, clast 
to matrix-supported very clayey gravels. The granules and pebbles in this gravel, are 
found to comprise mainly grey, pinkish, off-white and light-tan-coloured angular to 
well-rounded, very fine-grained lithic clasts, similar to the tan-coloured fine-grained 
lithic clasts found in Unit-1 gravels. Figure 4.33a, shows Diprotodon remains as part 
of the clastic component of this unit. The matrix component of the sample shown in 
Figure 4.33b shows a very high concentration of sand to granule-sized, angular to 
sub-rounded, blue sapphire and black pleonaste spinel crystals, supported by a matrix 
of mud to sand-sized particles.
Figure 4.35 and Table 4.2 presents grainsize data for Unit-2 gravels, from 
samples collected at the northern {Mining Block A), near-middle {Mining Block B) and 
southern {Mining Block C) ends of the deposit {see figure 4.46 for the location o f 
these mining blocks). The grainsize analysis shows that the silt fraction in Unit-2 
gravels is low compared to the gravel, sand and mud fractions. On the basis of the 
sizing data, these sediments could be classed as pebbly gravels containing a high mud 
fraction and a moderate sand fraction. The percentage of gravel-sized particles was 
found to be considerably lower at the northern {downstream end) end of the deposit, 
with a corresponding significant increase in the percentages of sand and mud at the 
downstream end of the deposit. Unit-2 sediments at the near-middle, and southern 
ends of the deposit, showed higher percentages of gravel-sized particles, and
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significantly lower percentages of sand and mud, compared to the northern end of the 
deposit. However, the near-middle and southern ends of the deposit, showed similar 
grainsize distribution profiles, suggesting similar environments of deposition 
corresponding to the narrower parts of the palaeochannel system, compared to the 
wider parts of the palaeochannel system at the downstream northern end of the 
deposit.
Petrological Features
Figure 4.36 shows the petrological features evident in samples from Unit-2 
gravels in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit. Figure 4.37 shows the petrological 
features evident in samples of the fme-grained laminated grey clays that overlie the 
Unit-2 gravels from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit. The thin sections were cut from 
samples of the grey clayey volcaniclastic rocks shown in Figures 4.32 and 4.33. The 
following major features are evident in the photomicrographs shown in Figures 4.36 
and 4.37:-
1. Clast-support, and moderate to good sorting of lithic and crystal fragments, 
is the dominant sedimentary texture and fabric displayed by the 
conglomeratic Unit-2 rocks sectioned. The lithic clasts in these rocks range 
from sub-rounded to well-rounded, and are composed of fme-grained 
kaolinite and gibbsite, or clay-altered basalt.
2. The crystal fraction in the Unit-2 rocks is dominated by angular to sub­
rounded quartz and black pleonaste.
3. The finer-grained laminated grey clays overlying the Unit-2 gravels are 
composed of bedded, clast-supported, well-sorted and well-graded, rounded 
lithic clasts. The lithic clasts in these rocks are composed of very fme- 
grained clay and gibbsite-altered detritus, with some clasts showing slight 
flattening parallel to bedding.
4. The crystal fraction in the laminated grey clays comprises angular to sub­
rounded fragments of quartz and black spinel.
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Mineralogical Characteristics
Mineralogical analysis included X-Ray Diffraction of the -2 mm size fraction 
of the Unit-2 gravels, and a sample of the fine-grained laminated grey clays overlying 
Unit-2 gravels. SEM examination was confined to the fine-grained clay matrix 
fraction of both the Unit-2 gravels and the fine-grained laminated grey clays.
XRD Analysis
Figure 4.38 shows the XRD graph and identified mineral peaks for the -2mm 
size fraction sample ofUnit-2 gravels from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit. This 
fraction was found to comprise a mixture of dominant ferroan dolomite and gibbsite, 
with sub-ordinate calcite, and minor kaolinite, quartz, illite, goethite and hematite. 
SIROQUANT analysis yielded 42% dolomite, 22% gibbsite, 19% calcite, 15% 
kaolinite, 1 % magnesite, 1 % montmorillonite and 0.2% goethite. Figure 4.39 shows 
the XRD graph and identified mineral peaks for the laminated grey clays overlying 
the clayey gravels ofUnit-2. These rocks comprise a mixture of dominant kaolinite 
and gibbsite, with minor goethite and, quartz. SIROQUANT analysis yielded 46% 
gibbsite, 9% kaolinite and 8% quartz.
SEM Examination
Figure 4.40 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of a 
sample of the fine-grained clayey matrix ofUnit-2 basaltic volcaniclastic gravels, 
from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit. These images revealed that the matrix fraction 
in these rocks, is predominately composed of kaolinite, with some carbonate (as 
calcrete). Figure 4.40a shows bladed kaolinite crystals growing on poorly 
crystallised kaolinite. Figure 4.40b shows skeletal veins of calcite intergrown with 
low crystallinity kaolinite.
Figure 4.41 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of a sample of 
the fine-grained laminated grey clays overlying Unit-2 gravels. Figure 4.41a shows 
masses of poorly crystallised kaolinite laths mixed with radiating goethite. Figure
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4.41b shows globular and blocky gibbsite crystals, intermixed with an acicular phase; 
possibly a zeolite mineral.
Sapphire Content
The concentration of sapphire in the Unit-2 was found to range from 30 g/bcm 
to >1000 g/bcm. Figure 4.42 shows sapphire grade contours for Unit-2 sediments, 
derived from drill hole data across the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit. The contour map 
shows that very high grades of sapphire are confined to three moderate-sized patches 
at the southern end of the deposit, and one smaller patch at the northern end of the 
deposit. Figure 4.42 also shows that the pattern of sapphire grade distribution 
conforms to a gently curving narrow channel structure on the western side of the 
valley. A comparison of Figure 4.42 with 4.34 shows that the higher grades were 
associated with gravel thicknesses in excess of 1.0 m. However, this comparison also 
shows that gravels thicker than 1 m did not typically coincide with the high grade 
patches in the deposit. A comparison of Figure 4.42 with Figures 4.12 to 4.14, 
shows that the thicker accumulations of gravel in Unit-2, correspond with low areas in 
the base of the palaeochannel system. Thus the sapphire grade contours for Unit-2 
appear to correlate well with the axis of a gently curving palaeochannel on the 
western side of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit. However, it is interesting to note, 
that the distribution of Unit-2 gravels, and sapphire grades between 30 g/bcm and 100 
g/bcm is patchy, particularly at the northern end of the deposit. This suggests that, 
while most of the Unit-2 gravels were laid down at the southern end of the deposit, 
within the main palaeochannel structure hosting both Unit-1 and Unit-2 sediments, 
some deposition also occurred in overbank areas on the eastern side of this channel 
structure.
Discussion and Proposed Genesis
Depositional Unit-2, in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, displays the following 
sedimentological, lithological and mineralogical characteristics
1. The clayey gravels are mainly massively-bedded. They comprise clast to
matrix-supported, poorly-sorted, angular to well rounded, pebbly gravels. The
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matrix in these gravels was found to contain a very high proportion of mud, 
with a moderate sand component. The gravels were also found to contain 
disaggregated Diprotodon remains, including tusks, jaw and leg bones. The 
Diprotodon remains showed no evidence of having been carbonised, 
suggesting low temperatures of deposition for the Unit-2 gravels.
Furthermore, no carbonised plant remains were found in any of the exposures, 
hand specimens or thin sections examined. The unit was also found to be 
heavily veined by calcrete, that appeared to have been precipitated from 
groundwater remobilization of carbonate along fractures in the sediment.
2. Unit-2 gravels are found to be overlain, in the northern part of the deposit, by 
fine-grained laminated grey clays, that are in turn overlain by weathered 
basalt. The laminated character of these clays suggests deposition within an 
overbank or lacustrine setting, and may indicate reworking of the top of Unit- 
2 gravels subsequent to deposition. However, the upward movement of fines 
during the deposition of the underlying Unit-2 gravels, may have increased the 
clay content at the top of the unit, and facilitated the deposition of these clays 
within an upper turbulent flow regime. These laminated clays were not found 
in the southern (upstream) parts of the deposit, suggesting downstream fining 
was also involved in the formation of these sediments.
3. Hand specimen and petrological examination of the gravels, show that they 
contain angular crystal fragments of quartz, sapphire and pleonaste, that 
display sharp grain edges. However, many grains also display rounded edges 
and embayments, indicative of magmatic corrosion and resorbtion, rather than 
abrasion. In thin section, other fragments include angular to sub-rounded 
weathered basalt, and clay-altered lithics. Some of the lithics and weathered 
basalt, show wispy outlines and jig-saw-fit fractures.
4. Petrological examination of the laminated grey clays overlying the Unit-2 
gravels, show that they have a well-sorted clastic texture, comprising clast- 
supported lithic and crystal fragments arranged in irregular coarse and fine­
grained layers. The lithic component comprises rounded fine-grained clay- 
altered fragments containing angular crystals of black spinel. Few of the lithic
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clasts display basaltic microlitic texture. The crystal component comprises 
mainly angular to sub-rounded fragments of black spinel with smaller 
amounts of angular to sub-rounded quartz. These features suggest some 
degree of prolonged sedimentary processing.
5. XRD analysis of the matrix fraction of the Unit-2 gravels, shows that gibbsite 
and kaolinite are dominant. XRD analysis of the dominant clast type in the 
Unit-2 gravels shows that the dominant mineral phase in these rocks is 
gibbsite. Furthermore, these clasts are virtually identical to the dominant clast 
type that was found to occur in the underlying Unit-1 volcaniclastic gravels
(i.e. the tan-coloured fine-grained clasts). Therefore the clasts in the Unit-2 
gravels are likely to have a similar origin.
6. SEM examination of the matrix-fraction of the Unit-2 rocks, shows that they 
contain mainly poorly crystallised kaolinite. SEM examination of the 
laminated grey clays shows that they contain globular to blocky gibbsite 
crystals, intermixed with an acicular phase; possible a zeolite mineral, 
growing on poorly crystallised kaolinite. In the laminated grey clays, 
authigenic mineral formation predominates, suggesting a high level of 
secondary mineral growth in a high aqueous element migration environment, 
{i.e. such as in a palaeochannel-hosted aquifer).
Depositional Unit-2 in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit also displays the 
following deposit-wide characteristics:-
1. The thickest portions of the unit are confined to discrete patches, within a 
gently curving palaeochannel system, particularly at the southern, upstream, 
end of the deposit, where the curve of the palaeochannel is greatest. The unit 
also displays a hummocky shape in some cross-sections, suggesting either 
rapid deposition or later erosion along the sides of the unit, within twin lateral 
channellets.
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2. The highest concentration of sapphire occurs in discrete patches along the 
palaeochannel depositional system, with the largest of these patches being at 
the southern, upstream, end of the deposit, where the curve of the 
palaeochannel is greatest.
3. The highest concentration of sapphire is generally associated with gravel 
thicknesses in excess of 0.5 m.
The sedimentological and lithological characteristics, and the deposit 
architecture of Unit-2, described above, is very similar to that described for the Unit-1 
gravels. Accordingly, the depositional processes that are considered to have been at 
work in the deposition of the Unit-1 gravels are considered to have also been at work 
in the deposition of the Unit-2 gravels (i.e. rapid depositional from a fast moving 
hyperconcentrated grain flow, within a fluviatile system). The location of areas of 
high concentration of sapphire in the Unit-2 sediments is also conformable to the 
shape of the underlying palaeochannel system that controlled the deposition of the 
Unit-1 gravels. However, because the original channel was infilled by the Unit-1 
sediments, this appears to have reduced the size and depth of pools, leading to a 
flatter, and slightly broader, palaeochannel structure, into which the Unit-2 sediments 
were deposited. The loss of deep pools is also likely to have significantly changed the 
flow dynamics along the new channel bed, leading to a significant decrease in the 
capacity of the channel system to facilitate large and sudden dumping’s of sediment. 
As such, the deposition of the Unit-2 sediments is likely to have been more spread 
out, leading to a greater retention of fines, and a corresponding decrease in the 
capacity of the flow to achieve a proportional upgrading in the concentration of 
sapphire (as had occurred in the Unit-1 sediments). Furthermore, the retention of 
fines would be expected to have maintained a higher fluid density in the flow, which 
would have effectively kept sapphire and pleonaste in suspension, thereby preventing 
the same degree of concentration of sapphire towards the base of the unit, as had 
occurred in the underlying Unit-1 gravels.
The sedimentological and lithological characteristics, and deposit architecture, 
of the laminated grey clays overlying Unit-2 gravels, at the downstream-end of the 
deposit, may be the result of the reworking of the upper part of the Unit-2 gravels in a
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later fluvio-lacustrine environment, or the result of the upward movement of fines 
during the deposition of the Unit-2 gravels, and the subsequent settling out of sands 
and muds from suspension, to form the laminated fine-grained sediments. The latter 
process would also be consistent with high fluid flow, in a turbulent depositional 
regime (Maizels 1989), and may be indicative of the waning flood stage of deposition, 
particularly where the palaeochannel becomes wider and more shallow (as appears to 
have been the case at the northern, downstream, end of the deposit). The 
mineralogical characteristics of the laminated sandy grey clays are consistent with syn 
and post-depositional weathering in a surface and/or groundwater-saturated 
environment.
4.6 Morphology of the Base of the Strathdarr Palaeochannel
To better understand the palaeochannel architecture of the Strathdarr Sapphire 
Deposit, computer modeling of the structure contours of the base of the palaeochannel 
system was carried out (Figures 4.43 to 4.45). Structure contouring of the base of the 
gravels to define the shape of the base of the palaeochannel was modeled in 2D colour 
(Figure 4.43), 2D black and white (Figure 4.44), and 3D black and white (Figures 
4.45). Computer modeling of the total sapphire resources above 50 g/m2, relative to 
specific mining blocks, was also carried out (Figure 4.46). Appendix 6 contains the 
drill hole data on which the modeling of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit in this thesis 
is based.
The modeling reveals why the southern end of the deposit contains thicker 
accumulations of gravel and higher sapphire grades compared to the northern end of 
the deposit.
The southern end of the depositional system is dominated by a narrow steep 
sided palaeochannel structure comprising a series of deep wide pools separated by 
short narrow riffles. These pools and riffles are also spread around the bend of a 
gently curving channel thalweg running from the southeastern end of "Strathdarr" 
westwards before turning to the northeast. This bend, and these pools and riffles, 
mark the position of considerable channel bed erosion prior to the deposition of the 
Unit-1 deposits. Thus, it is highly likely that these deep pools facilitated abrupt
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changes in the velocity of sediment moving down the Strathdarr Palaeochannel, 
leading to rapid deposition and the trapping of large amounts of sediment.
Deceleration and turbulence in the pools, is also likely to have facilitated expansion of 
the sediment mass, leading to a decrease in particle interaction and significant gravity 
separation and concentration of heavy minerals {hence the super high sapphire grades 
in this part o f the "Strathdarr" palaeochannel system). This process may also be 
expected to have led to an upward movement of fines through élutriation, in a 
relatively deep column of water within the larger pools (i.e. similar to that seen in 
subaqueous turbidity flows).
At the northern end, the palaeochannel widens considerably, and is split by 
several steep highs in the base of the channel. This broadening of the palaeochannel, 
appears to have resulted in a spreading out of the sediment load, and a corresponding 
thinning of the gravel layers. Some parts of the northern end of the palaeochannel 
also display a pool and riffle structure, and it is in these pools that thicker 
accumulations of gravel and correspondingly high grades of sapphire are also located. 
The broadening of the depositional system in this area appears to have facilitated a 
reduction in the velocity of flow, leading to a better segregation of the basal gravel 
layers, and perhaps the élutriation of finer-grained sediment towards the top of the 
flow leading to the formation of the laminated clays seen at the top of Unit 2.
One of the most intriguing aspects of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit is the 
area lying between the southern and northern ends of the palaeochannel. Modeling of 
gravel thickness, sapphire grade and channel base morphology shows that the 
elevation of the channel base in this area appears to increase dramatically immediately 
downstream from the northern end of the rich southern part of the palaeochannel 
system. This rise in the channel base {and therefore a reduction in the grade o f the 
channel system) is also accompanied by a dramatic thinning of the gravels and a 
corresponding drop in sapphire grades. As a consequence of these features in that 
part of the deposit, mining operations initially stepped around what appeared to be 
barren ground. A clue to the reason why this ground was apparently barren came 
when mining operations reached the southern end of the deposit at grid reference 
location 4820013480. At this location the palaeochannel was found to contain a thick 
lava flow of weathered basalt that had infilled a later channel cut into Unit 2 and the
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upper half of Unit 1 sediments. 3D computer modeling of the base of the entire 
palaeochannel system on "Strathdarr" (Figure 4.45), shows that the lava flow 
encountered at the southern end of the deposit extends down the palaeochannel along 
its eastern edge before crossing the main axis of the channel midway between the 
super-rich southern area and the rich northern area of the deposit.
Later mining in this part of the palaeochannel revealed that the basalt was 
sitting over the top of buried Unit 1 gravels. The lava flow shows an inverted 
topography structure, suggesting that erosion and twin lateral development continued 
on after the deposition of the lava and before the deposition of later valley-fill 
sediments. This feature also demonstrates that landscape inversion is not just 
confined to deeply eroded topography and larger scale landforms in the New England 
Gemfields. This realisation has important implications for future sapphire exploration 
and mining, because it demonstrates that considerable care needs to be taken when 
drilling palaeochannel systems, to ensure that there are no "false bottoms" in valley 
floors, beneath which minable sapphire deposits may be located. This is particularly 
true in intra-volcanic settings.
4.7 Influence of Palaeochannel Bed Morphology on Sapphire Grade 
and Particle Size Distribution in the Strathdarr Deposit
An analysis of production records from the Strathdarr Mine, covering three 
specific areas of the deposit, was undertaken to determine any features or trends that 
may provide clues to the depositional processes acting at the time of sapphire deposit 
formation. As discussed in the previous sub-section, the southern part of the 
Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit displays a narrow palaeochannel geomorphology, 
dominated by several deep wide elongated pools, separated by short riffles, and a 
northern part dominated by a broader shallower palaeochannel.
Figure 4.46 is a map of the deposit, with selected mining blocks and sub­
blocks outlined, covering the two most prominent deep pools at the southern end of 
the deposit, and the broad palaeochannel at the northern end. Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 
record the weights of sapphire and zircon concentrate recovered from each of the 
mining blocks, and the individual sub-blocks within those blocks. This tabulated data
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also provides an analysis of the gem and non-gem contents in the different parts of the 
deposit. It should be noted, that a more detailed gem grading system was employed 
for the southern end of the deposit, to better reflect market conditions for rough 
sapphire at the time. As such, there are slight differences between the grading 
statistics for each end of the deposit.
Figures 4.47 to 4.52 are graphs showing particle size distribution, relative 
zircon content, and gem and non-gem contents for each of the three mine blocks 
studied. Table 4.6 and Figure 4.53 compares the average weight percent sapphire 
particle size distribution for each of the mining blocks. The sapphire sizes are based 
on commercial size ranges used for sapphire grading purposes, and also reflect the 
maximum and minimum sizes recovered by jig concentration plants in the New 
England Gemfields. Figure 4.54a&b are photos showing some of the types of 
sapphire recovered from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, particularly in the size 
ranges +4.8 to -6.0 mm and +6.0 mm to -20.00 mm. Figure 4.54c shows a close-up 
view of large sapphire crystals from “Strathdarr”, that display rounded and glossy 
surfaces, suggestive of corrosion and resorbtion, rather than abrasion due to prolonged 
sedimentary processing.
It is important to note that the production statistics shown in tables 4.3 to 4.6 
include sapphire recovered from the combined mining of both depositional units at 
"Strathdarr". However, the data is considered to reasonably reflect the gross heavy 
mineral depositional characteristics for the different parts of the palaeochannel 
system.
Several interesting features are evident from an analysis of this data. These 
include:-
1. Sapphire recoveries for each sub-block showed a good correlation with the 
sapphire grade determined from the drilling programme, with areas of low 
grade recording lower recoveries and vice versa. This correlation was found 
to be particularly good for the northern end of the deposit. The data also 
shows that the two pools at the southern end of the deposit, were areas where 
very large amounts of sapphire occurred in relatively confined areas.
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2. In terms of sapphire size ranges, each of the mining areas studied, showed 
similar sorting patterns, with a distinct skewness towards the +2.5 mm to -4.8 
mm size fraction. For other deposits in the Kingsland Sapphire Field, 
sapphire in the size range +2.5 mm to -4.8 mm typically accounts for 60% of 
the +2.5 mm concentrate recovered during mining (Pecover 2001). However, 
Mine Block A at the downstream northern end of the deposit, exhibited a 
lower +2.5 mm to -4.8 mm size fraction than the other two areas, and a 
corresponding slight increase in the +1.5 mm to -2.5 mm size fraction, 
reflecting modest downstream fining, possibly resulting from an upstream 
winnowing of fines. The slight increase in the +4.8 mm to -6.0 mm fraction 
at the northern end of the deposit may also reflect differences in the grading 
system used for the northern and southern ends of the deposit.
3. An analysis of the sapphire particle size distribution expressed as a 
percentage, showed some further interesting features relative to the location 
of each mining sub-block. In Mining Block A, a clear correlation between 
grade and particle size, relative to the shape of the palaeochannel is evident, 
with production for Sub-Block 8 showing a lower recovered grade of 
sapphire relative to a slight rise in the floor of the palaeochannel, 
corresponding to a riffle structure between two adjacent upstream and 
downstream pools. However, even though the total recovered grade is low, 
with a corresponding lower percentage of smaller stone, the percentage of 
larger stone is considerably higher across this riffle. This is in marked 
contrast to the pools in this part of the palaeochannel, which show high 
grades containing high percentages of small sapphires and much lower 
percentages of larger sapphires. While these trends are also evident in the 
southern part of the deposit, they are not as well developed.
4. A comparison between sapphire and zircon percentages in the +2.5 mm to - 
4.8 mm size fraction was also carried out. This size fraction was chosen 
because it is the only fraction where zircon is separated from sapphire. For 
coarser size fractions, zircon is added to the non-gem sapphire grade and is 
not recorded separately. In the northern part of the deposit, the percentage of
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zircon relative to sapphire showed a similar pattern to that described above in 
point 3. The pattern displays an inverse relationship between recovered grade 
and the percentage of sapphire relative to the percentage of zircon, with 
zircon percentages increasing across riffle structures with a corresponding 
decrease in the percentage of sapphire. The reverse is true in those areas of 
the palaeochannel that coincide with deeper pool structures.
Given the specific gravity difference between sapphire and zircon (i.e. 4.02 
verses 4.68), it is clear that zircon tends to lag behind across riffle structures, 
while sapphire of the same size is concentrated in pools. A similar trend is 
evident for larger sapphires, which also tend to lag behind across the riffle 
structures where rapid flow deceleration would be expected to favor higher 
sedimentation rates for hydraulically equivalent grains (i.e. small/heavy or 
large/light). These trends are not as clearly evident at the southern end of the 
deposit, which probably reflects the very different (more turbulent) 
sedimentation dynamics occurring in the upstream mega sapphire-rich pools 
in this part of the deposit.
5. The proportion of gem sapphire verses non-gem sapphire tends to reflect the 
overall sapphire grade across all size ranges. However, on a percentage basis, 
lower amounts of ungraded sapphire correlate with an increase in the 
percentages of both graded gem sapphire and graded non-gem sapphire. This 
partly reflects the fact that all ungraded sapphire is in the size range +2.5 mm 
to -4.8 mm, while graded gem and non-gem sapphire includes sapphire across 
all sizes >4.8 mm. There is a consistent relationship between the proportion 
of gem and non-gem sapphire in each size fraction and in the deposit as a 
whole. In Mining Block A, the average percentages were found to be 26.3% 
gem and 73.7% non-gem. At the southern end of the deposit in Mine Block 
B the average percentages were found to be 30.45% gem and 69.55% non­
gem. In Mine Block C the average percentages were found to be 30.00% 
gem and 70.00% non-gem.
The remarkable consistency in the percentages of gem verses non-gem 
sapphire across all size fractions >4.8 mm indicates either a virtual steady
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state relationship between these two types of sapphire in the parental rocks 
that formed them, or a consistent bias in the gemstone grading process.
Given that natural systems are not typically as predictable and repeatable as 
this data indicates, then it is assumed that the consistent proportions between 
gem and non-gem sapphire in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, reflect a 
"grading to a formula" sorting process.
The current grading process used by large sapphire miner's, processing very 
large volumes of concentrate, in the New England Gemfields, is one that has 
evolved over many years in response to the concerns and wishes of Thai- 
Chinese rough stone dealers, who have consistently and repeatedly demanded 
that the price that they are prepared to pay for sapphire be consistent with 
their opinions as to the marketability of the stone that they are buying. As a 
result, these dealers have successfully convinced the sapphire sorters and 
graders in these companies to grade the sapphire to a formula that they 
impose. It is therefore not surprising, when these same rough stone dealers 
get very upset when they are denied access to the non-gem component of this 
grading system. The recent application of powerful fibre optic lights to the 
examination of the supposedly non-gem fraction has found that a small but 
significant proportion of this grade transmits light and is of low gem quality. 
Furthermore, this lower grade gem sapphire responds well to heat treatment, 
producing gemstones of much higher quality.
Thus the gemstone quality grading data from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit 
is considered of little value in trying to relate depositional process and deposit 
architecture, to controls on the distribution of gem and non-gem sapphire in 
the deposit. However, the analysis of sapphire particle size distribution 
relative to the architecture of the palaeochannel is of value in understanding 
depositional processes, products and deposit economics.
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4.8 Source Area for the Sapphire-Bearing 
Volcaniclastics in the Strathdarr Deposit
Figure 4.3 shows the location of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, relative to 
known and inferred palaeochannels occurring in the Western Feeder, Kew and 
Eastern Feeder valleys along the upper reaches of Kings Plains Creek. Given that the 
palaeodrainage is controlled by these valleys, then the most likely source for the 
sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic rocks occurring in the Strathdarr Sapphire 
Deposit is somewhere in the vicinity of Mt Buckley. This is also consistent with the 
fact that sapphire deposits mined upstream on “Narran Vale”, were found to be 
mainly sheetwash alluvials, and did not contain the same, or similar, highly clay- 
altered basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, as those found on “Strathdarr” (J. Anderson pers. 
comm. 2001). However, in the Kew Valley, current sapphire mining is encountering 
very similar deposits of sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, to those found 
on “Strathdarr” (Pecover 2001). Furthermore, there are well developed sapphire- 
shedding basaltic volcaniclastic rocks that occur along the northeastern base of Mt 
Buckley (Figure 4.3), that also contain gibbsite lithic clasts (Figure 4.5) that are very 
similar to the dominant clastic lithotype making-up the sapphire-bearing gravels in the 
Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, as well as in the Kew Valley Sapphire Deposit. This 
might support a causal relationship. However, given that the pile of evolved basaltic 
lavas making-up the edifice of Mt Buckley, have a 39 Ma age for the lower sequence 
lavas (Coenraads (1994), then the 32-37 Ma basaltic sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic 
rocks occurring at Kingsland, may also be related to a separate eruptive sequence 
located in the vicinity of Mt Buckley, possibly in the headwaters of the Eastern Feeder 
valley.
4.9 Depositional Processes That May Be Applicable to the Formation of 
Different Parts of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit
The following is a discussion of gravel types and depositional processes, 
considered relevant to an understanding of the lithological and sedimentological 
formational features displayed by the basaltic volcaniclastic rocks described from the 
Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit.
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4.9.1 General Depositional Features of Gravels
While gravels and conglomerates may be classified in terms of depositional 
process, on the basis of grainsize, grainshape, sorting and orientation of clasts, there is 
nevertheless considerable textural variation in conglomerates deposited in fluvial 
settings. This is because gravel deposits can form from a variety of fluid-sediment 
mixtures under flow conditions that range from laminar to turbulent. Figure 4.55 
shows the relationships between the physical characteristics of a fluid-sediment 
mixture, and the resulting flow type and corresponding deposit (after Maizels 1989). 
Figure 4.55 demonstrates that individual flows may evolve through more than one of 
the stages shown, resulting in vertical and downstream gradations in texture and 
structure. Figure 4.55 also shows the possible depositional conditions for the Unit-1 
and Unit-2 sediments, and the laminated clays overlying Unit-2 sediments in the 
Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit.
Mud-matrix-supported gravels, similar to those described in this chapter, 
appear to show some features similar to cohesive debris flows or mudflows, such as 
those described by Blackwelder (1928), Bluck (1964), Rodine and Johnson (1976), 
Nemec and Steel, (1984), and Wells (1984). Such flows of sediment move en masse 
and have the rheology of Bingham plastics with a high yield strength (Maisels 1989). 
Larger clasts in a flow are typically supported principally by the strength of the 
cohesive mud matrix (Hampton, 1975, 1979; Rodine & Johnson, 1976). Buoyancy 
may force larger clasts towards the top of the flow, causing inverse grading 
(Hampton, 1979). Cohesive debris flows of this kind also have the ability to move on 
very low slopes (<1°) (Rodine & Johnson, 1976).
In contrast, gravels that are strongly bimodal, with well-sorted, flat-stratified 
gravel, and an abundant, moderately-sorted sandy matrix, are commonly interpreted 
to be the product of sheet-flow or low-relief braided stream deposition (e.g. Flint & 
Turner, 1988). However, texturally less mature polymodal gravels, that are 
framework-supported or matrix-supported, may be the product of rapid deposition 
within flashy, watery and turbulent channelised floods (Todd 1996). These types of 
flood deposits, are also known to be formed from sheet flows, or turbulent, sediment- 
charged "hyperconcentrated" flows (Blissenbach 1954; Bull 1963, 1972; Wasson
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1977; Davies et al 1978; Vessell and Davies 1981; Hogg 1982; Nemec & Muszynski 
1982; G.A. Smith 1986; Pierson & Costa 1987; Blair, 1987). However, these types of 
deposits may also be formed from turbulent or laminar, non-cohesive debris flows 
(Nemec & Musynski 1982; Nemec & Steel, 1984; G.A. Smith 1986; Bee & Sturt 
1991). A further "end-member", may be high-density stream flows segregating into 
bipartite gravelly, turbulent to laminar sediment flows or traction carpets (Lowe 
1982), overlain by more watery, sand-charged turbulent flows, to produce similar 
deposits in a channelised setting (Todd 1989b).
Figure 4.56 shows some of the comparative features of subaerial gravelly 
mass flow deposits formed by debris flows and fluidal sediment flow processes (after 
Nemec and Steel 1984).
Clast orientation is important in distinguishing debris flows from watery flows 
(Walker, 1975; Collinson and Thompson, 1989). Disc and blade-shaped clasts may be 
imbricated in two main styles of deposition (Todd 1996). These include:-
(a) The long a axes of imbricated clasts transverse to flow, is common in watery, 
fluidal flows in which clasts roll and saltate in a low-density bedload, and 
where fluid-solid momentum transfer is dominant (Todd, 1989a). This type of 
imbrication is common on gravel bars in braided and meandering gravel-bed 
rivers (e.g. Bluck, 1979; Hein, 1984). Imbricated clasts may be organised in 
non-periodic clusters, or dams, which are groups of smaller clasts typically 
dammed or trapped either side of a larger nucleus clast (Brayshaw, 1984; 
Bluck, 1987). They may form transverse ribs which are oriented perpendicular 
to flow and are usually periodic (Koster, 1978; Bluck, 1987). Transverse ribs, 
although seldom identified in the rock record, are powerful palaeohydraulic 
indicators (see Koster, 1978).
(b) The long a axes of imbricated clasts parallel to flow, is common in high-
viscosity flows in which solid-solid momentum transfer is dominant, and clasts 
are forced parallel to the shear stress by grain-to-grain collisions (Rees, 1968; 
Hein, 1982; Postma et al, 1988; Todd, 1989a). Imbricated fabrics, or bed- 
parallel fabrics, with the a axes parallel to flow, are commonly found in
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deposits of cohesionless debris flows or high-density bedload {traction carpet) 
deposits in which grain-to-grain momentum transfer is dominant and a 
component of bed-parallel laminar shear has influenced clast fabric (Figure 
4.56) (Nemec & Steel, 1984; Hein, 1984; Todd, 1989a). Mass-flow gravels 
that have a disorganized gravel fabric, in which there may be many upright 
clasts, are usually interpreted as the result of rapid collapse and freezing of 
turbulent, non-laminar mass flows (e.g. Nemec and Steel, 1984; Wells, 1984; 
Bee and Sturt, 1991).
Grading in individual gravel units may be used as evidence of depositional 
process in the formation of gravelly flow units. In debris flow deposits, normal 
grading is considered indicative of grain settling within fully turbulent flows. Coarse- 
tail inverse grading is considered indicative of buoyancy in muddy cohesive mass 
flows (Wells, 1984), or the result of dispersive pressure in sandy, non-cohesive mass 
flows. Coarse-tail inverse grading may also be the result of high-density bedload 
{traction carpets) (Nemec & Steel, 1984; Todd, 1989a). For suspected stream- 
deposited, low-density bedload deposits of sheet-flood, stream-flood or stream-flow 
conglomerates, normal grading is interpreted as the waning of flood discharge 
(Nemec and Musynski, 1982; Nemec & Steel, 1984; G.A. Smith, 1986; Todd, 1989a; 
Jolley et al., 1990; Boe and Sturt, 1991), or the construction and gradual abandonment 
of gravel bars (Gustavson, 1978; Hein and Walker, 1977; Hein, 1984), and inverse 
grading is interpreted as the product of downstream migration of gravel bars (Bluck, 
1986).
Beverage and Culbertson (1964) defined hyperconcentrated streams as those 
with 40 to 80 percent by weight of solids, and mudflows as containing 80 percent by 
weight or more {about 60 percent by volume) of solids. However, debris flows differ 
from hyperconcentrated streams in flow behavior and depositional mechanisms. 
Nevertheless, the concentrations that determine flow behavior in both types of 
processes {and resultant deposits), also depend upon the grain sizes and their size 
distribution (Fisher and Schmincke 1984).
In stream flow, including that of hyperconcentrated streams, large and small 
particles are carried in the water by turbulence and traction processes. As velocity
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decreases, progressively smaller fragments settle out of the water. In contrast, debris 
flows are fluids in which the water and solids form an intimate mixture that flow with 
laminar motion. As velocity decreases, the entire flow may stop abruptly, after which 
water separates from the granular material by percolation or evaporation.
Lack of grading is interpreted as the product of turbulent flows that have 
frozen without grain sorting in the flow (Todd 1996), or as a result of deposition from 
a viscous, high yield strength, cohesive non-newtonian laminar flow regime (Maizels 
1989). For suspected stream-deposited, low-density bedload deposits of sheet-flood, 
stream-flood or stream-flow conglomerates, normal grading is interpreted as the 
waning of flood discharge (Nemec and Musynski, 1982; Nemec & Steel, 1984; G.A. 
Smith, 1986; Todd, 1989a; Jolley et al., 1990; Bee and Sturt, 1991), or the 
construction and gradual abandonment of gravel bars (Gustavson, 1978; Hein and 
Walker, 1977; Hein, 1984). However, inverse grading under these conditions, is 
interpreted as the product of downstream migration of gravel bars (Bluck, 1986).
4.9.2 Features Typical of Mass Flow Deposits in Volcanic Terrains
Viscous mass flows have been called mud flows where coarse debris is absent, 
debris flows where very coarse to fine sediment is involved, or lahars where the 
detritus consists of contemporaneous volcanic debris (Cas and Wright 1988). 
Appreciable granular sediment can be mixed with the mud fluid without affecting its 
viscous properties. As long as the granular sediment particles are not in mutual 
contact and locking, the overall internal friction of the mass is low and viscous flow 
can be maintained, even on low angle slopes. This has led to the recognition that 
debris flows with as little as 5% interstitial mud-water fluid, are still able to flow 
(Lowe 1979, 1982, Rodine & Johnson 1976). The support of large clasts in such 
debris flows occurs because of the poor sorting, and the resultant hierarchy of 
grainsizes, with the finer grainsizes and the interstitial fluid, providing support for the 
next coarser grainsizes (Rodine and Johnson 1976).
Debris flows usually move by combined laminar and plug flow (Johnson 
(1970). The marginal laminar flow zone represents the zone of maximum shear at the
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interface between the substrate and the body of the debris flow. The inner part of the 
debris flow moves as an inert plug on the laminar zone, and can be viewed as an 
extreme laminar flow layer (Cas and Wright 1988). Lateral levees and surface mound 
topography are not uncommon, indicating a high yield strength. This may account for 
the apparent hummocky topography displayed by Units 1 and 2 Strathdarr Sapphire 
Deposit, seen in Figures 4.12, 4.13b and 4.14b. Middleton and Southard (1978) have 
suggested, that thick debris flows may develop turbulent parts, and Lowe (1982) has 
suggested possible facies characteristics for such deposits.
Subaqueous debris flows can transform into slurry flows and perhaps turbidity 
current-like flows, provided sufficient ambient water can be mixed into the interstitial 
mud-fluid, to reduce the fluid strength and viscosity, sufficiently enough to allow 
interstitial fluid turbulence to develop (Hampton 1972). Debris flows can occur 
subaerially (and subaqueously) in any setting where slopes are relatively high, slope 
instability prevails and water-saturated, fine-grained cohesive sediments and 
expandable clayey soils {with or without associated coarse debris), facilitate 
slumping and sliding (Cas and Wright 1988). In a volcanic setting, a steep-sided cone 
of loose pyroclastic and epiclastic sediments would be consistent with these features.
The mobility and competence of debris flows is high, and they have been 
observed to flow several tens of kilometres, carrying very large boulders well away 
from the source. Speeds of 40 metres per second were calculated for the 1980 Mt St 
Helens debris flows. These were derived directly from a slide and avalanche event, 
which flooded the major distributary systems draining the volcano with huge volumes 
of debris (Cas and Wright 1988).
Thicknesses of deposits may be less than a metre to several tens of metres. A 
basal shear zone layering may be developed, out of which most large clasts will have 
moved because of the effects of dispersive pressure in thin, shearing layers (Figure 
4.56). In volcanic terrains, debris flows are known as “lahars”, and are thought to 
frequently accompany volcanic eruptions. As such, they may carry debris that is hot 
enough to char plant matter {although such material could also be easily picked up in 
transit by a cold debris flow).
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4.9.3 Depositional Features of Lahars
The name lahar is Indonesian for volcanic breccia transported by water 
(van Bemmelen 1949), but has come to be synonymous in geological literature with 
volcanic debris flow (i.e. a mass of flowing volcanic debris intimately mixed with 
water). The term lahar refers both to the flowing debris-water mixture, and also to the 
deposit thus formed (Fisher and Schmincke 1984). Numerous studies and reviews of 
the origins of various lahars have been published (e.g. Anderson (1933); Parsons 
(1969); Crandell (1971); Neall (1976); Christiansen (1980); Janda et al. (1980); Janda 
et al., (1981); Harrison and Fritz (1982); Fisher and Schmincke (1984); Pierson and 
Scott (1985); Smith (1986); Cas and Wright (1988); Smith and Lowe (1991)).
Modem, Holocene, or Pleistocene lahars are relatively limited in extent, and 
occur in valleys or on alluvial aprons or lowland areas immediately surrounding 
volcanoes. However, in the geologic record there are extensive areas of laharic 
accumulations where volcanic edifices no longer exist (Fisher and Schmincke 1984).
Studies have shown that many lahars are initiated directly by volcanic 
eruption, whereas others originate in ways similar to non-volcanic debris flows. 
However, once flow begins their fluid characteristics appear to be similar or identical 
(Fisher and Schmincke 1984).
On steep slopes, velocities may be rapid enough {provided internal shear 
stress remains high) to keep the entire mass in motion. However, if slope decreases, 
internal shear stresses may fall below the critical yield stress, so that the mass will 
congeal, unless it is thick enough to maintain a high shear stress at the base of the 
flow. Under these circumstances, the basal part of the flow may continue to move in 
a laminar fashion and carry the rigid plug above it. Thus, as the gradient decreases, 
flow velocity decreases, and the flow thins, while shear stresses increase until the 
flow congeals to its base, and deposition is complete (Johnson 1970).
Lahars tend to follow pre-existing valleys, and may be interstratified with 
alluvium, colluvium, pyroclastic rocks of diverse origin, and lava flows derived from 
the same source area (Fisher and Schmincke 1984). Lahars may leave thin deposits
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on steep slopes and in the headwaters of valleys. However, lahars commonly become 
thicker in valley bottoms and may form broad individual digitate lobes in lowland 
areas, in a somewhat similar distribution to pyroclastic flow deposits (Fisher and 
Schmincke 1984).
The movement of lahars down valleys generally occurs in surges, or peaks of 
flow. During their course down a valley, lahars tend to leave thin "high water" marks 
(veneers) where a constriction momentarily causes a large debris flow to pond up to 
several tens of meters above the valley bottom and then drain away. The momentum 
of lahars may carry their sediment load farther up the outer part of a bend in a stream 
curve, leading to an accumulation of sediment at these locations in a channel (Fisher 
and Schmincke 1984). Veneers of over 150 m above present valley floors have 
reported by Crandell (1971).
While lahars can vary greatly in thickness, they tend to maintain a relatively 
constant average thickness on relatively low slopes; but locally vary depending upon 
the configuration of underlying topography. Lahars and other debris flow deposits, 
tend to come to rest with steep sloping lobate fronts (Johnson, 1970). Most lahars are 
probably less than 5 m thick (Mullineaux and Crandell 1962; Schmincke, 1967; 
Crandell 1971), but some are more than 200 m thick (Bloomfield and Valastro 1977), 
and may be as thin as 0.5-1.0 m (Curtis 1954).
Lahar surfaces tend to be remarkably flat over wide areas, but in detail, 
contain local swells and depressions interpreted to be caused by differential 
compaction over an irregular underlying surface (Crandell and Waldron, 1956). The 
form, shape, and size of irregularities, however, depend upon the viscous properties of 
the flows and the number and characteristics of multiple lobes (Fisher and Schmincke 
1984).
While lahars and other debris flows can be of considerable thickness, and 
carry large boulders, they commonly do not erode the surfaces on which they flow, 
except on very steep slopes (Fisher and Schmincke 1984). Some Pleistocene lahars in 
the southern part of the Puget Sound lowland, were found to have traveled 60 to 80
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km from their source, without picking up appreciable debris from the surface on 
which they flowed (Crandell, 1963).
Depending upon their origin, lahars may be monolithologic or 
heterolithologic. Monolithologic varieties are likely to be derived directly by eruption, 
whereas collapse of crater walls or avalanching of rain-soaked debris covering steep 
volcanic slopes are more likely to give rise to heterolithologic types (Fisher and 
Schmincke 1984).
Particles carried by lahars tend to range from clay to boulder-size. However, 
the percentages of each size fraction typically vary from deposit to deposit, and also 
within a single deposit. In general, lahars are coarser-grained and more poorly sorted 
than pyroclastic flow deposits, although there are numerous exceptions (Fisher and 
Schmincke 1984). Large fragments in lahars, have been found to progressively 
decrease in number and size away from source. However, the finer-grained matrix- 
fraction in these deposits did not show corresponding changes (Fisher and Schmincke 
1984). A lahar studied by Murai (1960) in Japan, showed that median particle 
diameters did not vary systematically over a distance of 3 km.
In general, lahars tend to contain less clay-size material than non-volcanic 
debris flows, but this is dependent on source sediment composition. In young 
volcanic terrains, this may be due to the predominance of diagenetically less mature 
detritus, than is the case for non-volcanic debris, which are likely to contain particles 
derived by weathering rather than explosive or other volcanic processes. However, 
Crandell (1971) showed that the abundant clay content in the matrix fraction of the 
Mount Rainier lahars, near Mt St. Helens, Washington, was derived from a source 
area where marked hydrothermal alteration had occurred.
In terms of large clasts, single depositional units generally have an irregular 
but slightly more concentrated arrangement of large fragments a short distance above 
the base of a lahar (Schmincke, 1967). Furthermore, the large fragments in a lahar 
rarely rest directly upon the depositional surface. However, reverse grading with the 
coarse fraction becoming progressively larger to the top of a deposit is very rare
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unless low density pumice is abundant. A relatively fine-grained basal layer from a 
few to several centimeters thick is a common feature of many lahars as well as 
pyroclastic flows (Sparks, 1976; Fisher et al., 1980) and also of non-volcanic debris 
flows (Fisher, 1971).
Johnson (1970), however, convincingly showed that debris flows move in 
laminar fashion; therefore, large boulders are suspended by a combination of high 
density and high strength of the matrix. His conclusion is based in part upon 
laboratory experiments with kaolin-water slurries that tended to move in laminar 
fashion when the clay content was greater than 10 percent by weight, and in part by 
observation of moving debris flows in the field. Field observations showed an 
essentially smooth-flowing surface indicative of laminar flow rather than a choppy 
surface characteristic of turbulent flow. Evidence from deposits showing gentle 
handling of debris, (hence the absence o f turbulence), includes unmodified fragile 
fragments such as tin cans, large blocks of brittle shale and wood fragments. 
However, the most convincing evidence found by Johnson, was the presence of 
unweathered fractured boulders that were still coherent, or only slightly scattered, and 
displaying jig-saw-fit clastic textures.
In terms of layering and grading, Bagnold (1955) showed that the dispersive 
force acting upon a particle is proportional to the rate of shear, suggesting that when 
particles are sheared together, the larger {or denser) particles will drift toward the 
zone with the least rate of shear, thereby generating a graded fabric. However, 
Middleton (1970) suggested that reverse grading tended to develop when smaller 
clasts were falling downward between larger clasts during movement, thereby 
preventing the larger ones from moving downward; hence the larger fragments would 
progressively work themselves relatively upward.
Differences in grading (i.e. weakly or strongly developed, normal or reverse) 
appear to be related to the relative concentration of solids and fluid. The lower the 
concentration of solids, the more likely it is that normal grading can develop because 
viscosity, density, and strength of the fluid are less able to support large dense 
particles as velocity decreases (Fisher and Schminke 1984). Where concentration
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values and therefore viscosity, density, and strength are high, reverse grading is more 
likely to develop, especially if the density of fragments is relatively low (Fisher and 
Schminke 1984).
In modem debris flow deposits, preferred orientations of platy or elongate 
fragments are reported as strongly aligned approximately parallel to flow surfaces 
(Fisher 1971), or random, parallel, and nearly perpendicular to channel axes within a 
single debris flow deposit (Johnson 1965). Random orientation may be expected 
within the rigid plug if shearing does not occur, but within the basal zone of flow, 
movement is probably laminar and should leave its imprint with fragments either 
parallel to flow, inclined to flow, or imbricated (Enos, 1977).
Table 4.8 shows a comparison of coarse-grained deposits with lahars (from 
Fisher and Schminke 1984). This table shows that lahars may be distinguished from 
volcaniclastic fluvial deposits by a greater abundance of clay-size particles and their 
extremely poor sorting, general absence of internal layering and channeling, greater 
thickness, distribution as flat-topped lobate deposits outside valleys, and a non-erosive 
basal layer.
Figure 4.57a shows the grainsize matrix-fraction of relatively modem lahars 
and non-volcanic debris flows (after Fisher and Schminke 1984), compared to the 
matrix fraction of the Tertiary Unit-1 and Unit-2 gravels from the Strathdarr Sapphire 
Deposit (Figure 4.57b). The Unit-1 and 2 gravels show clay contents greatly 
exceeding those shown by the relatively young mass flow deposits shown on Figure 
4.57a. This may indicate that clayey gravels in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit were 
derived from source rocks where hydrothermal alteration had been even more 
pervasive than that discussed by Crandell (1971), for the Mount Rainier lahars.
Crandell 1971 has defined three major ways by which lahars can originate.
These include the following:-
1. Lahars that are the direct and immediate result of volcanic eruptions, including 
eruptions through lakes, snow or ice, or by heavy rains falling during or
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immediately after an eruption, and flowage of pyroclastic flows into rivers, or 
onto snow or ice.
2. Lahars that are indirectly related to an eruption, or occur shortly after an 
eruption, and triggered by an earthquake or the expansion of a volcano, causing 
the rapid drainage of lakes or the avalanching of loose debris or hydrothermally 
altered rock.
3. Lahars that are not related in any way to contemporaneous volcanic activity. 
These events may be the result of the mobilization of loose tephra by heavy rain 
or meltwater, and/or the collapse of unstable slopes (in particular o f 
diagenetically or hydrothermally altered clay-rich and water-soaked rocks).
The bursting of dams due to overloading, or the collapse of steep volcanic slopes 
undergoing active weathering and erosion, or by the sudden collapse of frozen 
ground during spring thaw.
It is clear from the work of Pierson and Scott (1985), that downstream dilution 
of lahars may occur, leading to a transition from a debris flow to a hyperconcentrated 
stream flow.
4.9.4 Heavy Mineral Concentration Processes During Sediment Transport
According to Slingerland and Smith (1986), the following factors are required 
for heavy mineral placer development:-
1. The potential placer site needs to receive granule to silt-sized, discrete heavy 
and light mineral grains in a fluid medium, which remains fixed in time and 
space as the mineral suite is sized and separated.
2. The heavy minerals present need to reflect a size distribution that is compatible 
with the depositional system.
3. The mineral suite needs to be fed at a rate that is compatible with the 
depositional system.
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4. Heavy mineral concentration is typically achieved by a combination, and 
sequence, of selective sorting by size and density due to differential 
entrainment, differential suspension, differential bedload transport and shear 
sorting.
5. Differential transport of sediment needs to occur, so that heavy minerals lag 
behind light minerals and produce enriched deposits in the upflow portions of 
the transport path.
The above factors are consistent with turbulent, fluidal flow regimes, in which 
sediment concentration and yield strength is low, and the sediment/water mixture is 
essentially cohesionless. These features are essentially opposite to debris flow 
processes, which are cohesive, viscous, high-yield-strength mass flows.
4.10 Formation of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit
The Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit displays sedimentological features that indicate 
both rapid laminar flow depositional conditions, consistent with debris flow to 
hyperconcentrated grain flow (i.e. poorly sorted, mainly massively-bedded, matrix- 
supported, high clay content deposits), and turbulent fluid flow conditions, consistent 
with torrent flood flow {i.e. crude tractional structures and hydraulic sorting o f heavy 
minerals). The morphology of the palaeochannel appears to have had a major 
influence on the depositional dynamics, with pool structures providing sites for the 
rapid deposition of large amounts of chaotically deposited sediment, and riffle 
structures providing sites for less chaotically deposited, and better hydraulically 
sorted sediment. The narrow and undulating upstream end of the deposit appears to 
be where the bulk of the sediment has been chaotically and rapidly deposited from 
more sediment concentrated flows, while the broader and flatter downstream end of 
the deposit appears to be where somewhat slower rates of deposition prevailed, from 
less sediment concentrated flows.
In the case of the high heavy mineral concentration of sapphire and pleonaste, 
particularly in Unit-1 sediments of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, the very high 
grades and apparent density sorting of sapphire and pleonaste, may have been aided
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by a decrease in the concentration of solids, caused by a significant intake of surface 
water from the channel, as the flow proceeded down the palaeochannel. This process 
would be expected to facilitate an evolution towards a state similar to that seen in 
hyperconcentrated grain to turbulent fluid flows (e.g. as shown in Figure 4.55). If 
this occurred, particularly during the deposition of Unit-2 sediments, then this may 
also account for the development of the fine-grained laminated clays above this unit, 
at the downstream end of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit.
Thus, the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit may be classified as a hybrid depositional 
system, containing both debris flow, hyperconcentrated grain flow and torrent flow 
fluviatile depositional elements, that are hosted within a repeating pool and riffle 
palaeochannel architecture. The type of flow envisaged for the deposition of the Unit- 
1 and Unit-2 gravels, is one that moved rapidly, and contained, or acquired, sufficient 
water to effect a transition from cohesive laminar flow conditions towards 
cohesionless turbulent flow conditions, with a corresponding increase in the capacity 
of the system to concentrate sapphire and other heavy minerals.
Thus, heavy mineral concentration by a combination, and sequence, of 
selective sorting by size and density due to differential entrainment, differential 
suspension, differential bedload transport and shear sorting (as advocated by 
Slingerland and Smith (1986), as one o f the conditions for placer formation), appears 
to have occurred in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit. However, sapphire concentration 
in the Strathdarr Deposit does not appear to have involved the receipt of granule to 
silt-sized, discrete heavy and light mineral grains in a fluid medium, which remained 
fixed in time and space as the mineral suite was sized and separated. Furthermore, the 
sites of heavy mineral accumulation in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit do not appear 
to have been fed at a slow and steady rate. The sedimentology and architecture of the 
deposit, suggests rapid deposition, with sapphire accumulation being more likely the 
result of differences in the density and velocity of the fluid medium, with sediment 
expansion resulting from pool and riffle induced turbulence, leading to the removal of 
some fine and light particles from the sediment load, coupled with a corresponding 
increase in the proportion of heavy minerals, particularly towards the base of the 
palaeochannel structures controlling the deposition of Unit-1 and Unit-2 sediments.
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Finally, the difference in sapphire concentration between Unit-1 and Unit-2 
sediments (i.e. the lower amount o f sapphire in the Unit-2 sediments compared to the 
Unit-1 sediments) may be a function of less undulation in the base of the 
palaeochannel hosting the Unit-2 sediments, compared to the base of the 
palaeochannel hosting the Unit-1 sediments (because of earlier infdling o f the pre- 
Unit-1 palaeochannel by the Unit-1 sediments), and/or much less contained sapphire 
in the initial Unit-2 debris flow sediments, than in the Unit-1 sediments. If the latter 
case is true, then this would suggest a depletion of sapphire in the source area, after 
the removal of Unit-1 sediments (i.e. leaving less sapphire behind at the source for 
later incorporation in a second debris flow). Given the very high clay content and 
basaltic composition of the lithic components in the Unit-1 and Unit-2 deposits, these 
sediments may be classified as laharic.
Thus, the processes leading to the formation of the Strathdarr Sapphire 
Deposit are envisaged to have occurred as follows:-
1. The gravitational collapse of unstable water soaked, loosely consolidated, 
sapphire-bearing, basaltic pyroclastic and epiclastic detritus from a maar 
crater lake, tuff cone or some other pile of volcaniclastic sediments, located in 
close proximity to Mt Buckley, leading to the down-slope production of fast 
moving lahars into Kings Plains Creek.
2. The progressive evolution of each lahar, from a debris flow to a 
hyperconcentrated grain flow (in the upstream parts o f the palaeochannel 
system), to a more fluidal turbulent flow, consistent with torrent flood flow 
conditions (in the downstream parts o f the palaeochannel system). The 
evolution in flow type being largely in response to an increase in the water to 
sediment ratio, caused by a combination of the rapid deceleration and 
deposition of large amounts of sediment into pool structures along the floor of 
the Strathdarr Palaeochannel, and the corresponding intake of significant 
amounts of water into the sediment flows, derived from stream waters within 
the channel system (particularly from the pools).
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3. The substantial concentration of sapphire towards the lower parts of each flow, 
in response to sediment expansion, and a lowering of the overall viscosity of 
the transporting fluidised sediment mass, leading to increased gravity 
segregation and accumulation of heavy minerals by hydraulic sorting. 
Deceleration of fluid flow across alternating pool and riffle structures also 
contributing significantly to increased accumulation of sapphire along the 
palaeochannel system.
4.11 Concluding Remarks
The sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic rocks occurring in the Strathdarr 
Sapphire Deposit, share a number of sedimentological, lithological and mineralogical 
features that are similar to the stratified Fe-bleached basaltic volcaniclastic rocks 
described from the Braemar Sapphire Deposit, discussed in Chapter 3. However, the 
“Strathdarr” rocks display features that are more obviously epiclastic than pyroclastic 
in origin. Nevertheless, both types of deposits show features indicative of rapid 
deposition, and high sapphire concentrations resulting from gravity segregation during 
flow. Furthermore, both deposits demonstrate that early erupted basaltic materials 
were likely to have been subjected to extreme conditions of hydrothermal alteration 
and weathering, prior to deposition, and significant groundwater flow-induced 
weathering conditions after deposition. The fact that high concentrations of sapphire 
are associated with these rocks, also suggests that early erupted basaltic volcanics 
initially contained large amounts of sapphire, and that sapphire concentration was 
greatly increased by later epiclastic processes, and the influence of channel bed 
morphology.
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TABLE 4.1Grainsize Data For Depositional Unit-1 Sapphire-bearing Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks 
From The Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit
LIMITS MINING BLQCK-A
Size  Frac t ion  ( m m W t Reta ined  (g m s ) %  W t  Reta ined
2 5 3 2 1 . 9 0 9 . 4
12 .5 4 1 8 . 2 0 1 2 . 2
4 6 2 1 . 2 0 18.1
2 .8 1 6 6 . 8 0 4 .8
2 1 5 5 . 7 0 4 . 5
1 .4 1 1 5 . 5 0 3 . 4
1 1 2 8 . 9 0 3 . 7
0 .71 1 2 7 . 9 0 3 . 7
0 .5 1 0 7 . 5 0 3.1
0 .3 1 1 6 . 3 0 3 .4
0 . 2 5 4 3 . 0 0 1 .2
0 . 1 8 8 5 . 3 0 2 . 5
0 . 1 2 5 1 1 1 . 4 0 3 . 2
0 .0 9 8 5 . 8 0 2 . 5
0 . 0 6 3 4 6 . 0 0 1.3
0 . 0 4 5 5 1 . 2 0 1 .5
0 . 0 3 8 1 6 . 7 0 0 . 5
0 . 0 2 2 6 7 . 4 0 2 . 0
0 . 0 1 5 8 1 . 4 0 2 . 4
0 .0 1 1 6 5 . 1 0 1 .9
- 0 .0 1 1 5 0 7 . 0 0 1 4 . 7
T o t a 3 4 4 0 . 2 0 1 0 0 . 0
Sediment  Typ e Weiqht  (qms) %  Weiqht  Retained
Gravel 1 6 8 3 . 8 0 4 8 . 9
Sand 9 6 7 . 6 0 28.1
Silt 6 7 . 9 0 2 . 0
Mud 7 2 0 . 9 0 2 1 . 0
T  ota 3 4 4 0 . 2 0 1 0 0 . 0
UNIT-J MINING BLOCKE
Siza  Fra ct ion  ( m m ) W t  Re ta in ed  (g m s ) %  W t  Reta ined
2 5 2 0 6 . 3 0 4 .4
1 2 .5 6 6 0 . 6 0 14.1
4 1 0 1 4 . 8 0 2 1 . 6
2 .8 2 3 6 . 4 0 5 . 0
2 1 7 4 . 6 0 3 . 7
1 .4 1 6 6 . 7 0 3 .5
1 1 2 0 . 4 0 2 . 6
0 .71 1 0 2 . 4 0 2 . 2
0 .5 1 1 0 . 4 0 2 . 3
0 .3 1 4 6 . 5 0 3.1
0 . 2 5 4 8 . 6 0 1 .0
0 . 1 8 8 2 . 8 0 1.8
0 . 1 2 5 1 0 2 . 6 0 2 . 2
0 . 0 9 1 0 2 . 1 0 2 . 2
0 . 0 6 3 6 2 . 0 0 1.3
0 . 0 4 5 8 2 . 1 0 1 .7
0 . 0 3 8 2 1 . 6 0 0 . 5
0 . 0 2 2 8 8  3 0 1.9
0 . 0 1 5 1 3 7 . 3 0 2 . 9
0 .0 1 1 7 8  50 1 .7
- 0 .0 1 1 9 5 4 . 9 0 2 0  3
T o t a l 4 6 9 9  90 1 0 0 . 0
Sediment  Typ e Weiqht  (qms) %  Weiqht Ret an ed
Gravel 2 2 9 2 . 7 0 4 8 . 8
Sand 1 0 4 4 . 5 0 2 2  2
Silt 1 0 3 . 7 0 2 . 2
Mud 1 2 5 9  0 0 2 6  8
T o t a l 4 6 9 9 . 9 0 1 0 0 . 0
UNIT-1 MINING BLOCK C
Size  F ra c t i on  ( m m ) W t  Re ta in ed  ( g m s ) %  W t  Ret a ined
2 5 2 4 4 . 5 0 1 1 .5
1 2 .5 1 8 8 . 0 0 8 . 9
4 2 5 2 . 0 0 1 1 . 9
2 . 8 4 5 . 0 0 2.1
2 3 1 . 0 0 1.5
1 .4 3 8  10 1.0
1 3 0  SO 1.4
0 . 7 1 2 5 . 0 0 1 .2
0 .5 3 5 . 0 0 1.7
0 .3 8 1 . 7 0 3 . 9
0 . 2 5 4 0 . 5 0 1.9
0 . 1 8 9 3 . 6 0 4 .4
0 . 1 2 5 1 5 6  70 7 . 4
0 . 0 9 9 0 . 8 0 4 . 3
0 0 6 3 4 0 . 6 0 1 . 9
0 . 0 4 5 4 8  20 2 . 3
0 . 0 3 8 1 1 . 2 0 0 . 5
0 . 0 2 2 4 8  60 2 . 3
0 . 0 1 5 6 7  60 3 . 2
0 .0 1 1 5 2 . 8 0 2 . 5
- 0 .0 1 1 4 9 8  60 2 3  5
T o t a l 2 1 2 0 . 0 0 1 0 0 . 0
Sediment  Typ e Weiqht  (qm s) %  Weiqht Retained
Gravel 7 6 0 . 5 0 3 5  9
Sand 6 3 2 . 5 0 2 9 . 8
Silt 5 9  40 2 . 8
Mud 6 6 7 . 6 0 31 5
T o t a l . _______L U i o o _________ 1 0 0 . 0
See figure 4.21 tor graphs of this data
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TABLE 4.2
Grainsize Data For Depositionai Unit-2 Sapphire-bearing Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks 
From The Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit
UNIT-2 MINING BLOCK A
Size F raction  (m m W t R eta ined (gm s) % W t Retained
25 0 .0 0 0.0
12.5 1 0 3 .5 0 3.6
4 4 0 7 .5 0 14.1
2 .0 7 6 .4 0 2.6
2 4 4 .1 0 1.5
1.4 2 3 .7 0 0 .8
1 2 1 .6 0 0 .7
0.71 1 5 .7 0 0 .5
0 .5 1 6 .40 0 .6
0 .3 2 5 .4 0 0 .9
0 .2 5 9 .8 0 0 .3
0 .1 8 1 8 .30 0.6
0 .1 2 5 1 8 .5 0 0.6
0 .0 9 1 7 .30 0 .6
0 .0 6 3 1 5 .4 0 0 .5
0 045 1 5 .7 0 0 .5
0 .038 5 .8 0 0 .2
0 .0 2 2 4 0 5 .0 0 14 .0
0 .0 1 5 1 5 5 .0 0 5.3
0.011 1 3 0 .0 0 4.5
-0 .011 1 3 7 5 .0 0 47 .4
T o ta 2 9 0 0 .1 0 1 0 0 .0
Sediment Type W eiqht (qms) X  W eiqht Retained
Gravel 6 3 1 .5 0 21 .0
Sand 1 8 2 .1 0 6.3
Silt 2 1 .5 0 0 .7
Mud 2 0 6 5 .0 0 71 .2
T o t . 2 9 0 0 .1 0 1 0 0 .0
UNIT-2 MINING BLOCK B
Size F raction  (mm) W t R eta ined (gma) % W t R etained
25 3 2 1 .6 0 14.9
12.5 1 8 8 .5 0 8 7
4 6 7 .7 0 3.1
2 .8 1 3 .10 0 .6
2 1 2 .10 0 .6
1.4 2 3 .3 0 1.1
1 2 9 .0 0 1.4
0.71 3 5 .1 0 1.6
0 .5 4 6 .1 0 2.1
0 .3 6 2 .0 0 2 .9
0 .2 5 1 8 .20 0 .8
0 .1 8 3 4 .3 0 1.6
0 .1 2 5 3 8 .1 0 1.8
0 .0 9 3 9 .9 0 1.0
0 .0 6 3 2 8 .5 0 1.3
0 .0 4 5 2 6 .3 0 1.2
0 .0 3 8 6 .8 0 0 .3
0 .0 2 2 6 0 .9 0 2 .8
0 .0 1 5 8 2 .6 0 3.8
0 .011 5 6 .5 0 2 .6
-0 .011 9 6 9 .6 0 44 .9
T o ta l 2 1 6 1 .0 0 1 0 0 .0
Sediment Type W eiqht (qms) % W eight Retaned
Gravel 6 0 3 .0 0 2 7 .9
Sand 3 5 5 .3 0 16 4
Silt 3 3 .1 0 1.5
Mud 1 1 6 9 .6 0 54.1
T o ta l 2 1 6 1 .0 0 1 0 0 .0
UNfT-2 MINING BLOCK C
Size F rac tion  (mm) W t R eta ined (gm s) X  W t R eta ined
2 5 1 8 5 .5 0 8 .4
12 .5 1 3 0 .2 0 5 .9
4 3 0 6 .5 0 13 .9
2 .8 86 80 3 .9
2 7 5 .7 0 3 .4
1.4 4 8 .7 0 2 .2
1 5 2 .6 0 2 .4
0.71 54 70 2 .5
0 .5 5 5 .6 0 2 .5
0 .3 6 0 .7 0 2 .8
0 .2 5 1 4 .00 0 .6
0 .1 8 2 6 .5 0 1.2
0 125 24 40 i . i
0 .0 9 2 1 .3 0 1.0
0 063 1 4 .70 0 .7
0 .0 4 5 1 0 .8 0 0 .5
0 .0 3 8 3 .1 0 0.1
0 .0 2 2 5 3 .7 0 2 .4
0 .0 1 5 74 40 3 .4
0.011 6 2 .0 0 2 .8
-0 .011 8 3 8 .0 0 38.1
T o u t 2 2 0 0 .7 0 1 0 0 .0
Sediment Type W eiqht (qms) % W eiqht Retained
Gravel 784  70 35 .7
Sand 3 7 3 .2 0 17 .0
Silt 1 3 .9 0 0 .6
Mud 1 0 2 8 .9 0 46 .8
T o t a l . 2 2 0 0 .7 0 1 00  0
See figure 4.35 for graphs of this data
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TABLE 4.7
Weight Percentage Grain Size Data for the Matrix Fraction of Unit-1 and Unit-2 
Sapphire-bearing Basaltic Yolcaniclastic Gravels From the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit
195
UNIT-1 GRAVELS
M ining B lock A
S e d im e n t T y p e W e ig h t (g m s) %  W eig h t R eta ined W t %  R eca lcu la ted
Gravel 1683.80 48.90 -
Sand 967.60 28.10 54.99
Silt 67.90 2.00 3.91
Mud 720.90 21.00 41.10
TOTAL 3440.20 100.00 100.00
M ining Block B
S e d im e n t T y p e W e ig h t (g m s) %  W eig h t R eta ined W t %  R eca lcu la ted
Gravel 2292.70 48.80 -
Sand 1044.50 22.20 43.36
Silt 103.70 2.20 4.30
Mud 1259.00 26.80 52.34
TOTAL 4699.90 100.00 100.00
M ining B lock C
S e d im e n t T y p e W e ig h t (g m s) %  W e ig h t R eta ined W t %  R eca lcu la ted
Gravel 760.50 35.90 -
Sand 632.50 29.80 46.49
Silt 59.40 2.80 4.37
Mud 667.60 31.50 49.14
TOTAL 2120.00 100.00 100.00
UNIT-2 GRAVELS
M ining B lock A
S e d im e n t T y p e W e ig h t (g m s) %  W e ig h t R eta in ed W t %  R eca lcu la ted
Gravel 631.50 21.80 -
Sand 182.10 6.30 8.06
Silt 21.50 0.70 0.90
Mud 2065.00 71.20 91.05
TOTAL 2900.10 100.00 100.00
M ining B lock B
S e d im e n t T y p e W e ig h t (g m s ) %  W e ig h t R eta in ed W t %  R eca lcu la ted
Gravel 603.00 27.90 -
Sand 355.30 16.40 22.78
Silt 33.10 1.50 2.08
Mud 1169.60 54.10 75.14
TOTAL 2161.00 100.00 100.00
M ining B lock C
S e d im e n t T y p e W e ig h t (g m s ) % W e ig h t R eta in ed W t %  R eca lcu la ted
Gravel 784.70 35.70 -
Sand 373.20 17.00 26.40
Silt 13.90 0.60 0.93
Mud 1028.90 46.80 72.67
TOTAL 2200.70 100.00 100.00
See figure 4.54 for ternary graph of this data
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Table 4.8
Comparisons of Coarse-Grained Deposits with Lahars
L ith o lo q ic a l F e a tu re s L a h a rs T ill U n w e ld e d  Iq n im b r ite F lu v ia l D e p o s its
G ra in s iz e  > 2 m m M ay have  bou lders M ay have  bou lde rs V e ry large bou lders absent V e ry  la rg e  b o u lde rs  ra re
S o r t in g P oor, w ith  ab u n d a n t c la y Poor, w ith  a b u n d a n t c la y Poor, w ith  c la y  rare P o o r to  g oo d , w ith  c la y  spa rse
G ra d in g N o rm a l to  re ve rse /a bsen t C o m m o n ly  absen t C om m only absen t to  reverse C o m m o n ly  norm a l
o r norm al
B e d  T h ic k n e s s C o m m o n ly  ve ry  th ick V e ry  th ick , w ith  b ed d ing C om m only ve ry  th ick, w ith Th in  w ith  c h a n n e ls  and  c ro ss
w ith  vag u e  in te rna l poo r o r absen t vague in ternal layering beds & sh in g le d  g rave ls
bed d ing
C o m p o s it io n C o m m o n ly  100%  vo lcan ic C o m m o n ly  h e te ro lith o lo g ic P yroclastic. M ay conta in M a te ria l u s u a lly  100%  ep ic la s tic
M ay be p y ro c la s tic  o r m ixed w ith  a d m ix tu re s  from  m a n y abundant b readcrust e xce p t in  a reas  o f a c tive  vo lcan ism
w ith  e p ic la s tic  m ate ria ls . M ay sources bom bs
co n ta in  b re a d c ru s t bom bs
R o u n d in g C o m m o n ly  a n g u la r to C o m m o n ly  face ted C om m only ang u la r C o m m o n ly  su b ro u n d e d  to
s u b a n g u la r s u b a n g u la r to  sub ro u n d e d . ro unde d
M ay s h o w  s tria tions
C a rb o n a c e o u s  m a tte r U n cha rred  to  charred U n charred C harred U n ch a rre d  if  p resen t
P u m ic e C o m m on  in som e  lahars N o t p re se n t excep t on C om m on N o t p re s e n t excep t in a re a s  o f
a c tive  vo lca n o e s a c tive  v o lc a n is m
D is tr ib u t io n In va lle ys  sp read ing  ou t onto P la ins and va lleys . M a y  m an tle Low er parts o f va lleys  and C o n fin e d  to  va lleys
fla t p ie d m o n t su rfa ces all su rfaces . M o ra in e s  w ith flat p iedm ont su rfaces
steep  fron ts
L o w e r  s u r fa c e s C o m m o n ly  no t e ros io na l E ros iona l. C o m m o n ly  re s ts  on C om m only not e ros iona l E ro s io n a l
s tria te d  b ed rock
M o d if ie d  fro m  F is h e r  a n d  S c h m in c k e  (1 9 8 4 )
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Figure 4.1. Topographic map at 1:100,00 scale of the Kingsland Sapphire Field and surrounding area, showing 
the location of rural properties, the geomorphology of the Kingsland Plateau, and the headwater catchment of 
Kings Plains Creek. This map is a composite of the Inverell map sheet (9138) and the Glen Innes map sheet
(9238).
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Figure 4.2. Landsat Thematic Mapper satellite image of the Kingsland Sapphire Field and surrounding 
area. This false colour image has been processed with TM bands 3, 5 and ratio 7:1, to enhance red 
colouration, as an aid to mapping the location and distribution of red hematitic sesquioxidic volcaniclastic 
rocks and their derived soils. The major sapphire-bearing valleys of the Western and Eastern Feeder 
drainage arms of the upper reaches of Kings Plains Creek are also shown on this image. The image 
encompasses the volcanic centres of Swan Peak, the Narran Vale Volcano, Mt Buckley and Stony Knob, 
which comprise the Swan Brook - Kings Plains Vent Complex.
Kingsland Sapphire Field within the Swan Brook - Kings Plains Vent Complex
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Kilometres
Figure 4.3. Geological map of the Kingsland Sapphire Field, showing the location of the 
Stony Knob, the Narran Vale Volcano, and the Mt Buckley Volcanic Centre, relative to the 
sapphire-bearing palaeodrainages of the Western, Eastern and Kew Valleys of Kings Plains 
Creek.
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Figure 4.4. Photos of teschenite from the Narran Vale Volcano, (a) Photo shows large 
clinopyroxene phenocrysts/megacrysts set in a finer-grained basaltic groundmass.
(b) Photomicrograph of a finer-grained portion of the rock shown in (a) above, displaying 
plagioclase laths, titanian clinopyroxene and olivine crystals, accompanied by an interstitial 
matrix comprising finer-grained K-feldspar and plagioclase microlites.
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Figure 4.5. Photos of massive and thickly-bedded, coarse-grained, granular to pebbly, highly 
clay-altered, red hematitic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks exposed in a small gully. The gully is 
located on the eastern side of the Eastern Feeder valley of Kings Plains Creek, on the property 
of “Downfield”. (a) Photo of massive and thickly-bedded red hematitic basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks exposed on the side of a gully, (b) Photo of coarse-grained, granular to pebbly, poorly- 
sorted, matrix-supported with a dis-organised clastic fabric, highly clay-altered, red hematitic 
basaltic volcaniclastic rock, from the side of the gully shown in (<a) above.
irf»
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Figure 4.7. Landsat Thematic Mapper satellite image of the Kingsland Sapphire Field and surrounding 
area, showing major drainage-controlled linear structures and volcanic structures defined by circular 
features, ring drainage and conical plugs. (This image should be read in conjunction with figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.8. Aerial photo looking south, up the Western Feeder valley of Kings Plains 
Creek, across the properties of “Warrandah”, “Strathdarr”, “Yarrandoo” and “Narran Vale”. 
The low dome of the Narran Vale Volcano can be seen in the background at the top of the 
image. In the foreground is the sapphire washing plant site and tailings dams of the 
Warrandah Sapphire Mine. The bi-fucated drainage in the middle ground is on “Strathdarr’ 
and marks the location of the ultra-rich Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, before it was mined. 
The location of the richest patch of sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic gravels mined 
on “Strathdarr” is also shown.
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Figure 4.9. Photos showing the stratigraphic relationships between the two major sapphire-bearing basaltic 
volcaniclastic lithotypes at the southern end of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, seen normal to the 
palaeochannel axis, (a) Photo shows grey clayey gravels {Unit-2), overlying orange-brown gravels {Unit-1). 
The boundary between the two units shows gentle undulation, and marks an erosional unconformity.
Unit-2 is veined by calcrete and is overlain by valley-fill alluvium, (b) Photo shows a close-up view of the 
stratigraphy of Units 1 and 2, with the erosional unconformity more clearly evident.
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Figure 4.10. Photos showing close-up views of the stratigraphic relationships between the two major
sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic lithotypes at the southern end of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, 
seen normal to the palaeochannel axis, (a) Photo shows grey clayey gravels {Unit-2), overlying orange- 
brown gravels {Unit-1). The boundary between the two units shows a pronounced erosional unconformity 
(b) Photo shows that the erosional unconformity is more gently undulating than in {a) above. The iron 
concentration is considerably higher in Unit-1 clayey gravels than in the overlying Unit-2 clayey gravels, 
suggesting significant migration of iron towards the base of the palaeochannel.
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Figure 4.11. Photos showing the stratigraphic relationships between Unit-2 and overlying clayey valley 
fill alluvium, (a) Photo shows a large cut-and-fill channel structure in the top of Unit-2, filled with 
Holocene alluvium (b) Photo shows a close-up view of Holocene gravels filling a small channel 
structure in the top of Unit-2 clayey gravels. The shiny surfaces on the grey clays are slickensides, 
resulting from expansion and contraction of the clays.
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Figure 4.12. Stratigraphic cross sections 1 & 2 across the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit along selected lines of drill holes. 
Drill hole numbers are shown above each hole. For the location of these cross sections see figure 4.44. The cross 
sections are vertically exaggerated to enhance the shape of the base of the palaeochannel system to highlight the 
depositional relationships between different stratigraphic units and channel floor topography.
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Figure 4.13. Stratigraphic cross sections 3 & 4 across the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit along selected lines of drill holes. 
Drill hole numbers are shown above each hole. For the location of these cross sections see figure 4.44. The cross 
sections are vertically exaggerated to enhance the shape of the base of the palaeochannel system to highlight the 
depositional relationships between different stratigraphic units and channel floor topography.
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Figure 4.14. Stratigraphic cross sections 5 & 6 across the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit along selected lines of drill holes. 
Drill hole numbers are shown above each hole. For the location of these cross sections see figure 4.44. The cross 
sections are vertically exaggerated to enhance the shape of the base of the palaeochannel system to highlight the 
depositional relationships between different stratigraphic units and channel floor topography.
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Figure 4.15. Photos showing the stratigraphic boundary relationships between Unit-1 and 
Unit-2 sediments, (a) Photo shows gently undulating bedding boundary between Unit-1 and 
Unit-2 clayey gravels, (b) Photo shows a close-up view of Unit-1 and Unit-2 gravels, with a 
coarse-grained matrix-supported pebbly clastic fabric evident in both units.
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Figure 4.16. Isopach contours of the gravel thickness of Depositional Unit-1 across the Strathdarr 
Sapphire Deposit. The thickest gravels of this unit occurred at the southern end of the deposit, 
within the narrowest part of the palaeochannel depositional system. Arrows show the inferred 
position of the thalweg of the main palaeochannel structure.
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Figure 4.17. Photos showing Unit-1 sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic gravels, (a) Photo shows high grade 
sapphire-bearing clayey granular to pebbly gravel with pebble-sized clasts that are mainly matrix-supported. 
The sapphire content of this sample is >1000 grams per bank cubic metre, (b) Photo shows very coarse­
grained sapphire-bearing clayey granular to pebbly gravel, displaying a clast to matrix-supported sedimentary 
fabric. In both samples, the dominant clast lithology comprises mainly gibbsite-replaced fine-grained basalt.
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Figure 4.18. Photos showing Unit-1, sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic gravels from the base of the unit.
These samples are from sawn slabs of ferricretised gravels that are orientated at right angles to bedding.
All photos show angular to sub-rounded and elongated gibbsite pebbles that are supported by a matrix of 
fine-grained iron-indurated clay. Clasts show bedding parallel alignment and crude imbrication, with the 
interstitial matrix containing large amounts of sapphire and pleonaste. Many of the clasts also show delicate 
sharp and fluted edges, (a) Photo shows crude imbrication, and reverse-grading of clasts, (b) Photo shows 
concentration of sapphire and pleonaste at the base of the sample, surrounding a large liesegang-banded 
gibbsite clast, (c) Photo shows a dis-organised to crudly imbricated clastic texture, with sapphire scattered 
throughout the matrix-fraction, (d) Photo shows bedding alignment of lithics and crystals, with a large 
gibbsite pebble displaying a vesiculated structure, indicative of a basalt parentage.
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Figure 4.19. Photos showing lithological features of a large pebble-sized tan-coloured 
gibbsite clast from Unit-1, (a) Photo shows a vesiculated and liesegang-like banded 
texture. This pebble is most likely gibbsite-altered basalt, (b) Photo shows a matrix- 
supported clastic texture, comprising poorly sorted angular clasts displaying a 
dis-organised fabric. This pebble shows that some of the clasts making-up Unit-1 
volcaniclastic gravels, are themselves composite clasts.
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Figure 4.20. Photos showing Unit-1, sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic gravels 
from the base of the unit. These samples are from sawn slabs of ferricretised 
gravels that are orientated at right angles to bedding. All photos show angular 
to sub-rounded and/or elongated tan to orange-coloured gibbsite pebbles, that 
are supported by a matrix of fine-grained iron-indurated clay. Clasts show 
bedding parallel alignment, and for some clasts, crude imbrication. The 
interstitial matrix contains large amounts of sapphire and pleonaste that is 
arranged in heavy mineral bands, (a) Photo shows a concentration of 
sapphire and pleonaste associated with a separate finer-grained layer.
(b) Photo shows a band of sapphire and pleonaste, with the pleonaste being 
mainly concentrated above the sapphire, suggesting hydraulic sorting of 
heavy minerals, with the denser sapphire towards the bottom of the layer, 
and the less dense pleonaste mainly concentrated above the sapphire.
(c) Photo also shows the gravity segregation of pleonaste and sapphire in 
another sample of Unit-1 volcaniclastic gravels. Note: These images have 
been colour enhanced, using Photoshop, to increase the contrast between 
the blue sapphire and the orange-brown clastic fabric of the rock.
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Figure 4.21. Particle-size graphs for Unit-1 volcanidastic gravels from specific mining blocks in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, 
(a) Particle-size distribution for Unit-1 gravels from Mining Block A, at the northern end of the deposit, (b) Particle-size 
distribution for Unit-1 gravels from Mining Block B, at the southern end of the deposit, (c) Particle-size distribution for Unit-1 
gravels from Mining Block C, at the southern end of the deposit.
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Figure 4.22. Photomicrographs of clayey Unit-1 gravels from the Strathdarr Sapphire 
Deposit, (a) Photo shows rounded lithic clasts comprising a mixture of kaolinite and 
gibbsite supported by a matrix of iron-stained clay. Angular to sub-rounded clasts of 
quartz, pleonaste and green spinel accompany the lithic clasts. The lithic clast at the bottom 
right-hand comer of the photo displays a fine-grained composite clastic texture.
(b) Photo shows angular to sub-rounded, partly embayed quartz grains supported in a 
matrix of iron-stained clay. Well-rounded kaolinite and gibbsite-rich lithic clasts, 
accompanied by weathered basalt are also supported by the iron-stained clay matrix.
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Figure 4.23. Photomicrographs of iron-stained Unit-1 gravels from the Strathdarr Sapphire 
Deposit, (a) Photo shows a rounded and resorbed quartz crystal and a green spinel, supported 
in a matrix of iron-stained clay, (b) Photo shows a rounded and resorbed twinned corundum 
crystal with kaolinite and gibbsite-rich lithic clasts and angular fragments of quartz, supported 
in a matrix of iron-stained clay.
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Figure 4.24. Photomicrographs of iron-stained Unit-1 gravels from the Strathdarr Sapphire 
Deposit, (a) Photo shows a cross-section of cellular plant material with angular fragments 
of quartz and black pleonaste spinel and clay-altered lithic clasts supported in a matrix of 
ferruginised clay, (b) Photo shows a fragment of woody material, displaying a well developed 
cellular structure. The plant remains in both photos show no evidence of being carbonised, 
suggesting low temperature deposition.
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Figure 4.25. Photomicrographs of the main pebble clast lithotype occuring in both Unit-1 
and Unit-2 gravels from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, (a) Photo shows iddingsite- 
altered olivine phenocryst sites set in gibbsite-altered sites of prismatic plagioclase microlites. 
(b) Photo shows acute rhombic crystal outlines of a possible carbonate phase, now altered to 
very fine-grained granular gibbsite, supported in a matrix of iron-stained gibbsite and kaolinite
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Figure 4.26. Photomicrographs of a composite clast of the main lithotype occurring in both 
Unit-1 and Unit-2 gravels from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, (a) Photo shows unsorted 
basaltic and fine-grained argillic fragments set in a silty to sandy ferrugineous matrix. The 
matrix also contains numerous angular and sharp-edged crystal fragments of quartz and black 
opaque oxide minerals surrounding a possible clay filled worm tube, (b) Photo shows a 
possible worm tube infilled with clay, and surrounded by a silty to sandy iron-stained clayey 
matrix, containing numerous angular, sharp-edged crystal fragments of quartz and opaque 
iron oxide minerals. A clay-altered basaltic clast showing a microlitic texture is also evident 
on the left hand side of the photo.
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Figure 4.29. SEM photos of the -2mm size fraction of Unit-1, clayey basaltic volcaniclastic gravel 
from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, (a) Photo shows a well crystallised zeolite? phase, displaying 
a bladed acicular habit, growing on poorly crystallised kaolinite. Intermixed with the acicular zeolite? 
are small blocky crystals and globules of gibbsite. The rock also shows a very porous and permeable 
structure, (b) Photo shows blocky gibbsite crystals with poorly crystallised kaolinite, growing into 
pore spaces.
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Sapphire Deposit. Mega-rich concentrations of sapphire occur in several discrete patches along a 
curvo-linear palaeochannel structure, with the largest patches being at the southern, upstream end 
of the palaeochannel system on “Strathdarr”. Arrows show the inferred position of the thalweg of 
the main palaeochannel structure.
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Figure 4.31. Photo of Depositional Unit-2 clayey gravels, from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit. 
Photo shows massively-bedded, poorly-sorted clayey gravel, comprising pebble-sized clasts supported 
in a matrix of finer-grained grey clay, and displaying a dis-organised clastic fabric. The dominant 
clast lithotype in this unit are the same as the in Unit-1 volcaniclastic gravels (ie gibbsite-altered 
fine-grained basalt).
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Figure 4.32. Photos of laminated sandy clays and basaltic lava overlying Depositional 
Unit-2 gravels, from the northern {down stream end) of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit.
(a) Photo shows fine-grained laminated grey sandy clays overlying Unit-2 clayey matrix- 
supported, poorly-sorted pebbly basaltic volcaniclastic gravels, (b) Photo shows weathered 
basaltic lava flow overlying fine-grained laminated grey clays. The grey clays are overlying 
Unit-2 clayey volcaniclastic gravels {not shown, but beneath the waterline).
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Figure 4.33. Photos of Depositional Unit-2, sapphire-bearing clayey basaltic volcaniclastic 
gravels, from the southern end of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, (a) Photo shows Unit-2 
gravels overlying Unit-1 gravels. At the base of Unit-2 is a Diprotodon tusk., Which is also 
accompanied by bones and teeth (both not easily seen on this image), (b) Photo shows a 
sample of very coarse-grained pebbly clayey Unit-2 gravel, containing abundant sapphire and 
pleonaste.
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Figure 4.34. Map of isopach contours of the gravel thickness for Depositional Unit-2 gravels 
across the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit. The thickest gravels of this unit occurr in the middle and 
southern ends of the deposit, and coincide with the thicker parts of the underlying Unit-1 basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks. Black arrows show the inferred position of the thalweg of the palaeochannel 
underlying Unit-2 gravels. Dark grey arrows show the inferred position of the thalweg of the 
palaeochannel underlying Unit-1 gravels, (see figures 4.16 and 4.30 for comparison).
, Unit-1 Thalweg
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Figure 4.35. Particle-size graphs for Unit-2 volcaniclastic gravels from specific mining blocks in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, 
(a) Particle-size distribution for Unit-2 gravels from Mining Block A, at the northern end of the deposit, (b) Particle-size 
distribution for Unit-2 gravels from Mining Block B, at the southern end of the deposit, (c) Particle-size distribution for Unit-2 
gravels from Mining Block C, at the southern end of the deposit.
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Figure 4.36. Photomicrographs of Unit-2 gravels from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit.
(a) Photo shows conglomeratic unsorted clast-supported well-rounded basaltic and fine-grained 
argillic fragments accompanying rounded crystal fragments of quartz and black opaque oxide 
minerals (ie pleonaste). (b) Photo shows clay-altered basaltic clasts showing microlitic texture 
and aligned plagioclase laths, accompanied by well-rounded argillic lithic clasts, and sub-rounded 
quartz grains. The fabric is largely clast-supported, unsorted, and dis-organised.
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Figure 4.37. Photomicrographs of laminated grey clays overlying Unit-2 gravels from the 
Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, (a) Photo shows well-sorted, well-rounded silt to sand-sized 
argillic clasts, with angular to sub-rounded crystal fragments of quartz and black opaque oxide 
minerals (ie pleonaste). The rock shows bedding alignment of clasts and a closed sedimentary 
fabric. Some clasts appear to be flattened parallel to bedding, (b) Photo shows fine and 
coarse-grained layers composed of well-sorted, well-rounded silt to sand-sized argillic clasts, 
with angular to sub-rounded crystal fragments of quartz and black opaque oxide minerals 
(ie pleonaste). The rock shows bedding alignment of clasts and a closed sedimentary fabric.
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Figure 4.40. SEM photos of the -2mm size fraction of Unit-2 clayey basaltic volcaniclastic 
gravels from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, (a) Photo shows bladed kaolinite crystals 
growing on poorly crystallised kaolinite. (b) Photo shows skeletal veins of calcrete (as 
calcite), intergrown with low crystallinity kaolinite
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Figure 4.41. SEM photos of a sample of the -2mm size fraction of the laminated grey clays 
overlying Unit-2 gravels in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, (a) Photo shows poorly crystallised 
kaolinite laths, mixed with radiating goethite. (b) Photo shows globular and blocky gibbsite 
crystals, intermixed with a acicular? zeolite phase.
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Deposit. Higher grades of sapphire conform to deeper areas where pool structures dominate the 
palaeochannel architecture. Black arrows show the inferred position of the thalweg of the main 
palaeochannel structure. This thalweg is slightly off-set to the west, relative to the thalweg of the 
main palaeochannel structure, underlying the Unit-1 gravels (see figures 4.16 and 4.30 for 
comparison).
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Figure 4.43. Map of the structure contours of the base of the palaeochannel system hosting the 
Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit. Black arrows show the inferred position of the thalweg of the main 
palaeochannel structure. This figure should be read in conjunction with figures 4.44 and 4.45 
to see how the channel base is dominated by a series of pools and riffles, and a ribbon of basalt 
that appears to have infilled the palaeochannel, creating a micro-inverted topography and twin 
lateral channel system, after the deposition of Units 1 and 2.
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Easting
Figure 4.44. Drill hole location and palaeochannel basal contours map of the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit. 
Diagram also shows some of the pool and riffle structures occurring along the length of the palaeochannel. 
The location of selected drill hole lines across the main channel structure, that have been modeled in cross 
section, in figures 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14, is also shown. Contour interval equals 200 mm. Arrows show the 
thalweg of the main palaeochannel structure. This figure should be read in conjunction with figure 4.45.
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Figure 4.45. 3D structure contours of the base of the palaeochannel hosting the Strathdarr 
Sapphire Deposit. Contour interval is 200mm. The channel is cut into basalt and clearly 
shows the pool and riffle palaeofluvial geomorphology of the drainage on "Strathdarr".
The channel has been infilled by a later basalt flow, forming a micro inverted topography 
ridge, with the partial development of laterial and twin laterial erosional side channels.
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Figure 4.46. Map of the Strathdarr SapphireDeposit showing the distribution of sapphire in 
grams per square metre relative to the location of selected mining blocks and sub-blocks. The 
deposit is divided into a northern end, characterized by a broad palaeochannel, and a southern 
end, characterized by narrow elongate deep pools separated by riffles, within a gently curving 
palaeochannel thalweg. Black arrows show inferred position of the thalweg of the main 
palaeochannel structure.
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Figure 4.47. Graphs showing sapphire mine production data for Mining Block A, expressed in total weight 
recovered. The top graph is a comparison between each of the major grainsize categories of sapphire. The 
middle graph is a comparison between sapphire and zircon in a single size category. The bottom graph is a 
comparison between graded and ungraded sapphire for all sizes above 4.8 mm. Note, these results are from 
the combined mining of all stratigraphic units in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit.
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Figure 4.48. Graphs showing sapphire mine production data for Mining Block A, expressed in weight percent. 
The top graph is a comparison between each of the major grainsize categories of sapphire. The middle graph 
is a comparison between sapphire and zircon in a single size category. The bottom graph is a comparison between 
graded and ungraded sapphire for all sizes above 4.8 mm. Note, these results are from the combined mining of all 
stratigraphic units in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit.
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Figure 4.49. Graphs showing sapphire mine production data for Mining Block B, expressed in total weight 
recovered. The top graph is a comparison between each of the major grainsize categories of sapphire. The 
middle graph is a comparison between sapphire and zircon in a single size category. The bottom graph is a 
comparison between graded and ungraded sapphire for all sizes above 4.8 mm. Note, these results are from 
the combined mining of all stratigraphic units in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit.
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Figure 4.50. Graphs showing sapphire mine production data for Mining Block B, expressed in weight percent. 
The top graph is a comparison between each of the major grainsize categories of sapphire. The middle graph 
is a comparison between sapphire and zircon in a single size category. The bottom graph is a comparison between 
graded and ungraded sapphire for all sizes above 4.8 mm. Note, these results are from the combined mining of all 
stratigraphic units in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit.
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Figure 4.51. Graphs showing sapphire mine production data for Mining Block C, expressed in total weight 
recovered. The top graph is a comparison between each of the major grainsize categories of sapphire. The 
middle graph is a comparison between sapphire and zircon in a single size category. The bottom graph is a 
comparison between graded and ungraded sapphire for all sizes above 4.8 mm. Note, these results are from 
the combined mining of all stratigraphic units in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit.
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Figure 4.52. Graphs showing sapphire mine production data for Mining Block C, expressed in weight percent. 
The top graph is a comparison between each of the major grainsize categories of sapphire. The middle graph 
is a comparison between sapphire and zircon in a single size category. The bottom graph is a comparison between 
graded and ungraded sapphire for all sizes above 4.8 mm. Note, these results are from the combined mining of all 
stratigraphic units in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit.
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Figure 4.53. Graphs showing a percentage comparison of sapphire particle sizes for each of the Mining Blocks 
in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit. Note, these comparisons are based on an average of the data for each size range 
category per Mining Block. Sapphire size ranges are based on a commercial sizing system for the sale of rough 
sapphire to the Bangkok gem market.
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cm
Figure 4.54. Photos showing examples of sapphire from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, (a) Photo 
of top gem sapphire in the +4.8 mm to -6.0 mm size range {ie +22 pearl sieve size), (b) Photo of gem 
sapphire in the +6 mm to -20 mm size range {ie + 5 carat size stones). (c) Photo of rounded and resorbed 
sapphire crystals showing glossy surfaces, suggesting that these crystals have not been subjected to high 
degrees of turbulent transport and abrasion.
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Figure 4.56. Some comparative features of subaerial mass flow deposits formed by debris 
flow and fluidal sediment flow (sheet flood/torrent flow) processes. Unit-1 and Unit-2 
sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, 
probably encompass the depositional conditions shown in this figure. Diagram adapted 
from Nemec and Steel (1984).
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Figure 4.57. Comparisons between the grainsize matrix fraction of known debris flows, and 
Unit-1 and Unit-2 sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, from the Strathdarr Sapphire 
Deposit, (a) Ternary grainsize diagram of the matrix of volcanic and non-volcanic debris flows, 
and Mount St Helens rockslide avalanche deposits (modified after Fisher and Schmincke 1984). 
(b) Ternary grainsize diagram of the matrix fraction of Unit-1 and Unit-2 sapphire-bearing 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit.
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Chapter 5 GEOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISATION OF
SELECTED BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC ROCKS 
FROM THE NEW ENGLAND GEMFIELDS
5.1 Introduction
This chapter examines the whole rock geochemistry of highly clay-altered 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks collected from outcrops and man-made exposures in the 
New England Gemfields (Figure 5.0 and Table 5.1). The chemical data presented, is 
compared to a benchmark sample of unweathered alkali olivine basaltic lava from the 
Kingsland Sapphire Field. This has been done to characterise the extent to which the 
highly clay-altered basaltic volcaniclastic rocks studied, have been changed by 
weathering and/or alteration, particularly with respect to their immobile element 
chemistry, as a basis for determining their origins.
The chemical analyses presented in this chapter includes red hematitic 
sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks sampled from dykes and massively-bedded 
deposits at “Braemar”, and massively-bedded deposits from Swan Peak, and 
“Minumurra” (discussed in chapter 3). Chemical analyses of stratified off-white and 
grey-coloured Fe-bleached basaltic volcaniclastic rocks from “Braemar” (discussed in 
chapter 3), and from “Strathdarr” (discussed in chapter 4), are also presented.
In addition to the analyses of samples from the deposits discussed in chapters 3 
and 4, a large number of analyses of highly clay-altered basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, 
collected from other localities in the New England Gemfields, are also characterised 
and discussed in this chapter.
In particular, samples of massively-bedded, red, hematitic, sesquioxidic 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks from the property of “Thistlebank” are characterised in 
this chapter (but not otherwise dealt with in chapters 3 and 4), because of their close 
spatial association with outcrops of granite. As such, the “Thistlebank” rocks provide 
a chemical dataset with which to study the influence of basement contamination (from 
a very nearby and known country rock type) on basaltic volcaniclastic rocks.
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Samples of sapphire-bearing, stratified, Fe-bleached, grey clayey gravelly 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks from the property of “Cubba”, and basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks from other properties within the Kingsland Sapphire Field, are also discussed in 
this chapter (but not otherwise dealt with in chapters 3 and 4). A number of these 
rocks were found to be very similar, in terms of lithology and stratigraphic position, to 
Unit-1 and Unit-2 rocks from the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit discussed in Chapter 4. 
As such, these Kingsland rocks provide an additional chemical dataset with which to 
characterise the geochemistry of known sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, 
from the New England Gemfields.
5.1.1 Sources of Data Used In This Chapter
Three of the analyses are from samples collected during the candidature for 
this thesis. These include samples Mb-1, Strh-1 and Strh-2 which were analysed by 
commercial laboratories using whole rock XRF methods. The remaining fifty eight 
analyses are from samples collected prior to this postgraduate candidature. For these 
samples, 44 samples were collected by myself during the mid-1980's, and submitted to 
the NSW Department of Mineral Resources Chemical Laboratory for whole rock 
chemical analysis, by XRF and wet chemical analysis methods. These samples were 
collected by me as part of the Geological Survey of NSW, "Sapphire Project". The 
other fourteen samples were collected by Mr Steve Lishmund during the mid-1980's, 
as part of the Department's Sapphire Project, and also submitted to the NSW 
Department of Mineral Resources Chemical Laboratory for whole rock chemical 
analysis, by XRF and wet chemical analysis methods. Table 5.1 lists the rock type, 
sample location, person who collected the sample, year of collection, and the chemical 
analysis of each sample dealt with in this chapter. Appendix 3 discusses the 
analytical methods used in this chapter and this thesis.
The chemical data interpreted by me in this chapter, and owned by the NSW 
Department of Mineral Resources, was made available to me by Dr Larry Barron and 
Mr Jim Stroud of the NSW Geological Survey, for use in my PhD candidature, and for 
my sapphire exploration activities.
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5.2 Determination of Element Mobility in Weathered Basaltic Volcaniclastic 
Rocks Ti-Normalised to Fresh Alkali Olivine Basalt
The highly clay-altered nature of the basaltic volcaniclastic rocks occurring in 
the New England Gemfields, makes a geochemical study of the origin of these rocks 
difficult. This is because these rocks contain virtually no fresh juvenile mafic igneous 
lithic material, and typically comprise a hybrid mixture of altered and weathered 
basaltic rocks, comminuted country rocks and exotic sapphire and zircon-bearing 
material from presumed lower crust -  upper mantle regions. The extreme kaolinite, 
gibbsite and iron oxide alteration of these rocks, is also likely to have greatly affected 
the element abundances in these rocks, to such an extent that the nature and origin of 
parental igneous components is significantly obscured. Nevertheless, field evidence 
shows that these pyroclastic and epiclastic rocks, are the major source of sapphire in 
the New England Gemfields. Therefore, in order to assess the extent to which the 
chemistry of these rocks is different from unaltered, unweathered and uncontaminated 
basalt, and to identify chemical features that may be indicative of sapphire content 
and/or genesis, a study of the mobile and immobile element chemistry of these rocks, 
compared to fresh alkali olivine basalt, is undertaken in this chapter.
Characterisation of the element mobilities of the highly weathered basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks presented in Table 5.1, as a function of the extent to which they 
have been altered and weathered, was determined by normalising the chemical data 
for each sample to Ti in fresh alkali olivine basalt (AOB) from "Mubburra" at 
Kingsland {sample Mb-1). This basalt was chosen because it outcrops in the 
headwater drainages of Kings Plains Creek at Kingsland, and is shedding sapphire 
into talus aprons around lava flow perimeters. The use of alkali olivine basalt as a 
benchmark for evaluating elemental abundances in the red hematitic sesquioxidic and 
grey/white Fe-bleached basaltic volcaniclastic rocks examined in this chapter, was 
also adopted because this lava type is one of the most widespread in the New England 
Gemfields. Furthermore, field exposures indicate that this type of basalt commonly 
follows the eruption of sapphire-bearing pyroclastic rocks (Pecover 1996 and 2001), 
and therefore provides a suitable baseline comparison for determining chemical 
differences between early explosively-generated basaltic pyroclastics {and 
accompanying epiclastics), and later fresh basalt.
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While it is assumed that elements such as Th, U, Zr, Hf, Nb, Y, La, Ce, Sc, V, 
Cr, Bi, Sn, W, Ga, and Cs are immobile, it is acknowledged that all elements are 
mobile to some degree or other, depending upon the type of geological environment to 
which they are subjected. This is likely to be the case for the highly weathered 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks evaluated in this chapter. Furthermore, it is 
acknowledged that volume changes can severely affect the interpretation of relative 
element mobilities, including Ti, as shown by the isovolumetric work of Gardner et al 
(1978) and Gardner (1980). Volume changes associated with volcanic eruptions and 
later reworking of volcaniclastic rocks is likely to lead to expansion, while final 
deposition and consolidation is likely to lead to compaction of volcaniclastic rocks. 
Nevertheless, for the purposes of this study, elements with extremely low aqueous 
solubilities are treated as being essentially immobile. Ti is particularly useful for 
comparison, given its low solubility, and its presence in several stable primary 
minerals such as rutile, ilmenite and titanite. When these minerals are decomposed,
Ti readily forms insoluble Ti-oxides and Fe-Ti oxyhydroxides (Nesbitt, 1979; 
Middelburg et al 1988).
The Ti-normalisation analytical approach adopted in this chapter, has been 
adapted from the work of a number of researchers on immobile-element behavior in 
weathering environments. These workers include Goldlich (1938), Kuznetsov et al 
(1968), Nesbitt (1979), Duddy (1980) Nesbitt et al (1980), Cramer and Nesbitt (1983), 
Gascoyne and Cramer (1987), Schorin and Puchelt (1987) Kronberg et al (1987), 
Middelburg et al (1988), Lottermoser (1990), Law et al (1991) and Daux et al (1994).
The percentage increase or decrease of any element X in a sample, relative to a 
fresh parent rock or a chosen benchmark rock {as in this case), can be calculated 
according to the formula defined by Nesbitt (1979). This formula (with slight 
modification to include the words "or benchmark,r) is as follows:-
PERCENTAGE CHANGE = [(X/Ti) sample / (X/Ti) parent or benchmark -1] X 100
In using this formula to study chemical processes affecting the mobility of 
major, minor and trace elements during the weathering of granitic rocks, Middelburg
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et al (1988) also proposed an additional formula for calculating the degree of 
weathering and alteration. This formula is as follows:-
DEGREE — (1 -R sample / R parent or benchmark) 
where the ratio R is calculated according to:
R = (Ca0+Na20=K20) / (A120 3+H20)
This ratio R is a measure for the degree of feldspar breakdown and the 
accumulation of clay minerals. The parameter DEGREE approaches 1 whenever 
minerals such as gibbsite and kaolin prevail and is equal to 0 for unaltered rocks 
(Middelburg et al 1988). As such, this parameter provides a useful estimate of 
chemical weathering intensity for rocks in a variety of geological settings.
The mobility of elements in the surflcial environment is dominated by 
transport in aqueous solutions. An approximate guide to mobility in such solutions is 
given by the ionic potential, which is equal to the ionic charge divided by the ionic 
radius (Rose et al 1991). Figure 5.1 shows the mobility of elements in the surficial 
environment, based on coefficients of aqueous migration, and from practical 
experience in exploration geochemistry (from Figure 2.3 in Rose et al 1991).
Common geochemical associations of elements relevant to this study are as follows 
(from Rose et al 1991):-
K- Rb 
Ca-Sr 
Al-G a 
Zr-Hf 
La-Y
Owing to the fact that the chemical analyses do not include Ta and Ge, the 
associations of Nb-Ta, and Si-Ge could not be determined.
In alkaline igneous rocks the common element associations are:- 
Z/-Ato-Zr-Ti-Nb-Ta-F-P-REE
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In mafic igneous rocks the common element associations are:-
Fe-Mg-Ti-V
In sedimentary rocks the common element associations are:-
Fe-oxides = Fe-As-Co-Ni-Se 
Mn oxides = Mn-As-Ba-Co-Mo-Ni-V-Zn
Table 5.1 lists the whole rock chemical analyses of the volcaniclastic rocks 
examined in this chapter, together with analyses for weathered basalt, granite and the 
fresh alkali olivine basalt. Sample analyses, and lithological descriptions, other than 
Mb-1, Strh-1 and Strh-2 are reported in Barron (1987) and Pecover and Coenraads 
(1989).
Table 5.2 lists the percentage increase or decrease of elements in the red 
hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks + weathered basalts + Tingha 
Granite, relative to Kingsland Ti-normalised AOB (sample Mb-1). Table 5.3 lists the 
percentage increase or decrease of elements in the grey/white Fe-bleached basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks + weathered basalts + Tingha Granite, relative to Kingsland Ti- 
normalised AOB. The minor elements listed in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 are divided into 
two groups, mobile and immobile, on the basis of their likely geochemical behavior 
during alteration and weathering.
5.3 Elemental Comparisons Between Red Hematitic Sesquioxidic
Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks and Ti-Normalised Alkali Olivine Basalt
Percentage change data for the red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks, and the degree-of-weathering-index number for each sample is 
recorded in Table 5.2. For the Kingsland AOB the index is 0, while the index for the 
red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks ranges from a high of 0.9995 
to a very anomalous -0.1046. The Tingha Granite displays a value of 0.6356, which 
shows that the sample is partially weathered. Anomalous negative results were also 
recorded for samples from "Thistlebank" (plot point No 22) and Nullamanna (plot 
point No 27). These anomalous values are considered to be the result of analytical 
error, as these rocks are certainly not less weathered and altered than the Kingsland
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AOB benchmark of zero. Several other "Thistlebank" rocks also gave low values, 
suggesting that they are approaching the benchmark value for the fresh Kingsland 
AOB. However, in general, the weathering index for the red hematitic sesquioxidic 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks approaches 1, as reflected by their highly weathered state 
and their correspondingly high kaolinite and gibbsite contents. Graphs for each 
element, are presented in Figures 5.2 to 5.13. Elemental abundances are discussed in 
terms of the enrichment or depletion relative to the Kingsland AOB benchmark, and 
in terms of graph profile line trends.
5.3.1 Major Element Chemistry
In terms of major element chemistry, Si and A1 show similar profiles, with 
values significantly greater than the benchmark.
The enriched Si values for these rocks is interpreted to be related to their 
quartz content, which may have been derived from the comminution of underlying, or 
near-by, Palaeozoic basement granitic rocks (eg the Emmaville Volcanics underlying 
Kingsland, the Elsmore Granite near ’Braemar”, and the Tingha Granite near 
"Thistlebank,r). Those samples with Si values below the benchmark are interpreted to 
contain more basaltic material and less basement rock types. Thus, the Si content of 
these rocks may be a guide to the degree of basement contamination. This appears to 
be true for the red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks around 
"Braemar", with the Si values being high for the breccia dyke rocks (eg plot point No 
13) and low for the less contaminated massively bedded red hematitic sesquioxidic 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks (e.g. plot points No 10, and 16). High Si values may also 
indicate large amounts of quartz that have remained unaffected by weathering and 
alteration processes, and that have survived transportation and depositional processes. 
Such processes, may in effect, increase the content of resistate minerals such as 
sapphire and zircon in association with quartz, suggesting that high Si contents in 
association with high A1 and Zr contents may be indicative of a higher sapphire 
prospectivity for these rocks (at least where they are associated with near-by 
granites). However, high Si values may also be indicative of a Bowen reaction series 
end stage of magmatic differentiation. If this is true, then a study of the mineralogy
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and chemistry of the quartz component in these rocks would be important in any 
future studies of these rocks, to determine the mode of formation of the quartz.
The A1 values closely follow the Si trends in these red hematitic sesquioxidic 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, suggesting that these two elements are different end 
stages of the same geologic processes. This process is unlikely to be magmatic, as 
high A1 and Si left over in a basaltic magma is likely to be consumed by the formation 
of aluminum silicate minerals such as kyanite, sillimanite or andalusite depending 
upon pressure and temperature conditions. These minerals have not been identified in 
the present study. However, hydrothermal conditions may also be indicated by the 
association of A1 and Si in these rocks (thereby satisfying a Bowen reaction series end 
stage for the Si, and an association with AI). High A1 values may also reflect high 
kaolin and gibbsite contents related to the weathering of feldspars from underlying 
comminuted granite basement rocks, as well as from high degrees of weathering and 
alteration of all intermixed lithologies. The high Al value for the Tingha Granite 
sample, collected near “Thistlebank”, supports this conclusion.
The Fe values are enriched compared to the benchmark, as would be expected 
for these rocks, given their high hematite contents. The very high value for the 
"Cubba" sample {plot point 3) reflects the fact that the rock type sampled, consisted 
mainly of ferricrete. Some samples showed only slight enrichment, compared to the 
Tingha Granite, while the weathered basalts from Kingsland are comparable to some 
of the Kingsland and “Braemar” red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks, suggesting that the Fe contents of many of these red volcaniclastics is not as 
high as their colouration suggests.
Mn values are irregular, with almost half the samples showing depletion with 
respect to the benchmark, and the other half showing enrichment. The highest 
enrichment values for the “Thistlebank” samples are comparable to the Tingha 
Granite.
Mg, Ca and Na values show very similar profiles, with most samples being 
depleted with respect to the benchmark. Notable exceptions are those rocks on plot 
points 22 and 27, which also recorded anomalous negative degree-of-weathering-
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index numbers. K values are also depleted relative to the benchmark, except for the 
probable influence of granite in samples on plot points 25 and 30. Most K values 
show a slight inverse relationship to Mg, Ca and Na values. P values are depleted 
relative to the benchmark except for the ferricrete sample from "Cubba" {plot point 3), 
the red breccia dyke from "Braemar" (plot point 13), and plot point 27, with its 
negative degree-of-weathering-index number. The P values in these rocks may reflect 
small amounts of apatite, despite their generally high degree-of-weathering-index 
numbers.
5.3.2 Minor Element Chemistry 
Minor Mobile Elements
Minor mobile elements examined in this study include Ba, Rb, Sr, Pb, Co, Ni, 
Cu, Zn and As.
Ba values for more than half the samples are depleted compared to the 
benchmark. However, some samples, notably plot points 13, 14, 20, 21 and 25, 
recorded significantly higher enrichment compared to the benchmark. This result may 
be significant for sapphire exploration, given that both the weathered basalt samples 
and the Tingha Granite recorded depleted values compared to the benchmark, 
suggesting that basement contamination, or intermixed basaltic material, is not the 
cause of the higher Ba values in these rocks. However, plot points for samples 20, 21 
and 27 may be anomalous given their very low degree-of-weathering-indexes.
Rb values show some degree of enrichment correlation with K and Cs values, 
but mainly record equivalence with the benchmark. The sample from "Thistlebank" 
on plot point 25 is a notable exception, recording very high values compared to the 
benchmark for both Rb, Cs and K. The distribution of Rb and Cs is closely linked 
with that of K, because K-feldspars are known to contain Rb and Cs in association 
with K (Middelburg et al 1988). Therefore, this result suggests that extreme 
contamination of this sample by probable granitic rocks, containing high contents of 
weathered K-feldspar, and possibly biotite, may have provided the elevated levels of 
Rb, Cs and K in this sample.
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Sr values are generally depleted, but do show some minor profile shape 
correlation with Ca at the "Thistlebank" end of the graph. The exceptions are the 
enriched values for the red breccia dyke rocks from "Braemar" {plot point 13), and the 
anomalous rocks from "Thistlebank" {plot point 20) and Nullamanna {plot point 27). 
The results for 20 and 27 are discounted due to their very low degree-of-weathering- 
indexes.
Cu, Zn and Mn values show very similar trends with respect to the benchmark. 
Given the association of Cu and Zn {as sulphide phases and/or Mn oxide phases) with 
Fe, Mg, Mn, Co and Ni in ferromagnesium minerals, then these trends may reflect the 
intensive weathering of olivine lherzolite {common in basaltic rocks), leading to a 
depletion relative to the benchmark. However, the two weathered basalts do not 
support these conclusions with respect to Co, recording significant enrichment, 
particularly for plot point 29. One possible cause for the very high Co value for 29, 
may be that these weathered basalts were sampled from the floors of opencut sapphire 
mining operations at Kingsland, at the base of palaeochannels. As such, these basalts 
are likely to have been subjected to prolonged water saturation due to high ground 
water flows, which may have facilitated Co migration and accumulation at the base of 
the palaeochannels. Thus, in terms of Fe, Mg, Mn, Co and Ni, those samples such as 
the "Cubba" ferricrete {plotpoint 3) and the "Thistlebank" red volcanidastic {plot 
point 19) may be exhibiting enrichment of these elements due to groundwater 
concentration in the former case, and a higher retained lherzolite component in the 
latter case.
The As values in many of these rocks are extremely enriched with respect to 
the benchmark, with the "Thistlebank" red volcanidastic rock {plot point 19) 
displaying values that suggest supergene enrichment or contamination by arsenic 
minerals {e.g. arsenopyrite) from a granitic source, even though the Tingha Granite 
sample displays an As value equivalent to the benchmark. High As values may also 
reflect an association with, and a concentration in Mn oxides, that may have formed 
during sedimentary processing and weathering, as suggested by Rose et al (1991). 
However, arsenic values for some of the "Braemar" rocks were unfortunately not 
recorded by the analyst, which explains the breaks in the graph for these samples.
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Pb values show extreme enrichment relative to the benchmark, with the red 
breccia dyke rocks from "Braemar" showing super high values. The trend in Pb 
values shows a broad correlation with the values recorded for Zr suggesting a genetic 
link.
Co and Ni values also show similar trends to each other in terms of enrichment 
and depletion relative to sample type. These trends are the inverse of the trends for Zr 
and Al, and point to differences in the relative abundance of olivine, with high olivine 
contents, and its weathered off-spring iddingsite, indicative of high basalt contents, 
while low contents may be indicative of higher sapphire and zircon contents.
However, given the high mobilities of these elements, and contamination of the 
volcaniclastic rocks by a variety of rock types, Co and Ni are unlikely to be 
particularly useful as sapphire exploration pathfinder elements.
Minor Immobile Elements
Minor immobile elements examined in this study include Th, U, Zr, Hf, Nb, Y, 
La, Ce, Sc, V, Cr, Bi, Sn, W, Ga and Cs.
Th values are moderately enriched with respect to the benchmark and are 
comparable to the U values for these rocks; with two notable exceptions from the 
"Thistlebank" suite of red volcaniclastic rocks (i.e. plot points 23 for Th and 18 for 
U). These exceptionally high values tend to flatten the curve for the rest of the 
samples, which may mask valuable element trends for the Kingsland and Elsmore 
rocks. This is particularly true for the red breccia dyke rocks from "Braemar" {plot 
point 13), that show significant Th and U enrichment with respect to the benchmark. 
The greatest enrichment of U is associated with the two weathered basalts from 
Kingsland. These values suggest aqueous migration and concentration of these 
elements, even though Th and U are considered immobile.
Zr and Hf values show very similar enrichment and depletion trends, except 
for the weathered Kingsland basalts, reflecting the close association of these two 
elements with zircon content. Zr and Al values also show very similar enrichment 
trends, except for the weathered basalts and the Tingha Granite. In general, most of
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the red volcaniclastic rocks recorded significant enrichment in Zr. Samples from 
"Braemar" showed the greatest enrichment in Zr suggesting higher zircon contents in 
these rocks. The "Thistlebank" suite showed two distinct Zr populations, with five 
samples recording a depletion in Zr, and four samples recording an enrichment in Zr. 
This trend closely follows the trend for A1 and may suggest an association with 
sapphire. Given the close positive association between the abundance of corundum 
and zircon in many of the volcaniclastic rocks from the New England Gemfields, 
these results point to a division of the "Thistlebank" red volcaniclastic rocks into a 
possible sapphire/zircon-barren group comprising 5 samples corresponding to plot 
points 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22, and a sapphire/zircon-bearing group comprising 3 
samples showing significant enrichment (i.e. plot points 23, 24 and 25), and a fourth 
sample showing slight enrichment (i.e. plot point 17). However, some caution needs 
to be taken in interpreting the results in this way, given that granites commonly 
contain zircon, and the weathering and alteration of granitic feldspars can easily yield 
large amounts of gibbsite and kaolinite, leading to high A1 values. Nevertheless, the 
weathered basalts and the Tingha Granite do display depleted Zr values.
Nb values are generally depleted relative to the benchmark, and show a crude 
correlation with W values, suggesting that a correlation with Ta would probably have 
been evident if this element had been analysed. Y values show a general enrichment, 
with high values peaking for the red breccia dyke rocks at "Braemar". La, Ce and Sc 
values are also generally enriched with respect to the benchmark, and show similar 
enrichment trends for each of the rock types. However, Ce values for the two 
weathered basalts shows an inverse relationship when compared with La and Sc. The 
"Thistlebank" samples (plot points 23 and 25) show two populations for La and Ce. 
Unfortunately, trends for the "Braemar" rocks could not easily be determined owing to 
gaps in available data. The Kingsland rocks show only slight enrichment in La, Ce 
and Sc, with the "Cubba" ferricrete showing a depletion in La, and only very slight 
enrichment in Ce and Sc. In terms of sapphire prospectivity, La and Ce may be useful 
geochemical indicators.
V values are enriched for all the red volcaniclastic rocks examined, with the 
highest values recorded for the "Braemar" and Elsmore rocks. The weathered basalts 
recorded the highest enrichment, which may be due to aqueous migration and
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concentration associated with groundwater flow. The two populations for the 
"Thistlebank" rocks are also reflected in the V results. Cr values are also generally 
enriched for these rocks, with the Cr profile showing a trend similar to the Ni profile, 
suggesting the presence or absence of olivine and associated Cr-spinel, and a lower 
proportion of basalt in those rocks showing low values (eg plot points 23, 24 and 25 
of the "Thistlebank" population).
Bi values show virtually no enrichment or depletion except for one sample 
from Elsmore (i.e. plot point 6) and an anomalously high value for one of the 
"Thistlebank" rocks (i.e. plot point 24). The "Thistlebank" value corresponds to an 
enrichment trend for Sn, W, and Ga, and strongly suggests a granite source rock for 
these values. W is depleted in all the red volcaniclastic rocks relative to the 
benchmark. Ga shows a very similar enrichment and depletion trend to A1 and Zr 
suggesting a genetic link. As such, Ga may be a useful pathfinder element for 
sapphire exploration purposes. However, given that in most rocks, Ga normally 
closely follows A1 trends, with slight increases occurring in late-formed A1 minerals in 
weathered rocks (Krauskopf 1967), some caution may need to be observed in using 
this element for sapphire source rock evaluation. Cs values show depletion for all 
samples except plot point 25, which shows extreme enrichment in keeping with the 
other element enrichments displayed by this rock. Given the enrichment of Cs in the 
Tingha Granite, then it is probable that the enrichment displayed by sample 25, results 
from contamination by granitic rocks.
5.4 Elemental Comparisons Between Fe-Bleached Grey/White Basaltic 
Volcaniclastic Rocks and Ti-Normalised Alkali Olivine Basalt
Percentage change data compared to Ti-normalised AOB for grey/white Fe- 
bleached basaltic volcaniclastic rocks are presented in Table 5.3. The degree-of- 
weathering-index number for each sample is also recorded in this table. For the 
Kingsland AOB the index is 0, while the index for the grey/white Fe-bleached basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks ranges from a high of 0.9990 to a low of 0.7265. The weathering 
index for all these rocks approaches 1, as reflected by their highly weathered state and 
their correspondingly high kaolinite and gibbsite contents. The data set for the 
grey/white rocks is confined to samples taken from the sapphire deposits in the
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Kingsland Sapphire Field, and from the Braemar Sapphire Deposit. Samples from the 
Western Feeder palaeodrainage of Kings Plains Creek include the properties of 
"Warrandah" and "Strathdarr", while samples taken from the Eastern Feeder 
palaeodrainage of Kings Plains Creek are from the property of "Cubba". Graphs for 
each element, are presented in Figures 5.14 to 5.25. Elemental abundances are 
discussed in terms of the enrichment or depletion relative to the Kingsland AOB 
benchmark, and in terms of graph profile line trends.
5.4.1 Major Element Chemistry
Most of the off-white and grey Fe-bleached basaltic volcaniclastic rocks 
studied, have Si values below the benchmark. However, some of the volcaniclastic 
gravels from "Cubba" {located on the lower reaches o f the Eastern Feeder valley of 
Kings Plains Creek-i.e. plot points 14, 15, 16 and 17) show significantly higher Si 
values compared to the benchmark. Similar looking rocks from "Strathdarr" and 
"Warrandah" {located along the upper reaches o f the Western Feeder valley o f Kings 
Plains Creek - i.e. plot points 4 and 9) do not show Si values above the benchmark. 
The differences in the Si values noted above may be due to the fact that the Eastern 
Feeder valley of Kings Plains Creek contains extensive outcrops of granitic 
Emmaville Volcanics rocks, which contain large amounts quartz. In contrast, the 
Western Feeder valley of Kings Plains Creek, which hosts the "Strathdarr" and 
"Warrandah" sapphire deposits, is walled and floored exclusively by basaltic rocks. 
Differences are also apparent between coarse and fine-grained volcaniclastic 
sediments from both the Eastern and Western Feeder deposits on Kings Plains Creek, 
with some of the finer-grained laminated grey clays showing very low quartz contents 
{eg plot points 1, 2, 3, 6, and 10), suggesting more efficient sedimentary processing. 
Volcaniclastic gravels containing large amounts of relatively fresh basalt {e.g. plot 
point 5) display Si values equivalent to the benchmark.
For the Elsmore rocks, Si values are enriched for plot point samples 26, 27 and 
28, which correspond to the crystal/lithic, quartz/sapphire/zircon-rich basal layer of 
the off-white coarse-grained Fe-bleached basaltic volcaniclastic rocks found in the 
Braemar Sapphire Deposit {i.e. lithotype-2 (Lt2)), and at "Carinda". However, other 
samples of this lithofacies, notably plot points 23 and 25 from the Braemar opencut
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showed benchmark equivalent or depleted Si values reflecting sampling from the 
upper crystal-poor portion of this lithofacies (i.e. lithotype-3 (Lt3)). Plot points 22 and 
24 also show depleted Si values. These rocks correspond to the grey fine-grained 
laminated tuffaceous rock in the “Braemar” opencut pit, that shows little crystal/lithic 
enrichment, compared to the underlying off-white and tan-orange-coloured, coarse­
grained basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, described in Chapter 3.
Si and A1 values show very similar trends, with high A1 values probably 
reflecting gibbsite and kaolin contents. However, the enrichments shown by the 
"Cubba" and the "Carinda" samples may also reflect high sapphire contents in these 
sediments.
Fe values show significant enrichment for most of the Kingsland samples, with 
the exception of plot points 3, 6 and 7. Ironstone nodules are common in sapphire­
bearing gravel deposits in the New England Gemfields (Pecover 1992). This may 
explain the elevated Fe values in these samples. Conversely, samples of fine-grained 
sediments from Kingsland, display low Fe contents (such as for plot points 6 and 7), 
suggesting that sedimentary processing and weathering of these rocks, has resulted in 
a reduction of iron oxide content.
In contrast to the Kingsland samples, volcaniclastic rocks from the Elsmore 
area showed a general depletion in Fe content, in keeping with the bleached nature of 
these rocks. The only exception is a grey tuffaceous clay from "Ka Malyn", which 
showed unusually high Fe enrichment. The weathered basalts and the Tingha Granite 
also showed elevated Fe levels compared to the benchmark.
Mn showed a range of depletion and enrichment values, with the basalt clast- 
dominated sediments from Kingsland recording the highest level {plotpoint 5). Mn 
values in the Kingsland rocks are variable, suggesting differing degrees of leaching. 
Mn values for the Elsmore rocks are generally depleted, except for the "Ka Malyn" 
sample {plot point 29) which shows enrichment. Mn values for the weathered basalt 
from Kingsland are depleted, while the Tingha Granite displays enrichment of this 
element.
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Mg and Ca values are depleted for all the grey/white Fe-bleached basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks sampled, reflecting the high universal mobility of these elements 
in the weathering environment. The profiles for Mn, Mg and Ca show very similar 
sample trends.
Na, K and P are all depleted, except for the Tingha Granite, and the P value for 
the "Carinda" sample, supporting the genetic interpretation that the grey/white Fe- 
bleached basaltic volcaniclastic rocks are more weathered than the red hematitic 
sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks.
5.4.2 Minor Element Chemistry
Minor Mobile Elements
Minor mobile elements examined in this study include Ba, Rb, Sr, Pb, Co, Ni, 
Cu, Zn and As.
Ba, Rb and Sr values are all mainly depleted. However, enriched Ba values 
for the "Cubba" rocks, and the "Carinda" sample may be significant for sapphire 
exploration, given that these rocks host economic concentrations of sapphire, and 
have been extensively weathered through groundwater movement within 
palaeochannel environments. Thus, high Ba contents may be indicative of 
palaeochannel environments, and therefore, may be a useful indicator element of 
channel facies rocks, in palaeovalley environments (eg in areas o f inverted 
topography, where basaltic lava has preserved deep lead channel deposits). The Rb 
values are also high for the "Cubba" rocks, as well as for the weathered basalts and the 
Tingha Granite. Sr is depleted in all samples except for the "Carinda" sample, and 
shows a sample profile similar to Ba, suggesting a genetic link between these two 
elements.
Pb values are close to the benchmark, except for one of the "Cubba" samples 
(plot point 6), which displays extreme enrichment. Two of the Elsmore rocks also 
show significant Pb enrichment. The Pb sample graph line profile is very similar to 
the Th profile and the Zr profile, suggesting a genetic link, possibly through an
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association with elevated levels of zircon. However, given the aqueous mobility of 
Pb, this enrichment may also be due to concentration from groundwaters within 
palaeochannel facies rocks.
Co values are generally depleted, except for minor enrichment for some of the 
"Cubba" samples, and significant enrichment for the weathered basalt underlying the 
"Cubba" grey/white volcaniclastic rocks. This pattern suggests Co enrichment 
associated with groundwater movement and prolonged saturation within the "Cubba" 
palaeochannel environment. Therefore, like Ba and Pb, high concentrations of Co 
may be useful in the identification of palaeochannel facies rocks.
Ni, Cu and Zn are mainly depleted, but show similar graph line profiles, with 
Ni and Cu showing the closest pattern of depletion and enrichment across all samples. 
The graph line profile pattern of Ni and Cu enrichment and depletion is probably 
related to the amount of basalt, and therefore the amount of weathered olivine, in 
these rocks, with high basalt contents indicative of higher Ni and Cu contents and vice 
versa. Enrichment of Zn in some of the "Cubba" rocks may be indicative of 
concentration by groundwater flow. Therefore, like Ba, Pb and Co, high 
concentrations of Zn may be useful in the identification of palaeochannel facies rocks.
As values are generally depleted, except for three notable exceptions, 
including a sample from "Cubba" {plot point 14), "Carinda" {plot point 26) and "Ka 
Malyn" {plotpoint 29). The "Cubba" and "Ka Malyn" rocks show a strong positive 
correlation between As and Mn, suggesting that As content may also be a useful 
indicator of channel facies rocks.
Minor Immobile Elements
Minor immobile elements examined in this study include Th, U, Zr, Hf, Nb, Y, 
La, Ce, Sc, V, Cr, Bi, Sn, W, Ga and Cs.
Th values are close to the benchmark for most of the grey/white volcaniclastic 
rocks. Notable exceptions are "Cubba", "Carinda" and "Ka Malyn" rocks. Moderate 
enrichment of the Tingha Granite is also evident. Some of the "Cubba" rocks show
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extreme enrichment in Th, with a graph line profile pattern very similar to the plot for 
Zr. These results may reflect high zircon contents in these rocks. U values show a 
similar but muted trend to the Th trend, with extreme enrichment for the weathered 
basalts suggesting precipitation from prolonged groundwater flows, or a high zircon 
content in these basalts. Assuming that the U enrichment of the weathered basalts is 
due to precipitation from groundwaters, {similar to uranium roll-front-type 
depositional environments), then this would suggest, in terms of the present study, 
that this element is not immobile. Enriched Zr values show a good correlation at 
Kingsland with sapphire-bearing rocks for both the "Cubba" samples and the 
"Strathdarr" samples, supporting the contention that Zr content may be useful for 
evaluating the sapphire prospectivity of weathered basaltic volcaniclastic rocks.
Hf is mainly depleted but shows depletion and enrichment trends very similar 
to Zr, indicating that these two elements are associated with zircon. Nb is depleted for 
all samples, but shows the highest values for "Cubba" samples. Y values are also 
depleted for most samples with the notable exceptions being the "Cubba" rocks and 
the "Carinda" and "Ka Malyn" rocks, indicating that Y may be a valuable pathfinder 
element for sapphire exploration.
La and Ce are mainly depleted or close to the benchmark, with the same 
enrichment trends for the "Cubba" rocks and the Elsmore off-white coarse-grained 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks being evident. Both La and Ce may therefore be useful 
pathfinder elements for sapphire exploration.
Sc, V and Cr values are all enriched relative to the benchmark, with only Sc 
showing a minor correlation with some of the sapphire-bearing rocks at "Cubba" and 
"Ka Malyn". Sc is considered in this study to be unsuitable as a pathfinder element 
for sapphire exploration, because high contents of weathered basalt appear to correlate 
with high Sc values, making it difficult to distinguish sapphire-bearing from sapphire- 
barren rocks. V values show a crude correlation with the coarser-grained sapphire­
bearing rocks from both Kingsland and Elsmore. Thus V may be a useful pathfinder 
element for these types of rocks. Cr values show an inverse relationship to other 
elements in respect of a correlation between sapphire rich and sapphire poor rocks, 
recording negative values for the "Cubba" rocks {plot points 14-18), but some positive
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values for "Strathdarr'V'Warrandah" sediments, and the Elsmore rocks. These results 
may reflect greater amounts of unweathered mafic minerals in, the Elsmore rocks and 
some of the Kingsland rocks, and lower amounts in some of the more weathered 
"Cubba" rocks.
Bi shows both depletion and enrichment, with enrichment corresponding to 
some of the "Cubba" rocks and the Elsmore off-white coarse-grained basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks. However, the high values for the weathered basalts would make 
this element unsuitable as a pathfinder element, because high contents of weathered 
basalt may generate high Bi values, making it difficult to distinguish sapphire-bearing 
from sapphire-barren rocks.
Sn and W are largely depleted with respect to the benchmark, with enrichment 
of Sn corresponding to some of the "Cubba" rocks, and the Carinda off-white coarse­
grained basaltic volcaniclastic rocks. These results are broadly similar to the Si trends 
and suggest an association with granite basement rocks.
Ga values are mainly depleted with respect to the benchmark, with the notable 
exceptions being some of the sapphire-bearing "Cubba" rocks, and Carinda off-white 
coarse-grained basaltic volcaniclastic rocks and "Ka Malyn" grey fine-grained 
laminated basaltic volcaniclastic rocks from Elsmore. Ga is depleted for both the 
weathered basalts and the Tingha Granite. This suggests that Ga may be a useful 
pathfinder element for sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic rocks; the close elemental 
association with A1 not withstanding (Krauskopf 1967).
Cs values are all depleted, except for one sample from "Cubba", and the 
Tingha Granite. This suggests that Cs concentration may be associated with the 
contamination of basaltic volcaniclastic rocks by granite. Therefore, this element may 
not be a good sapphire pathfinder element if the granite content of prospective 
volcaniclastic rocks is high.
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5.5 Incompatible Element Ratio Analysis
In order to examine geochemical features, that may be indicative of the genesis 
of both the red hematitic sesquioxidic and the Fe-bleached grey/white volcaniclastic 
rocks, and their potential to host sapphire and zircon, a number of incompatible 
element ratio and tectonomagmatic discrimination plots were constructed. The data 
set was subdivided into each of the main sampling areas (i.e. Kings land, Elsmore, and 
Tingha/Thistlebank), and into those rocks that are known to carry sapphire and zircon 
from Kingsland and Elsmore. The results were also compared to element ratio trends 
for basalt - rhyolite transitional suites from selected areas affected by continental rift- 
zone magmatism. This was done to determine if there are any chemical features that 
may provide clues as to the petrogenesis and parentage of sapphire-bearing basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks occurring in the New England Gemfields.
Figure 5.26 shows a ternary plot of Zr : Ti/100 : Y*3 based on the basaltic 
rocks tectonomagmatic discrimination diagram of Pearce and Cann (1973). This plot 
shows that most of the basaltic volcaniclastic rocks fall outside of the main 
tectonomagmatic fields, but are generally clustered close to or in the "within plate" 
basalt field. The most interesting aspect of the plot for the grey/white volcaniclastic 
rocks, is the clustering of known sapphire/zircon-bearing rocks towards the Zr comer 
of the diagram. While this is to be expected, given the high zircon counts for these 
rocks, a comparison with the red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks 
shows that a number of these rocks are also clustered tov/ards the Zr comer of the 
diagram. This is a significant comparison, given that most of the red hematitic 
sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks sampled for geochemical evaluation, were 
not tested for their sapphire and zircon contents. Thus, those Elsmore, and 
Thistlebank, red hematitic sesquioxidic rocks that are clustered towards the Zr comer 
of the diagram may be worthwhile targets for sapphire exploration bulk sampling.
Barron (1987) and Oakes et al (1996) advocated a bimodal distribution of 
incompatible and immobile element ratios for red hematitic sesquioxidic and the 
grey/white Fe-bleached basaltic volcaniclastic rocks collected from the New England 
Gemfields, and several other basaltic provinces in eastern Australia. These workers 
also defined a bimodal distribution for these rocks based on the ratio of Si02 :
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Ti02/Al20 3, and suggested that this bimodality reflected the mixing of basaltic and 
rhyolitic magmas, implying a felsic environment for sapphire formation, and a basaltic 
magma delivery system. To test this assumption for the volcaniclastic rocks examined 
in this thesis, the following element ratio plots were constructed:-
(a) Si02 / Ti02/Al20 3 (Figure 5.27)
(b) Zr/Nb / Ti02/Al20 3 (Figure 5.28)
(c) Nb / Zr (Figure 5.29)
(d) Zr / Ce (Figure 5.30)
(e) Hf / La (Figure 5.31)
(f) La / Ce (Figure 5.32)
(g) Y/Nb / Zr/Nb (Figure 5.33)
Figure 5.27 shows that both the red hematitic sesquioxidic and the grey/white 
volcaniclastic rock types display a well defined bimodality in respect of their Si02 : 
Ti02/Al20 3 ratios. For the red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, 
the bimodality closely follows the sample location trends, with most of the Elsmore 
rocks and some of the Thistlebank rocks following a trend to increasing Si02 content, 
which is herein interpreted to reflect contamination from nearby granites. The second 
trend shows an increasing A120 3 content. Given that this second trend also includes 
data points for the weathered basalts sampled, then this trend is interpreted to reflect a 
higher basalt component in these rocks. The grey/white Fe-bleached basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks show similar bimodal trends to the red hematitic sesquioxidic 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, with most of the known sapphire/zircon-bearing samples 
being associated with an increasing Si02 content, which is also interpreted to reflect 
contamination from nearby granitic rocks. Thus, the bimodality reflected in these 
graphs does not necessarily indicate a felsic/basalt magma mixing model for the 
genesis of their contained sapphire and zircon, as proposed by Barron (1987) and 
Oakes et al (1996), but rather, may simply reflect contamination by granitic rocks, that 
were incorporated during the early stages of explosive basaltic volcanism, and/or 
during sedimentary processing in palaeochannel environments.
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Figure 5.28 displays a very similar bimodal pattern of data point distribution 
to that shown in Figure 5.27. Therefore, the same interpretation as for Figure 5.27 
applies to Figure 5.28, with the sapphire/zircon-bearing rocks showing an increasing 
enrichment trend in Zr/Nb.
Figure 5.29 shows slight bimodality for both types of volcaniclastic rocks. 
This figure also shows that the two volcaniclastic rock types can be discriminated 
from each other on the basis of their Nb : Zr ratios, and that sapphire prospective 
rocks may show a slight trend towards higher Nb values, compared to less prospective 
volcaniclastic rocks. This may be significant, given that many of the Kingsland rocks 
showing this trend are from laminated sandy clays that have been described as 
overlying sapphire-bearing pebbly gravels at depth in the Kingsland Sapphire Field 
(Pecover 1993a, 1996 and 2001). The slight bimodality displayed for the red 
volcaniclastic rock types does not show the basalt to trachyte trend, displayed by Nb / 
Zr plots for the southern Gregory (Kenya) rift alkali basalt-trachyte suite of Baker et 
al (1977), or the basanite to phonolite trend, displayed by Nb / Zr plots for the Mt 
Kenya basanite-phonolite suite of Price et al (1985). However the grey/white Fe- 
bleached basaltic volcaniclastic rocks do show these trends, which is interpreted to 
reflect a greater degree of epiclastic processing, coupled with greater contamination 
by silicic Palaeozoic basement rocks .
Figure 5.30 shows a slight Zr/Ce trend from basalt to alkali rhyolite for the 
red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks when compared to the basalt - 
rhyolite suite of rocks from the Boina centre in Ethiopia (Berberi et al 1975). This 
Zr/Ce trend is more apparent for the grey/white Fe-bleached basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks, which is interpreted to reflect a greater degree of epiclastic processing, coupled 
with greater contamination by silicic Palaeozoic basement rocks.
Figure 5.31 shows no Hf/La discernible trends from basalt to alkali rhyolite 
for both types of volcaniclastic rocks, compared to the basalt-alkali rhyolite suite of 
rocks from the Boina centre in Ethiopia (Berberi et al 1975).
Figures 5.32 and 5.33 show similar trends for both volcaniclastic rock types, 
suggesting possible magma mixing between a primitive basalt source and an enriched 
source. The La : Ce ratios for the known sapphire/zircon-bearing volcaniclastic rocks
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are clustered at the low end for both elements in Figure 5.32, suggesting a high alkali 
basalt component for these rocks. The Y/Nb : Zr/Nb ratios for the known 
sapphire/zircon-bearing volcaniclastic rocks in Figure 5.33 show a well developed 
enrichment trend, which may be a useful guide to assessing the sapphire prospectivity 
of red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, given that some of these 
rocks show a similar trend.
Evidence of magma mixing in these rocks is weak, with element ratio trends 
probably reflecting contamination by basement granitic rocks. In terms of the element 
ratio analyses described above, Zr/Nb : TÍO2 /AI2 O3 and Y/Nb : Zr/Nb ratios appear to 
provide the most useful exploration parameters to evaluate the sapphire prospectivity 
of basaltic volcaniclastic rocks (particularly the red hematitic sesquioxidic rocks) in 
Cainozoic intraplate basaltic provinces.
5.6 Comparisons Between Laterites and Red Hematitic Sesquioxidic 
and Fe-Bleached Grey/White Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks
The red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks from the New 
England Gemfields, examined in this thesis, show many lithological and 
mineralogical characteristics that are similar to laterites and bauxites. In particular, 
the high iron oxide, kaolinite and gibbsite contents in these rocks, and their intimate 
association with latersols and red earth soils (krasnozems), across parts of the Central 
Volcanic Province, has lead a number of workers to classify the red hematitic 
sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks as laterites and bauxites (Corbett 1968; 
Connah and Hubble 1960; Ollier and Schmidt 1988). Furthermore, many workers 
have ascribed a laterite or bauxite classification to these and similar rocks, in 
Cainozoic basaltic volcanic terrains in other parts of eastern Australia and in SE Asia 
(Bardossy and Aleva 1990). However, evidence from field exposures, hand 
specimens and thin sections, analysed during the candidature for this thesis, clearly 
shows that these rocks are fragmental in nature, and were not formed by processes 
typically ascribed to the formation of laterites and bauxites, as described by Bardossy 
and Aleva (1990).
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Figure 5.34 shows Fe-Si-Al+Ti ternary diagrams for both the red hematitic 
sesquioxidic and bleached grey/white volcaniclastic rocks compared to latentes and 
bauxites mined from a variety of Australian deposits (laterite/bauxite major element 
source data from Bardossy and Aleva (1990)). These plots clearly show that the 
Australian latentes and bauxites are clustered towards the Al+Ti comer, and contain 
far less silica than the New England volcaniclastic rocks. Both the red and the 
grey/white volcaniclastic rocks studied, show very similar Fe-Si-Al+Ti chemical 
relationships, indicating that they are essentially the same rock type in terms of major 
element chemistry and iron content, despite the apparent bleaching and removal of 
iron oxides from the grey/white volcaniclastic rocks. Both types of volcaniclastic 
rocks also overlap weathered basalts, indicating their high basalt content.
The above comparison with latentes and bauxites, that are known to have 
developed as part of bauxitic weathering profiles over Al-rich rocks, supports the 
interpretation that the high gibbsite and kaolin contents in the basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks of the New England Gemfields, are the result of more complex alteration, 
weathering and depositional processes, than those that are responsible for the 
formation of these minerals in the latentes and bauxites described in the literature. 
Therefore, many of the lateritic and bauxitic deposits described from Cainozoic 
basaltic volcanic tenains in eastern Australia and elsewhere around the world, may 
need to be re-evaluated in terms of their formational history and genesis.
5.7 Inferred Genetic Characteristics of the Basaltic 
Volcaniclastic Rocks Examined in this Chapter
The geochemical analysis and interpretation of the basaltic volcaniclastic rocks 
examined in this chapter, compared to fresh alkali olivine basalt, has revealed the 
following genetic characteristics for these rocks
1. All the basaltic volcaniclastic rocks examined are highly weathered with 
respect to the chosen benchmark of alkali olivine basalt, and display 
weathering indices approaching 1, which is indicative of high kaolinite and 
gibbsite contents.
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2. Mobile and immobile elements also show depletion and enrichment patterns 
consistent with high degrees of weathering of the basaltic volcaniclastic rocks.
3. High A1 values mainly reflect high kaolinite and gibbsite contents in these 
rocks, but may also reflect high contents of sand and silt-sized corundum 
particles that commonly make-up the fine-grained fraction of these rocks, in 
mined volcaniclastic deposits in the New England Gemfields.
4. High Si levels appear to mainly reflect high quartz content, and are therefore 
likely to be the result of the inclusion of nearby or underlying granitic 
basement country rocks, into the volcaniclastic rocks during eruption, or by 
later epiclastic processes. However, high Si values related to the mixing of 
mafic and silica-rich magmas may be a possibility, although the extreme 
weathering and alteration of these rocks makes this possibility very difficult to 
prove.
5. High Fe values reflect high iron oxide contents in both the red hematitic 
sesquioxidic and grey/white basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, despite the Fe- 
bleaching evident in the grey/white rocks.
6. High Ba, Pb, Co, Zn and As, in association with high Mn oxides, may indicate 
the presence of channel facies rocks, particularly in locations where 
palaeochanne! structures are not easily discernible.
7. The enrichment of Zr, Hf, Th, and U, in those basaltic volcaniclastic rocks 
known to contain sapphire, is consistent with them also containing zircon.
8. Sapphire/zircon-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic rocks display enrichment trends 
in Zr/Nb and Y/Nb, suggesting possible magma mixing between basaltic 
rocks, and rocks that are more enriched in incompatible elements.
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9. Incompatible element ratio analysis shows that the volcaniclastic rocks have 
been derived mainly from basaltic composition rocks, and does not support the 
contention of some workers, that these rocks have been derived from the 
mixing of basaltic and felsic magma types.
10. Compared to the basaltic volcaniclastic rocks from the New England 
Gemfields, laterite and bauxite deposits mined in Australia, display chemical 
compositions that are higher in A1 and Ti and lower in Si. This suggests that 
the basaltic volcaniclastic rocks in the New England Gemfields, have not been 
formed by the same depositional and weathering processes that have produced 
the latérites and bauxites mined in Australia.
5.7.1 Additional Genetic Considerations
Current thinking on the genesis of sapphire-bearing parental rocks, that have 
been sampled by alkali basalts, and then delivered to the earth's surface in Cainozoic 
intraplate basaltic provinces, is that these parental rocks are the result of rather exotic 
crystallisation processes, which involve a range of minor and incompatible elements. 
One model proposes a hybridisation between carbonatite and silicic magmas at mid- 
crustal depths (Guo 1993a; Guo et al 1996), while another model proposes direct 
crystallisation from felsic melts generated by low-volume melting of amphibole-rich 
mantle at the initial stages of basalt magma generation (Sutherland et al 1998). A 
third model, proposes that gibbsite-rich sediment, which accumulate on the ocean 
floor from the weathering and erosion of continental lateritic and bauxitic materials, is 
subducted to depth and provide hyper-aluminous conditions necessary for the 
crystallisation of corundum (Levinson and Cook 1994).
From a genetic and exploration standpoint, the only truly definitive mineral 
association with sapphire in Cainozoic intraplate basaltic provinces is zircon. 
Therefore, any corundum crystallisation genetic model, on which to base geochemical 
exploration for sapphire, should include those melts or metasomatic environments that 
contain large amounts of Zr+4, and those immobile and incompatible elements that are 
likely to accompany zircon crystallisation (eg H f 4, Y+3, U*4, Th+4, La+3, La+3, Pb+4, 
Nb+5, & Ta+5). All the genetic models described above, appear to fit this criteria,
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with no one model appearing more definitive than the other, in terms of their value to 
the exploration of surficial sapphire deposits.
5.8 Useful Pathfinder Elements For Sapphire Exploration
Assuming that most of the sapphire and zircon delivered to the earth's surface 
was contained in those pyroclastic rocks that were erupted in the early stages of vent 
specific volcanic activity (Pecover 1992, 1993a&b, 1996 and 2001) then geochemical 
signatures reflecting the mineralogies of both sapphire/zircon parental rocks and 
comminuted pre-Tertiary basement rocks should provide useful indicators to assess 
sapphire prospectivity.
Geochemical evaluation of sapphire-prospective basaltic volcaniclastic rocks 
may be useful as an adjunct to large-scale reconnaissance exploration, especially 
where field access to private property is limited by landholder demands for 
compensation prior to entry. However, any geochemical sampling would need to be 
undertaken with a high level of stratigraphic and deposit control, and be accompanied 
by other methods of lithologic evaluation, including petrology and deposit setting 
studies. Nevertheless, this study has found that useful pathfinder elements for initial 
reconnaissance sapphire exploration work should include Si, Al, Ba, Sr, Pb, Zr, Hf, Y, 
La, Ce, V, and Ga.
In terms of major element chemistry, this study has also found that elevated 
levels of Si and Al, relative to fresh AOB may be useful as pathfinder elements. This 
is because, high levels of Si and Al may be indicative of large amounts of 
comminuted granitic country rocks included in pyroclastic deposits as part of very 
early explosive phase eruptive processes {provided that granitic rocks make-up a 
significant proportion o f intruded basement rocks). However, high levels of Si and Al 
together may also indicate that hydrothermal processes played an important part in the 
formation of the basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, as opposed to a Bowen reaction series 
end member phase of weathering, given that in bauxitisation processes, Si is typically 
leached from the system, while Al is retained. Super high Al values may also indicate 
the presence of corundum, particularly as a very large proportion of corundum in 
mined volcaniclastic deposits, typically occurs in the -1.00 mm fraction of these rocks
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(Pecover 2001). However, given the high gibbsite and kaolinite contents of these 
rocks, the use of A1 as a pathfinder element for sapphire exploration would need to be 
used with extreme caution.
In terms of mobile minor elements, Ba, Sr and Pb may be useful as indicators 
of original sapphire-bearing parental rock geochemistry, if the carbonatite\granite 
model of sapphire genesis proposed by Guo (1993a) is correct. However, the levels of 
these elements would need to be very high indeed. Given their high mobilities, it 
would be very difficult to establish with certainty the source and degree of 
concentration of these elements for rocks that are as highly altered and weathered as 
the sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic rocks of the New England Gemfields.
Furthermore, sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic rocks would need to contain large 
amounts of juvenile barite and strontianite to qualify as possibly having carbonatite 
affinities. These minerals have not been identified in this study. Ba and Sr are also 
known to substitute for K in K-feldspar, and may therefore reflect contamination by 
local granites.
The minor mobile elements of Ba, Pb, Co, Zn (as cations) and As (as an 
oxyanion), in association with high Mn oxides, may be useful indicators of 
palaeochannel sediments where the concentration of these elements is high compared 
to fresh alkali olivine basalt. It is clear from the work carried out for this thesis, that 
palaeochannel facies rocks located within intra-volcanic settings, represent some of 
the most prospective exploration targets in the New England Gemfields. However, 
exposures of these rocks along the sides of hills, or beneath basalt-capped inverted 
topography, is typically poor, making the recognition of their lithologies, stratigraphy, 
and their relationships to sapphire-prospective palaeochannel structures, difficult to 
determine. Therefore, elevated levels of Ba, Pb, Co, Zn and As, in association with 
high Mn oxides, may provide a geochemical criteria for the identification of these 
types of exposures, as channel facies rocks.
In terms of immobile minor elements, Zr, Hf, Y, La, Ce, V, and Ga may be 
useful. Zr and Hf are the most useful of all the elements examined, because of their 
association with zircon. High Zr values are likely to indicate high zircon contents, 
which in the volcaniclastic rocks studied, is a ubiquitous associate of sapphire. Y is
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known to readily concentrate in garnet, amphibole, sphene and apatite. This may be 
important for sapphire exploration if the crystallisation of small felsic melts derived 
from the incipient melting of amphibole-enriched mantle model, of sapphire and 
zircon genesis, proposed by Sutherland and Fanning (2001) and Sutherland et al 
(1998) is correct. However, sphene and apatite are also important components of 
carbonatites. Either way Y, in association with Zr, Hf, La and Ce may be important 
pathfinder elements, given that sapphire and zircon may have crystallised from liquids 
of evolved compositions that also contained apatite and sphene, which are known to 
strongly fractionate rare earth elements (Le Marchand et al 1987). V may be useful, 
given that V and Ti show parallel behavior in igneous melting and crystallisation 
processes, and are useful pointers to the fractionation of Fe-Ti oxides (Rose et al 
1991). Given that ilmenite is commonly associated with sapphire in Tertiary basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks, the inclusion of V as a pathfinder element may be warranted. 
However, some caution may need to be observed using this element, as much of the 
ilmenite associated with the sapphire may be from a variety of alkali basaltic source 
rocks that contain no sapphire. Ga may be useful, but its parallel chemical behavior 
with Al, may not allow sufficient differentiation of prospectivity for rocks that contain 
large amounts of gibbsite, such as is the case for the sapphire-bearing basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks of the New England Gemfields.
5.9 Conclusions
The characterisation of mobile and immobile element behavior in these rocks, 
compared to fresh alkali olivine basalt, has shown the following:-
1. The basaltic volcaniclastic rocks are extremely kaolinite and gibbsite-altered.
2. High Al values mainly reflect high kaolinite and gibbsite contents in these 
rocks, although significant amounts of fine-grained corundum may also be 
reflected in this result, for some rocks.
3. High Si values mainly reflect high quartz contents, derived from comminution 
of basement rocks, rather than from the effects of weathering.
4. High A1 and Si values together, may be more indicative of volcanic-related 
hydrothermal conditions, than weathering conditions, in the formation of these 
rocks.
5. High Fe values in bleached and un-bleached basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, may 
indicate that these rocks have not been formed primarily by weathering 
processes, but rather, by hydrothermal processes, with weathering mainly 
causing an iron oxide phase (and colour) change from hematite to goethite.
6. High Ba, Pb, Co, Zn and As values, in association with Mn oxides may be a 
more reliable indicator of the extent of weathering than A1 and Si values.
7. High Zr, Hf, Th and U values, together with enrichment trends in Zr/Nb and 
Y/Nb, may indicate that zircon-rich melts were important in the formation of 
the sapphire contained within the volcaniclastic deposits of the New England 
Gemfields.
Finally, the use of the Ti-normalisation method, has been shown to be valuable 
for determining immobile-element behavior in such highly clay-altered volcanic 
rocks. Furthermore, it also provides a basis on which to undertake geochemical 
evaluation of the sapphire prospectivity of basaltic volcaniclastic rocks. However, for 
the results of a geochemical study of the sapphire prospectivity of basaltic 
volcaniclastic rocks to be meaningful, future sampling needs to be undertaken with a 
high level of stratigraphic and lithological control, with the results being assessed in 
terms of deposit settings and architectures. Finally, for the results to be of value, any 
geochemical study also needs to be carried out in conjunction with direct sapphire 
grade determination from drilling and bulk sampling.
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TABLE 5.2
Percentage Increase or Decrease of Elements in Red Hematitic Sesquioxidic Tertiary Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalt + Tingha
Granite, Relative to Ti-Normalised Kingsland Alkali CHivine Basalt
B A SE L IN E  D A TA B A S E L IN E  D A TA B A S E L IN E  D A TA P L O T  P O IN T  N o 1 PL O T  PO IN T N o 2 PLO T PO IN T  N o 3
ROCK T Y P E AOB ROCK TY PE Red/Brown Tvlc, eg, MB B row n T vlc ,eg , M B F erricrete Band
SA M PLE N o M b-1** SA M PLE No KP1* 5D O W N F* KP8ab*
PR O PER TY M ubburra PROPERTY M anaroo D ow nfield Cubba
LO CA LITY K ingsland LOCALITY B ase-M t Buckley, Kingslanc B ase-M t B uckley, K ingslan d K ingsland
G R ID  R EFER E N C E 5071 1070 GRID REFERENCE 5480 1126 5600 1200 5140 1550
1:25,000 M ap Sheet Area Sapphire 1:25,000 M ap Sapphire G len Innes Sapphire
B A SE LIN E  R O C K K ingsland AOB B A SELIN E ROCK K ingsland AOB K ingsland A O B K ingsland AOB
- - % Change % C hange % C hange
A N A L Y SIS ANALYSIS ELEM EN T Analysis A nalysis Analysis
S i0 2 46.3 Si 48.95 -79.37 -56.8
T i0 2 2.71 Ti 0 0 0
A 1203 15.7 A1 275.1 57.08 -7.02
F e2 0 3 3.35 Fe 299.29 314.59 2,789.13
FeO 7.05
M nO 0.14 M n -50.37 -66.13 84.35
M gO 6.73 M g -93.55 -92.45 -80.83
CaO 8.76 Ca -97.22 -98.69 -91.71
N a 2 0 3.01 Na -94.23 -97.75 -105.36
K 2 0 1.87 K -78.63 -99.64 -89.65
P 2 05 0.56 P -72.08 -55.24 216.86
H 2 0 + 2.79
H 2 0 - 0.51
C 0 2 0.08
S 0 3 0.02
M obile  E lem en ts
Ba 310 Ba -36.12 -64.6 -33.92
Rb 15 Rb -65.26 -104.52 -110.75
Sr 1000 Sr -75.51 -100.07 -92.9
Pb 1 Pb 10,496.79 306.5 222.62
Co 76 Co -90.86 -42.06 -4.49
Ni 170 Ni -65.26 -35.44 96.42
Cu 68 Cu -105.11 -30.26 111.13
Z n 98 Z n -11.37 -54.37 163.36
As 2 As 10,062.50 -235.5 -422.62
Im m o b ile  E lem en ts
T h 3 Th 1347 .65 58.08 -153.77
U 2 U -13.14 35.5 -180.65
Zr 270 Zr 239.07 -0.63 -21.74
H f 15 H f -18.93 -81.93 -24.72
Nb 62 Nb -49.57 -30.06 -40.16
Y 19 Y 192.58 -46.51 163.19
La 50 La 0.76 24.66 -45.15
C e 65 C e 135.19 99.08 19.12
Sc 20 Sc 125.83 42.27 37.11
v 125 V 120.97 56.64 198.1
Cr 160 Cr -7.71 170.15 169.19
Bi 2 Bi -273.72 35.5 383.93
Sn 3 Sn 1,752.99 -190.33 -315.08
w 105 w -88.42 -96.13 -104.61
Ga 30 Ga 120.04 -0.63 -24.72
Cs 4 Cs -317.15 -184.69 -301.64
AOB Parent-(C aO +N a20=K 20y(A 120+H 20) = R1 0.7377 R1 0.7377 0.7377 0.7377
S am ple-(C aO +N a20= K 20)/(A l20+H 20) = R2 0.7377 R2 0.0105 0.0052 0.0239
D egree o f  W eathering = (1-R2/R1) 0 (1-R2/R1) 0.9858 0.9930 0.9676
Note:- R1 = B aseline  Rock type
Note:- R2 = A ltered/W eathered R ock  norm alised
with respect to T i in R1
Sam ple N otes:-
* = NSW  Dept M inR es, Sapphire Project F ield No's
** = Field num bers o f  sam ples collec ted  for this thesis
AOB = Alkaline olivine basalt, Tvlc = Tertiary volcaniclastic rock, fg = fine-grained, mg = medium-grained, eg = coarse-grained, DykRx 
= Dyke Rock, DykMtx = Matrix of dyke rocks, MB = Massively-bedded, ST = Stratified
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TA BLE 5.2
P ercen tage  Increase o r  D ecrease of E lem ents in  Red H em atitic Sesquioxidic T e rtia ry  B asaltic V olcaniclastic R ocks + W e a th e re d  B asa lt + T ingha
G ran ite , R elative to  Ti-N orm alised K ingsland A lkali O livine Basalt
PI O T  PO IN T  N o  4 PL O T  P O IN T  N o  5 P L O T  PO IN T N o 6 PL O T  P O IN T  N o 7 P I D T  P O IN T  N o  8
P I D T  P O IN T  N o  9
R ed  T v lc ,eg , M B R ed T v lc .cg , M B R ed  T v lc , fg-cg, M B R ed T v lc , fg-cg , M B Red T v lc , fg -cg , M B R ed  T v lc , fg -c g , M B
C O L 1* 3SW A N P* E6* E7* E8*
E 10»
G len Valley B raem ar B raem ar B ra e m a r B ra e m a r
N W  o f  K ings land Sw an  P eak Els m ore E lsm ore E lsm o re E lsm o re
4 2 5 0  1950 4 1 5 0  0850 3498 0333 3498 0333 3498 0333 3 498  0333
S ap p h ire Sapph ire E lsm ore E lsm ore E lsm o re E lsm o re
K in g slan d  A O B K ingsland  A O B K ingsland  AO B K ingsland  A O B K in g slan d  A O B
K in g s la n d  A O B
%  C hange % C hange % C hange %  C han g e %  C hange %  C h a n g e
A nalysis A nalysis A nalysis A nalysis A nalysis
A n a ly s is
-77.4 200.38 -50.69 73.92 66 .65 9 2 .5 9
0 0 0 0 0 0
26.45 505.09 64.77 278.51 320 .74 3 6 0 .7 6
261.21 557.83 189.26 576.06 388.74 558.91
-63 .99 -78.73 -23.74 -17 .04 -3 2 .7 9 -53 .17
-83 .14 -93 .36 -66.44 -91 .37 -94 .41 -8 8 .6 3
-93.81 -95.24 -86.88 -94 .92 -9 6 .5 6 -80 .04
-102.09 -109.89 -94.54 -106.43 -106 .25 -1 0 7 .2 6
-95 .28 -84.07 -86.39 -71 .02 -83 .9 -88.31
-39.23 -9 .6 -34.01 -61 .98 -7 3 .1 2 -7 6 .5 8
-52 .22 -45.24 -14.17 -7.59 -8.94 -5 2 .0 6
-104 .2 38.97 1,394.61 -35 .48 -6 2 .3 6 -1 1 4 .5 7
-81 .09 -72.3 -71.18 -83 .55 -7 5 .7 2 -76 .4
152.09 25,510 .98 -264.24 6 ,481.43 4 ,6 0 4 .8 6 3 ,8 3 3 .8 7
-79 .27 -107.84 -52.46 -94.91 -85 .14 -7 9 .8 7
-65 .15 96.2 19.32 -56 .73 -56 .83 -21 .58
-72 .2 -108 .76 -31.16 -54 .45 -105 .54 -1 0 6 .4 3
-33 .76 36.75 16.48 4 6 .6 7 -2 3 .1 9 -57 .63
-226.05 2 ,729 .12 2,199.39 20,418 .58 9,686.11 1,757 .66
152.09 2 ,183.15 967.58 1,513.10 1,405.55 1 ,575 .54
-36 .98 197.8 -141 .06 93.57 -5 .9 118.55
34.45 355.53 582.21 225.49 224.11 192.21
-62 .19 -20.59 31.39 -22 .57 -2 4 .7 2 16.56
30.11 -23.15 4 4 .3 7 -53 .17 -5 4 .4 7 -54 .18
-30 .34 307.52 111.79 205.64 167.43 15.03
33.61 1.25 111.87 105.19 76 .9 4 .9
71.62 289.43 51.61 221.63 177.95 145.45
3.99 197.8 14.97 171 144.65 151.33
80.5 162.07 160.16 310.37 171 274 .15
104.83 138.24 1,034.81 220.6 -1 7 .6 6 -13 .95
-163.02 -397.8 14,271.21 -293 .57 -2 88 .19 4 4 6 .3 7
5.04 4 9 7 .0 7 64.24 674 .29 715.51 -391 .4
-91 -74 .47 -90.61 -83.41 -87 .45 -89 .59
15.54 267 .29 -23.35 125.83 119.56 140.4
-178.78 4 7 2 .2 5 -202.65 -341.96 -335 .24 -3 7 3 .1 9
0.7377 0 .7377 0.7377 0 .7377 0 .7377 0 .7 3 7 7
0.0186 0 .0 0 3 2 0.0415 0.0099 0 .0047 0.0181
0.9747 0 .9956 0.9437 0 .9866 0 .9936 0 .9 7 5 5
AOB = Alkaline olivine basalt, Tvlc = Tertiary volcaniclastic rock, fg = fine-grained, mg = medium-grained, eg = coarse-grained, DykRx 
= Dyke Rock, DykMtx = Matrix of dyke rocks, MB = Massively-bedded, S T  = Stratified
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TAPLE 5.2
Percentage Increase or Decrease of Elements in Red Hematitic Sesquioxidic Tertiary Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalt + Tingha
Granite, Relative to Ti-Normalised Kingsland Alkali Olivine Basalt
P L O T  P O IN T  N o  10 P L Q X P O I i i ü i o l l PL O T  PO IN T N o 12 PL O T  PO IN T  N o  13 PL O T  P O IN T  N o  14 P L O T  P O IN T  N o 15
R ed T v lc , fg -cg , M B R ed  T v lc , fg -cg , M B R ed T v lc , fg-cg, M B Red T v lc ,eg , D ykR x R ed  T v lc ,fg , D ykM tx R ed  T v lc .fg ,  D y k M tx
E l l * E14* E15* R B I*  (C ostean  B) R B 2* (C ostean  B) R B 3 *  (C o s te a n  D)
B ra e m a r B ra e m a r B raem ar B raem ar B ra e m a r B r a e m a r
E lsm o re E lsm o re E lsm ore E lsm ore E lsm ore E lsm o re
3 4 9 8  0333 3 498  0333 3498 0333 3498 0333 3498 0333 3 4 9 8  0 333
E lsm o re E lsm o re E lsm ore Elsm ore E lsm ore E lsm o re
K in g s la n d  A O B K in g slan d  A O B K ingsland  AO B K ingsland  A O B K in g slan d  A O B K in g s la n d  A O B
%  C hange %  C han g e %  C hange % C hange %  C hange %  C h a n g e
A n aly sis A n a ly sis A nalysis A nalysis A nalysis A n a ly s is
10.14 110 .26 35.33 255.69 103.44 54 .55
0 0 0 0 0 0
280 .97 283.73 239.73 345.75 349.63 2 8 2 .4 5
507.91 584.5 600.75 646.73 506 .72 4 3 4 .0 2
-4 2 .7 3 34.01 121 93 -36 .19 -3 7 .5 6 -3 6 .7 4
-9 4 .0 4 -92 .26 -80.76 -91.15 -9 0 .2 6 -9 4 .7 4
-9 7 .0 7 -97 .62 -92.51 -97 .96 -96 .76 -9 7 .1 7
-105 .33 -106 .93 -105.73 -80.21 -107 .26 -9 4 .1 2
-8 6 .2 8 -91 .08 -76 -18 .78 -3 6 .8 9 -6 3 .0 6
-6 5 .6 4 -59 .05 -69.18 86.13 -10 .24 -2 0 .9 3
-2 8 .6 2 -1 .15 -12.58 93 .09 93 .17 13.13
-7 8 .6 2 -113 .9 -76 .99 396.34 205.97 7 7 .1 2
-75 .95 -73 .32 -43.73 67 .07 -30 .06 -6 4 .0 4
4 ,069 .23 9 ,072.31 4,733 .12 139,569.19 11,920.16 6 ,9 8 4 .9 7
-8 7 .3 4 -39 .66 -93.19
-74 .53 -32 .56 -75.63 -45 .69 -3 5 .7 2 -40 .61
-1 0 4 .7 2 -50 .95 -59.39 -3.65 -83 .93 -6 8 .7 4
-72 .18 2.1 -10.17 30.67 13.73 -9 .63
13,129 .29 8,655 .38 2 ,748.09
1,289.74 1 ,637.18 1,223.35 3,275 .09 2 ,012.63 1 ,848 .37
60.35 21 2 .6 9 158.92 644.51 337.1 4 3 1 .3 7
179.73 215.01 133.98 323.54 339.52 300 .1 7
6.9 25.08 -7 .94
-53 .45 -56 .29 -63.81 -23 .15 -36 .55 -31 .44
43 .48 152.35 190.71 558.3 383.11 27 2 .8 9
-42 .27 -3 7 .4 6 -82.74
208 .37 22 3 .9 2 181.49
220.71 108.46 271.11
209 .16 226 .87 207.94 257.36 188.48 194.73
-4.79 60 .25 2.49 28.43 7.91 -11 .44
-260.35 -3 0 8 .4 6 -272.61
755.23 1 ,498 .20 475.37
-89.31 -92 .06 -85 .2
113.81 136 .26 112.89 247.44 184.11 153.88
-300 .44 -3 60 .58 -315.76
0 .7377 0 .7 3 7 7 0.7377 0.7377 0.7377 0 .7 3 7 7
0 .0042 0 .002 0.0124 0.024 0.0133 0.0141
0.9943 0 .9973 0.9831 0.9675 0 .982 0 .9 8 0 9
AOB = Alkaline olivine basalt, Tvlc = Tertiary volcaniclastic rock, fg = fine-grained, mg = medium-grained, eg = coarse-grained, DykRx 
= Dyke Rock, DykMtx = Matrix of dyke rocks, MB = Massively-bedded, ST = Stratified
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IARLE 5,2
Percentage Increase o r Decrease of Elem ents in Red Hem atitic Sesquioxidic T ertiary  Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks + W eathered  Basalt + T ingha
G ranite , Relative to  Ti-Nonnalised K ingsland Alkali Olivine Basalt
PLOT PO IN T  N o 16 PLOT POINT No 17 PLO T POINT No 18 PL9T POINT Ni> 19 PL O T  PO IN T  N o  20 PL O T  PO IN T  No 21
Red Tvlc,eg , MB Red Tvlc,eg , MB Red Tvlc,eg, MB Red Tvlc,eg, MB Red T vlc,eg , M B R ed T v lc .cg , M B
2W RCk* PDH1/3* PDH1/11* PDH/23* PD H 1/35* PD H 1/38*
Shanla C la ir T h isllebank Thisllebank Thisllebank Thisllebank T hisllebank
Elsm ore 12 km  N E  of T inga 12 km  N E  of Tinga 12 km  N E of Tmga 12 km  N E  o f  T inga 12 km  N E  o f T inga
4350 3110 3900 8800 3900 8800 3900 8800 3900 8800 3900  8800
Elsm ore Indiana Indiana Indiana Indiana Indiana
Kingsland AOB K ingsland AOB K ingsland AOB K ingsland AOB K ingsland AO B K ingsland AO B
%  C hange %  C hange % Change % Change % C hange % C hange
A nalysis A nalysis Analysis Analysis A nalysis A nalysis
8.11 -52.38 -42.05 -12.31 11.14 19.7
0 0 0 0 0.00 0
269.59 188.73 47.87 13.41 12.89 14.3
518.61 797.2 609.18 343.9 282.29 224.31
-77.23 -56 01 9.69 172.54 63.35 48.23
-94.08 -93.59 -90.6 -51.3 -4.00 23.34
-95.09 -97.75 -99.48 -91.51 -36.04 -3.29
-89.41 -104.09 -103 -93.5 -31.62 -18.89
-89.77 -95.39 -97.1 -51.87 8.84 9.02
-40.22 -97.8 -88.71 -54.58 -20.37 -19.35
-49.09 -103.18 -72.03 62.85 410.50 86.65
-25.61 -108.21 -106.02 43.49 212.55 38.35
-71.31 -100.12 -98.83 -85.72 50.14 -41.65
4,522.94 269.55 -280.67 -295.67 -328.69 -344.14
-104.2 -103.24 -75.04 77.65 -3.71 -13.26
-64.37 -80.44 -44.74 141.13 124.66 32.13
-104.69 -65.58 -0.37 131.64 -12.56 -8.45
-69.09 -67.32 -41.93 96.67 26.01 10.86
8,508.23 -346.36 -280.67 171,745.30 -328.69 -344.14
1,281.57 228.48 140.89 -2.17 14.35 22.07
139.12 -161.59 7,939.67 -148.92 -157.17 -161.04
188.12 24.55 -30.74 -36.59 -34.78 -33.09
-25.61 -58.94 -75.91 -80.43 -122.87 -67.45
-53.72 -54.3 -70.86 -47.93 -50.20 -46.84
67.8 -67.58 -66.72 430.36 68.51 60.62
-10.73 -109.85 -74.71 -2.17 -49.69 -43.85
260.52 -75.36 -70.82 -15.71 -27.87 -9.85
202.88 90.93 125.83 17.4 42.93 34.28
192.04 189.72 45.26 81.58 49.11 59.18
-1.36 398.12 195.28 148.25 177.29 124.31
-259.41 207.95 -190.33 46.75 128.69 -222.07
218.82 105.3 -220.44 -230.45 -252.46 -262.76
-87.85 -103.52 -102.58 -86.96 -93.47 -103.49
144.43 92.98 -9.67 -28.26 -27.58 -26.76
-299.26 -253.98 -212.92 -222.29 -242.93 -252.59
0.7377 0.7377 0.7377 0.7377 0.7377 0.7377
0.0117 0.0035 0.0004 0.1033 0.5471 0.7218
0.9841 0.9952 0.9995 0.86 0.2584 0.0216
AOB = Alkaline olivine basalt, Tvlc = Tertiary volcaniclastic rock, fg = fine-grained, mg = medium-grained, eg = coarse-grained, DykRx 
= Dyke Rock, DykMtx = Matrix of dyke rocks, MB = Massively-bedded, ST = Stratified
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TAPLE LI
Percentage Increase or Decrease of Elements in Red Hematitic Sesquioxidic Tertiary Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalt + Tingha
Granite, Relative to Ti-Normalised Kingsland Alkali Olivine Basalt
PI.O T  PO IN T No 22 PLOT PO IN T No 23 PLOT POINT No 24 PLOT PO IN T N o 25 PLO T PO IN T  N o 26 PL O T  PO IN T  No 27
Red Tvlc,eg, MB Red Tvlc,eg , MB Red T vlc.cg, MB Red Tvlc.cg , MB Red Tvlc.cg , MB B row n T vlc .cg , MB
PDH1/41* PDH2/3» PDH2/11* PDH2/17* 2W ELLG V  (flow -banded)» IM eIn*
Thistlebank Thistlebank Thistlebank M inum urra -
12 k m N E  o fT in g a 12 km NE ofT ing a 12 k m N E  o fT ing a W ellingrove N ullam anna
3900 8800 3900 8800 3900 8800 3900 8800 6241 0430 2845 1650
Indiana Indiana Indiana Indiana Stonehenge N ullam anna
Kingsland AOB K ingsland AOB Kingsland AOB Kingsland AOB K ingsland AOB K ingsland AOB
%  Change % Change % Change % Change % C hange % C hange
Analysis Analysis Analysis Analysis A nalysis A nalysis
21.36 461.53 466.4 672.61 -51.07 60.44
0 0 0 0 0 0
14.02 487.96 492.19 542.11 27.91 44.18
78.12 430.88 472.49 417.73 287.88 85.58
50.95 20.98 108.46 171 -60.29 70.8
65.32 -52.81 -84.51 -59.73 -97.94 115.55
16.93 -58.91 -91.43 -87.01 -97.46 60.69
11.51 -71.86 -113.85 -118.01 -102.31 48.29
-2.28 -50.18 -59.87 340.56 -100.37 -14.75
-26.74 -107.56 -85.11 -109.68 -10.66 30.95
11.48 44.79 -1.82 457.74 -51.36 37.3
40.89 351.67 400.31 49,149.77 -104.63 155.06
-40.58 -69.51 -87.08 -76.15 -57.13 44.27
-348.62 10,909.38 15,743.07 26,458.02 386.41 378.24
-8.4 -66.57 -45.14 -0.16 -88.11 0.68
26.51 -55.17 -70.57 -33.05 2.6 126.93
-21.39 -112.45 -112.26 -115.94 -31.53 50.03
26.85 -22.23 -23.42 71.45 -58.17 75.68
-348.62 -946.88 -933.85 -1,184.00 -238.97 -418.82
24.31 69,908.34 -238.97 7,488.01 62.14 112.55
-162.16 1,170.31 1,567.69 2,610.00 -134.74 -179.71
-31.86 237.18 259.79 297.47 -24.59 -8.49
-66.85 97.6 66.77 8.4 -81.47 -131.88
-45.86 -24.87 -26.03 -21.32 -41.72 -28.01
83.2 78.29 53.6 -128.53 -45.14 84.58
-47.79 264.16 183.51 452.84 -59.7 21.15
-2.46 746.88 560.66 792.22 -2.72 66.77
24.31 217.58 337.77 225.2 35.5 83.32
77.02 106.64 123.47 95.12 91.23 107.87
120.65 -31.19 -60.91 -42.41 120.62 161.04
-224.31 -523.44 566,081.38 -642 -30.51 218.82
-265.75 2,581.77 3,652.31 4,597.34 -192.65 -312.55
-103.55 -67.74 -52.35 -58.7 -97.35 -104.55
-25.41 210.52 219.64 261.33 -5.03 11.59
-255.39 -629.3 -621.15 2,203.50 -186.86 -299.26
0.7377 0.7377 0.7377 0.7377 0.7377 0.7377
0.8618 0.0583 0.0117 0.0876 0.0052 0.8148
-0.1682 0.921 0.9842 0.8876 0.9929 -0.1046
AOB = Alkaline olivine basalt, Tvlc = Tertiary volcaniclastic rock, fg = fine-grained, mg = medium-grained, eg = coarse-grained, DykRx 
= Dyke Rock, DykMtx = Matrix of dyke rocks, MB = Massively-bedded, ST = Stratified
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TABLE 5.2
Percentage Increase o r Decrease of Elements in Red H em atitic Sesquioxidic Tertiary  Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks + W eathered B asalt + Tingha
G ranite, Relative to Ti-Normalised Kingsland Alkali Olivine Basalt
PLQT POINT No 28 PLOT POINT No 29 PLOT POINT No 30
W eathered Basalt W eathered Basalt T inga Granite
KP6 KlOd -
W arrandah Cubba Thistlebank
K ingsland Kingsland Kingsland
4900 1426 5140 1550 3900 8800
Sapphire Sapphire Sapphire
Kingsland AOB Kingsland AOB Kingsland AOB
% C hange % C hange % C hange
Analysis Analysis Analysis
-61.77 -37.88 643.69
0 0 0
137.7 48.67 519.37
232.3 453.22 328.27
-47.86 -43.8 165.69
-84.41 -90.26 -28.94
-95.21 -98.1 -51.47
-96.97 -102.9 76.54
-94.63 -97.66 786.57
-31.57 -48.49 -90.51
-61.43 -69.66 9.79
1,015.88 186.94 750.2
-99.76 -99.76 -92.43
378.24 139.12 2,370.88
24.8 317.41 -87.41
-90.15 -9.98 -93.44
-23.81 106.3 -102.34
-93.49 -103.25 -75.6
-299.26 -299.26 -259.41
-73.43 -46.86 936.18
13,330.44 9,624.12 99.26
-86.42 -88.78 -42.43
48.78 91.29 -73.43
-76.86 -43.43 -88.43
143.31 72 13.27
48.25 100.86 -36.24
-14.16 -39.91 0.55
1,127.47 1,458.25 -48.19
444.55 164.62 -71.31
-98.51 -101 -88.54
1,653.53 1,215.15 19.56
85.98 -179.71 511.08
-96.96 -95.45 -93.17
-110.63 -110.63 -49.52
-199.63 -199.63 537.65
0.7377 0.7377 0.7377
0.0109 0.0036 0.2689
0.9852 0.9951 0.6356
AOB = Alkaline olivine basalt, Tvlc = Tertiary volcaniclastic rock, fg = fine-grained, mg = medium-grained, eg = coarse-grained, DykRx 
= Dyke Rock, DykMtx = Matrix of dyke rocks, MB = Massively-bedded, ST = Stratified
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TA BLE 5.3
Percentage Increase o r  D ecrease of E lem ents in GreyAVhite T e rtia ry  Basaltic V olcaniclastic R ocks + W eathered  B asalt + T inga  G ran ite ,
Relative to  T i-N orm alised K ingsland Alkali O livine B asalt
B A S E L IN E  DA TA B A S E L IN E  D A TA B A S E L IN E  D A TA P L O T  PO IN T  N o ) P L O T  P O IN T  N o  2
R O C K  T Y P E A O B R O C K  T Y P E G rey T v lc .fg , S T G rey  T v lc .fg , S T
S tra tig raph ic  U nit o r  L ithofacies T y p e - - D epositiona l U nit-2 D ep o sitio n a l U n it-2
S A M P L E  N o M B -1** S A M P L E  No K P 2* K P 3*
PR O PE R T Y M ubburra PR O PE R T Y W arrandah W arrandah
L O C A L IT Y K ingsland L O C A L IT Y K ingsland K in g s la n d
G R ID  R E F E R E N C E 5071 1070 G R ID  R E F E R E N C E 4 9 0 0  1426 4 9 0 0  1426
1:25 ,000  M ap  Sheet Area S apph ire 1 :25,000 M ap S apph ire S a p p h ire
B A S E L IN E  RO CK K ingsland  A O B B A S E L IN E  R O C K K ingsland  AO B K in g s la n d  A O B
- - - % C hange % C h a n g e
A N A L Y SIS A N A L Y S IS E L E M E N T A nalysis A n a ly sis
S i0 2 46.3 Si -48.21 -41 .32
T i0 2 2.71 T i 0 0
A 1203 15.7 A1 4.69 22 .6
F e 2 0 3 3.35 Fe -26 .14 130.24
F eO 7.05
M nO 0.14 Mn -78 .96 -4 5 .4
M gO 6.73 M g -82.05 -88 .64
C aO 8.76 C a -92 .53 -97 .86
N a 2 0 3.01 N a -101 .96 -102.31
K 2 0 1.87 K -96 .22 -96 .28
P 2 0 5 0.56 P -94 .74 -7 2 .7
H 2 0 + 2.79
H 2 0 - 0.51
C 0 2 0.08
S 0 3 0 .02
M obile Elements M obile Elements
Ba 310 B a -81 .76 -71 .31
Rb 15 Rb -92.14 -1 04 .63
Sr 1000 Sr -95 .52 -9 3 .2 6
Pb 1 Pb 135.65 4 5 5 .9 0
C o 76 C o -82.17 -4 6 .0 6
N i 170 N i -47 .67 -31 .74
C u 68 C u -73.14 -30.51
Zn 98 Z n -33 .87 -41 .15
A s 2 A s -217 .83 143.21
Im m obile Elements Im m obile Elem ents
T h 3 T h -1.81 8 5 .30
U 2 U -1 29 .46 -134 .74
Zr 270 Z r -24 .07 2.69
H f 15 H f -84 .29 -72.21
N b 62 N b -42.99 -3 6 .1 2
Y 19 Y -62.79 -41 .48
La 50 La -48 .16 -24 .95
C e 65 C c -41 .99 -13.41
Sc 20 Sc 8.99 4 5 .9 2
V 125 V 29.61 134.59
C r 160 C r 108.04 40.71
Bi 2 Bi -11 .63 4 .23
Sn 3 Sn -178 .55 -192.65
W 105 W -101 .68 -101 .99
G a 30 G a -33 .23 -23 .56
C s 4 Cs -173 .64 -186 .86
A O B  P a ren t-(C aO + N a2 0 = K 2 0 )/(A I2 0 + H 2 0 ) = R1 0 .7 3 7 7 0 .7 3 7 7 0 .7 3 7 7
S am p le -(C aO + N a 2 0 = K 2 0 y (A i2 0 + H 2 0 ) = R 2 0 .7377 0.0301 0 .0 0 6 8
D eg ree  o f  W eathering  =  (1 -R 2/R 1) 0 .0000 0 .9 5 9 2 0 .9 9 0 8
N ote:- R1 =  B ase lin e  R o ck  ty p e
N o te -  R2 = A ltered /W eath ered  R ock norm alised
w ith respect to  T i in  R1
Sam ple N otes:-
* = N SW  D ep t M inR es, S ap p h ire  Project F ie ld  N o's
** = T .J. &  P .V . N u n a n  /  Pan  G e m  R esources F ie ld  N o 's
AOB = Alkaline olivine basalt, Tvlc = Tertiary volcaniclastic rock, fg = fine-grained, mg = medium-grained, eg = coarse-grained, MB = 
Massively-bedded, ST = Stratified
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TABLE 5.3
Percentage Increase or Decrease of Elements in GreyAVhite Tertiary Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalt + Tinga Granite,
Relative to Ti-Normalised Kingsland Alkali Olivine Basalt
PI .O T  P O IN T  N o  3 PL O T  PO IN T  N o 4 PLOT POINT No 5 PL O T  PO IN T  N o  6 P L O T  P O IN T  N o  7 PLOT POINT N o 8
G rey T v lc .fg , S T G rey  gravel/T vlc.fg , ST T a n  G ravel/T v lc.cg , S T G rey T v lc .fg , S T G rey -o ran g e  T v lc .fg , S T G rey  c layey  g rav e l/T v lc , S T
D ep o sitio n a l U n it-2 D epositional U nit-2 D ep o sitio n a l U nit-2 D epositional U n it-2 D ep o sitio n a l U nit-1 D e p o sitio n a l U n it-2
K P 4* K P5* K P 7a (U n it-1 )* K P 9 b  (U nit-2)* K lO c  (U nit-1)* K P /P C 1 *
W arrandah W arrandah C ubba C ubba C ubba W arrandah
K in g slan d K ingsland K ingsland K ingsland K in g slan d K in g slan d
4 9 0 0  1426 4900 1426 5 1 4 0  1550 5140 1550 5 1 4 0  1550 4 9 0 0  1426
S ap p h ire Sapphire S ap p h ire S apph ire S ap p h ire S a p p h ire
K in g s la n d  A O B K ingsland  AO B K in g slan d  A O B K ingsland  A O B K in g slan d  A O B K in g slan d  A O B
%  C hange % C hange %  C han g e %  C hange % C han g e %  C han g e
A n aly sis A nalysis A nalysis A nalysis A n a ly sis A nalysis
-44 .26 7.35 8 .36 -53 .4 -1 2 .5 9 -78 .13
0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0
15.49 20.46 26.74 6.17 108.28 47 .63
-3 .7 354.39 46 1 .1 7 -38 .95 -70 .34 42 3 .6 9
-7 2 .3 5 64.74 370.85 -78 .09 -87.1 -4 9 .0 6
-8 2 .2 6 -5.76 -2 6 .5 4 -92 .78 -96 .64 -8 9 .4 0
-69 .65 -88.42 -63 .77 -98 .83 -98 .04 -98 .45
-1 02 .14 -80.84 -5 5 .3 9 -101.7 -97 -1 0 2 .3 7
-9 5 .8 6 -53.13 -42 .55 -97.81 -98 .55 -9 8 .0 9
-9 3 .0 9 -91 .76 -1 7 .1 7 -92 .7 -58 .06 -4 9 .0 6
-7 1 .9 -51.27 330.8 -79 .38 -28 .9 -52 .15
-91 .4 -53 .87 -1 8 .6 2 -89 .77 -1 06 .02 -10 4 .7 5
-9 2 .8 4 -94 .12 -30 .17 -95 .04 -72.81 -95 .58
287.14 -330.64 510 .36 155.66 80.67 256.58
-8 3 .8 7 -22.61 63.83 -74 .43 -82 .17 -8 6 .8 6
-51 .8 19.39 7 1 .62 -40 .45 -62 .8 -5 4 .2 7
-62 .04 27.19 20 .28 -46.61 -7 4 .7 6 -32 .88
-4 0 .7 4 21.2 5 .88 -33 .22 -8 2 .4 9 -2 6 .5 0
-229 .05 -330.64 -344 .14 -202 .26 -2 8 0 .6 7 -242 .63
72 .06 -138.44 2 2 .07 70.44 -130.11 161.49
-1 32 .26 -157.66 22 .07 -125.57 -14 5 .1 7 -64 .34
-7 .5 2 -34.65 -3 .25 -24 .63 -37.1 -5 .44
-7 4 .1 9 -76 .94 -124.41 -82 .96 -81 .93 -6 1 .9 6
-39 .64 -53.5 -42 .9 -47 .22 -47 .55 -28 .68
-59 .25 39.6 105.6 -51 .56 9.35 -4 3 .7 0
-34 .19 -44.65 -12 .11 -52 .96 -47.61 -24.41
-1 9 .5 9 -18 .39 5 2 .12 -38 .64 -3 7 .4 6 -11 .13
35.5 21.09 4 6 .4 9 32.94 -18 .7 185.26
4 6 .6 152.78 157.82 28.44 18.52 121.93
7 5 .42 48.47 151.77 74.81 126.96 144.70
-3.21 72.98 83.11 -48 .87 -9 .67 -1 7 1 .3 2
-186 .03 -253.76 -2 6 2 .7 6 -168.18 -220 .44 -19 5 .0 9
-95 .7 -103.29 -1 0 3 .4 9 -96 .59 -102 .58 -102 .04
-3 1 .1 7 -30.81 -2 6 .7 6 -38 .64 -3 3 .7 6 4 .60
-180 .65 -244.15 -2 5 2 .5 9 -163 .92 -2 12 .92 -189 .14
0 .7377 0.7377 0 .7 3 7 7 0.7377 0  7377 0 .7377
0 .1 0 3 0 0.0682 0 .2 0 1 8 0 .0039 0 .0066 0.0028
0 .8604 0.9076 0 .7265 0 .9946 0 .9910 0 .9962
AOB = Alkaline olivine basalt, Tvlc = Tertiary volcaniclastic rock, fg = fine-grained, mg = medium-grained, eg = coarse-grained, MB = 
Massively-bedded, S T  = Stratified
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TABLE 5,3
Percentage Increase or Decrease of Elem ents in GreyAVhite T ertiary  Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks + W eathered  Basalt + T inga G ran ite ,
Relative to T i-Norm alised Kingsland Alkali Olivine Basalt
PLO T PO IN T  N o 9 PLOT POINT No 10 PL O T  POINT No 11 PLOT POINT No 12 PLO T P O IN T  N o 13 PL O T  PO IN T  N o 14
Grey clayey gravel/Tvlc, ST G rey clayey Tvlc.fg, ST Grey clayey T vlc,fg-cg, ST Grey clayey Tvlc,fg-cg, ST Grey clayey gravel Tvlc,fg-cg , ST G rey clayey gravel T v lc .cg , ST
D epositional U nit-2 Depositional Unit-2 Depositional Unit-2 Depositional Unit-2 D epositional U nit-2 D epositional U nit-2
K P/PC2* KP/PC3A* KP/PC4* KP/PC5* K P/PC 6A * K P/PC 6B *
Warrandah Cubba Cubba Cubba Cubba Cubba
K ingsland Kingsland Kingsland Kingsland K ingsland K ingsland
4900 1426 5140 1550 5140 1550 5140 1550 5140 1550 5 1 4 0 1 5 5 0
Sapphire Sapphire Sapphire Sapphire Sapphire Sapphire
Kingsland AOB Kingsland AOB Kingsland AOB Kingsland AOB K ingsland AOB K ingsland AOB
% C hange % Change %  Change % Change %  C hange % C hange
Analysis Analysis Analysis Analysis A nalysis A nalysis
-81.82 -84.22 -78.54 -85.73 -42 .42 238.05
0 0 0 0 0 0
70.79 29.83 40.56 20.47 24.56 345.62
338.54 285.13 323.74 301.11 175.48 354.01
-33.78 -41.09 -35.48 -63.71 -37 .22 18.51
-88.34 -92.12 -90.41 -92.87 -91.84 -81.51
-98.45 -97.85 -97.05 -98.65 -92.48 -91.16
-102.37 -101.96 -102.14 -101.88 -92.7 -72.44
-96.57 -94.33 -95.86 -97.89 -85 .12 -94.08
-65.62 -62.13 -67.74 -71.77 -30.68 -104.94
-52.15 -53.82 -52.75 -67.76 -23 .92 -10.8
-104.75 -103.93 -104.3 -103.76 -75.59 -118.44
-94.72 -96.47 -95.81 -95.14 -90.26 -91.43
256.58 312.39 480.71 125.83 266.22 1.282.65
-82.17 -95.35 -83.02 -85.89 -3.63 5.52
-18.2 -80.25 -82.16 -56.83 91.72 144
-49.66 -57.55 -5.11 -52.67 36.79 -22.73
-41.78 -62.13 -24.28 -57.94 369.35 -9.7
-242.63 -217.83 -229.05 -212.92 -246.49 2,388.77
161.49 135.65 93.57 88.19 95.32 1,927.89
-28.68 -129.46 -3.21 -128.23 -26.76 314.8
-5.18 -18.18 -15.4 -14.27 -15.36 911.9
-114.26 -88.22 -61.29 -73.65 -75.59 194.97
-27.53 -30.63 -35.48 -26.24 -31.48 -37.56
-39.94 -78.3 -62.64 -49.48 401.14 933.35
-31.54 -68.19 -30.31 -37.9 -42.87 -11.51
-10.03 -44.71 -30.51 -31.38 9.3 40.39
81.86 126.82 145.19 41.15 39.16 10.61
95.69 89.46 88.41 107.32 64.65 61.49
169.22 116.14 71.79 123.72 160.01 -30.87
-171.32 -158.91 -164.52 -156.46 -173.24 453.06
-4.91 -178.55 29.05 -175,28 -197.66 360.88
-92.53 -98.32 -101.84 -101.61 -96.51 -86.83
-4.91 -3.78 -3.21 -4.02 -16.99 176.53
-189.14 -173.64 -180.65 -170.57 -191.55 -445.66
0.7377 0.7377 0.7377 0.7377 0.7377 0.7377
0.0031 0.0078 0.0081 0.0035 0.0426 0.0183
0.9957 0.9894 0.9891 0.9953 0.9423 0.9751
AOB = Alkaline olivine basalt, Tvlc = Tertiary volcaniclastic rock, fg = fine-grained, mg = medium-grained, eg = coarse-grained, MB = 
Massively-bedded, ST = Stratified
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IAPL.E.5,3Percentage Increase or Decrease of Elements in GreyAVhite Tertiary Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalt + Tinga Granite,
Relative to Ti-Normalised Kingsland Alkali Olivine Basalt
PLOT POINT No 15 PLO T POINT No 16 PLO T PO IN T No 17 PLO T POINT No 18 PL O T  PO IN T No 19
Grey clayey gravel Tvlc,eg, ST G rey clayey gravel Tvlc.cg , ST G rey clayey gravel T vlc,fg-cg, ST Grey clayey gravel T vlc,fg-cg, ST Grey clayey gravel T vlc,fg-cg , ST
Depositional Unit-2 Depositional Unit-2 D epositional U nit-2 D epositional Unit-2 Depositional U nit-2
KP/PC6C* KP/PC6D* KP/EC1* K P/BS1* Strh-1 (Unit-2)»*
Cubba Cubba Cubba Cubba Stralhdarr
Kingsland Kingsland Kingsland Kingsland Kingsland
5140 1550 5140 1550 5140 1550 5140 1550 4850 1400
Sapphire Sapphire Sapphire Sapphire Sapphire
Kingsland AOB Kingsland AOB Kingsland AOB K ingsland AOB K ingsland AOB
% Change % Change % Change % C hange % C hange
Analysis Analysis Analysis Analysis Analysis
210.95 928.92 103.61 -53.17 -51.11
0 , 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
653.02 799.4 -15.53 17.38 6.27
638.17 623.8 433.57 408.49 -33.38
117.77 103.76 -17.63 -11.51 -84.82
-77.35 -68.21 -88.22 -87.92 -92.74
-92.27 -87.79 -99.67 -99.29 -99.09
-77.49 -123.69 -104.79 -102.57 -101.77
-89.13 -69.49 44.92 -97.93 -98.01
-51.61 -112.73 -53.67 -40.55 -91.46
97.79 123.15 113.90 13.65 -78.06
-122.58 232.81 572.69 -105.16 -89.37
-78.32 -79.32 -96.68 -93.73 -94.63
6,336.24 24,147.38 3071.28 287.14 218.82
-37.6 -43.7 -77.24 26.33 -73.78
-12.32 -66.44 -68.63 238.41 -38.42
-109.96 -120.98 -63.96 48.03 -46.08
69.37 205.64 -38.22 58.81 -32.22
-777.50 -1,526.32 -388.30 -254.86 -206.27
4,642.50 4,654.39 764.89 54.86 94.84
238.75 613.16 116.22 171.00 -126.57
474.62 779.56 176.55 -13.39 435.90
103.25 232.81 -32.73 -115.49 23.99
-7.12 -7.98 -39.55 -31.31 -46.86
452.7 875.9 97.26 63.01 -46.86
103.25 499.05 -39.46 23.89 -52.18
165.79 1,940.73 2.01 42.95 -37.87
137.12 363.55 -35.13 62.60 35.50
171 76.86 176.77 96.98 32.63
-51.3 -104.46 91.00 156.97 79.67
408.12 613.16 116.22 93.57 -46.86
464.58 -1,050.88 -292.20 -203.24 -170.85
-67.74 -66.04 -95.88 -94.84 -96.46
374.25 422.98 -37.54 -1.92 -39.78
-523.44 -991.45 188.30 -196.79 -166.42
0.7377 0.7377 0.7377 0.7377 0.7377
0.0101 0.0049 0.1333 0.0007 0.0028
0.9863 0.9934 0.8193 0.9990 0.9962
AO B = Alkaline olivine basalt, Tvlc = Tertiary volcaniclastic rock, fg = fine-grained, mg = medium-grained, eg = coarse-grained, MB = 
Massively-bedded, S T  = Stratified
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TABLE 5,3
Percentage Increase or Decrease of Elements in GreyAVhite Tertiary Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalt + Tinga Granite,
Relative to^¡-Normalised Kingsland Alkali Olivine Basalt
PL O T  P O IN T  N o  20 P L O T  P O IN T  N o 21 P L O T  PO IN T  N o 22 PL O T  PO IN T  N o 23 PLOT POINT No 24 P L O T  P O IN T  N o  25
G rey  C la y , fg , S T W hite /T v lc .cg , ST G rey /T v ie ,fg , ST W hite /T v lc .cg , ST G re y /T v lc ,fg , S T W h ite /T v lc .c g , S T
T o p  o f  D ep o sitio n a l U n it-2 L itho type-3  (L t3) L itho type-4  (Lt4) L ithotype-3  (U 3 ) L ith o ty p e-4  (L t4) L ith o ty p e -3  (L t3 )
S trh -2  (T op o f  U n it-2 )** E l* E2* E3* E 4* E 5*
S tra lh d a rr B raem a r (o p e n c u t) B raem a r  (opencut) B ra e m a r  (opencut) B ra e m a r  (o p en cu t) B ra e m a r  (o p en c u t)
K in g s la n d E lsino re E lsm ore E lsm ore E lsm ore E lsm o re
4 8 5 0  1400 3498 0333 3 498  0333 3498 0333 3498  0333 3 4 9 8  0333
S a p p h ire E lsm ore E lsm ore E lsm ore E lsm ore E lsm o re
K in g s la n d  A O B K ingsland  A O B K ingsland  AOB K ingsland  AO B K in g slan d  A O B K in g s la n d  A O B
% C h an g e % C hange % C hange %  C hange %  C hange %  C h a n g e
A nalysis A nalysis A nalysis A nalysis A n a ly sis A n a ly sis
-1 5 .1 3 -6.48 -53 .83 -7 .96 -5 0 .7 2 -4 6 .2 4
0 .0 0 0 .00 0.00 0.00 0 .00 0 .0 0
105.98 119.11 4.21 116.39 7.36 66 .25
-64 .95 -7 .46 -50 .56 8.45 14.87 -4 0 .3 9
-8 0 .6 4 -85.71 -85 .66 -85 .97 -80 .64 -7 9 .6 2
-9 6 .7 8 -94 .80 -94 .03 -94 .89 -93 .15 -8 9 .4 0
-9 7 .8 3 -99 .09 -99 .26 -98 .88 -98 .58 -98 .45
-9 7 .0 0 -93 .36 -101 .67 -103 .26 -1 0 1 .8 0 -1 0 2 .3 7
-9 8 .0 7 -97 .86 -98 .66 -97 .90 -98 .84 -97 .71
-5 6 .4 5 -89 .29 -94 .62 -85 .97 -86 .45 -8 7 .2 7
-2 9 .1 9 -85 .16 -88.51 -78 .15 -81 .64 -66.41
-1 0 6 .0 2 -106.67 -103.35 -106.55 -103.61 -95 .25
-7 2 .9 9 -93 .70 -96 .64 -91 .56 -9 3 .8 2 -85 .45
80 .67 -300 .00 150.93 96.38 171.00 185.26
-8 3 .3 6 -96 .05 -90 .10 -81.91 -8 5 .0 2 -7 8 .4 2
-63 .34 -68 .24 -67 .53 -59 .57 -71 .94 -3 3 .7 2
-7 2 .1 0 -86 .76 -83 .03 -88 .45 -7 8 .4 8 -33 .93
-7 7 .8 8 -80.61 -79 .52 -73 .95 -5 6 .8 6 -1 7 .7 7
-2 8 0 .6 7 -300 .00 -200 .37 -296.38 -2 08 .40 -242 .63
-130.11 -133.33 17.10 30.92 -27 .73 -4.91
-1 45 .17 -150 .00 -125 .09 -1 49 .09 -1 27 .10 -1 35 .66
532.33 -16 .30 -4 1 .8 2 -18 .18 -43 .39 6 .45
80.67 -60 .00 -86 .62 -119.64 -110 .84 -80 .98
-44 .63 -45 .16 -4 8 .2 0 -46 .15 -5 0 .1 7 -45 .94
-0 .16 -73 .68 -78 .87 -58 .66 -74 .33 1.34
-4 2 .1 9 -58 .00 -68 .89 -50.91 -5 9 .8 9 -15 .85
-41 .63 -52.31 -6 9 .8 9 -33 .53 -5 6 .6 4 2 0 .69
-2 3 .2 2 0 .00 10.41 22.74 -26 .83 28.37
16.35 96 .80 13.62 89.31 57 .40 34 .64
124.70 175.00 84 .12 300.73 150.00 453.14
-9 .6 7 50 .00 -49.81 -198 .19 -1 8 .7 0 6 .97
-220 .44 -233.33 -166.91 -2 30 .92 -9 .67 18.86
-102 .58 -102 .86 -97 .13 -102.81 -101 .55 -1 02 .04
-3 6 .7 7 -13 .33 -36 .43 -11 .63 -4 3 .9 9 -19 .18
-2 1 2 .9 2 -2 25 .00 -1 62 .73 -222.74 -167 .75 -189 .14
0 .7377 0 .7377 0 .7377 0 .7377 0 .7377 0 .7377
0 .0073 0 .0069 0.0018 0 .0009 0 .0039 0 .0029
0 .9 9 0 2 0.9906 0.9975 0.9988 0 .9 9 4 7 0.9961
AOB = Alkaline olivine basalt, Tvlc = Tertiary volcaniclastic rock, fg = fine-grained, mg = medium-grained, eg = coarse-grained, MB = 
Massively-bedded, ST = Stratified
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TABLE-L3
Percentage Increase or Decrease of Elements in GreyAVhite Tertiary Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalt + Tinga Granite,
Relative to Ti-Normalised Kingsland Alkali Olivine Basalt
P L O T  P O IN T  N o 26 PL O T  P O IN T  N o 27 PL O T  P O IN T  N o  28 PL O T  P O IN T  N o 29 PL O T  PO IN T  N o  30 P L O T  P O IN T  N o  31
B o n e /T v lc , m g, S T B o n e /T v lc , m g, S T W hite /T v lc , m g, ST G rey /T v lc .fg , S T B u fl/T v lc .fg , ST W e a th e re d  B a sa lt
L ith o ty p e-2  (L t2 ) L ith o ty p e-2  (L t2) L ithotype-2  (L t2) L itho type-4  (L t4) L ithotype-4  (L t4) F lo o r  to  D e p o s itio n a l  U nit-1
E9* E12* E13* E15* E16* K P 6
C arinda D o d d s  HiU C arinda K a M alyn S u n n ysid e W a rra n d a h
E lsm ore E lsm ore E lsinore E lsm ore E lsm o re K in g s la n d
3371 0415 3320  0425 3371 0415 3239 0051 3731 0085 4 9 0 0  1426
E lsm o re E lsm ore E lsm ore E lsm ore E lsm ore S a p p h ire
K in g s la n d  A O B K in g slan d  A O B K ingsland  A O B K in g slan d  A O B K ingsland  A O B K in g s la n d  A O B
%  C h an g e %  C h a n g e % C hange %  C hange % C h an g e %  C h a n g e
A nalysis A nalysis A nalysis A nalysis A nalysis A n a ly s is
200.88 100 .62 27.46 35.33 -55 .76 -6 1 .7 7
0 .00 0 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
265.19 273.61 210.17 239.73 126.43 137.7
-79.94 -84 .03 -91 .79 600.75 -7.21 2 3 2 .3
-68 .00 -74 .53 -80.35 121.93 -54 .45 -4 7 .8 6
-98.34 -94 .70 -94.89 -80 .76 -94 .08 -8 4 .4 1
-97 .70 -97 .35 -81 .47 -92.51 -97.54 -9 5 .2 1
-92 .56 -1 0 5 .9 2 -104.57 -105.73 -102.65 -9 6 .9 7
-92.81 -94 .28 -97 .79 -7 6 .0 0 -97 .44 -9 4 .6 3
-104 .00 -87 .27 440.43 -69 .18 -80 .07 -3 1 .5 7
-83.38 -67 .79 379.70 -1X 58 -36 .75 -6 1 .4 3
-114.93 -88.11 -109.17 -76 .99 -89 .37 1,015.88
-92.39 -84 .49 171.83 -43 .73 -91 .23 -9 9 .7 6
4827.27 -456 .58 -375.13 4733 .12 537.65 378 .2 4
-94.11 -90 .62 -85 .52 -93 .19 -65 .39 24 .8
-84 .19 -73 .78 -55 .49 -75 .63 -50 .77 -9 0 .1 5
-106 .59 -1 05 .24 -104.05 -59 .39 -90 .62 -2 3 .8 1
-77.15 -49 .06 -83 .16 -10 .17 -55 .27 -9 3 .4 9
683.88 -4 56 .58 -375.13 2748.09 1334.71 -2 99 .26
795 .87 18.86 -8.29 1223.35 -20 .29 -7 3 .4 3
-211.98 -189 .14 -168.78 158.92 -60 .15 13 ,330.44
184.52 -1 .61 17.69 133.98 -25 .02 -8 6 .4 2
19.45 -1 35 .66 -127.51 -7.94 -73 .43 4 8 .78
-67 .49 -28.11 -31 .22 -63.81 -42.15 -7 6 .8 6
53.24 -34.31 457.49 190.71 -3X 88 143.31
-10.41 35 .50 4.55 -82 .74 -9.14 48 .25
51.61 42 .63 10.05 181.49 -3.13 -1 4 .1 6
34.38 15.89 -10 .58 271.11 -12 .32 1,127.47
34.38 46.91 46.37 207.94 -7 .54 444 .55
80.57 217 .58 206.94 2.49 221.81 -98 .51
235.95 78.29 175.13 -272.61 -20 .29 1.653.53
3259.50 -3 37 .72 -2 83 .42 475.37 271.96 85.98
-89.33 -89.81 -103 .93 -85 .20 -102.28 -9 6 .9 6
86.64 1.03 0.88 112.89 -12 .32 -110.63
-379.96 -3 22 .86 -271 .95 -315 .76 -199.63 -199.63
0.7377 0 .7 3 7 7 0.7377 0.7377 0.7377 0 .7377
0.0074 0 .0 0 2 0 0 .0230 0.0124 0.0035 0 .0109
0.9900 0 .9 9 7 3 0.9688 0.9831 0 .9952 0 .9852
AOB = Alkaline olivine basalt, Tvlc = Tertiary volcaniclastic rock, fg = fine-grained, mg = medium-grained, eg = coarse-grained, MB = 
Massively-bedded, ST = Stratified
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TABLE 5.3
Percentage Increase or Decrease of Elements in Grey/White Tertiary Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalt + Tinga Granite,
Relative to Ti-Normalised Kingsland Alkali Olivine Basalt
PLOT POINT No 32 PLOT POINT No .33
W eathered Basalt Tinga Granite
Floor to Depositional Unit-1 -
KlOd ■-
Cubba Thistlebank
Kingsland Kingsland
5140 1550 3900 8800
Sapphire Sapphire
Kingsland AOB Kingsland AOB
% Change % Change
Analysis Analysis
-37.88 643.69
0 0
48.67 519.37
453.22 328.27
-43.8 165.69
-90.26 -28.94
-98.1 -51.47
-102.9 76.54
-97.66 786.57
-48.49 -90.51
-69.66 9.79
186.94 750.2
-99.76 -92.43
139.12 2,370.88
317.41 -87.41
-9.98 -93.44
106.3 -102.34
-103.25 -75.6
-299.26 -259.41
-46.86 936.18
9,624.12 99.26
-88.78 -42.43
91.29 -73.43
-43.43 -88.43
72 13.27
100.86 -36.24
-39.91 0.55
1,458.25 -48.19
164.62 -71.31
-101 -88.54
1,215.15 19.56
-179.71 511.08
-95.45 -93.17
-110.63 -49.52
-199.63 537.65
0.7377 0.7377
0.0036 0.2689
0.9951 0.6356
AOB = Alkaline olivine basalt, Tvlc = Tertiary volcaniclastic rock, fg = fine-grained, mg = medium-grained, eg = coarse-grained, MB 
Massively-bedded, S T  = Stratified
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Figure 5.0. Map of the geology of the area covered by the New England Gemfields, Central Volcanic 
Province within the New England Fold Belt. Map shows the distribution of granites and silicic volcanics, 
relative to basaltic volcanics. The map also shows the numbered locations of samples collected for 
geochemical analysis. After part of the Geological Survey, N.S.W. 1:1,000,000 scale tectonic map.
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Figure 5.1. Mobility of elements in the surficial environment as a function of ionic charge and 
ionic radius {Figure 2.3 in Rose et al 1991).
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Red Sesquioxidic Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalts + Granite
Figure 5.2. Element abundance plots for (a) Si, (b) A1 and (c) Fe of a range of red sesquioxidic volcaniclastic rocks + 
weathered basalts (plot point #28 & 29) + granite (plot point # 30) from the New England Gemfields, normalised 
to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data point, element abundance 
calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.2.
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Figure 5.3. Element abundance plots for (a) Mn, (b) Mg and (c) Ca of a range of red sesquioxidic volcaniclastic rocks + 
weathered basalts (plot point # 28  & 29) + granite (plot point #  30) from the New England Gemfields, normalised 
to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data point, element abundance 
calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.2.
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Red Sesquioxidic Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalts + Granite
Figure 5.4. Element abundance plots for (a) Na, (b) K and (c) P of a range of red sesquioxidic volcaniclastic rocks + 
weathered basalts {plot point #28  & 29) + granite (plot point #  30) from the New England Gemfields, normalised 
to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data point, element abundance 
calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.2.
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Figure 5.5. Element abundance plots for (a) Ba, (b) Rb and (c) Sr of a range of red sesquioxidic volcaniclastic rocks + 
weathered basalts {plot point #  28 & 29) + granite (plot point # 30) from the New England Gemfields, normalised 
to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data point, element abundance 
calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.2.
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Figure 5.6. Element abundance plots for (a) Pb, (b) Co and (c) Ni for a range of red sesquioxidic volcaniclastic rocks + 
weathered basalts (plot point #28  & 29) + granite (plot point #  30) from the New England Gemfields, normalised 
to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data point, element abundance 
calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.2.
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Red Sesquioxidic Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalts + Granite
Figure 5.7. Element abundance plots for (a) Cu, (b) Zn and (c) As of a range of red sesquioxidic volcaniclastic rocks + 
weathered basalts {plot point # 2 8  & 29) + granite (plot point # 30) from the New England Gemfields, normalised 
to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data point, element abundance 
calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.2.
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Figure 5.8. Element abundance plots for (a) Th, (b) U and (c) Zr of a range of red sesquioxidic volcaniclastic rocks + 
weathered basalts (plot point #28 & 29) + granite (plot point # 30) from the New England Gemfields, normalised 
to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data point, element abundance 
calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.2.
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Figure 5.9. Element abundance plots for (a) Hf, (b) Nb and (c) Y of a range of red sesquioxidic volcaniclastic rocks + 
weathered basalts (plot point #28  &. 29) + granite (plot point # 30) from the New England Gemfields, normalised 
to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data point, element abundance 
calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.2.
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Figure 5.10. Element abundance plots for (a) La, (b) Ce and (c) Sc of a range of red sesquioxidic volcaniclastic rocks 
weathered basalts (plot point # 28  & 29) + granite (plot point #  30) from the New England Gemfields, normalised 
to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data point, element abundance 
calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.2.
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Ti Normalised 
Kingsland AOB
Figure 5.11. Element abundance plots for (a) V, (b) Cr and (c) Bi of a range of red sesquioxidic volcaniclastic rocks + 
weathered basalts {plot point #  28 & 29) + granite (plot point #  30) from the New England Gemfields, normalised 
to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data point, element abundance 
calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.2.
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Figure 5.12. Element abundance plots for (a) Sn, (b) W and (c) Ga of a range of red sesquioxidic volcaniclastic rocks + 
weathered basalts (plot point #28  & 29) + granite (plot point # 30) from the New England Gemfields, normalised 
to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data point, element abundance 
calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.2.
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Red Sesquioxidic Volcanidastic Rocks + Weathered Basalts + Granite
Figure 5.13. Element abundance plot for (a) Cs of a range of red sesquioxidic volcanidastic rocks + weathered basalts 
(plot point it 28 & 29) + granite (plot point it 30) from the New England Gemfields, normalised to Ti in alkali olivine 
basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data point, element abundance calculations and 
degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.2.
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Figure 5.14. Element abundance plots for (a) Si, (b) A1 and (c) Fe of a range of sapphire-bearing grey/white Fe-bleached 
volcaniclastic rocks + weathered basalts (plot point # 31 & 32) + granite (plot point # 33) from the New England 
Gemfields, normalised to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data 
point, element abundance calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.3.
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GreyAVhite Fe-Bleached Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalts + Granite
Grey/White Fe-Bleached Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalts + Granite
Figure 5.15. Element abundance plots for (a) Mn, (b) Mg and (c) Ca of a range of sapphire-bearing grey/white Fe-bleached 
volcaniclastic rocks + weathered basalts {plot point # 31 & 32) + granite (plot point # 33) from the New England 
Gemfields, normalised to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data 
point, element abundance calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.3.
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Grey/White Fe-Bleached Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalts + Granite
Figure 5.16. Element abundance plots for (a) Na, (b) K and (c) P of a range of sapphire-bearing grey/white Fe-bleached 
volcaniclastic rocks + weathered basalts (plot point #31 & 32) + granite (plot point #  33) from the New England 
Gemfields, normalised to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data 
point, element abundance calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.3.
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Figure 5.17. Element abundance plots for (a) Ba, (b) Rb and (c) Sr of a range of sapphire-bearing grey/white Fe-bleached 
volcaniclastic rocks + weathered basalts (plot point #  31 & 32) + granite (plot point #  33) from the New England 
Gemfields, normalised to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data 
point, element abundance calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.3.
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Figure 5.18. Element abundance plots for (a) Pb, (b) Co and (c) Ni of a range of sapphire-bearing grey/white Fe-bleached 
volcanidastic rocks + weathered basalts {plot point it 31 & 32) + granite (plot point tt 33) from the New England 
Gemfields, normalised to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data 
point, element abundance calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.3.
(b)
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Figure 5.19. Element abundance plots for (a) Cu, (b) Zn and (c) As of a range of sapphire-bearing grey/white Fe-bleached 
volcaniclastic rocks + weathered basalts (plot point it 31 & 32) + granite (plot point it 33) from the New England 
Gemfields, normalised to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data 
point, element abundance calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.3.
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Figure 5.20. Element abundance plots for (a) Th, (b) U and (c) Zr of a range of sapphire-bearing grey/white Fe-bleached 
volcaniclastic rocks + weathered basalts (plot point U 31 & 32) + granite (plot point #  33) from the New England 
Gemfields, normalised to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data 
point, element abundance calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.3.
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Ti Norm alised 
Kingsiand AOB
GreyAVhite Fe-Bleached Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalts + Granite
Figure 5.21. Element abundance plots for (a) Hf, (b) Nb and (c) Y of a range of sapphire-bearing grey/white Fe-bleached 
volcaniclastic rocks + weathered basalts (plot point #  31 & 32) + granite (plot point # 33) from the New England 
Gemfields, normalised to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsiand. For sample descriptions per numbered data 
point, element abundance calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.3.
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Figure 5.22. Element abundance plots for (a) La, (b) Ce and (c) Sc of a range of sapphire-bearing grey/white Fe-bleached 
volcaniclastic rocks + weathered basalts (plot point #  31 & 32) + granite (plot point #  33) from the New England 
Gemfields, normalised to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data 
point, element abundance calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.3.
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Figure 5.23. Element abundance plots for (a) V, (b) Cr and (c) Bi of a range of sapphire-bearing grey/white Fe-bleached 
volcaniclastic rocks + weathered basalts (plot point # 31 & 32) + granite (plot point # 33) from the New England 
Gemfields, normalised to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data 
point, element abundance calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.3.
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GreyAVhite Fe-Bleached Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalts + Granite
Figure 5.24. Element abundance plots for (a) Sn, (b) W and (c) Ga of a range of sapphire-bearing grey/white Fe-bleached 
volcaniclastic rocks + weathered basalts (plot point # 31 & 32) + granite (plot point # 33) from the New England 
Gemfields, normalised to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data 
point, element abundance calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.3.
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Grey/White Fe-Bleached Volcaniclastic Rocks + Weathered Basalts + Granite
Figure 5.25. Element abundance plot for (a) Cs of a range of sapphire-bearing grey/white Fe-bleached 
volcaniclastic rocks + weathered basalts {plot point # 31 & 32) + granite {plot point #  33) from the New England 
Gemfields, normalised to Ti in alkali olivine basalt from Kingsland. For sample descriptions per numbered data 
point, element abundance calculations and degree-of-weathering-index, see table 5.3.
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Figure 5.26. Tectonomagmatic discrimination ternary diagrams for basaltic rocks {after Pearce & Cann 1973) 
showing plots for (a) red sesquioxidic and (b) grey/white Fe-bleached volcaniclastic rocks from the New 
England Gemfields.
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Figure 5. 27. Graphs comparing the S i02 / T i02/Al20 3 ratios for basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, (a) Shows red 
hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks occupying two discreet compositional fields, (b) Shows 
grey/white Fe-bleached volcaniclastic rocks from the New England Gemfields, with some of the Kingsland 
rocks occupying a discreet compositional field. The weathered basalts from Kingsland, and the "Cubba" 
ferricrete (as the most iron-enriched rock type sampled) are also shown for comparison.
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Figure 5. 28. Graphs comparing the Zr/Nb / T i02/Al20 3 ratios for the (a) red hematitic sesquioxidic and the 
(b) grey/white Fe-bleached volcaniclastic rocks from the New England Gemfields. The weathered basalts 
from Kingsland, and the "Cubba" ferricrete (as the most iron-enriched rock type sampled) are also shown for 
comparison.
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Figure 5.29. Graphs comparing the Nb/Zr ratios for the (a) red hematitic sesquioxidic and the (b) grey/white 
Fe-bleached volcaniclastic rocks from the New England Gemfields. The weathered basalts from Kingsland, and 
the "Cubba" ferricrete (as the most iron-enriched rock type sampled) are also shown for comparison.
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Figure 5.30. Graphs comparing the Zr/Ce ratios for the (a) red hematitic sesquioxidic and the (b) grey/white 
Fe-bleached volcaniclastic rocks from the New England Gemfields. The weathered basalts from Kingsland, 
and the "Cubba" ferricrete (as the most iron-enriched rock type sampled) are also shown for comparison.
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A "Cubba" Ferricrete 
X Kingsland Weathered Basalts
O Elsmore Volcaniclastic Rocks
Y Elsmore Sapphire/Zircon-Bearing Volcaniclastic Rocks 
U Kingsland Volcaniclastic Rocks
X Kingsland Sapphire/Zircon-Bearing Volcaniclastic Rocks 
X Kingsland Weathered Basalts
Figure 5.31. Graphs comparing the Hf/La ratios for the (a) red hematitic sesquioxidic and the (b) grey/white 
Fe-bleached volcaniclastic rocks from the New England Gemfields. The weathered basalts from Kingsland, 
and the "Cubba" ferricrete (as the most iron-enriched rock type sampled) are also shown for comparison.
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X Kingsland Weathered Basalts
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X Kingsland Weathered Basalts
Figure 5.32. Graphs comparing the La/Ce ratios for the (a) red hematitic sesquioxidic and the (b) grey/white 
Fe-bleached volcaniclastic rocks from the New England Gemfields. The weathered basalts from Kingsland, 
and the "Cubba" ferricrete (as the most iron-enriched rock type sampled) are also shown for comparison.
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♦  Elsmore Red Hematitic Sesquioxidic Volcaniclastic Rocks 
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A "Cubba" Ferricrete 
X Kingsland Weathered Basalts
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X Kingsland Weathered Basalts
Figure 5.33. Graphs comparing the Y/Nb / Zr/Nb ratios for the (a) red hematitic sesquioxidic and the 
(b) grey/white Fe-bleached volcaniclastic rocks from the New England Gemfields. The weathered basalts 
from Kingsland, and the "Cubba" ferricrete (as the most iron-enriched rock type sampled) are also shown 
for comparison.
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AUSTRALIAN LATERITE AND BAUXITE DEPOSITS
♦  Red Hematitic Sesquioxidic Volcaniclastic Rocks
*  Australian Laterites and Bauxites 
A "Cubba" Ferricrete
X Kingsland Weathered Basalts
SiOz
F e 2 Q 3 GREY/WHITE FE-BLEA CEDED VOLCANICLASTIC ROCKS A I 2 O 3 + T 1 O 2
VERSES
AUSTRALIAN LATERITE AND BAUXITE DEPOSITS
*  Australian Laterites and Bauxites 
O Grey/White Fe-Bleached Volcaniclastic Rocks 
X Kingsland Weathered Basalts
Figure 5.34. Diagrams showing Fe-Si-Al+Ti oxide triangular plots, (a) Red hematitic sesquioxidic 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks from the New England Gemfields, compared to laterite and bauxite deposits 
mined in Australia, (b) Grey/white Fe-bleached basaltic volcaniclastic rocks from the New England Gemfields, 
compared to laterite and bauxite deposits mined in Australia. (Laterite and bauxite chemical data from Bardossy 
and Aleva 1990)
While there is some overlap for both types of volcaniclastic rocks with the laterite and bauxites, these latter rocks 
form a distinctive cluster towards the Al+Ti corner, and are much lower in silica. The red hematitic sesquioxidic 
rocks and the Fe-bleached grey/white rocks show a very similar distribution, suggesting that groundwater leaching 
has not removed a great deal of iron, despite the fact that the red hematitic volcaniclastics are visually very different 
to the grey/white volcaniclastics.
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Chapter 6 GEOLOGICAL MODEL FOR THE FORMATION OF
HIGH-GRADE SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC 
VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITS OCCURRING IN 
THE NEW ENGLAND GEMFIELDS
6.1 Introduction
Sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic rocks occurring in the New England 
Gemfields, display a variety of sedimentological and lithological features, that are 
indicative of a range of pyroclastic and epiclastic depositional processes. However, 
the very high-grade sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic rocks studied in this 
thesis, show features that are more characteristic of epiclastic, rather than pyroclastic 
deposition. Nevertheless, the high content of low crystallinity kaolinite in these rocks, 
together with their mainly matrix-supported clastic fabric and minimal abrasion of 
contained crystal and lithic fragments, strongly suggests that many of these rocks are 
very close to eruptive source, and have undergone minimal sedimentary reprocessing 
during deposition. The fact that these rocks can host very high concentrations of 
sapphire, also suggests that they are located close to eruptive source, and are part of 
the products of initial explosive basaltic volcanism.
The following is a discussion of the pyroclastic and epiclastic processes, that are 
considered to have led to the formation of the high-grade basaltic volcaniclastic 
sapphire deposits studied in this thesis.
6.2 Processes Leading to the Formation of High-Grade Sapphire Deposits
6.2.1 Eruptive Volcanic Processes
The formation of high-grade sapphire deposits by eruptive processes is likely to 
involve the following:-
1. Commencement of explosive phreatomagmatic basaltic volcanism coupled 
with the delivery of large amounts of sapphire at the eruption front, from the 
head of a rising column of basaltic magma, that has either intersected and
sampled sapphire-bearing parental rocks at depth, or represents material from 
the cupola of a zoned magma chamber.
2. Development of an eruption column in which the concentration of heavy 
and/or coarse-grained crystals and lithics occurs in the lower parts of the 
column, and towards the downwind side of the eruption.
3. The generation of pyroclastic flows and/or surges via gravitational collapse, 
leading to the production of fast moving flows in which heavy crystals and 
lithics are preferentially concentrated towards the base of the flows, while 
fines are elutriated into an ash cloud above the flows. The removal of fines, 
leading to a corresponding increase in the proportion of sapphire (and other 
crystals and lithics) in the resultant pyroclastic deposits.
4. The deposition of pyroclastic flows downslope from the volcano, into pre­
existing channels that connect proximally to the slopes of the volcano, and 
distally, with juxtaposed valleys.
6.2.2 Epiclastic Processes
The formation of high-grade sapphire deposits by epiclastic processes is likely to 
involve the following:-
1. Reworking of sapphire-bearing pyroclastic deposits proximal to the volcano, 
in crater lakes and/or channels on the slopes of the volcano. In crater lake 
environments, this may lead to the development of high sapphire 
concentrations in beach-front placer deposits {particularly in maar volcanoes). 
In channels on the slopes of the volcano, this may lead to high concentrations 
of sapphire in fluviatile placer deposits. Channels proximal to the volcano 
may connect to larger channel systems in juxtaposed valleys downslope from 
the volcano, providing a supply of sapphire for reworking into a variety of 
riverine depositional systems away from the volcano and its apron of 
volcaniclastic rocks.
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2. The generation of large sapphire-bearing epiclastic deposits via the sudden 
gravitational collapse of volcaniclastic sediments from a volcanic edifice, such 
as a crater lake or tuff cone, leading to the formation of fast moving debris 
flows, as lahars, that inundate fluviatile channel systems in valleys downslope 
from the volcano. This process is likely to generate a range of epiclastic 
sediments that reflect proximity to source, steepness of slope, water content 
and the influence of channel bed morphology.
3. High-grade deposits proximal to source, may be massively-bedded, matrix- 
supported, poorly-sorted and graded clayey gravels, displaying a mainly 
disorganised clastic fabric - indicative of cohesive debris flow conditions.
4. High-grade deposits distal to source, may be better sorted and bedded and 
display tractional structures - indicative of less cohesive, more fluidal turbulent 
torrent flow conditions.
5. Sapphire deposits that are gradational between these two end members, are 
likely to occur. All deposit types are likely to display specific patterns of 
sapphire concentration related to the influences of flow dynamics, channel bed 
morphology and the élutriation of fines.
6. High concentrations of sapphire in these deposits, may be expected in 
locations along a channel system, where pool and riffle undulations in the base 
of the channel are well developed. Pools are likely to facilitate the rapid 
deposition of large amounts of sapphire-bearing sediment during rapid flow 
conditions, particularly if the water column is deep. Riffles are likely to 
facilitate better hydraulic sorting of heavy minerals, leading to the 
concentration of larger sapphires in these parts of the channel system. The 
removal of fines due to turbulence and élutriation in the water column, across 
both pools and riffles, is also likely to increase the proportion of sapphire to 
host sediment in these types of deposits.
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6.3 Geological Model for the Formation of Sapphire-Bearing 
Basaltic Volcaniclastic Rocks in the New England Gemfields
High-grade sapphire-bearing basaltic volcaniclastic rocks studied in this thesis, appear 
to have been formed rapidly, by processes associated with both pyroclastic ash flows 
(e.g. parts o f the Braemar Sapphire Deposit) and epiclastic laharic debris to torrent 
flows (e.g. the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit). The high grades of sapphire in these 
rocks, also appears to be the result of a combination of gravity segregation during 
rapid flow, and a high initial concentration of sapphire associated with early eruption 
front delivery of volcanics. Furthermore, the volcaniclastic rocks studied, show 
evidence of having been initially formed by volcanic processes similar to those 
associated with phreatomagmatic maar-volcano eruptive activity. Figure 6.1 is a 
schematic representation of the geological processes considered to provide the best 
formational paradigm for the sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic rocks studied in this 
thesis.
6.4 Concluding Remarks
This study shows that high-grades of sapphire occurring in clay-altered 
basaltic volcaniclastic rocks in the New England Gemfields, are not the result of slow 
alluvial heavy mineral placer accumulation processes acting on sediment derived 
exclusively from the weathering and erosion of basaltic lava. The deposits studied, 
are more likely to be the result of syn-volcanic pyroclastic, and post-volcanic 
epiclastic, rapidly deposited, mass flow processes. Therefore, basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks displaying these depositional features in prospective basaltic volcanic terrains in 
the New England Gemfields, and elsewhere in eastern Australia, are considered to be 
prime exploration targets for the discovery of new gem sapphire deposits.
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Figure 6.1. Important geological processes in the formation of volcaniclastic sapphire deposits 
in basaltic volcanic terrains, (a) Eruption processes leading to enrichment of crystals and lithics 
(after Cas and Wright 1988). (b) Ash flow processes (after Fisher and Schmincke 1984) leading to 
enrichment of crystals and lithics at the base of individual flows. Depositional processes that 
may have formed the Braemar Sapphire Deposit, (c) Cross-section of a typical maar volcano 
and the enrichment of heavy minerals in beach deposits along crater rims (after Cas and 
Wright 1988). (d) Example of a fast moving mass flow transporting volcanic sediments down 
the Nima II River near the town of El Palmar in Guatemala. The lahar, developed on the slopes 
of Santiaguito Volcano, was triggered by a sudden rain storm. A good example of the depositional 
processes that may have formed the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit.(Photos by J.N. Marso, 14th August 
1989 - from U.S.G.S. Web Site 2002).
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Chapter 7 CRITERIA FOR SAPPHIRE EXPLORATION
IN THE NEW ENGLAND GEMFIELDS
Geological evidence presented in this thesis, shows that high grades of 
sapphire are typically associated with basaltic volcaniclastic rocks that were initially 
formed during explosive volcanic eruptions that generally preceded the production of 
more effusive lavas from any given productive vent or vent complex.
Given that zircons associated with sapphire (as both inclusions in sapphire 
and as clastic associates) generally record ages close to the eruptive ages of the 
individual vents and vent complexes that delivered these minerals to the surface, this 
strongly suggests that the bulk of the sapphire brought up in these basaltic eruptions is 
from parental rocks that were formed close to the time that individual and specific 
sapphire-elevating basaltic magmas were being generated. Furthermore, for the bulk 
of the sapphire to be brought to the surface at the head of a rising column of basaltic 
magma, this suggests that the sapphire-bearing parental rocks sampled, were situated 
either above the chambers of alkali basaltic magma, or were sampled from the upper 
parts of evolving basaltic magma chambers; with initial eruptive activity delivering 
these minerals to the surface. This then suggests, that either the sapphires and zircons 
have crystallised from exotic fluids associated with basalt magma generational 
processes, possibly within the volatile-rich cupolas of chemically evolving zoned 
mafic magma chambers at depth, or that increasing thermal activity associated with 
mantle melting to produce basaltic magma, acted on high A1 and low Si pre-existing 
overlying starting materials, to form corundum. Either way, at the commencement of 
eruptive activity, the highest concentrations of sapphire and zircon would be expected 
in the earliest eruption fronts.
Thus, assuming the above to be correct, and based on the findings presented in 
chapters 2 to 6, the following geological and exploration criteria, considered 
applicable to the discovery of high-grade sapphire deposits in the New England 
Gemfields, are presented
1. The highest concentration of sapphire delivered to the earth's surface from any 
given productive vent, will be in the earliest stages of explosive activity.
2. The most likely vent structure hosting early erupted sapphire-bearing 
pyroclastic and epiclastic sediments will be a maar volcano or tuff ring/cone, 
that, where preserved, is likely to be present today as a low dome of highly 
clay-altered, red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic pyroclastic and epiclastic 
rocks, with or without overlying basaltic lava.
3. The highest concentration of sapphire immediately around individual vent 
structures, is likely to be confined to heavy mineral haloes, of restricted areal 
extent, in pyroclastic and epiclastic rocks close to the vent, and in palaeo- 
crater-rim structures associated with lacustrine shoreline beach deposits.
4. The highest concentration of sapphire within palaeochannel systems, leading 
away from productive vents, is likely to be in the basal portions of layers of 
basaltic pyroclastic and epiclastic sediments that have been deposited rapidly 
by mass and/or torrent flow processes.
5. The most prospective clay-altered, red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic 
pyroclastic and epiclastic rocks (and their hematite-bleached equivalent 
lithologies), are those that show evidence of rapid transportation, and the 
gravity segregation of crystal and lithic clasts.
6. Landsat Thematic Mapper satellite imagery, utilising reflectance bands 1, 3, 5 
and 7/1 is a useful mapping tool for the recognition of clay-altered, red, 
hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic pyroclastic and epiclastic rocks over large 
areas, and in the identification of prospective sapphire exploration targets.
7. Zr, Hf, Y, La, and Ce, normalised to Ti in alkali olivine basalt, may be useful 
as pathfinder elements in sapphire exploration.
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8. Areas of the New England Gemfields considered to be highly prospective for 
the discovery of new volcaniclastic-hosted sapphire deposits, include low 
domes of clay-altered, red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic pyroclastic and 
epiclastic rocks occurring immediately WNW of “Braemar”, and immediately 
WSW of Nullamanna (Figure 3.48). The most prospective area for the 
discovery of new palaeochannel-hosted sapphire-bearing volcaniclastic mass 
flow deposits of laharic and/or fluvial torrent flow origin, is the giant Eastern 
Feeder valley of Kings Plains Creek, at Kingsland.
The exploration criteria outlined above, are also applicable to sapphire 
prospective Cainozoic basaltic volcanic terrains which occur along the eastern margin 
of Australia (Figure 7.1).
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occurrences in Cainozoic basaltic volcanic provinces. Areas with rectangles are 
where large-scale sapphire mining is currently taking place. The map illustrates 
the enormous potential that exists in eastern Australia for the discovery of new 
large minable deposits of gem sapphire. Modified after Guo (1993a).
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Chapter 8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Geological data presented in this thesis, shows that pyroclastic and epiclastic 
processes acting on early explosively-generated sapphire-bearing basaltic fragmentary 
volcanic rocks, has lead to high concentrations of sapphire in sediments that have 
been deposited rapidly.
The main conclusions drawn from this study are as follows:
1. Red to reddish brown highly clay-altered hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic 
pyroclastic and epiclastic rocks, and their Fe-bleached off-white, tan and grey- 
coloured weathered equivalents, are the major source of sapphire for the 
majority of deposit types in the New England Gemfields.
2. Most of the sapphire delivered to the earth's surface in the New England 
Gemfields, appears to have occurred during the early explosive vent-building 
phases of volcanic eruptions. The early sapphire-rich volcano-building phase, 
may have been associated with explosive phreatomagmatic eruptions involving 
large amounts of water, and forming maars, tuff rings and tuff cones on the 
surface. Sapphire-bearing volcanoes are likely to be located along major crustal 
fracture zones and in arcuate zones around larger volcanic structures. The 
pattern of sapphire deposit distribution around the large eroded Maybole Shield 
Volcano that dominates the volcanic architecture of the New England 
Gemfields, in the Central Volcanic Province, is considered from this study, to 
be good evidence of this association. High-grade sapphire deposits may also be 
associated with vent complexes showing evidence of the eruption of more 
evolved basaltic lavas. This association appears to be evident in the 
juxtaposition of the Kings Plains -Swan Brook Vent Complex, and the rich to 
mega-rich sapphire deposits of the Kingsland Sapphire Field.
3. In the New England Gemfields, high-grade sapphire deposits are typically 
associated with the basal portions of stratified, highly clay-altered, gibbsite- 
rich, largely matrix-supported, fragmental lithologies, containing high mud to 
gravel ratios. Low crystallinity kaolinite is dominant in deposits of red
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hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks and is considered indicative 
of hydrothermal conditions of formation within diatreme and crater 
environments. Low to moderate crystallinity kaolinite occurring in Fe-bleached 
off-white and grey basaltic volcaniclastic rocks, accompanied by authigenic 
gibbsite, goethite and zeolite minerals, is considered indicative of post 
deposition weathering of once red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic 
rocks that have been deposited in groundwater flushed palaeochannel 
environments.
4. High concentrations of sapphire may accumulate at the base of fast moving 
highly fluidised ash flow pyroclastic eruptions. Stratified tuffaceous deposits of 
clayey off-white and grey-coloured basaltic volcaniclastic rocks in the Braemar 
Sapphire Deposit, may have been formed by ash flow processes, although 
evidence for epiclastic depositional processes is also apparent in the rocks at 
“Braemar”.
5. High concentrations of sapphire may accumulate at the base of fast moving 
lahars and torrent flows that have been deposited rapidly across pool and riffle 
structures within palaeochannel drainage systems. As evidenced by the 
succession of basaltic volcaniclastic rocks in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, 
deep pools tend to favour the accumulation of large amounts of sediment, with 
high concentrations of smaller-sized sapphires, while riffle structures tend to 
accumulate lower amounts of sediment that contain a higher proportion of larger 
sapphires, and size-equivalent zircon grains. The ~35 Ma stratified tuffaceous 
deposits of clayey tan and grey-coloured basaltic volcaniclastic rocks in the 
Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit, are considered in this study to have been formed 
by cohesive debris flows (as lahars) that progressively evolved during transport 
down the Western Feeder palaeodrainage of Kings Plains Creek, into less 
cohesive turbulent fluvial torrent flows, or hyperconcentrated grain flows. The 
source of these lahars appears to be in the vicinity of the northwestern side of 
Mt Buckley, in the southeast comer of the Kingsland Plateau.
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6. In prospective basaltic volcanic terrains, mega-rich concentrations of sapphire 
may result from a combination of processes. These include the early eruption 
front explosive delivery of sapphire to maars and/or tuff ring/cones, followed by 
placer upgrading within crater lake beach front environments. The catastrophic 
collapse of these crater facies deposits, via crater wall failure and lake outburst, 
followed by the production of fast moving debris/torrent flows into downstream 
drainage channels, can lead to a further upgrading of heavy mineral content, via 
rapid gravity segregation processes at the base of channel thalwegs, during 
transport and deposition of volcaniclastic sediments. The sapphire deposits at 
“Strathdarr” and those within most of the Kingsland Sapphire Field, are 
considered in this study, to have been mainly formed by this combination of 
processes.
7. The combination of high A1 and Si in the basaltic volcaniclastic rocks studied, 
may be indicative of hydrothermal conditions of formation. However, high Si 
values are considered to be more indicative of contamination by granitic country 
rocks, while high A1 reflects high kaolinite and gibbsite contents. In fine­
grained clayey volcaniclastic sediments, high A1 may also indicate high levels 
of very fine-grained corundum. Zr, Hf, Y, La, and Ce, normalised to Ti in alkali 
olivine basalt, may be useful as pathfinder elements in sapphire exploration. 
Evidence for the mixing of mafic and silicic magmas in the formation of the 
rocks studied is weak, with element ratio trends probably reflecting 
contamination by basement granitic rocks.
8. Landsat Thematic Mapper satellite imagery, utilising reflectance bands 1, 3, 5 
and 7/1 has been found in this study, to be a very useful mapping tool for the 
recognition of red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic pyroclastic and epiclastic 
rocks over large areas, and in the identification of prospective sapphire 
exploration targets. Highly prospective areas identified in this study, using 
ground-truthed satellite imagery over the New England Gemflelds, include low 
domes of red hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic volcaniclastic rocks immediately 
WNW of “Braemar” and immediately WSW of Nullamanna, and the large 
unexplored Eastern Feeder valley of Kings Plains Creek, at Kingsland.
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APPENDIX II
Petrological Text Descriptions of Thin Sections
PETROLOGICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC 
ROCKS FROM THE NEW ENGLAND GEMFIELDS
1
Sample No. Tvlc-1
Sample Location
“Glen Valley”, base of Swan Peak 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 341500 Nth = 670850; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A very poorly sorted fragmental sample comprising scattered angular and irregular shaped pale yellow- 
brown to buff coloured fine-grained lithic fragments up to 3 cm across, set in an abundant very fine­
grained dark red-brown stained and oxidised matrix.
Microscope Description
Relict textural features are partly obscured in this sample by intense alteration and oxidation due to the 
effects of near surface weathering. Clearly recognisable angular to irregular shaped lithic fragments 
account for approximately 40% of the total thin section area, and these have variable sizes mostly 
within the range 3 mm to 1 cm. These are invariably fine-grained types, the most common of which is 
argillic quartz siltstone containing about 15% to 20%, of more or less evenly distributed angular quartz 
debris with an average grainsize of 0.03 mm (silt sized particles). These are "suspended" in a 
voluminous very fine-grained matrix now comprising dense low biréfringent clay (kaolinite) lightly 
stained with patchy red-brown to dark brown limonitic oxide dust. Elsewhere are irregularly banded 
quartz siltstone clasts with variable proportions of angular silt sized quartz chips, once again set in a 
fine clay-rich matrix. Several small siltstone lithic fragments contain sparse angular quartz chips set in 
a matrix of carbonaceous dust and red-brown limonitic oxide dust. Still other small sedimentary 
fragments of very fine-grained quartz-arenite contain angular very fine sand-sized quartz chips, once 
again set in a dense fine-grained low biréfringent clay stained by limonitic oxide dust. Certain 
fragments lack significant silty quartz chips and consist almost entirely of dense fine-grained low 
biréfringent clay stained along narrow fractures and fragment margins by dense limonitic oxides.
Small rounded patches of the latter equally could represent small zoned concretionary nodules or 
completely oxidised small sulphide crystals. The ubiquitous red-brown stained argillic matrix fraction 
encloses sparse small angular to irregular shaped lithic clasts of similar types to those described above, 
as well as very abundant angular and clearly broken silt sized quartz chips, but a small proportion of 
these range in size up to 0.7 mm. Rare accessory crystal debris includes zircon, opaque to translucent 
limonitic-oxide altered opaque grains and deformed clasts of fibrous yellow-brown stained clay. Black 
opaque dendritic manganese staining is also accessory.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This is a very poorly sorted fragmental rock that has undergone extreme alteration and oxidation due to 
weathering. It lacks a recognisable volcanic component and its exact origin is unclear. It may be 
described as a weathered and oxidised ferruginous silty claystone enclosing abundant unsorted angular 
fragments of argillic quartz siltstone, claystone, carbonaceous siltstone and quartz.
2Sample No. Tvlc-2
Sample Location
“Glen Valley”, base of Swan Peak 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 341500 Nth = 670850; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A mid-brown weathered and oxidised sample containing unsorted fragments and very dark mottled or 
coarse-grained brownish grey patches or fragments up to 7 cm across that are partly magnetic.
Microscope Description
This is a poorly sorted fragmental lithology that has undergone intense alteration and oxidation due to 
weathering. Nevertheless, clear relict textural features include fragment outlines, strongly porphyritic 
and vesicular textures within fragments, and selectively altered relict crystal sites. Unsorted lithic 
fragments vary in size up to more than 7 cm across, and several appear to be themselves fragmental.
The single very large dark brown-grey lithic fragment has a somewhat irregular shaped outline and 
retains a coarsely porphyritic texture with altered and deformed coarse phenocryst sites accounting for 
more than 30% of the total fragment area, microphenocryst sites comprising a further 15%, and 
approximately 15% of highly irregular shaped vesicle sites. This fragment itself appears to be partly 
fragmental since many of the phenocryst sites are angular and broken. The sole remaining unaltered 
primary phase is pale yellow-brown spinel of which there are at least 15 grains in the thin section. This 
spinel occurs mainly as small grains 0.5 mm to 1.5 mm across with both subhedral octahedral shapes 
and anhedral highly irregular shapes. The subhedral octahedral crystals are enclosed within coarse 
altered phenocryst sites more than 2 mm across that retain cleavage outlines suggesting the presence of 
previous pyroxene. Elsewhere the anhedral shaped spinel grains are intergrown with coarse anhedral 
aggregates of altered mafic crystals and most likely represent ultramafic inclusions or xenolithics of 
deep seated origin in the altered basaltic host The abundant microphenocryst sites in this fragment 
mostly do not exceed 0.3 mm across and are altered to yellow-brown oxide-stained iddingsite. These 
retain subhedral shapes indicating the previous presence of prismatic pyroxene crystals and doubly 
terminated crystals of olivine. Still other coarse aggregates of crystals exhibit patterns of selective 
alteration that outline previous intergrowth textures of orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene. The fine­
grained "groundmass" of the fragment now comprises dense translucent dark brown to opaque limonitic 
oxides + magnetite dust.
The remainder of the sample has a chaotic unsorted fragmental texture with altered lithic and crystal 
debris accounting for more than 40% of this fraction. The lithic material is smaller but similar to that 
described above, while the crystal debris has broken angular to subhedral shapes and is in turn set in a 
very fine-grained red-brown oxidised matrix. The completely altered crystal sites have shapes 
suggesting the presence of abundant mafic phases and plagioclase, except for sparse angular to irregular 
shaped small quartz grains, only one of which is 2.5 mm across and has a distinctly magmatically 
rounded shape. The only other relict primary phase is moderately abundant yellowish brown spinel.
Alteration of the rock is to a simple assemblage amongst the phases quartz, clay, red- to yellow-brown 
to almost opaque limonitic oxides and iddingsite. Low birefringent kaolinite + minor limonitic oxides 
selectively pseudomorphs crystal and vesicle sites, while the rock matrix is heavily clouded by dusty 
yellow-brown limonitic oxides. Almost opaque to dark brown limonitic oxide dust stains the 
groundinass of larger once-porphyritic and vesicular basaltic fragments.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This sample may be only tentatively identified as a thoroughly argillically altered (weathered) and 
oxidised unsorted fragmental rock, (volcanic breccia) containing fragments of a porphyritic and 
vesicular basaltic affinity. It also contains significant relict pale yellow-brown spinel, as well as sparse
quartz chips. The rock equally could represent a pyroclastic deposit, autobrecciated and contaminated 
flow, but the presence of abundant coarse spinel-bearing ultramafic aggregates and the abundant 
presence of spinel chips and crystals suggests proximity to a source such as a diatreme or breccia pipe.
3
Sample No. TvIc-3
Sample Location
“Little Valley”, southeast of Elsmore 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 339750 Nth = 679765; Elsmore 9138-II-N 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A complex sample comprising sets of sub-parallel to branching veins, most of which are about 5 mm 
wide. These are filled with white to pale grey material with distinct narrow parallel "striations" normal 
to the length of the veins. This material reacts strongly with cold dilute HC1, indicating the presence of 
abundant calcite. The veins cut across a fine-grained red-brown oxidised host, only elongate slivers of 
which remain between the veins.
Microscope Description
Vein material greatly predominates in this sample in which a sub-parallel vein network, with individual 
veins of 3 mm to 5 mm wide largely replace the oxidised and weathered host lithology. The vein 
assemblage is simple, comprising almost monomineralic calcite (strong reaction with cold dilute HCl), 
which has crystallised in dense narrow elongate sub-parallel elongate crystals normal to the long 
direction of the veins. Trails of dusty red-brown limonitic oxides are located along grain boundaries 
and in branching dendritic patches. This vein material accounts for about 75% of the total thin section 
area.
The remaining 15% of the thin section includes elongate to irregular shaped patches of oxidised and 
weathered host material. In spite of this intense alteration, however, certain patches retain clear relict 
textural features including abundant well rounded vesicle sites and altered subhedral phenocryst sites 
{up to 1.5 mm across). The vesicle sites are now filled with microcrystalline low biréfringent kaolinite 
+ opaline silica, while former subhedral shaped phenocryst sites are outlined with fine dusty limonitic 
oxides and filled with yellow-brown stained carbonate. Shapes of the latter suggest the presence of 
previous olivine and pyroxene. This material appears to be partly fragmental and contains rare broken 
crystals of quartz, one of which reaches 0.7 mm across. Elsewhere in the sample are poorly preserved 
patches of a coarse-grained ultramafic lithology with a distinct allotriomorphic granular texture and 
average grainsize of more than 1.5 mm. Cleavage outlines marked by limonitic oxide dust suggest the 
presence of abundant pyroxene, while possible coarse-grained olivine sites are now pseudomorphed by 
clear carbonate. This texture is particularly well outlined where coarse anhedral patches of a yellow- 
brown spinel that are interstitial and mold around the previous mafic crystal sites. The presence of such 
coarse-grained xenolithic material of ultramafic deep seated origin suggests proximity to a vent 
{diatreme or breccia pipe).
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This sample may be described as a volcanic breccia of basaltic affinity containing abundant spinel 
bearing ultramafic xenolithic material, that has undergone intense calcite veining with oxidation and 
alteration in a near surface weathering environment. The rock could represent part of a breccia pipe 
deposit.
4Sample No. Tvlc-4
Sample Location
“Sunnyside”, east of Elsmore
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 336000 Nth = 670200; Elsmore 9138-II-N 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A deep red-brown stained fragmental sample containing poorly defined unsorted fragments of white, 
dark grey and deep red-brown material, set in a fine-grained ferruginous matrix. The fragments reach a 
maximum size of about 1 cm.
Microscope Description
In this rock no primary igneous mineralogy remains, except for spinel, and the rock: has undergone 
intense but selective alteration and oxidation due to weathering. Nevertheless, clear relict textures are 
preserved by the selective alteration, and the sample clearly comprises a variety of elongate deformed 
highly vesicular basaltic fragments, many of which reach 9 mm long and about 3 mm wide. These 
appear to have been once-glassy but now are pseudomorphed by dense monomineralic yellow-brown 
limonitic oxides. The oxides outline abundant well rounded vesicle sites that are partly void and partly 
filled with clouded low biréfringent kaolinite. Phenocryst sites up to 1 mm across retain subhedral 
shapes, suggesting the presence of a previous pyroxene, while smaller doubly terminated sites once may 
have contained olivine. Rare angular grains within the vesicular fragments are of a yellow-brown spinel 
with narrow opaque reaction rims, suggesting a xenocrystic origin. Elsewhere are developed clusters of 
coarse anhedral sites of mafic phases now converted to low biréfringent clay, but which also have 
narrow reaction rims with kelyphitic intergrowth textures. Still other aggregates of coarse anhedral red- 
brown oxide-altered mafic grains include irregular shaped patches of yellowish brown spinel up to more 
than 2.5 mm across. The abundant vesicular basaltic lithic fragments and ultramafic spinel-rich 
xenolithic material is set in a matrix of much smaller vesicular volcanic debris and red-brown oxidised 
shards.
Alteration of the rock is extreme, and the vesicular volcanic debris now is converted to red- and yellow- 
brown limonitic oxides, together with low biréfringent clay, partly filling vesicle sites. Strongly 
biréfringent yellow-brown stained iddingsite pseudomorphs previous olivine crystal sites. Patches of 
clouded leucoxene and dendritic opaque manganese oxides are accessory.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
Accurate identification of this sample is precluded by intense selective alteration and oxidation in a near 
surface weathering environment However, clear relict textures indicate a volcanic breccia parent 
comprising very abundant partly flattened vesicular, once glassy basaltic fragments, and fewer coarse 
ultramafic spinel-bearing xenoliths, with spinel and mafic xenocrysts. The rock equally may be a 
proximal pyroclastic deposit or part of a vent-fill or breccia pipe.
5Sample No. Tvlc-5
Sample Location
“Kyethra”, east of Elsmore
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 335500 Nth = 670230; Elsmore 9138-II-N 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A very fine-grained massive dark red-brown oxidised sample enclosing sparse irregular shaped pale 
red-brown to white patches.
Microscope Description
Although this is a poorly sorted fragmental rock, it is not at all similar to the previous samples of 
basaltic volcanic breccia. It contains approximately equal major proportions of angular to irregular 
shaped crystal and lithic debris, accounting for about 10% of the total thin section area. The lithic 
clasts range in size up to almost 4 mm and lack clearly recognisable relict textural features, except for 
sparse angular silt sized quartz chips in several of these, but mostly the lithic clasts are pseudomorphed 
by dense, extremely fine-grained low birefringent kaolinite + patchy domains of finely polygonised 
quartz. The sample also contains scattered crystal debris, most of which is angular quartz with a 
variable grainsize up to 1 mm. barely recognisable much finer grained mafic crystal sites, most likely 
representing cleavage fragments of pyroxene, generally do not exceed 0.1 mm across, and these sites 
are now filled with iddingsite stained by yellow- to red-brown strongly birefringent limonitic oxides. 
Also present as accessory grains are small irregular shaped crystals of yellow-brown chromite-rich 
spinel with dense narrow opaque rims (one o f these reaches 0.3 mm across), while very small, almost 
opaque red-brown oxidised grains almost certainly once comprised opaque oxides. This material is 
"suspended" in a dense matrix of very fine-grained translucent red-brown limonitic oxides within which 
there are only vague outlines of possible relict shards and altered microlite sites. This material thus 
could be derived from once-glassy basaltic dust sized debris.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
Clearly recognisable relict textural features in this sample are for the most part obscured by its intense 
fine-grained alteration to red and yellow-brown translucent limonitic oxides that could replace previous 
iron-rich carbonate. The sparse unsorted crystal and altered lithic debris suggests derivation of material 
from both quartz-rich and fine-grained basic igneous sources. The rock may be only tentatively 
identified as a fine-grained red-brown hematite-rich and clay-bearing vitric tuff enclosing sparse 
unsorted angular lithic and crystal fragments from quartz-rich and fine-grained basic igneous sources.
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Sample No. Tvlc-6
Sample Location
“Yirri North”, middle reaches of Reddestone Creek 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 368000 Nth = 671600; Glen Innes 9238-1V-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A fine-grained red-brown argillic sample enclosing poorly sorted angular to irregular shaped lithic 
fragments including dark grey, pale yellow-brown and pale red-brown types ranging up to 2 cm across. 
Scattered medium grained altered crystal debris also is present.
Microscope Description
Unsorted angular lithic and crystal fragments account for about 35% of the total thin section area, and 
these are "suspended" in a very fine-grained, intensely oxidised and stained red brown translucent 
matrix. Lithic fragments predominate, and although these are weathered and oxidised, clear porphyritic 
igneous textures are preserved in some while others most likely had oxidised claystone and mudstone 
parent lithologies with a deformed fine sub-parallel to deformed layering. The lithic fragments have a 
variable size range up to a maximum of about 1.5 cm. The most heavily oxidised dark red-brown 
fragments of the hand specimen now exhibit concretionary and veining textures with zoned colloform 
aggregates and veins of yellow-brown, red-brown and translucent to almost opaque limonitic oxides. 
Several of these fragments retain vague outlines of subhedral phenocryst sites, while the less oxidised 
fragments retain clear outlines of previous pyroxene phenocryst sites (up to 1 mm across), and 
pyroxene + olivine microphenocrysts up to 0.3 mm across that are now pseudomorphed by yellow- 
stained iddingsite. In other fragments are altered xenocrysts of a pyroxene/pyroxene intergrowth, while 
still others retain holocrystalline but fine-grained textures defined by sites of altered decussate feldspar 
laths. The numerous poorly defined finely banded slumped and concretionary fine-grained lithic 
fragments are common throughout the matrix fraction, and are generally smaller than the altered 
volcanic-lithic debris. Also present are sparse angular crystal chips of quartz (maximum size is 0.9 
mm), while other small crystal sites are converted to fine-grained low birefringent clay / feldspar crystal 
sites, and translucent yellow-brown limonitic oxides mafic crystal sites. Other vague shapes within the 
voluminous red brown limonitic oxide-rich matrix fraction could represent previous small glass shards. 
Several sparse well rounded limonitic oxide nodules with radial and concentric structures reach 0.6 mm 
across.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
Clear relict textures in this sample are lacking from the extremely fine-grained oxidised matrix fraction, 
but the presence of possible shards, and abundant unsorted volcanic- and fine-grained banded 
sedimentary-lithic and crystal debris, suggests a mixed tuffaceous sedimentary origin. The rock thus 
may be tentatively identified as an extremely oxidised and weathered, unsorted breccia or tuff 
containing angular fragments of fine-grained basic igneous types, as well as finely banded fine-grained 
sedimentary debris.
7Sample No. Tvlc-7
Sample Location
“Yirri North”, middle reaches of Reddestone Creek 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 368000 Nth = 671600; Glen Innés 9238-IV-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
Sparse fine-grained pale red-brown poorly sorted elongate angular fragments up to 1 cm across in this 
sample have random orientations within a voluminous fine-grained massive dark red-brown matrix 
fraction.
Microscope Description
The elongate, poorly sorted non-orientated lithic fragments account for approximately 12% to 15% of 
this sample and range in size up to 8 mm long; most are less than 5 mm wide. They include almost 
equally abundant fine-grained quartz-bearing siltstone and claystone, weakly clouded by red-brown 
limonitic oxide dust, as well as a medium grained type with prismatic shaped and broken angular 
feldspar crystal sites now pseudomorphed by dense cherty quartz set in a matrix of red brown oxide 
dust. The feldspar crystal sites comprise about 50% of this tuffaceous lithology and they rarely exceed 
0.25 mm across. Much smaller debris in the order of 0.2 mm to 0.4 mm across comprises a further 10% 
of the total thin section area, and this material is similar to the two lithic types described above. 
Accessory unrecognisable lithic debris includes sparse dark brown heavily oxidised material, and clasts 
comprising low biréfringent very fine-grained clay enclosing irregular shaped patches of cherty quartz.
The voluminous matrix fraction in this sample consists of very dense red-brown limonitic oxide dust, 
possibly replacing oxidised iron-rich carbonate, intergrown with low biréfringent clay (most likely 
kaolinite), in mottled angular patches that have shapes that could represent previous glass shards. This 
matrix encloses scattered, very small angular clay altered lithic and/or crystal clasts, as well as small 
sites that once may have contained opaque oxides, but which are now pseudomorphed by almost 
opaque to translucent red-brown limonitic oxides.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
The exact primary composition of this sample is masked by its intense oxidation to red-brown limonitic 
oxides and partial alteration to very fine-grained patchy low biréfringent clay/ kaolinite. It could have a 
mixed sedimentary tuffaceous origin, however, since it appears to contain abundant small, poorly 
defined shard shaped outlines in the matrix fraction, and abundant clearly sedimentary fine-grained 
lithic fragments. It may be tentatively described as an intensely oxidised and clay altered (weathered), 
poorly sorted vitric tuff enclosing sparse unsorted angular fragments of several fine-grained 
sedimentary types.
8Sample No. Tvlc-8
Sample Location
“Yirri North”, middle reaches of Reddestone Creek 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 368000 Nth = 671600; Glen Innés 9238-IV-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A very poorly sorted fragmental sample comprising very abundant angular pale brown to red-brown, 
fine-grained lithic clasts mostly 0.5 mm to 1 cm across, set in a meager matrix with numerous voids.
Microscope Description
Unsorted and non-orientated coarse lithic fragments comprise about 60% of the total sample, and these 
appear to have a bimodal size distribution. A coarse fraction includes clasts within the size range 3 mm 
up to 1.5 cm, while a slightly more abundant fraction includes lithic clasts within the size range 0.5 mm 
to 3 mm. The lithic clasts include almost exclusively fine-grained sedimentary types with dominant, 
exceptionally fine-grained, finely banded claystone or mudstone showing common cross-bedding and 
micro-slump structures marked by differential red-brown limonitic oxide staining. This material almost 
certainly represents shallow lake sediment. Subordinate debris includes fine-grained quartz-rich 
siltstone, while elsewhere are clasts of chert cut by wavy narrow sub-parallel veins of microgranular 
quartz. Still other cherty fragments contain clusters of ragged biréfringent argillic flakes (sericite or 
illite), while elsewhere are cherty clasts with vague outlines of possible tubular organic remains. Rare 
clay altered and oxidised clasts once may have comprised fine-grained plagioclase-bearing volcanic 
lithic types.
The matrix fraction contains much smaller unsorted angular lithic debris of similar types to that 
described above, in turn set in dense concretionary red-brown and yellow-brown limonitic oxides, with 
subordinate patches of fine-grained yellow-brown stained clay and voids. However in several domains 
are patches of oxides containing abundant fine silt-sized quartz chips.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
The exact origin of this rock is obscure since its finer matrix textures are not preserved. Nevertheless, 
the rock may be tentatively identified as a poorly sorted sedimentary intraformational breccia in which 
fine-grained finely bedded mudstones and claystones {some showing fine cross-bedding), have been 
disrupted by mass movement or slump. This appears to have been contemporaneous with silty matrix 
sedimentation. There is no textural evidence of tuffaceous affinity.
9Sample No. Tvlc-9
Sample Location
“Yirri North”, middle reaches of Reddestone Creek 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 368000 Nth = 671600; Glen Innés 9238-IV-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A strongly fragmental sample containing very abundant angular lithic fragments of a variety of types 
including pale yellow-brown fine-grained material, dark grey fine-grained heavily veined types, and 
types that themselves appear to be fragmental. The fragments include elongate banded lithologies up to 
3 cm long but most lie within the size range 3 mm up to 2 cm.
Microscope Description
This rock is quite similar to the previous sample 61469A. It is a very poorly sorted lithic breccia 
containing more than 50% of angular to irregular shaped lithic fragments with a bimodal size 
distribution. Approximately equal proportions of fragments occur within the coarse size range (3 mm 
up to 1.5 cm), as within the finer size range (0.5mm up to 3 mm). The lithic fragments within both size 
groups include the following types; altered quartz-rich ferruginous siltstone; finely banded and partly 
slumped siltstone/mudstone partly stained by red-brown limonitic oxides along fine bedding surfaces; 
barely recognisable medium grained intermediate igneous types with decussate prismatic feldspar 
crystal sites now converted to low biréfringent clay (kaolinite) and interstitial sites that are differentially 
stained by red-brown oxide dust; banded claystone/mudstone, again stained by yellow and red-brown 
dusty oxides; carbonaceous cherty material heavily veined by carbon-free narrow branching veinlets of 
microgranular chert; fragments that are quite distinctly fragmental, with unsorted angular chert 
fragments set in irregularly but finely banded, very fine-grained mudstone; and sparse altered and 
oxidised fragments that retain recognisable relict textures of feathery to decussate microlitic fine­
grained volcanic types. All this material is "suspended" in a matrix containing abundant very small 
angular lithic fragments similar to those described above, together with abundant angular silt sized 
quartz chips, in turn set in very dense yellow- to red-brown stained argillic material with patchy 
concretions and branching zoned veinlets of similar ferric oxides. Patches and fine dendritic veinlets of 
opaque manganese oxides are accessory.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This strongly fragmental sedimentary rock clearly has a fine-grained ferruginous siltstone matrix 
enclosing very abundant unsorted fragments comprising a variety of lithic types. The rock may be 
identified as a clay-altered (weathered) and heavily oxidised unsorted sedimentary intraformational 
breccia.
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Sample No. Tvlc-10
Sample Location
“Carinda”, northeast of Elsmore 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 333300 Nth = 670430; Elsmore 9138-II-N 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Fe-Bleached Grey/White)
A white (clay altered) sample containing abundant angular white fragments and fewer mid-brown to 
mid-grey fragments up to 1 cm across, set in a very pale brown or buff coloured fine-grained matrix. A 
poorly defined banding or bedding is developed on a scale of about 1.5 cm with some bands very rich 
in altered fragments, while alternating bands contain the predominant fine-grained matrix fraction.
Microscope Description
Extreme argillic alteration {possibly due to near surface weathering), has affected this rock and quartz 
is the sole remaining recognisable primary phase. Nevertheless a selective dusty clouding of the 
ubiquitous, very fine-grained low biréfringent clay (kaolinite) has clearly outlined the presence of at 
least 35% to 40% of angular lithic fragments in part of the section, while a band of much finer grained 
but still fragmental material is about 1.5 cm wide in the thin section. Once again a variety of fine­
grained sedimentary lithic types are represented including banded siltstone and claystone {mudstone)', 
medium grained quartz arenite with siltstone clasts; very finely banded silty claystone; carbonaceous 
siltstone; and numerous scattered angular quartz chips up to 1 mm across. The generally smaller lithic 
clasts, {up to 1 mm maximum), within the fine-grained band tend to include quite well rounded grains 
compared with those of the coarser bands. These are similar types to those described above for the 
relatively coarse-grained bands.
The extremely fine-grained rock matrix comprises low biréfringent clouded kaolinite enclosing sparse 
silt- to fine sand-sized angular chips of quartz.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This rock appears to have a sedimentary origin, and in spite of its extreme pervasive argillic alteration 
due to weathering, it may be recognised as a poorly banded mudstone/siltstone conglomerate {or 
breccia).
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Sample No. Tvlc-ll
Sample Location
“Cheven”, northwest of Glen Innés
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 376000 Nth = 671300; Glen Innés 9238-IV-S
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A massive fine-grained compact red-brown oxidised sample enclosing sparse scattered, poorly sorted 
angular pale-brown, yellow-brown and white fragments ranging in size up to 5 mm across.
Microscope Description
This is a poorly sorted fragmental sample in which unsorted angular fragments are mostly within the 
size range 0.15 mm to 1.5 mm, but with sparse lithic clasts up to 3 mm. The lithic fraction includes 
intensely altered medium grained arenite with irregular shaped to subrounded clay-altered clasts and 
sparse detrital quartz grains set in a heavily stained and oxidised clay-altered matrix, while elsewhere 
are angular fragments of altered and oxidised silty claystone. Smaller lithic fragments lack recognisable 
relict textures and now are pseudomorphed by dense fine-grained low biréfringent clay (most likely 
kaolinite), clouded by patches and trails of dusty red-brown limonitic oxides. The recognisable crystal 
debris includes sparse scattered angular quartz chips (mostly less than 0.5 mm across) and broken 
feldspar crystal sites that are now converted to very fine-grained low biréfringent kaolinite.
The voluminous matrix fraction now consists of dense red-brown ferric oxide dust intergrown with 
patchy clay. An overall mottled texture appears to be due to small angular and cuspate shard shaped 
patches throughout the matrix, suggesting that this rock has a tuffaceous origin. The very dense red- 
brown limonitic oxides could be derived from previous iron-bearing carbonate, none of which now 
remains.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This sample has undergone intense oxidation and clay alteration, although a poorly sorted fragmental 
texture and the likely ubiquitous presence of previous glass shards in the matrix fraction suggests a 
tuffaceous origin. The rock may be rather tentatively described as an intensely altered and oxidised 
weathered vitric tuff enclosing sparse altered lithic and crystal debris.
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Sample No. Tvlc-12
Sample Location
“Cheven”, northwest of Glen Innés 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 376000 Nth = 671300; Glen Innés 9238-1V-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A very poorly sorted fragmental sample containing abundant lithic debris mostly within the size range 3 
mm up to 1 cm. The lithic clasts include pale brown, pale grey, and fewer dark red-brown types, set in 
a mid-red-brown fine-grained matrix. An irregular band of pale yellow-brown material is similarly 
fragmental and could represent variation in later oxide staining.
Microscope Description
Fragmental, poorly sorted texture once again is characteristic of this sample, and angular lithic and 
crystal debris in approximately equal major proportions account for about 35% of the total thin section 
area. Lithic fragments lie mostly within the size range 0.5 mm up to 5 mm, and this fraction includes a 
variety of types with predominant silty claystone containing various proportions of dusty limonitic 
oxides and abundant poorly sorted quartz-bearing fine-grained lithic arenite (+ primary sedimentary 
banding), also partly stained by limonitic oxide dust. Other types include very fine-grained material 
lacking relict textural features but very heavily stained by yellow and red-brown limonitic oxides, 
extremely argillically altered and yellowish brown stained, very fine-grained microlitic basic volcanic 
material; kaolin clay-altered, once glassy acid volcanic material; and several broken aggregates of quite 
coarse granular vein quartz. The crystal fraction comprises very abundant broken angular quartz chips, 
sites that once may have contained feldspars but which are now converted entirely to very fine-grained 
low biréfringent kaolinite, a single broken angular grain of zircon and a single cleavage fragment of 
yellow-brown chromite-rich spinel.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
The abundant fine-grained, partly oxidised red-brown argillic matrix fraction of this sample generally 
lacks clearly recognisable relict textural features, but it does enclose very abundant angular quartz chips 
and in some parts of the section are vague outlines of possible glass shards. The presence of the latter, 
together with sparse altered igneous material, as well as very abundant sedimentary lithic debris, 
suggests a mixed sedimentary/tuffaceous origin. The rock thus may be described as a clay-altered and 
oxidised breccia, most likely of mixed sedimentary/tuffaceous origin.
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Sample No. Tvlc-13
Sample Location
“Cheven”, northwest of Glen Innés 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 376000 Nth = 671300; Glen Innés 9238-1V-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A dark red-brown oxidised fine-grained fragmental sample containing unsorted angular lithic clasts of 
mid red-brown pale yellow-brown and rarely dark grey, fine-grained types ranging up to 1.4 cm across.
Microscope Description
This is a poorly sorted fragmental sample and, in contrast to the previous sample, most of the lithic and 
crystal debris is clearly of basic volcanic origin. This debris comprises about 30% of the total thin 
section area, with approximately equal major proportions of lithic and crystal debris. Lithic fragments 
include abundant microporphyritic basic igneous types in which common euhedra of olivine have been 
pseudomorphed by yellow, strongly biréfringent iddingsite, and the groundmass fraction of the 
fragments has been converted to low biréfringent clay (kaolinite), partly stained by red-brown limonitic 
oxide dust. Elsewhere are slightly coarser grained types in which phenocryst sites up to 1 mm across, 
are replaced by yellow-brown stained iddingsite + low biréfringent clay. Still other fragments once may 
have been glassy, but now are replaced by translucent fine-grained red-brown oxidised clay while well 
rounded vesicle sites are lined with narrow rims of secondary cherty quartz. Other lithic debris lacks 
relict textures and consists of concretionary limonitic oxides or else almost monomineralic cherty quartz 
enclosing patches of limonitic oxides. The crystal fraction in this sample consists of broken angular 
chips, generally less than 0.3 mm across. Yellow biréfringent iddingsite-altered mafic grains and 
cleavage fragments greatly predominate, with subordinate angular feldspar sites that are now converted 
to very fine-grained low biréfringent kaolinite. Accessory crystal debris includes sparse angular grains 
of pale brown spinel and rare small quartz chips. The dense red-brown oxidised matrix fraction once 
may have comprised fine-grained iron-bearing secondary carbonates, but is now converted to dusty 
limonitic oxides and oxide clouded clay. This fraction exhibits very vague relict outlines of angular to 
cuspate glass shard shaped textures.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
The rock clearly contains unsorted angular and broken lithic and crystal debris {particularly altered 
olivine and spinel), mainly from a microporphyritic basic volcanic source. The presence of related but 
texturally different basic volcanic lithic types and abundant shards, suggests that the rock may be 
described as an intensely oxidised and clay-altered vitric tuff containing unsorted angular lithic and 
crystal debris of microporphyritic basic volcanic origin.
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Sample No. Tvlc-14
Sample Location
“Argyle”, southeast of Sapphire
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 341000 Nth = 671140; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
This red-brown oxidised fragmental sample contains generally smaller lithic fragments. Individual 
fragments range up to about 7 mm across.
Microscope Description
Crystal debris predominates over lithic clasts and together this fragmental fraction accounts for about 
15% of the total thin section area. Sparse angular to irregular shaped lithic fragments reach 3 mm 
across in the thin section and these include the following types; intensely oxidised and clay altered 
microporphyritic basic igneous material in which abundant subhedral olivine microphenocrysts are now 
pseudomorphed by yellow, strongly biréfringent iddingsite. Other fragments are slightly coarser 
grained with distinct decussate altered feldspar sites and sparse relict xenocrysts of yellow-brown 
spinel, while still other once-glassy vesicular volcanic fragments now are converted to cherty quartz and 
patches of limonitic oxide dust. The crystal component includes dominant iddingsite altered olivine 
crystal sites (mostly about 0.1 mm across), together with other altered mafic crystal sites now converted 
to microgranular secondary quartz and yellow-brown limonitic oxides. Still other crystal sites that are 
now pseudomorphed by very fine-grained monomineralic low biréfringent clay once may have 
contained feldspars, while other crystal sites are converted to dense concretionary zoned ferric oxides. 
Accessory crystal debris comprise sparse angular fragments of pale brown spinel.
The voluminous matrix fraction in this rock, is converted to fine-grained dark red-brown limonitic 
oxides, but yet retains vague outlines of possible cuspate and angular glass shards. It is likely that the 
ubiquitous red-brown limonitic oxides replace previous very fine-grained secondary iron-rich 
carbonate. Irregular shaped patches of dense limonitic oxides have zoned and subradiating vein-like 
structures and most likely are the result of cavity infill and veining.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This rock may be described only rather tentatively as an intensely oxidised and partly clay-altered vitric 
tuff, containing altered lithic and crystal debris from a microporphyritic basic volcanic (basaltic) 
source.
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Sample No. Tvlc-15
Sample Location
“Argyle”, southeast of Sapphire 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 341000 Nth = 671140; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
An unsorted lithic fragmental rock enclosing very abundant coarse (mainly 1 cm to 1.5 cm across) lithic 
fragments of pale brown, almost white and mid-grey fine-grained types set in a voluminous very dense 
dark red-brown matrix.
Microscope Description
Unsorted angular to irregular shaped lithic fragments account for about 35% of the total thin section 
area, and most lie within the size range 5 mm up to 1 cm. Several very different lithic types are 
represented with quite well preserved relict textures in spite of almost complete alteration and 
oxidation. The most common clasts or fragments retain microporphyritic volcanic igneous textures in 
which subhedral mafic phenocryst sites that most likely once contained mainly olivine, now are 
pseudomorphed by strongly biréfringent yellow-brown stained iddingsite. These mafic sites which 
reach 0.3 mm across, account for about 15% of such fragments, and are set in a fine-grained 
groundmass & ass with vague patchy outlines of previous decussate prismatic shaped feldspar crystal 
sites. The latter are now altered to extremely fine-grained low biréfringent kaolinite. Other similar 
mafic-microporphyritic volcanic fragments also contain numerous irregular shaped clay-filled vesicle 
sites, while the original once glassy groundmass is converted to microgranular cherty quartz intergrown 
with clay. Still other lithic fragments also are converted to cherty quartz, kaolinite and patchy red 
brown limonitic oxide dust but retain clear outlines of coarse holocrystalline clusters (ultramafic 
xenolithics or nodules) of altered mafic phases. Elsewhere are very heavily oxidised fragments now 
consisting of almost monomineralic yellow-brown limonitic oxides that are fragmental with vague 
outlines of iddingsite altered mafic crystal debris and unrecognisable fine-grained unsorted lithic 
fragments. Rare fragments that are extremely fine-grained could have had silty mudstone parent types 
since they contain sparse minute angular quartz chips, set in a variously stained argillic matrix. One 
volcanic once-glassy fragment has a zonal alteration pattern with cherty quartz containing curving 
ferric-oxide stained perlitic cracks centrally, set in a rim of almost cryptocrystalline kaolinite 
peripherally. Similar very fine clay fills a single well rounded vesicle site and a partly stained small 
phenocryst site. Crystal debris in this sample consists largely of fine-grained yellow-brown biréfringent 
iddingsite-altered mafic crystal sites, angular feldspar sites that are pseudomorphed by microgranular 
low biréfringent kaolinite, sparse quartz chips, and rare accessory grains of pale brown spinel.
All this material is "suspended" in a matrix of dense fine-grained red-brown limonitic oxides similar to 
that in previous samples, in which there are relict outlines of small broken angular pumiceous once- 
glassy fragments and cuspate glass shards in the order of 0.03 mm to 0.07 mm across. The origin of the 
red-brown oxide dust once again is obscure, but it could have resulted from oxidation of previous very 
fine-grained iron-bearing carbonate.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This rock may be described as an altered and intensely oxidised, unsorted lithic tuff, containing 
abundant coarse microporphyritic basic volcanic lithic fragments and fine-grained sedimentary types set 
in an oxidised tuffaceous matrix with abundant minute shards and small pumiceous fragments.
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Sample No. Tvlc-16
Sample Location
“Argyle”, southeast of Sapphire 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 341000 Nth = 671140; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A soft and somewhat friable dark red-brown fine-grained oxidised argillic sample enclosing sparse 
irregular shaped to angular pale grey clasts rarely exceeding 0.6 mm across.
Microscope Description
Recognisable relict textures in this sample are largely obscured by its intense clay alteration and 
development of ubiquitous translucent to almost opaque red-brown ferric oxide staining. There is no 
fresh relict primary mineralogy. Nevertheless there are clear relict textures of an unsorted fragmental 
parent type, in which subrounded to irregular shaped lithic debris accounts for about 30% of the total 
thin section area, and possible crystal sites account for a further 10% to 15% of the sample.
The lithic clasts mostly lie within the size range 1.2 mm up to 5 mm across, and several have undergone 
plastic deformation marginally, while narrow fragments are strongly deformed. Only rare lithic 
fragments in this lithology retain reasonably clear relict textures of basic volcanic parent types, one of 
which contains a cluster of red-brown oxidised and degraded mafic crystal sites with a grainsize 
reaching 0.35 mm, set in an intensely altered matrix in which there are vague outlines of previous 
feldspar laths reaching about 0.5 mm long and intensely degraded (oxide altered) opaque oxide crystal 
sites that reach 0.2 mm across. This fragment most likely had a holocrystalline intrusive parent type. 
Other fragments once could have comprised clusters of feldspar laths but these are now converted to 
almost monomineralic low biréfringent clay in which dusty inclusions mark previous grain boundaries. 
Still other fragments retain rare elongate prismatic outlines of possible feldspar microlites, but these are 
now deformed and clay altered, and are set in a matrix of fine-grained dense patchy ferric oxides 
intergrown with clay. Elsewhere is a lithic clast or fragment in which rare clay altered prismatic shaped 
phenocryst sites reaching 0.3 mm across are set in a very fine-grained, possibly sparsely microlitic 
groundmass fraction now converted to red-brown oxides, intergrown with clay and abundant dusty 
sphene or leucoxene granules.
Sites of crystal debris are poorly preserved and include possible feldspar cleavage fragments {up to 0.3 
mm) now converted to colourless and amorphous clay, and rare highly angular quartz chips, also 
reaching a maximum size of about 0.3 mm. Possible mafic crystal sites may have been converted to 
dense almost opaque oxides.
All this material is set in a voluminous matrix in which relict textures cannot be recognised. Instead 
there are vague outlines of rounded pellet-like oxides and small lithic and crystal fragments that are 
thoroughly degraded. There are no fresh spinels in this sample, nor is there any textural evidence for 
the presence of previous organic material.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
The presence of subrounded to quite well rounded lithic fragments in this unsorted fragmental sample 
suggests partial reworking in a sedimentary environment. Many of the lithic fragments retain vague 
textures of fine-grained to porphyritic basaltic parent types, but no primary mineralogy remains. The 
rock may be described as a dark red-brown fine-grained ferric oxide-rich clay-bearing unsorted deposit 
of volcaniclastic material, that is intensely degraded due to near surface weathering and oxidation.
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Sample No. Tvlc-17
Sample Location
“Downfield”, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 356650 Nth = 671130; Glen Innes 9238-1V-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A mottled clay altered and patchily red-brown oxide stained and weathered partly friable sample. 
Highly irregular shaped "bleached" pale brown argillic patches (or fragments) up to 1.5 cm across are 
set in a red-brown stained matrix comprising poorly defined spherulitic oxide patches.
Microscope Description
The bleached and clay altered patches of this sample retain clear relict textures of a basic volcanic 
precursor. The textures are marked by a decussate mat of non-orientated narrow prismatic shaped 
crystal sites that almost certainly once comprised a feldspar. These have an average length of about 0.4 
mm and enclose sparse small interstitial patches that once comprised an oxide phase but now are 
converted to almost opaque to translucent red-brown oxides. No primary igneous mineralogy remains 
in this rock - not even accessory apatite or zircon.
In the "bleached" pale brown patches retaining once-basaltic relict textures, now are developed dense 
aggregates of extremely fine-grained "cherty" quartz. This phase once may have been chalcedony or 
opaline silica since many small equant domains retain subradiating structures. The quartz is intergrown 
with poorly defined patches of low-birefringent clay, clouded by dusty red-brown limonitic oxides, 
particularly marking original crystal boundaries, and concentrated in oxide + original mafic crystal 
sites. All of the bleached and pale brown oxide stained sites retain similar textures suggesting that they 
represent relict "islands" of a single once-basaltic rock type.
The dark red-brown oxide altered fraction of this lithology now lacks recognisable relict textures and 
mainly consists of a dense red-brown translucent to nearly opaque oxide-rich matrix enclosing scattered 
silt-sized grains and clusters of microgranular cherty quartz. In several very degraded domains there 
are patches that could represent banded fragments, or else are areas of oxide staining by deposition 
from solution.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This is most likely not a fragmental rock, but appears to represent a single volcanic flow which has 
undergone intense degradation due to oxidation and weathering leaving "islands" of cherty quartz and 
clay-altered barely recognisable volcanic material, set in an intensely limonitic oxide-stained somewhat 
concretionary matrix that shows some evidence of “restructuring” and autobrecciation during near 
surface weathering.
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Sample No. Tvlc-18
Sample Location
“Lochbuie”, south of Sapphire
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 337910 Nth = 671285; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A friable yellow-brown earthy sample that is fme-grained, but encloses vague outlines of small angular 
fragments.
Microscope Description
Unsorted clastic texture is well developed in this fme-grained argillic and ferric oxide-stained deposit. 
Recognisable lithic and crystal debris greater than 0.2 mm across accounts for only about 10% of the 
total thin section area, and sparse lithic fragments vary in size up to 2 mm across. Also present are 
sparse silt sized angular crystal fragments mostly less than 0.05 mm across, also accounting for about 
10% of the thin section area. The crystal debris includes angular chips of quartz as well as rare 
irregular shaped to angular individual crystals of quartz ranging up to 1.3 mm across, and generally 
coated with thin rims of wispy biréfringent clay. Numerous very small angular clasts comprise cherty 
quartz, as well as fine prismatic to subradiating aggregates. Also present are possible chips of mafic 
phases that are now converted to yellow biréfringent iddingsite, and equally abundant degraded opaque 
oxide grains.
Recognisable basaltic relict textures are preserved in several of the lithic fragments in which there are 
outlines of abundant non-orientated lath shaped feldspar crystal sites now converted to exceedingly 
fine-grained cherty quartz, with interstitial sites now marked by dense yellow-brown limonitic oxides 
and sparse translucent sites of partly degraded opaque oxides. Similar textures are very poorly 
preserved in irregular shaped lithic fragments that are now converted to dense red-brown limonitic 
oxides. Still other intensely oxidised lithic inclusions exhibit fine-grained poorly sorted clastic textures 
similar to those of the enclosing host rock.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
The very abundant rock matrix which accounts for about 80% of the total thin section area is 
exceptionally fine-grained, and lacks relict textures. This fraction consists of dense low biréfringent 
yellow-brown dusty limonitic oxides intergrown with clay. There are no fresh basaltic minerals 
represented in this strongly degraded and oxidised unsorted argillic deposit.
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Sample No. Tvlc-19
Sample Location
“Rose Cottage”, north of Elsmore 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 334900 Nth = 6703400; Elsmore 9138-II-N 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
An unsorted lithic fragmental sample that is mainly pale brown and argillic, with patchy red- to yellow- 
brown limonitic oxide staining. Individual lithic fragments range in size up to 5 cm across.
Microscope Description
Unsorted clastic sedimentary textures are characteristic of this intensely degraded and oxide-stained 
sample. Almost half of the thin section area is represented by a single large lithic clast or fragment with 
a central core that is partly void and partly is stained by a zone of dense almost opaque to translucent 
red-brown limonitic oxides. Very poorly preserved relict igneous textures suggest a basaltic parent with 
an average grainsize of about 0.2 mm. Possible feldspar laths now are converted to patches of 
deformed and clouded low-birefringent clay while sparse narrow elongate opaque oxide crystal sites 
suggest the previous presence of a titaniferous phase, possibly ilmenite.
The abundant rock matrix encloses sparse smaller subrounded lithic debris, also with poorly preserved 
relict textures of fine-grained basaltic volcanic types, as well as very heavily oxide stained and 
degraded types that themselves appear to be clastic fragmental. A single deformed low biréfringent 
clay-altered lithic fragment could represent a pumiceous parent type. Crystal chips and degraded and 
oxidised crystal sites rarely exceed 0.5 mm across and comprise about 25% of this matrix fraction. 
Patches of massive very fine-grained low biréfringent clay predominate with scattered angular patches 
of fibrous biréfringent clay, sparse angular quartz chips, and dense aggregates of red- and yellow-brown 
isotropic oxides.
All this material is set in a voluminous argillic matrix lacking clearly recognisable relict textures, and 
now comprising exceptionally fine-grained pale brown stained and clouded low-birefringent kaolinite. 
Concentric to irregular shaped narrow zones of dusty inclusions clearly show successive deposition 
from near surface circulating solutions.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
The sample may be described as a clay-rich oxide-stained unsorted lithic and crystal-bearing deposit, 
containing degraded basaltic fragments, as well as a variety of similarly degraded crystal debris and 
broken angular quartz chips set in oxide-stained clay.
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Sample No. Tvlc-20
Sample Location
“Sunnyside”, east of Elsmore
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 335300 Nth = 6702700; Elsmore 9138-II-N 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A rather massive pale brown fine-grained degraded and clay-altered sample, the sawn surface of which 
reveals a weak concentric zoned pattern of red-brown oxide staining. The individual zones have an 
average width of about 5 mm and are set about 5 mm apart.
Microscope Description
In spite of intense pervasive argillic alteration and oxide staining due to near surface weathering, clear 
relict textures are preserved in this sample of a rather massive basaltic volcanic type. This texture is 
dominated by a dense mat of decussate to weakly volcanic flow oriented narrow prismatic sites of 
previous feldspar laths with an average length of about 0.6 mm. Such sites, which account for about 
45% of the thin section area, now are filled with exceptionally fine-grained water-clear low-birefringent 
clay kaolinite. These sites are intergrown with interstitial sites that now are filled with low biréfringent 
clay which is clouded by dusty limonitic oxides, and wispy opaque oxides, possibly marking sites of 
previous opaque oxide crystallites. Patches containing the latter once may have comprised volcanic 
glass. Opaque oxide crystal sites include non-orientated narrow acicular to skeletal ilmenite crystal 
sites as well as degraded cubic shaped sites and clusters that once may have comprised titamferous 
magnetite. Selective alteration of certain interstitial sites and possibly once-glassy patches is to 
distinctly biréfringent pale brown montmorillonite, and pale brown domains of opaline silica. A single 
large subrounded patch, about 4 mm across, and possibly representing a previous vesicle site, now 
contains an aggregate of coarse-grained flakes of low biréfringent clay kaolinite. The zonal 
arrangement of patchy red-brown oxide staining in the hand specimen is not particularly evident in the 
thin section.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This is a thoroughly clay altered and partly oxidised rather massive, sparsely vesicular basaltic rock. 
Concentric zonal red-brown oxide staining of the hand specimen suggests that it could represent a 
single large clast or fragment.
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Sample No. Tvlc-21
Sample Location
“Sunnyside”, east of Elsmore
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 335300 Nth = 6702700; Elsmore 9138-II-N
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Fe-Bleached White/Grev)
An almost white friable argillic sample that is fairly even grained except for several coarse clay-rich 
patches or clasts. The sample contains scattered fine-grained mid grey crystal sites.
Microscope Description
Textures and mineralogy of this sample are very largely masked by its intense clay alteration. 
Nevertheless a very poorly preserved clastic texture is marked by vague outlines of angular to irregular 
shaped but quite well sorted clasts, with an average grainsize of about 0.7 mm (coarse sand size). 
Angular quartz grains are the sole remaining primary essential phase, and these have a more or less 
even distribution accounting for about 15% of the total thin section area. These are set amongst 
complete: clay-altered clasts with a more or less similar average grainsize, but which are converted to 
essentially isotropic variously clouded clay (most likely dominant kaolinite). In many of these sites 
there are preserved very poor outlines of original prismatic microlites, suggesting the presence of 
degrader basic volcanic material. A variety of different volcanic types or texturally different flows are 
marked by variation in grainsize and distribution of microlite sites, as well as variation in proportion 
and distribution of degraded opaque oxide crystal sites within such clasts. Possible volcanic clasts 
comprise about 20% of the thin section area. Accessory recognisable clastic phases in this sample 
include rare large deformed and degraded biotite flakes, one of which reaches 2 mm long, as well as 
angular to irregular shape; grains of a high relief, yellow, well cleaved isotropic phase. The largest 
grains of the latter reach 0.6 mm, and these resemble a spinel. Elsewhere are similarly isotropic well 
cleaved grains that are pale olive green and pale brown respectively. The remainder of clasts lack 
recognisable relict textures, and now are converted to monomineralic variously clouded clay, certain of 
which appear to be subrounded or even pellet-like, with concentric trails of dusty inclusions deposited 
by solution. A single large clay-rich domain about 7 mm across encloses outlines of sparse small (silt 
sized) inclusions, suggesting its origin as a fine-grained sediment.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This intensely clay-altered sample may be identified rather tentatively as a reasonably well sorted but 
immature coarse-grained volcanic lithic arenite, containing lithic and crystal debris from mixed basic 
volcanic and coarse-grained acidic {possibly granitic) sources.
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Sample No. Tvlc-22
Sample Location
Coleraine, west of Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 342500 Nth = 6711760; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A dark red-brown heavily oxide- stained sample, enclosing irregular shaped mid-grey to moderately 
red-brown oxide stained lithic fragments ranging in size up to more than 2 cm across, and sparse small 
angular pale grey to red-brown fragments, all set in a massive fine-grained deep red-brown matrix.
Microscope Description
Unsorted lithic fragments and/or clasts are quite well defined in this unsorted heavily oxidised and 
weathered lithic volcanic sediment. Intensely degraded basic volcanic fragments account for about 
30% of the thin section area, and these have a conspicuously uneven distribution, and size ranging up to 
slightly more than 2 cm across.
The lithic fragments retain clear microporphyritic relict textures with evenly distributed subhedral mafic 
phenocryst sites and clusters comprising about 25% of most lithic fragments. These sites, which retain 
shapes suggesting the presence of previous olivine, now are filled with transparent red-brown 
biréfringent iddingsite, and are set throughout a dense mat of almost massive fine-grained dark red- 
brown translucent to almost opaque red-brown oxides. In other lithic fragments, similar sites are set 
throughout a very fine-grained matrix comprising patches of secondary cherty quartz intergrown with 
low biréfringent clay clouded with dusty red brown limonitic oxides. Elsewhere is a subrounded 
fragment in which relict textures are of a subophitic basaltic rock in which mafic phases are selectively 
converted to red-brown biréfringent iddingsite.
The crystal debris, mostly less than 0.06 mm across, comprises only about 10% of the total thin section 
area. This fraction includes abundant small mafic crystal chips - also converted to conspicuous 
biréfringent red-brown iddingsite, rare small angular to irregular shaped quartz grains, minor poorly 
defined intensely clay altered and oxide-stained felsic grains, scattered dusty opaque grains {possibly 
including carbonaceous material, and a single small (0.23 mm across) subhedral but broken chip, of 
corundum. The latter is pale yellow, and partly stained by dusty red-brown oxides.
The lithic and crystal debris is "suspended" in a voluminous very fine-grained matrix which is very 
heavily stained by red brown translucent to almost opaque dusty limonitic oxides.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This sample could be described as a degraded {weathered) red-brown ferric oxide-rich volcaniclastic 
deposit, containing unsorted basaltic lithic and crystal debris, including a single broken crystal of 
corundum.
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Sample No. TvIc-23
Sample Location
Coleraine, west of Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 342500 Nth = 671950; Sapphire 9138-I-S
319900 6729100
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
Patchy yellow and red-brown fine-grained oxides heavily stain in this sample, in which there are poorly 
defined outlines of lithic fragments (up to about 1 cm across), and scattered small angular pale grey 
crystal sites mainly less than 1 mm across.
Microscope Description
This sample is an unsorted lithic/ crystal material that is intensely degraded and oxidised due to effects 
of near surface weathering. Lithic clasts in this lithology account for about 20% of each thin section, 
and there are preserved a variety of fine-grained basaltic textures. Most of the lithic fragments (or 
clasts) exhibit subrounded to highly irregular and deformed shapes, and most are less than 5 mm across, 
except for rare fragments reaching about 1 cm across. Selective alteration of olivine crystal sites to 
yellow-brown birefringent iddingsite, and of feldspar crystal sites to microgranular cherty quartz and 
low birefringent and isotropic clay, preserves quite well the relict textural features. In several clasts are 
well preserved decussate to subradiating sites of previous feldspar laths that are now converted to dense 
aggregates of microgranular cherty quartz. These sites are outlined by dark brown oxides, and enclose 
sparse interstitial sites, iddingsite-altered mafic phases. Many of the clasts are themselves fragmental, 
while still others show clastic sedimentary textures such as grainsize layering and fine banding. One 
quite well rounded clast (or pebble) encloses small angular fragments of basaltic types with well 
preserved intergranular basaltic textures, and these fragments are set amongst a concentrate of 
iddingsite-altered olivine crystal debris and oxides in turn set in microgranular (cherty) secondary 
quartz. Elsewhere is a small subrounded clast that consists of a concentrate of angular heavy mineral 
grains about 60% of which are iddingsite-altered mafic phases, and 40% of which are opaque grains, 
mostly within the size range 0.06 mm up to 0.3 mm that has been concentrated by later very fine­
grained cherty quartz. In a similar subrounded clast, there is preserved a distinct boundary between a 
layer of similar heavy mineral concentrate, and very fine-grained silty claystone with rare fine silt-sized 
grains of iddingsite-altered mafic phases. Yet another clast that is extremely well rounded is about 5 
mm across (pebble size) and contains sparse silt sized iddingsite-altered and opaque oxide chips, a 
single large altered mafic site about 0.5 mm across, and sparse angular felsic chips all set in a red- 
brown stained argillic matrix. There is a weak sedimentary layering evident in this clast. Subordinate 
small subrounded clasts comprise fine-grained sparsely silty claystone, and one silty claystone clast 
appears to be carbonaceous. Several domains show development of a plastically deformed finely 
banded silty claystone matrix separating poorly defined clasts and fragments of iddingsite-altered heavy 
mineral concentrate, and cherty quartz clay and oxide-altered basaltic lithic fragments and fine-grained 
arenaceous volcaniclastic material.
Sparse small (mostly less than 0.25 mm) fine sand and silt sized angular crystal sites of iddingsite- 
altered mafic chips and cherty quartz-clay altered felsic debris with subordinate opaque oxides 
comprise only about 10% of the voluminous rock matrix. These crystal chips and the lithic clasts are 
“suspended” in an exceptionally fine-grained clay-rich matrix: which is variously stained by dusty red- 
and yellow limonitic oxides.
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Lithology and Proposed Genesis
The rock type may be identified as a yellow- and red-brown oxide stained unsorted volcaniclastic 
deposit of intensely altered volcanic lithic and reworked lithic material and altered crystal debris set in 
abundant ferric oxide-stained fine-grained clay, 
grained clay.
Sample No. TvIc-24
Sample Location
“Jura”, south of Nullamanna
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 328450 Nth = 671650; Nullamanna 9138-1V-S
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
Fine-grained buff-coloured carbonate rich claystone showing vague fragmental texture.
Microscope Description
In this intensely clay- and carbonate-altered sample no primary igneous mineralogy is preserved, and 
only in several small domains are located vague outlines of small prismatic shaped outlines of previous 
feldspar prisms. These prismatic shaped microlite sites mostly are less than 0.3 mm long and 0.08 mm 
wide, and have decussate non-orientated distribution, except for one cluster of prismatic shaped crystal 
sites showing plastic deformation, possibly after intense pervasive clay alteration. Also present are 
sparse small rounded sites that almost certainly represent previous vesicles up to 1 mm across that are 
now filled with zoned secondary assemblages amongst the secondary phases carbonate, clay and almost 
opaque oxides. A single, extremely small angular relict chip of yellow-brown isotropic spinel suggest 
the incorporation of minor ultramafic material as a xenolith/xenocryst in the altered basaltic material. 
All of the barely recognisable feldspar crystal sites account for less than 10% of the total thin section 
area, and these are set in exceptionally deformed domains mostly obscured by radiating clusters of very 
fine carbonate which is partly stained by dusty argillic material and oxides.
The possible basaltic lithic fragments are suspended in a matrix of almost monomineralic yellow-brown 
stained low biréfringent clay kaolinite enclosing only sparse small (only about 0.1 mm across) radiating 
aggregates of carbonate. This exceptionally massive clay lacks silty material (including quartz chips) 
and may have formed as a deposit between petrographically similar intensely clay-carbonate altered 
volcanic lithic fragments.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
The sample may be very tentatively identified as a clay-carbonate rock, containing once vesicular and 
microlitic, pervasively clay-carbonate altered basaltic volcanic fragments, set throughout a matrix of 
almost monomineralic clay with rare small radial clusters of fine-grained carbonate.
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Sample No. Tvlc-25
Sample Location
“Kings Hill”, west of Kingsland 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 346520 Nth = 671240; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
An unsorted lithic fragmental sample enclosing a variety of irregular shaped large (ranging up to more 
than 4 mm across), intensely clay- and yellow- to red-brown oxide-altered lithic fragment as well as 
abundant angular crystal debris (including pale yellow-brown, almost white, and clear (quartz) types) 
suspended in an abundant yellow-brown argillic matrix.
Microscope Description
Intense pervasive and partly selective clay alteration, fine silicification, as well as yellow- and red- 
brown oxide deposition and staining largely obscures relict textures and mineralogy in this sample. 
Nevertheless relict textures are evident of an unsorted fragmental parent type in which irregular lithic 
fragments of many different lithologies account for about 35% of the total lithology and vary in size up 
to more than 4 cm across. Much smaller altered lithic and crystal debris account for a further 15% of 
the sample, and all of this material is suspended in a voluminous yellow-brown stained argillic matrix.
The poorly preserved lithic fragments include the following types; totally clay altered, possibly shallow 
intrusive basic igneous types dominated by a dense decussate mat of clay-altered plagioclase laths (0.5 
mm length)-, similar but much finer grained basaltic types in which sites of prismatic feldspar crystals 
reach only 0.2 mm and are selectively converted to exceptionally fine-grained cherty quartz with 
interstitial dense dusty red-brown oxides; weakly banded, very sparsely silty claystone; and types that 
are themselves fragmental containing very abundant small angular chips (mainly about 0.05 mm) of red- 
brown oxide- and iddingsite-altered mafic crystal debris, and subordinate, very fine-grained low 
biréfringent clay altered felsic crystal debris set in an abundant matrix of cherty quartz stained by red- 
brown oxide dust and with minor patches of clay. Rarely are there volcanic fragments in which opaque 
oxide crystal sites are preserved amongst a mosaic of dusty but cherty quartz. The secondary cherty 
quartz almost certainly represents previous opaline silica especially where colloform banding structures 
are preserved.
The crystal debris in this rock rarely exceeds 5 mm, and this fraction invariably is angular and broken. 
The coarsest debris is quartz, and this phase is present in chips down to less than 0.02 mm. Mafic chips 
are converted to yellow- and red-brown biréfringent iddingsite, while sparse small opaque grains rarely 
exceed 0.1 mm. Also present are rare titaniferous oxide grains that are now converted to leucoxene, 
and possible small grains of hydro-garnet. There are no clear relict textures preserved in the 
voluminous yellow-brown stained low-birefringent argillic rock matrix.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This volcaniclastic sample may be identified as an intensely clay-altered and selectively silicified and 
oxide-stained unsorted lithic and crystal fragmental mud flow deposit, containing a variety of volcanic 
and fine-grained sedimentary lithic fragments as well as small angular quartz chips and degraded mafic 
phases.
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Sample No. Tvlc-26
Sample Location
“Talarook”, Falls Creek and Upper Wellingrove Creek, southwest of Glen Innes
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 363500 Nth = 670130; Stonehenge 9238-III-N
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
Highly clay-altered basaltic breccia showing well developed fragmental texture.
Microscope Description
Unsorted fragmental texture is evident in this breccia in which there is a variety of angular to 
subrounded volcanic lithic fragments accounting for about 40% of the thin section area and ranging in 
size up to 1.5 cm across, but mostly 1 mm to 5 mm across. The fragments include the following lithic 
types; partly iddingsite-clay altered massive ophitic alkali basalt with an average grainsize of 0.2 mm, 
similarly altered olivine microporphyritic but extremely fine-grained intergranular alkali basalt; 
extremely fine-grained once partly glassy basanitic volcanic rock types with abundant wispy 
clinopyroxene microlites (rarely green aegirine) and ubiquitous dusty opaque oxides, in a once-glassy 
clay altered groundmass, and enclosing coarse mafic xenocrysts (mostly clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene, 
perthitic K-feldspar, and quartz chips)-, single large fragments of clay altered acidic crystal tuff is partly 
enclosed within an rind of strongly vesicular brown clouded clay-altered, once glassy basalt; and 
abundant fragments of similar brown-clouded clay altered extremely vesicular basalt (most likely 
basanite), containing rare inclusions of altered teschenite and quartz-rich types.
The larger lithic fragments form an open framework breccia with similar variety of much smaller 
altered basaltic fragments in the matrix fraction together with coarse angular crystal debris. The lithic 
fragments range downward in size from 1 mm across, and the broken crystal debris also reaches 1 mm 
across. Recognisable crystal debris comprises about 30% of the total fragmental component in this 
rock, and comprises equally dominant quartz chips and desegregated mafic xenocrysts. These include 
orthopyroxene; clouded coarsely perthitic K-feldspar and rare K-feldspar, quartz aggregates (most 
likely from a granitic source); fresh cleavage fragments o f amphibole (kaersutite type)-, rare deformed 
biotite flakes, opaque oxides, and yellow-brown spinel.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
Uncompacted open framework lithic breccia comprising a variety of altered fine-grained basaltic and 
basanitic fragments, as well as abundant mafic xenocrystic debris, set in a clay-zeolite cement.
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Sample No. Tvlc-27
Sample Location
“Talarook”, Falls Creek and Upper Wellingrove Creek, southwest of Glen Innes
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 363710 Nth = 670130; Stonehenge 9238-III-N
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
Highly clay-altered basaltic breccia showing well developed fragmental texture.
Microscope Description
A distinctly unsorted volcaniclastic texture is well preserved in this partly clay-altered and oxide- 
stained sample. The volcanic debris varies in size up to 3 cm across, but most is in the order of 0.2 mm 
to 1 mm across. The smaller lithic debris appears to be subrounded to quite well rounded, whereas 
larger grains have angular to irregular shapes. Crystal fragments, on the other hand, are invariably 
angular and broken.
Recognisable lithic debris accounts for about 40% of the total sample and a great variety of volcanic 
lithic types are represented. All of this debris is more or less clay-altered and selectively oxidised, but 
relict textures and certain relict mineralogy is well preserved.
Common volcanic types include the following; altered ophitic alkali olivine basalt with conspicuous 
fresh purple-brown titaniferous clinopyroxene; strongly vesicular basic volcanic types in which sparse 
clay-altered prismatic feldspar laths are set in a translucent dark red-brown dusty oxide-rich 
groundmass. This rock type encloses angular crystal fragments of quartz and perthitic K-feldspar; 
exceptionally fine-grained once-glassy basanitic volcanic types crowded with dusty oxide granules, with 
clay-altered felsic and microphenocryst sites, but relatively fresh clinopyroxene microlites; and a single 
large basanitic type, with sparse bipyramidal and skeletal olivine microphenocryst sites largely filled 
with fibrous pale green serpentine minerals and minor red-brown iddingsite (some fresh olivine 
remains), set in a clay-altered and stained groundmass crowded with clinopyroxene needles and dusty 
oxides. This lithology encloses abundant xenocrysts and aggregates including dominant orthopyroxene 
with narrow clinopyroxene exsolution lamellae and conspicuous reaction rims, rare small angular chips 
of yellow-brown spinel with opaque oxide rims, and clinopyroxene chips - lacking reaction rims. This 
lithology also encloses a large ultramafic xenolith of coarse but variable grainsize (ranging up to 4 mm) 
and texture of highly irregular shaped interlocking crystals dominated by unaltered orthopyroxene with 
slightly subordinate clinopyroxene, patches of yellow-brown spinel, and very abundant crystal sites that 
almost certainly once contained olivine, but now are converted to oxide stained fine-grained clay and 
patches of analcite. This xenolith has an inferred composition of spinel lherzolite.
The subordinate crystal debris in this lithology includes angular quartz chips, clay-altered mafic types, 
ortho- and clinopyroxene from desegregated ultramafic xenoliths, a clay altered graphic feldspar 
intergrowth of granitic origin, opaque oxides, small cleavage fragments of purple titaniferous 
clinopyroxene, brown amphibole (kaersutite type) and rare deformed mica flakes. The rock matrix 
contains exceptionally fine-grained clay-degraded debris in turn set in yellow-brown stained low 
birefringent clay and minor fine-grained zeolites.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
The sample may be described as a clay-altered and partly oxidised unsorted volcaniclastic deposit 
containing a variety of volcanic lithic and ultramafic xenolithic material with subordinate crystal debris, 
set in a clay-rich oxide-stained matrix also crowded with very fine clay-altered dusty lithic and crystal 
debris.
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Sample No. Tvlc-28
Sample Location
“Talarook”, Falls Creek and Upper Wellingrove Creek, southwest of Glen Innes
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 363150 Nth = 670020; Stonehenge 9238-III-N
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
Highly clay-altered basaltic breccia showing well developed fragmental texture.
Microscope Description
A variety of strongly clay-altered and variously oxidised volcanic lithic fragments are present in this 
unsorted volcaniclastic rock type. Recognisable lithic fragments vary in size up to 3.5 cm across and 
account for about 40% of the total thin section area. The basaltic types include ophitic alkali basalt 
with relict fresh purple-brown titaniferous clinopyroxene but with feldspar and olivine sites 
pseudomorphed by yellowish brown stained clay; exceptionally fine-grained to once-glassy feldspar 
poor types with sparse clay-altered olivine microphenocryst sites, and equally sparse large xenocryst of 
quartz from upper levels, and chips of yellow-brown to red-brown spinel from desegregated ultramafic 
xenolithic types. Other very strongly clay-altered clasts retain trachytic and microphenocrystic textures 
and commonly are distinctly vesicular.
A relatively small proportion of crystal debris is also represented, comprising less than 5% of the thin 
section area. Only rare crystal clasts remain unaltered, and these include stout clinopyroxene cleavage 
fragments, sparse angular quartz chips and numerous yellowish brown clay-altered crystal sites.
In certain parts of the thin section it may be seen that this debris is set in a fine-grained clouded and 
partly oxide stained clay-rich matrix incorporating poorly defined 'layers' of mostly altered crystal chips 
including rare fresh angular chips of clinopyroxene. In addition, the volcanic lithic fragments and clay- 
rich matrix are commonly separated into 'islands' by a branching vein-like network of fractures and/or 
voids now filled with secondary assemblages including carbonate and quite coarsely crystallised 
zeolites. The carbonate commonly forms large optically continuous grains centrally, while narrow 
marginal zones are of well formed zeolite crystals. It appears that solutions working through this 
volcaniclastic material have dissolved the clay-rich matrix and deposited instead the veinlike zeolites 
and carbonate.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
Unsorted clay-altered volcaniclastic deposit containing a variety of basaltic to basanitic lithic fragments 
and altered crystal debris set in a clay-rich partly silty matrix, that is partly replaced veins by 
branching/and fractures filled with zeolites and carbonate.
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Sample No. Tvlc-29
Sample Location
“Talarook”, Falls Creek and Upper Wellingrove Creek, southwest of Glen Innés
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 363150 Nth = 670020; Stonehenge 9238-III-N
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
Highly clay-altered basaltic breccia showing well developed fragmental texture.
Microscope Description
This unsorted lithic fragmental rock contains a variety of partly altered and oxidised basic volcanic 
lithic fragments and there appears to be a weak grainsize layering. The latter is marked by a central 
zone, about 3 cm wide, of quite well rounded lithic clasts with an average size of about 1 cm across. 
This layer is set in host material in which the average size of fragments is only about 0.5 cm. Lithic 
debris greatly predominates over crystal fragments and the former accounts for about 45% of the total 
thin section area.
The lithic fraction of this sample once again comprises a variety of volcanic lithic types, including the 
following; sub-trachytic strongly ophitic olivine microporphyritic alkali basalt; considerably altered 
fine-grained microporphyritic basanitic types with angular but fresh clinopyroxene xenocrysts; strongly 
vesicular oxidised and stained dark red-brown once-glassy basic volcanic types; and fine-grained 
clinopyroxene microlitic clay-altered types that are inclusions set in once-vesicular and glassy red- 
brown oxidised hosts with fibrous serpentine-altered olivine microphenocryst sites. Also present is a 
fragment of clay-altered fine-grained microporphyritic alkali basaltic type, also set in a host of fine­
grained red-brown oxide stained altered olivine microporphyritic basaltic material. Much smaller lithic 
fragments also form a large proportion of the rock matrix and these are dominated by broken and highly 
angular, highly pumiceous once vesicular material {possibly indicating highly explosive gaseous 
eruption), now containing almost opaque to translucent red-brown dusty oxides and altered olivine 
microphenocryst sites. This distinctly finer fraction has an average size of about 0.6 mm, which is 
similar to that of the broken crystal] fraction also forming part of the finer inter-fragment matrix. 
Accessory lithic debris includes a carbonate-clay altered lherzolitic xenolithic fragment, and an argillic- 
altered feldspathic volcanic fragment.
The crystal debris accounts for about 10% of the total fragmental fraction, and most crystal fragments 
are within the size range 0.4 mm up to 1 mm. Cleavage fragments and angular chips of disaggregate 
coarse-grained ultramafic xenolithic types predominate, and phases include the following in 
approximate decreasing order of abundance; orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, spinels (including yellow- 
brown, nearly opaque khaki and pinkish brown types). A single large rounded crystal {more than 5 mm 
across) of anorthoclase is accessory, together with rare fragments of brown amphibole {kaersutite type) 
elongate titaniferous opaque oxides, clay altered plagioclase' clouded K-feldspar, quartz, but no 
corundum was detected. All this debris is set in a meager cement of patchy fine-grained zeolites, and 
exceptionally fine-grained biréfringent to low biréfringent clay.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
The apparent size sorting of this sample possibly suggests its formation as a base-surge type, including 
band of relatively coarse variously rounded oxidised weathered and reworked volcanic lithic material 
set in a matrix of smaller angular lithic mostly broken pumiceous and disaggregated ultramafic 
xenolithic material.
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Sample No. Tvlc-30
Sample Location
“Braemar”, northeast of Elsmore
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 334900 Nth = 670351; Elsmore 9138-II-N 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A rather massive, fine-grained pale yellow-brown sample that is blocky, brittle fractured and 
microbrecciated with fine-grained oxidised (redbrown) argillic material filing fractures. K-feldspar 
staining proved negative and the offcut is strongly argillic.
Microscope Description
This is a very fine-grained sedimentary sample. There are two distinct size fractions present and these 
have an irregular mutual boundary, possibly indicating microslumping. The relatively coarser fraction 
accounts for about one third of the relevant section area, whereas the finer fraction represents about two 
thirds.
The coarse fraction is a silty and very fine sandy claystone that contains about 15% of recognisable 
angular detrital grains, mainly within the size range 0.05 mm (silt size) up to 0.15 mm {fine sand size). 
The detrital grains mainly are angular and are more or less evenly disseminated throughout the matrix 
fraction. The detritus is dominated by quartz with subordinate opaque oxide sites that once contained 
titanian oxides {now fine-grained dusty sphene-leucoxene) and sites that are now converted to 
exceptionally fine-grained yellow-brown biotite. Accessory heavy detrital phases are zircon and 
tourmaline. The detritus is 'suspended' in an exceptionally fine-grained rock matrix of chlorite-smectite 
cherty quartz, wispy 'illite' and kaolinite.
In the more abundant but finer grained fraction, angular crystal detritus accounts for about 5% of the 
relevant section area and has a grainsize in the range 0.01 mm up to about 0.05 mm {silt size). Once 
again angular quartz chips predominate with poorly defined titanian oxide granules now converted to 
sphene-leucoxene, sparse albitised plagioclase cleavage fragments, and detrital “illite” flakes.
Accessory detrital grains are tourmaline, sphene and opaque oxides. The ubiquitous rock matrix 
fraction is exceptionally fine-grained “illite-smectite” and kaolinite.
The sample shows brittle fracture and partial microbrecciation. The widest fractures are subparallel to 
somewhat irregular layering with cross fractures almost normal to this direction. Fractures now contain 
blocky fragments of host rock, as well as angular crystal detrital grains up to about 0.1 mm grainsize 
{very fine sand size) that are unevenly distributed throughout a red-brown hematite-stained argillic 
matrix fraction. Many lithic fragments are intensely clay-altered {mainly kaolinite). A single angular 
quartz chip in the red-brown oxidised fraction reaches 0.25 mm {upper limit o f fine sand size). There is 
no textural or mineralogic evidence in the present section for a volcanic lithic- or crystal-contribution. 
Elsewhere narrow fractures are filled with deep red-brown dusty hematite-stained clay {mainly 
kaolinite).
The very fine-grained argillic but ferruginous rock matrix fraction also lacks specific textural evidence 
of a volcanic origin. Small angular grains {up to about 0.07 mm grain size) of tourmaline, also are 
accessory.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
The sample may be described as a sparsely silty claystone/very fine to fine sandy and silty claystone 
that is partly brittle fractured and brecciated.
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Sample No. Tvlc-31
Sample Location
“Braemar”, northwest of Elsmore 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 334900 Nth = 670351; Elsmore 9138-II-N 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Meta-Siltstone)
A fine-grained, compact, massive, mid grey sample that is cut by poorly defined pale grey irregular 
veinlets and later planar micro fractures or joints. Irregular pale grey haloes are characteristic adjacent 
to several veinlets. K-feldspar staining gave strong positive results for the fine-grained rock matrix 
fraction but not for abundant narrow branching veinlets and subparallel joint-located planar veinlets. 
Most fine-grained detrital grains also lack positive K-feldspar staining.
Microscope Description
This sample is a well sorted, very fine-grained, feldspathic arenaceous sediment. It contains about 45% 
of recognisable angular detrital grains that vary mainly within the size range 0.05 mm (silt size) up to 
about 0.1 mm (very fine sand size). The detritus is set in a poorly defined, very fine-grained somewhat 
cherty granular feldspathic matrix fraction that gives a strong positive stain for K-feldspar.
Recognisable detrital grains are almost equally dominated by angular quartz chips and feldspar 
cleavage fragments that comprise clouded albitised plagioclase, as well as mottled and partly degraded 
K-feldspar (mainly microcline). Sparse small mafic crystal sites are ragged flakes of degraded biotite 
(still retains mid brown to pale yellow pleochroism) and sites of titanian oxides that are now converted 
to sphene and/or leucoxene. Accessory detrital phases are zircon, epidote, opaque oxides and apatite. 
Also present are poorly defined, once-glassy volcanic lithic fragments that contain poor outlines of 
cuspate volcanic glass shards and clearly once were from a vitric- tuffaceous terrain. Angular chips of 
sphene also are accessory.
The poorly defined fine-grained microgranular rock matrix fraction contains abundant K-feldspar and 
also contains abundant incipient patchy, very fine-grained metamorphic biotite.
This sample is cut by very abundant branching narrow veinlets, the widest of which reaches about 0.4 
mm across. They are generally in the order of 0.2 mm across. Early poorly defined veinlets contain 
somewhat cherty, exceptionally fine-grained quartz + K-feldspar, while later veinlets are filled with 
granular quartz + minor chlorite and traces of carbonate. Several veinlets comprise aggregates of near 
colourless granular epidote.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
Moderately well sorted, strongly feldspathic, silty, very fine-grained arenite, that contains material from 
a once-partly glassy acidic volcanic source. Presence of fine-grained biotite and K-feldspar in the rock 
matrix suggests that regional metamorphic temperature conditions may have reached about 250° to 
300°C
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Sample No. Tvlc-32
Sample Location
Wire Gully, northwest of Elsmore 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 337750 Nth = 670351; Elsmore 9138-II-N 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A massive, very fine-grained, argillic mid red-brown hematite-rich sample that contains poorly sorted 
silt and sand-sized clasts, as well as about 10% of angular to irregular shaped clasts that are > 1 mm up 
to about 1 cm across. Sparse fragments are pale grey, pale red-brown mid red-brown, as well as white 
and argillic.
Microscope Description
This sample is a ferruginous claystone that contains about 40% of crystal and lithic detrital grains that 
are unsorted and vary from less than fine silt size up to 5 mm in the present section. The unsorted 
crystal and lithic detrital grains have a distinctly bimodal grainsize distribution, with the coarser fraction 
(> 0.3 mm) accounting for about 10% - 12% of the section area.
Lithic fragments are angular and broken, and in spite of intense argillic weathering, several lithic types 
may be identified. Volcanic lithic fragments retain clear relict textures of intergranular to subophitic 
basaltic relict texture in which prismatic shaped feldspar prisms now are selectively converted to 
colourless fine-grained kaolinite and interstitial mafic phases now are converted to fine-grained yellow- 
to red-brown hematite. Also present are fragments of fine-grained veined ferruginous radiolarian chert, 
moderately well sorted sparsely sandy siltstone, rather poorly sorted silty fine-grained arenite with rare 
relict grains of green tourmaline and zircon. The lithic fragments all set in a fine-grained argillic but 
red-brown hematite-rich rock matrix fraction. Also present are rare plant remains (one fragment 
reaches 0.35 mm) showing poorly preserved cell structure. Several large argillic clasts are very fine­
grained and lack recognisable relict textural features. These have highly irregular shapes, and one 
reaches 3 mm across.
The finer grained crystal detrital fraction varies mainly within the size range 0.02 mm (silt size) up to 
about 0.15 mm (fine sand size). The abundant crystal sites have angular and some prismatic shapes, but 
now are converted to fine-grained low biréfringent clay (kaolinite), and mottled, exceptionally fine­
grained low biréfringent zeolite. At least some of these crystal sites once could have comprised a 
feldspar, but there are very few, if any, quartz chips. The sample could have contained minor oxides 
that are now almost opaque to translucent red-brown hematite. Also present are rare angular chips of 
partly weathered, bright yellow but still essentially isotropic, Cr-spinel, one of which reaches 0.15 mm 
grainsize. This xenocryst is derived from spinel lherzolite and released into the weathering 
environment from degraded host basalt.
The very abundant, exceptionally fine-grained argillic rock matrix fraction is heavily stained by dusty 
red- and yellow-brown limonitic oxides. There are shadowy angular outlines of small fragments in this 
fraction, even some that could resemble cuspate glass shards, but this identification is tenuous.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
The sample may be identified as an exceptionally fine-grained, ferruginous claystone throughout which 
are 'suspended' abundant unsorted silty to fine sandy angular crystal fragments and sparse lithic clasts 
(;up to about 3 mm across) of several different lithic types, including Tertiary basalt. Rare crystal chips 
are Cr-spinel.
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Sample No. Tvlc-33
Sample Location
“Braemar”, northwest of Elsmore 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 334900 Nth = 670351; Elsmore 9138-II-N 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Fe-Bleached Grev/White)
A fine-grained, pale grey to almost white argillic sample, the cut surface of which shows abundant 
outlines of angular and irregular lithic fragments, some of which reach about 5 mm across. They are 
mainly about 1 mm to 2 mm across.
Microscope Description
In spite of intense alteration to fine-grained low biréfringent clay (mainly kaolinite), the sample retains 
clear relict textures of an unsorted volcanic breccia that contains a variety of volcanic lithic and crystal 
fragments. Recognisable angular and broken lithic fragments account for about 40% of the present 
section area, and vary mainly within the size range 0.5 mm up to about 6 mm across in the present 
section. All have highly angular shapes and volcanic lithic fragments commonly have 'fluted' outlines 
characteristic of broken vesicle sites and pumiceous material. They have not been reworked to any 
extent in a sedimentary environment.
The lithic fragments clearly are from a textual variety of volcanic flows and include strongly microlitic 
and trachytic material (trachybasaltic composition), subophitic basaltic material, and also present are 
fragments that almost certainly once were volcanic glass. Some of these retain textures of polygonal 
devitrification, but now all are converted to low biréfringent clay. This sample also contains lithic 
fragments of basement rocks such as intensely clay-degraded silty claystone and fine-grained argillic 
fragments that are themselves fragmental.
The sample contains a further 25% of angular crystal fragments that vary from silt size up to more than 
1 mm across (very coarse sand size). Angular quartz is well represented, and this phase could be 
derived from a granitic, or vein source since it contains conspicuous trails of fluid inclusions. Poor 
outlines of felspathic cleavage fragments now are clay-degraded, but also present are moderately 
abundant fine-grained angular oxide fragments, most of which are opaque to translucent red-brown and 
partly converted to limonitic oxides. The sample contains sparse angular and broken grains of 
xenolithic Cr-spinel (up to about 0.5 mm) that are more or less unaltered. These include both yellow- 
brown and pink-brown compositional varieties.
The unsorted angular crystal- and lithic fragments are suspended in an exceptionally fine-grained 
irregular rock matrix of low biréfringent clay that contains ever finer grained angular crystal fragments.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This sample is an unsorted volcanic breccia (or volcaniclastic rock) that clearly contains volcanic lithic 
fragments that are angular and unworked in a sedimentary environment. The sample now is intensely 
degraded to fine-grained low biréfringent clay (kaolinite), but unaltered angular crystal chips are quartz 
and accessory Cr-spinel.
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Sample No. Tvlc-34
Sample Location
“Braemar”, northwest of Elsmore 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 334900 Nth = 670351; Elsmore 9138-II-N 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Fe-Bleached Grev/White)
A fme-grained, pale pink to grey compact sample that contains sparse large unsorted irregular shaped 
lithic fragments up to 2 cm across, that are also fine-grained but mid grey spongy and pumiceous. The 
rock contains sparse smaller volcanic lithic fragments and abundant medium grained crystal fragments. 
K-feldspar staining proved negative but acid etching of the offcut enhances a matrix-supported unsorted 
lithic/crystal fragmental texture.
Microscope Description
This sample is an unsorted lithic/crystal breccia in which fragments are 'suspended' throughout an 
exceptionally fine-grained argillic rock matrix fraction. The recognisable crystal and lithic fragments 
account for about 40% of the present section area, and vary from less than 0.02 mm (silt size) up to 
about 1 cm across in the present section. Lithic and crystal detritus are approximately equally abundant 
(by volume).
Lithic fragments are highly angular and irregular, and are clearly derived from texturally different 
volcanic flows. Most are strongly vesicular (pumiceous) while others retain clear textures of feldspar- 
microlitic and titanian oxide-bearing basaltic material in which the feldspar microlites rarely exceed 0.2 
mm long. Some have highly deformed shapes suggesting that they may have been still plastic when 
deposited. In others there are clear outlines of sub-prismatic microphenocryst sites that reach about 1 
mm grainsize. Still other fragments once were glassy and retain poor outlines of previous volcanic 
flow. Elsewhere are fragments that retain relict intergranular textures of rather massive basaltic 
material, again with sphene-leucoxene replacing previous titanian oxides and mafic phases. Intense 
alteration of this sample ensures that primary igneous mineralogy is not preserved, and felsic phases are 
converted to low birefringent clay (mainly kaolinite) and oxides are largely converted to clouded 
sphene-leucoxene. In some fragments opaque oxide granules are preserved. In some pumiceous 
fragments, the once glassy groundmass fraction now is converted to fme-grained opaque oxides, while 
still others contain abundant translucent dusty hematite.
The crystal fraction mainly is angular and broken with a grainsize mainly within the range 0.02 mm up 
to about 1 mm (coarse sand size). The crystal fraction comprises the following approximate modal 
mineralogy: quartz 55%; spinel 25%; opaque oxides 15%; and zircon 5%.
Quartz is present as angular chips and rare rounded grains. Some quartz encloses crystallographically 
oriented rutile needles and most quartz grains contain trails of dusty solid and fewer fluid inclusions.
The Cr-spinel is derived from lherzolite mantle xenoliths in Tertiary basalt. It clearly has a range of 
compositions since colours vary from pale yellow to pink-brown, dark red-brown and almost opaque. 
Some clearly were xenocrysts since they retain opaque reaction rims. Opaque oxide grains mainly are 
angular and broken but rarely subhedral. One could have been shattered in situ. A single large (1.2 mm 
grain size) zircon fragment has a broken irregular shape. Vague outlines suggest the presence of 
previous feldspar, possibly from a granitic or acidic volcanic source associated with the abundant 
angular quartz chips.
The rock matrix fraction is exceptionally fine-grained low birefringent clay (mainly kaolinite), 
throughout which there are very poor outlines of degraded lithic and crystal fragments and possibly 
even glass shards. Rarely preserved are curving outlines of the latter where fragments are broken across 
vesicle sites.
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Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This sample is an unsorted volcanic lithic/crystal breccia that is intensely argillically altered. It is most 
likely a maar-related tuffaceous lake deposit associated with violent explosive volcanic activity that 
produced also country rock fragments, particularly angular quartz chips.
Sample No. Tvlc-35
Sample Location
“Braemar”, northwest of Elsmore 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 334900 Nth = 670351; Elsmore 9138-II-N 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Fe-Bleached Grev/White)
A very fine-grained, pale grey argillic sample that contains sparse poorly sorted lithic and crystal clasts 
or fragments that are mainly less than 2 mm across. These include almost white fragments, as well as 
dark grey fragments.
Microscope Description
This sample is an exceptionally fine-grained, rather massive claystone, that contains about 10% of lithic 
and crystal detrital grains that are suspended in the argillic matrix fraction.
Lithic fragments rarely reach about 2 mm in the present section, and as in the previous sample Tvlc-34 
(PG-CVP 32), some retain poorly preserved feldspar-microlitic basaltic volcanic relict texture but are now 
converted to low biréfringent clay (kaolinite) and clusters of titanian oxide granules. Other lithic 
fragments are somewhat rounded clay pellets, rare plant remains that are clay-altered and some fine­
grained argillic clasts that are selectively stained by yellow-brown limonitic oxides.
Small angular crystal fragments predominate, and these vary from less than 0.02 mm {fine silt size) up 
to about 0.3 mm {medium sand size). Once again, angular quartz chips are most abundant, some of 
which enclose trails of fluid inclusions. Subordinate chips are Cr-spinel {pale yellow-brown and pale 
pink-brown compositional types) and also present are accessory yellow isotropic grains with high relief 
that may be andradite garnet. Accessory fragments comprise one aggregate of fine-grained radial 
chalcedony {0.25 mm across) and angular chips of translucent dark red-brown hematite.
The ubiquitous exceptionally fine-grained rock matrix fraction comprises low biréfringent kaolinite, 
that encloses small (< 0.02 mm) angular grains of clouded red- and yellow-brown hematite and 
leucoxene. In some domains the clay may itself be fragmental since there are domains enclosing 
relatively more abundant angular quartz and red-brown hematite fragments. This clay lacks definitive 
outlines of previous volcanic glass shards.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This sample may be described as a rather massive, very fine-grained tuffaceous claystone that could be 
lacustrine or an air-fall ash deposit associated with maar-style volcanism.
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Sample No. Tvlc-36
Sample Location
“Cubba”, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 351400 Nth = 671550; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Fe-Bleached Grev/White)
A fine-grained, pale grey argillic sample that contains somewhat irregular very fine to fine-grained 
arenaceous layers, and one layer that contains clasts up to about 2 mm grainsize (very coarse sand size). 
The sample is friable and fractured.
Microscope Description
In spite of intense argillic alteration (weathering), the present sample retains a clear, somewhat grain- 
size layered clastic sedimentary texture. Most of this sample is rather well sorted, comprising 
subrounded to well rounded lithic and crystal detritus forming a more or less closed framework of 
mutually impinging grains. These clasts mainly are within the size range 0.05 mm (upper limit o f silt 
size) up to about 0.3 mm (medium sand size). Most of these grains probably once were feldspathic but 
now are converted to dust- clouded low birefringent kaolinite. Rare clasts retain poor relict basaltic 
textures. Also present are deformed flakes of birefringent smectite clay, aggregates of very fine-grained 
radial fibrous chalcedonic silica, rare small quartz chips, and moderately abundant opaque oxides.
Many small titanian oxide grains now are converted to clouded sphene-leucoxene. This fraction, with 
an average grainsize of about 0.15 mm (fine sand size), hosts irregular layers of finer grained material 
in which variable proportions of silt- and fine sand- size clasts are suspended in an abundant very fine­
grained argillic rock matrix fraction. The altered clasts are similar to those described above for the 
slightly coarser fraction.
The silty and sandy sedimentary fractions have a somewhat irregular but seemingly gradational 
boundary against a much coarser grained conglomeratic fraction that is distinctly poorly sorted. This 
conglomeratic fraction contains well rounded to somewhat irregular shaped lithic pebbles that reach 
more than 3 mm across in the present section. Rounded lithic detritus > 2 mm cross, accounts for about 
20% of this layer, and is irregularly distributed throughout a matrix of well rounded to subrounded 
clasts from 0.25 mm (medium sand size) up to 1 mm (coarse sand size). Most lithic clasts are fine­
grained argillic material containing minor angular silt size grains (mainly quartz). However, also 
present are sparse clasts that clearly retain intergranular texture of basaltic volcanic material. In the 
arenaceous matrix fraction, there are present large irregular and broken quartz fragments (up to about 
1.6 mm grain size - very coarse sand size) and also present are a compositional variety of spinel grains 
including red-brown, yellow-brown spinels and green pleonaste, as well as opaque oxides. Rare grains 
are yellow andradite garnet.
The finer grained fraction of this well sorted sedimentary rock contains rare clasts with relict textures of 
basalt, however the sample has an irregular boundary against a conglomeratic coarse-grained 
arenaceous fraction containing significant basaltic-textured lithic clasts and Cr-spinels.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
The sample can be described as an intensely clay-degraded, but largely selectively altered 
compositionally layered, moderately well sorted, fine to medium grained lithic arenite and subordinate 
silty and sandy claystone, with an irregular boundary against a conglomeratic coarse-grained arenite 
that contains degraded basaltic lithic clasts and Cr-spinels.
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Sample No. Tvlc-37
Sample Location
“Glen Valley”, base of Swan Peak 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 341500 Nth = 670850; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A fine-grained, dark red-brown, hematite-rich sample that contains unsorted pale brown-grey and 
mottled pale grey and dark grey lithic and crystal fragments. Some of these could reach more than 1 cm 
across, but most are less than 3 mm.
Microscope Description
This is an unsorted lithic/crystal fragmental sample that has undergone intense argillic alteration and 
patchy hematite staining due to near surface weathering. The unsorted fragments vary from fine silt 
size up to about 6 mm across in the present section and they account for about 45% of the present 
section area. They are suspended in an exceptionally fine-grained argillic and ferruginous rock matrix 
fraction that is variably stained by red-brown hematite.
Lithic fragments account for about 60% by volume of total fragments, and most have angular to 
irregular shapes. They comprise a variety of lithic types, none of which include basaltic volcanic 
material. Although the lithic fragments have undergone intense partly selective argillic alteration and 
staining by yellow-brown to red-brown limonitic oxides, the lithic fragments retain mainly fine-grained 
clastic sedimentary relict textures of sparsely sandy and silty claystone, silty claystone strongly stained 
by limonitic oxides, poorly sorted once-feldspar volcaniclastic material that is itself fragmental, very 
fine-grained argillic fragments with cryptic subparallel layering, and fragments of a lithic type that is 
once granular intergrown quartz and feldspar now converted to low biréfringent clay (kaolinite). The 
unsorted crystal fraction comprises mainly angular quartz chips that vary from fine silt size up to about 
2 mm grainsize. Other crystal sites once could have been feldspar but now are converted to low 
biréfringent clay.
The rock matrix fraction is low biréfringent clay variously stained by red-brown limonitic oxides. In 
some domains these are more or less colloform banded, partly nodular and patchy. Elsewhere the low 
biréfringent clay is colourless to clouded with discontinuous somewhat colloform banded patches. This 
colloform layering most likely is due to near surface weathering.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This sample has an unsorted lithic/crystal-ffagmental texture in which the fragments are suspended 
throughout a fine-grained silty- and sandy clays-tone rock matrix fraction. The sample is variously 
stained by (mainly) red-brown limonitic oxides. It lacks abundant volcanic material or clear evidence 
of a volcaniclastic origin.
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Sample No. Tvlc-38
Sample Location
“Minumurra”, Upper Wellingrove Creek
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 362410 Nth = 670430; Stonehenge 9238-III-N
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A fme-grained, lithic fragmental sample that is largely converted to fine-grained red-brown hematite- 
stained clay. Nevertheless, there are clear outlines of fine to medium grained basaltic volcanic 
fragments showing irregular margins, with adjacent interfragmental material marked by fine-grained 
monomineralic dark red-brown clay and irregular broken and disrupted central zones of white kaolinite. 
The sample is not magnetic.
Microscope Description
In spite of intense argillic alteration and staining by red and yellow-brown limonitic oxides, the sample 
retains a clear partly lithic-fragmental, once olivine porphyritic and once-feldspar microlitic basaltic 
texture that is partly trachytic with flow aligned plagioclase microlite crystal sites.
The basaltic host rock contains sparse subhedral olivine phenocryst sites that account for about 10% of 
the relevant section area, and reach about 1.5 mm grainsize. These are set throughout a groundmass 
fraction of partly flow-oriented prismatic feldspar microlite sites, mainly about 0.3 mm long. Hematite 
stained interstitial mafic crystal sites almost certainly once contained pyroxene, none of which now 
remains. However there are preserved abundant narrow prisms of opaque oxides, some of which are 
distinctly skeletal and therefore most likely are ilmenite or titanian magnetite. This basaltic lithic type 
lacks clear textural evidence of significant mantle inclusions.
All the lithic “fragments” in the present section share this texture and therefore are probably from a 
single flow. The margins of fragments in detail are highly irregular and in part appear to be 
microbrecciated but elsewhere may be chilled. A possible chilled marginal phase that once may have 
been glassy, now is converted to dark red-brown hematite-stained clay that encloses sparse sites of 
degraded olivine microphenocrysts and rare wispy ilmenite laths. This fraction terminates abruptly but 
irregularly against a fracture that is now vein-like with irregular lobes and reaches about 3 mm across. 
This zone comprises almost monomineralic low biréfringent colourless clay (kaolinite) - the elongate 
white clay patches of the hand specimen. Elsewhere are irregular deformed patches or fragments that 
could represent chilled, once-glassy material, set in clay.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This sample could represent the margin of a rather massive alkali basaltic flow that is partly chilled, 
fractured, clay-altered and selectively stained by limonitic oxides.
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Sample No. Tvlc-39
Sample Location
“Minumurra”, Upper Wellingrove Creek
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 362410 Nth = 670430; Stonehenge 9238-III-N
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
This sample is a fine-grained, strongly red-brown hematite-stained rock with vague outlines of highly 
irregular shaped degraded basaltic lithic fragments, some of which could have been sparsely vesicular. 
The irregular fragments are set in a matrix of rather massive fine-grained red-brown hematite-stained 
clay that contains small lithic and crystal fragments, and also contains narrow irregular voids.
Microscope Description
This sample comprises highly irregular fragments or tongues of basalt that account for about 60% of the 
section area. They extend into the matrix of clay-degraded oxidised, much finer grained lithic and 
crystal fragments that are also basalt-derived.
The basaltic fragments are clay-altered and oxidised, but the selective alteration has preserved well a 
sparsely olivine-microporphyritic intergranular basaltic texture that is plagioclase-rich. The sites of 
unoriented plagioclase microlites have an average length of 0.5 mm, but now contain almost isotropic 
clay (kaolinite), while, olivine microphenocrysts are converted to red-brown translucent iddingsite. 
Wispy oxides almost certainly once were titanian and now are still mainly opaque. The basaltic lithic 
fragments have highly irregular shapes and commonly exceed 1.5 cm. Smaller volcanic lithic fragments 
with similar relict textures are suspended in the degraded rock matrix fraction. The plagioclase-rich 
basalt lacks relict textures of previous lherzolitic xenoliths or xenocrysts, but in some domains the 
basalt once could have been partly glassy, where it lacks the abundant sites of unoriented plagioclase 
crystals, and encloses instead, relatively abundant unoriented wispy skeletal titanian oxide crystallites.
The irregular shaped, once-basaltic fragments are suspended in a fine-grained ferruginous rock matrix 
fraction that also contains angular crystal fragments of clay-degraded feldspar and iddingsite + 
bowlingite-altered olivine. The unsorted small volcanic lithic/crystal material could have frittered away 
from the degraded basaltic fragments. Clearly some of the matrix clay is deformed and somewhat 
colloform banded, and formed in a near surface weathering environment. The matrix fraction contains 
about 40% of recognisable lithic and crystal fragments suspended in translucent red-brown, very fine­
grained hematite.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This sample may be described as an intensely clay- and redbrown limonitic oxide-degraded (weathered) 
deposit of once-plagioclase-rich olivine microporphyritic basalt that encloses some once-glassy patches. 
The fragmental nature of this deposit may have formed by frittering and groundwater penetration of 
basaltic flow rock material in a near surface weathering environment rather than by a pyroclastic 
depositional process.
Sample No. Tvlc-40
Sample Location
“Kew”, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 349000 Nth = 671300; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Tan-coloured pebble)
A very fine-grained, irregularly mottled mid-yellow-brown to pale brown and pale grey sample that is 
most likely fragmental.
Microscope Description
This sample lacks clear relict textural features, but there are vague outlines of feldspar- microlitic 
basaltic lithic fragments and sparse broken oxidised crystal fragments including spinel. In some 
irregular domains there are aggregates of somewhat rhombic shaped subhedral crystal sites (up to about 
0.1 mm grainsize) that account for about 40% of the relevant section area. These are now filled with 
exceptionally fine-grained granular gibbsite, set in a matrix of yellow-brown hematite-clouded clay.
The sample contains some unusual secondary patches that once could have been lithic fragments.
These now comprise exceptionally fine-grained granular gibbsite + clay that is quite heavily clouded by 
dusty limonitic oxides, and is cut by branching microfractures and voids coated with subradial 
aggregates of well crystallised gibbsite. Patches of strongly limonitic oxide-stained yellow-brown 
gibbsite partly fill voids.
This sample may be described accurately only in terms of its secondary patchy mineralogy. It is a 
deposit of exceptionally fine-grained biréfringent gibbsite + clay (> 0.05 mm grainsize) that is variously 
stained by yellow-brown patchy limonitic oxides. This rather massive matrix fraction contains 
irregularly distributed clusters of somewhat acute rhombic shaped crystal sites (mainly less than about 
0.15 mm long) that can account for as much as 45% of the relevant section area in some domains but 
are very sparsely distributed throughout others. These crystal sites now are filled with colourless 
granular to subradial aggregates of fine-grained (up to about 0.02 mm grainsize) gibbsite, but clearly 
once comprised another phase, possibly a carbonate. Very late discontinuous branching veinlets of 
dense translucent red-brown hematite rarely exceed 0.2 mm across.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
The sample may be described as a volcanic lithic/crystal fragmental rock that is now converted to 
patchy, exceptionally fine-grained gibbsite + low biréfringent clay that is variously stained by limonitic 
oxides. It once contained clusters of irregularly distributed acute rhombic crystal sites that are 
selectively filled with fine-grained gibbsite.
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Sample No. Tvlc-41
Sample Location
“Kew”, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 34900 Nth = 671300; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Tan-coloured pebble)
A fine-grained, mid grey rather massive sample that contains abundant medium-grained, and some 
coarse-grained crystal sites and aggregates. Many of the latter are dark red-brown and degraded to 
limonitic oxides. The sample is still moderately magnetic, in spite of patchy argillic alteration and 
limonitic oxide staining due to near surface weathering.
Microscope Description
In spite of intense but mainly selective alteration due to near surface weathering, the present section 
retains a clear once-olivine porphyritic and sparsely vesicular basaltic relict texture. The abundant 
groundmass fraction retains a subtrachytic intergranular texture marked by subparallel flow-aligned 
prismatic sites of previous feldspar microlites intergrown with interstitial altered mafic crystal sites and 
abundant oxide granules (mainly magnetite). Some adjacent domains in the groundmass fraction have 
different orientations of flow foliated microlites and crystallinity. This may indicate the flow was 
autobrecciated. »
Olivine phenocryst sites account for about 20% of the relevant section area, and vary from 0.2 mm up 
to about 2 mm long. They retain subhedral prismatic shapes. Some are mildly skeletal while others are 
euhedral terminated. They now are invariably altered to red-brown secondary iddingsite. The sample 
also could have contained sparse xenocrysts, one of which reaches about 0.7 mm long and once could 
have been feldspar since it is selectively converted to exceptionally fine-grained low birefringent 
kaolinite + patches of birefringent gibbsite. Another comprises a broken crystal (xenocryst) of weakly 
pleochroic near colourless amphibole.
No feldspar remains in the groundmass fraction, and instead the sites of abundant feldspar microlites 
now contain granular fine-grained gibbsite (mainly < 0.03 mm grainsize). The margins of previous 
plagioclase microlites are marked by trails of dusty limonitic oxide inclusions and abundant more or 
less evenly distributed clusters of interstitial altered mafic phases and oxides. Opaque oxides account 
for about 12% of the present section area and comprise euhedral equant crystals and some aggregates of 
magnetite. In the groundmass fraction the magnetite granules rarely exceed 0.03 mm but several 
aggregates reach about 0.1 mm across. Some oxides are converted to clouded sphene and leucoxene 
indicating the presence of significant titanium.
This rock clearly once was vesicular, and vesicle sites account for about 5% of the relevant section area. 
They are mainly small and well rounded (up to about 0.5 mm diameter), and coated or filled with zoned 
limonitic oxides and subradial aggregates of gibbsite. Many have central voids.
The sample is cut by a branching late vein with patchy central voids. The vein rarely exceeds 0.6 mm 
across, and is coated with radial aggregates of quite well crystallised distinctly twinned gibbsite with a 
grainsize that reaches about 0.06 mm.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This sample may be described as a partly trachytic textured, olivine porphyritic basalt that is sparsely 
vesicular, and may be autobrecciated. It is selectively altered in a near surface weathering environment 
with olivine now converted to iddingsite and plagioclase microlites now converted to dense and fine­
grained aggregates of gibbsite + kaolinite and patchy limonitic oxide dust.
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Sample No. Tvlc-42
Sample Location
“Kew”, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 34900 Nth = 671300; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Red, hematitic sesquioxidic basaltic)
A fine-grained, compact, dark red-brown hematite-rich sample, the cut surface of which reveals 
abundant unsorted lithic and crystal fragments or clasts that are mainly less than 5 mm across. Many of 
the lithic fragments or clasts are pale grey to pale red-brown and also fine-grained.
Microscope Description
This is a lithic/crystal fragmental volcaniclastic rock that is essentially unsorted. It contains about 35% 
of subrounded to irregular shaped lithic fragments, and a variety of lithic types is represented. Lithic 
fragments or clasts vary mainly within the size range 0.3 mm (medium sand size) up to about 5 mm 
(pebble size) in the present section.
The lithic fragments comprise the following lithic types: holocrystalline intergranular textured basalt in 
which plagioclase microlite sites reach about 0.3 mm across; once partly glassy basalt containing 
smaller microlites (0.15 mm long) and conspicuous iddingsite-altered olivine crystal sites; and 
holocrystalline basalt or microdolerite that is now converted largely to fine-grained granular and 
subradial gibbsite with patchy red-brown hematite-staining. Still other basaltic fragments show 
colloform banded alteration to dominant gibbsite. Rare basalt clasts retain patches of degraded chlorite, 
suggesting derivation from pre-Tertiary material. At least some of the lithic fragments are themselves 
fragmental comprising domains of degraded and altered basaltic material set in a matrix of finer grained 
crystal and lithic figments and oxides. Also present are clasts of very fine-grained basalt-derived 
sediment; sections through worm-tubes; and rare fragments of cellular plant remains.
Angular degraded crystal chips of once-mafic crystal sites, most likely olivine, now contain iddingsite, 
while oxides are converted to deep red brown goethite + hematite. Also present are rare spinel grains 
{one reaches 0.4 mm grain size and is converted to bright yellow isotropic material)-, angular chips of 
near-opaque oxides; and abundant small crystal sites that once could have been feldspar but now are 
converted to aggregates of fine-grained gibbsite + low birefringent clay and limonitic oxides.
The very abundant fine-grained rock matrix fraction contains about 40% of barely recognisable altered 
crystal fragments up to about 0.1 mm grainsize {very fine sand size) and these, together with larger 
crystal- and lithic fragments are suspended in exceptionally fine-grained limonitic oxides and limonitic 
oxide-stained clay.
The sample is fractured and cut by veinlets partly filled with colloform and radial hematite + opaque 
oxides.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
This sample may be described as an intensely, but partly selectively altered {weathered) unsorted 
volcaniclastic deposit containing material from a textural variety of basaltic sources, fragments that are 
themselves fragmental, and fine-grained sedimentary fragments.
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Sample No. Tvlc-43
Sample Location
“Warrandah”, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 349350 Nth = 671550; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Fe-Indurated Unit-1 gravels)
An unsorted lithic fragmental gravel deposit containing fine-grained red and yellow-brown limonitic 
oxide stained lithic clasts or fragments that vary from 1 mm up to more than 1 cm across. Crystal clasts 
tend to be pale grey to dark grey and rarely reach 2.5 mm across.
Microscope Description
This sample is an unsorted lithic/crystal fragmental rock that has undergone intense fine-grained but 
partly selective ferruginous and argillic alteration in a near surface weathering environment. 
Nevertheless, there are well preserved relict textures within volcanic lithic clasts. Recognisable 
volcanic lithic material, crystal clasts and woody fragments account for about 45% of the thin section, 
and are suspended in an exceptionally fine-grained ferruginous rock matrix fraction.
Lithic clasts have irregular to subrounded shapes but some are elongate and reach 2.5 cm across. The 
lithic fragments mainly are < 1.5 cm across. They represent a variety of lithic types with once-olivine- 
porphyritic intergranular to partly glassy volcanic material predominating. At least some of the lithic 
fragments are themselves fragmental comprising domains of degraded and altered basaltic material set 
in a matrix of finer grained crystal and lithic fragments and oxides. Some basaltic fragments with clear 
unoriented feldspar microlite sites are largely converted to gibbsite + low biréfringent clay and dusty 
hematite. Also present are clasts that are fine-grained silty claystone. These comprise degraded 
basaltic material and fragments containing hematite-altered angular oxide fragments set in a yellow 
hematite-stained argillic matrix. There are several clasts present of branching woody fragments with 
clear cellular structure that reach 5 mm long. Plant remains account for about 20% of the fragmental 
fraction.
The crystal fraction comprises about 40% of the fragmental fraction and is distinctly bimodal in size 
distribution. Suspended in the intensely ferruginous argillic rock matrix are sparse clusters and broken 
chips of (mainly) quartz that are silt size up to very fine sand size (0.1 mm) with some chips that reach 
0.25 mm (upper limit o f fine sand size). Most other crystal clasts lie within the size range 0.5 mm 
{lower limit o f coarse sand size) up to 3 mm in the present section.
This crystal fraction has the following approximate modal mineralogy: quartz 45%; Cr-spinel 30%; 
opaque oxides 15%; corundum 5%; and zircon 5%. Quartz is present as angular broken chips, as well 
as subhedral {once-phenocrystic) crystals, and one 3 mm crystal shows distinct magmatic rounding and 
embayment indicating derivation from a coarsely quartz-porphyritic acidic igneous source. There are 
present, a variety of Cr-spinel grains that have rounded and irregular shapes and are clearly xenocrysts 
or disaggregated members of mantle lherzolitic xenolithic assemblages. They comprise a variety of 
colours {compositions) including mid grey, pale yellow-brown, mid red-brown, olive green, olive grey 
and almost opaque purple-grey types. Opaque oxides also have somewhat rounded to irregular and 
broken shapes and some are subhedral {chromite or magnetite). Corundum grains have curving 
rounded shapes or else are angular broken cleavage fragments. Some show distinct strain shadows and 
contain trails of fluid and opaque oxide inclusions. Others show distinct multiple twins, as well as very 
small fluid inclusions. The corundum grains in the present section are colourless. Zircon also occurs as 
colourless grains that are gently curving {magmatically embayed), or else have angular broken shapes.
The lithic and crystal clasts or fragments, are suspended in an exceptionally fine-grained, strongly 
ferruginous rock matrix fraction with poorly preserved outlines of ever smaller degraded cellular woody 
fragments, as well as crystal and lithic sites.
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Lithology and Proposed Genesis
Unsorted lithic/crystal fragmental rock that could represent a catastrophic, but cold, mud flow deposit 
(e.g. a failed volcanic maar lake deposit). If this were a hot volcanic deposit, the well preserved 
delicate cellular woody structures and plant remains would be lost. These apparently are not charcoal.
Sample No. Tvlc-44
Sample Location
“Strathdarr”, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 348610 Nth = 671460; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Volcaniclastic (Fe-Indurated Unit-1 gravels)
An unsorted lithic fragmental gravel deposit containing fine-grained red and yellow-brown limonitic 
oxide stained lithic clasts or fragments that vary from 1 mm up to more than 1 cm across. Crystal clasts 
tend to be pale grey to dark grey and rarely reach 2.5 mm across.
Microscope Description
This rock is an unsorted volcanic conglomeratic lithology, defined by almost 50% of unsorted lithic and 
crystal detritus that varies from < 0.1 mm (very fine sand size) up to 1.5 cm in the present section. The 
fragments are suspended in an exceptionally fine-grained ferruginous rock matrix fraction and are not 
mutually impinging.
Lithic clasts are mainly subrounded to irregular shaped pebbles and granules of a variety of basaltic 
lithic types that are intensely degraded in a near surface weathering environment, or hydrothermal 
alteration environment (i.e. such as in a maar lake or diatreme environment). Nevertheless, they retain 
relict textures of fine-grained microlitic, subtrachytic, and even slightly coarser grained doleritic 
shallow intrusive fragments (the latter have prismatic plagioclase crystal sites that reach 1.5 mm long). 
Some lithic fragments once could have been partly glassy. Other lithic fragments lack relict textures 
and now comprise dense aggregates of exceptionally fine-grained twinned gibbsite, while others are 
cherty and siliceous. Still others contain aggregates of very fine-grained gibbsite with distinct multiple 
twins. In rare fine-grained, intensely altered clasts (cherty quartz/gibbsite/hematite), there are very 
poorly preserved outlines of possible volcanic glass shards. Such fragments have limonitic oxide- 
stained rims up to 0.6 mm into the pebbles. Still other lithic clasts are strongly vesicular.
The crystal fraction accounts for about 40%-45% of total fragments, and has a variable grainsize mainly 
within the range 0.2 mm (fine sand size) up to more than 3 mm (very coarse sand size to granule size). 
An approximate modal mineralogy for the crystal fraction in this section is as follows: quartz 40%; 
chrome spinels 30%; opaque oxides 15%; zircon 10%; and corundum < 5% with accessory 
anorthoclase. The corundum component is such, that if this percentage were converted to a grade in 
grams per bank cubic metre, then the sapphire content in these rocks 50,000.00 grams.
Once again quartz shows subhedral to magmatically embayed crystal shapes and many grains are 
angular and broken. Chrome spinel grains are well rounded and retain shapes consistent with derivation 
from granular spinel lherzolite mantle xenoliths. Some grains are angular and broken and others show 
almost opaque narrow reaction rims indicating that they were xenocrysts. The spinels vary from almost 
opaque to mid grey, pale yellow-brown, pale grey, red-brown and green. The zircon grains commonly 
are well rounded or else are cleavage fragments. Sparse crystals of anorthoclase show partial curving 
boundaries and are partly angular fractured and broken. They are mainly simple twinned and clay- 
clouded.
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As well as the lithic and crystal detritus, this sample contains well preserved cellular plant remains that 
are now highly oxidised and vary up to about 1.5 cm across in the present section. In some there are 
preserved rim structures, and adjacent domains showing variation in cellular sizes. In the central zone 
of one fragment cells reach 0.4 mm across, but the outer woody material contains elongate cells that 
rarely exceed 0.05 mm across and about 0.1 mm long in the present section.
The muddy oxidised rock matrix fraction supports all these fragments or clasts and locally is sparsely 
silty.
The rock may be described as an unsorted conglomeratic volcanic lithic/crystal fragmental ferruginous 
mudstone deposit. Presence of well preserved cellular woody fragments suggest a failed oxidised lake 
(e.g. a maar) deposit produced a cold mud flow carrying the unsorted lithic and crystal detritus. This 
type of depositional process would account for its intense oxidisation and weathering, particularly in the 
fine-grained rock matrix fraction. Later ferruginisation of this rock by palaeochannel-hosted 
groundwater flow is considered responsible for the extreme goethite and hematite induration of this 
sediment.
Lithology and Proposed Genesis
Unsorted conglomeratic volcanic lithic/crystal fragmental ferruginous mudstone deposit. Presence of 
well preserved cellular woody fragments suggest a failed oxidised volcanic lake (maar) deposit - cold 
mud flow carrying the unsorted lithic and crystal detritus. This type of depositional process would 
account for its intense oxidisation and weathering, particularly in the fine-grained rock matrix fraction.
PETROLOGICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF BASALTIC LAVAS FROM THE KINGSLAND 
SAPPHIRE FIELD, NEW ENGLAND GEMFIELDS
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Sample No. Kew-1
Sample Location
“Kew”, Kew Valley Sapphire Mine gravels, Kingsland 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 350054 Nth = 671230; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description 
Alkali Olivine Basalt Clast
A fine grained massive very dark grey sample enclosing sparsely scattered microphenocrysts. 
K-feldspar staining gives weak positive results, and outlines a K-feldspar-free elongate coarse-grained 
ultramafic inclusion reaching 9 mm long. The sample is quite strongly magnetic
Microscope Description
Microphenocrysts account for about 10% of the total thin section area in this relatively unaltered 
basaltic volcanic rock. The microphenocrysts vary in size mostly within the range 0.25 mm up to 1.2 
mm, with sparse crystals reaching 2.2 mm. An average grain size for this fraction is about 0.8 mm. 
Magnesium olivine phenocrysts with compositions close to forsterite predominate, with crystal shapes 
including euhedral to subhedral, as well as some that show strong magmatic embayment and resorption. 
Slight alteration of olivine crystals along partings and microffactures, is to yellow-brown iddingsite. 
Rare small purple to nearly colourless clinopyroxene microphenocrysts and opaque oxide crystal 
clusters are accessory (rarely exceeding 0.2 mm).
The voluminous groundmass fraction of this sample, exhibits a sub-trachytic texture, defined by about 
30% of wispy narrow plagioclase microlites, with an average length of about 0.1 mm, defining the 
direction of previous magmatic flow. These are intergrown with ubiquitous interstitial clusters of very 
fine-grained purple-brown titaniferous augite, that is crowded with minute dusty cubic oxide crystals 
{mostly magnetite, since the rock is significantly magnetic). Also present, are interstitially sparse small 
olivine crystals and a felsic phase, possibly K-feldspar, which is present in only minor proportions.
There are several inclusions present in this rock and these include wehrlitic {possibly part o f Iherzolitic) 
clusters of abundant anhedral coarse (2 mm) olivine, with subordinate finer {0.5 mm) clinopyroxene. 
The latter shows sieve texture and possible selective reaction with enclosing host. The coarse inclusion 
in the hand specimen, is a monomineralic clinopyroxene megacryst, with partial optically continuous 
replacement along fractures and boundaries by granular clinopyroxene enclosing abundant small 
patches of red-brown oxides, possibly replacing former olivine. A single magmatically rounded opaque 
oxide crystal, 0.35 mm across, most likely has a chromite-rich composition, and rare sub-radiating 
clusters of small titaniferous clinopyroxene crystals with dense haloes of similar clinopyroxene, which 
represent reaction rims around more siliceous accidental inclusions.
The rock may be described as a fine-grained microporphyritic and sub-trachytic olivine basalt of 
alkaline affinity, enclosing scattered wehrlitic inclusions and mafic xenocrysts most likely of upper 
mantle derivation.
Lithology and Genesis
Fine grained microporphyritic and sub-trachytic olivine basalt, with small wehrlitic inclusions and 
mafic xenocrysts, from a lava flow.
Sample No. Kew-2
Sample Location
“Kew”, Kew Valley Sapphire Mine gravels, Kingsland 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 349054 Nth = 671210; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description 
Teschenitic Basalt
A medium-grained, very dark grey massive sample that is weakly magnetic. K-feldspar staining gave 
positive results for moderate proportions of this interstitial phase and outlines abundant etched 
plagioclase prisms.
Microscope Description
This basalt is holocrystalline, and represents an intrusive phase. It exhibits a sub-ophitic texture which 
is dominated by a mat of non-orientated decussate to subradiating plagioclase laths with an average 
length of about 2.5 mm and width of about 0.4 mm. Clusters of mafic phases and oxides, with patches 
of an alkali feldspar-bearing mesostasis are intergranular.
An approximate modal composition for the sample is as follows; plagioclase 45%; olivine 20%; 
titaniferous clinopyroxene 20%; opaque oxides 5%; K-feldspar 7%; and nepheline 3%. Rare accessory 
phases include analcite and apatite. The plagioclase laths have compositions within the calcic 
labradorite range, and show only minor patchy pale brown argillic alteration. Compositional magmatic 
zoning is minimal in this phase. Olivine occurs in clusters of subhedral to anhedral equant grains, with 
narrow zones of yellow-brown iddingsite marking narrow parting surfaces. The olivine and plagioclase 
laths are partly enclosed with anhedral to subhedral purple-brown titaniferous clinopyroxene crystals. 
Several of the latter are conspicuously zoned with almost colourless central cores enclosing numerous 
small olivine granules, but with distinctly purplish brown rims. Traces of a green, alkali-bearing 
clinopyroxene (aegirine augite), are developed adjacent to the alkali-rich mesostasis. The latter 
comprises small interstitial domains of K-feldspar and partly intergrown fibrous zeolite, as well as 
sparse prisms of nepheline. Rare patches of analcite are accessory. The opaque oxides in this sample 
are distinctly skeletal.
Lithology and Genesis
This sample lacks xenoliths and may be described as a relatively unaltered medium grained subophitic 
intrusive rock of teschenitic affinity, from a lava flow.
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Sample No. Kew-3 (PG-CVP-25)
Sample Location
“Kew”, outcropping northern wall of Kew Valley 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 350052 Nth = 671280; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description 
Alkali Olivine Basalt Clast
A rather massive, fme to medium grained, mid to dark grey basalt sample that shows minor brown 
patchy and grain boundary located alteration to limonitic oxides. The sample is weakly magnetic and 
K-feldspar staining gave strong positive results for abundant small interstitial sites.
Microscope Description
This sample is a mafic, microporphyritic and intergranular textured basaltic volcanic rock that is 
essentially holocrystalline. Mafic microphenocrysts and aggregates are subhedral to granular, and 
mainly lie within the grainsize range 0.5 mm up to 1.3 mm, but with some crystals that reach almost 3 
mm in size. The phenocrysts are dominated by olivine with fewer partly spongy crystals of titanian 
clinopyroxene. The latter show weak compositional zoning, with narrow mid-purple titanian augite 
rims. Microphenocrysts account for about 20% of the section area.
The phenocrysts are set throughout an intergranular textured groundmass fraction dominated by a mat 
of unoriented plagioclase laths, with a variable length mainly within the range 0.5 mm up to 1.5 mm 
long, but generally less than 0.1 mm across. Granular (about 0.15 mm grain size) to sub-prismatic pale 
purple titanian clinopyroxene intergrown with subordinate fine-grained olivine and skeletal ilmenite + 
titanian magnetite form aggregates that are interstitial to the unoriented clusters of plagioclase prisms. 
Sparse interspaces are filled with aggregates of fine-grained mottled and twinned K-feldspar, some of 
which host accessory wispy needles of apatite.
An approximate overall modal mineralogy is as follows: plagioclase 40%; clinopyroxene 20%; olivine 
20%; K-feldspar 12%; titanian oxides 7%; and apatite < 1%. The sample is little-altered, with only 
minor conversion of olivine along crystal margins and microffactures to red-brown 'iddingsite' and olive 
green bowlingite. The sample lacks upper mantle xenocrysts or xenoliths.
Lithology and Genesis
The sample may be identified as an alkali olivine basalt that lacks xenoliths or xenocrysts of upper 
mantle origin. It is little-altered and has K-feldspar rather than analcime interstitially, therefore is not 
teschenitic.
4Sample No. Lea-1
Sample Location
"Leaweena", Mt Buckley, Upper Eastern Feeder Kings Plains Creek, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 353085 Nth = 670950; Sapphire 9138-I-S
Hand Specimen Description
Alkali Olivine Basalt
A fine grained, very dark grey massive sample with sparse microphenocrysts, but also enclosing two 
conspicuous inclusions up to 7 mm long. K-feldspar staining gave weak positive results, but the 
inclusions lack this phase. The rock is quite strongly magnetic.
Microscope Description
This basalt contains about 10% of microphenocrysts, most of which are within the size range 0.35 mm 
up to 0.3 mm. These are mainly magnesian olivine, with subhedral to anhedral grain shapes, and fewer 
euhedral or magmatically embayed crystals. Yellow-brown iddingsite has partly replaced most olivine 
crystals along microfractures and grain boundaries. The sample contains rare purple-brown titaniferous 
clinopyroxene microphenocrysts (crammed with dusty inclusions), and subradiating clusters of this 
phase. Clusters of opaque oxide granules also comprise an accessory microphenocrystic phase.
The abundant groundmass fraction, exhibits a sub-trachytic texture, defined by somewhat wavy trails of 
wispy narrow calcic plagioclase microlites (average length o f about 0.1 mm), accounting for about 40% 
of this fraction. The plagioclase microlites enclose interstitial clusters of extremely fine-grained purple 
brown titaniferous clinopyroxene (-35% o f this fraction), intergrown with ubiquitous dusty oxide 
{magnetite) crystals {about 20% of this fraction). Also present, are scattered, very small olivine 
crystals, and some interstitial patches that contain a felsic phase, possibly K-feldspar. Sparse small 
anhedral amygdales mainly less than 1 mm across are filled with subradiating clusters of partly stained 
carbonate.
The inclusions represented in this thin section include a single large lherzolitic ultramafic cluster 
consisting of dominant coarse {>2.5 mm) anhedral olivine with subordinate clouded and sieve textured 
clinopyroxene and minor orthopyroxene. Also present in this rock is a small granulitic inclusion, 
consisting only of a single calcic pyroxene grain with a curved equilibrium boundary adjacent to a 
crystal of pale green diopsidic clinopyroxene. Significant small {less than 0.5 m) magmatically rounded 
xenocrysts include opaque chromite, translucent dark olive green spinel, and yellow-brown chrome 
spinel with narrow opaque rims.
Lithology and Genesis
The rock is a fine grained microporphyritic and sub-trachytic olivine basalt of alkaline affinity, 
enclosing several different types of xenoliths and xenocrysts of upper mantle and lower crustal origin.
5Sample No. Lea-2
Sample Location
"Leaweena", Mt Buckley, Upper Eastern Feeder Kings Plains Creek, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 354035 Nth = 670910; Sapphire 9138-I-S
Hand Specimen Description
Alkali Olivine Basalt.
A very dark grey compact and massive fine-grained basaltic rock which is not magnetic and for which 
K-feldspar staining gave weak positive results.
Microscope Description
Microporphyritic and subophitic textures are clearly characteristic of this relatively unaltered basic 
volcanic rock. The microphenocrysts invariably are olivine, and these account for about 15% of the 
thin section area. They exhibit euhedral to subhedral and magmatically embayed shapes, and mostly 
they lie within the size range 0.6 mm up to 1.5 mm, with rare prismatic crystals reaching 3 mm long. 
The olivine crystals are partly, to almost completely, converted to yellow-brown iddingsite and oxides 
along microfractures and grain boundaries.
The microphenocrysts are suspended in a relatively coarse-grained subophitic groundmass fraction, 
which has the following approximate primary modal composition; plagioclase 40%; titaniferous 
clinopyroxene 35%; olivine 10%; opaque oxides 5%; and interstitial phases ~15% (including K- 
feldspar, patches o f radiating zeolites and clouded volcanic glass). The narrow calcic plagioclase laths 
have an average length of about 0.4 mm, and these are subophitically intergrown with purple-brown 
titaniferous clinopyroxene and clusters of somewhat skeletal non-magnetic titaniferous opaque oxides. 
The interstitial clouded felsic material is not clearly resolved by microscopic means, but does appear to 
be K-feldspar. Also present, are scattered patches of a fibrous radiating zeolite, as well as trace 
proportions of green chlorite.
Rare irregular shaped patches (vesicle sites) that reach only 1.2 mm across, are filled with ragged 
zeolites, while elsewhere are several similar patches containing fine fibrous radiating zeolites. There 
are no ultramafic inclusions represented in this sample.
Lithology and Genesis
The rock may be classed as a partly altered microporphyritic type of alkali olivine basaltic composition. 
It is essentially holocrystalline, and could equally represent the central part of a thick flow or else a very 
shallow intrusive phase.
Sample No. Lea-3
Sample Location
"Leaweena", Mt Buckley, Upper Eastern Feeder Kings Plains Creek, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 354015 Nth = 670800; Sapphire 9138-I-S
Hand Specimen Description
Basanitic Basalt
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A dark grey fine grained massive sample that encloses sparse small pale grey patches or vesicle sites. 
K-feldspar staining gave weak positive results and the rock is moderately magnetic.
Microscope Description
This basalt contains about 10% of olivine microphenocrysts, that are partly to extensively converted to 
yellowish brown iddingsite. The crystals mostly are subhedral, with partial magmatic embayments 
filled with brown volcanic glass. They mostly lie within the grain size range 0.2 mm and 0.7 mm.
The voluminous groundmass fraction exhibits a mottled patchy texture due to the presence of large {up 
to about 1 mm across) irregularly distributed intensely poikilitic patches of nepheline, intergrown with 
patches of brown volcanic glass. An approximate modal composition for the groundmass fraction is as 
follows; clinopyroxene 25%; plagioclase 20%; opaque oxides 15%; nepheline 25%; brown clouded 
volcanic glass 15%. The clinopyroxene is purple-brown and distinctly titaniferous, occurring as dense 
clusters of very small prisms, and intergrown with non-orientated narrow laths of calcic plagioclase and 
abundant minute cubic crystals and clusters of opaque oxides. All these phases are enclosed within 
irregularly distributed plates of nepheline and small patches of pale brown volcanic glass.
Subrounded to irregular shaped vesicle sites comprise almost 10% of the total thin section area. These 
rarely exceed 2 mm across, and several different types are distinguished. Firstly are those in which 
brown volcanic glass is a major component, enclosing minute feather-like wispy opaque crystallites, 
with central zones of analcite + radiating zeolites, and stained fine-grained bireffingent layer silicates. 
Some of these also contain conspicuous prisms of nepheline. Elsewhere are vesicle sites now partly 
filled with rims of radiating zeolites and central voids. Still others, contain only clusters of radiating 
zeolites.
There is a single xenocryst represented in the present thin section. This is a stout prismatic, but slightly 
magmatically rounded crystal of anorthoclase with a distinct spongy marginal zone penetrate by 
isotropic brown volcanic glass.
Lithology and Genesis
The rock may be identified as a partly altered olivine microporphyritic once-vesicular basanite, 
enclosing a single anorthoclase xenocryst.
7Sample No. Lea-4
Sample Location
"Leaweena", Mt Buckley, Upper Eastern Feeder Kings Plains Creek, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 352050 Nth = 671002; Sapphire 9138-I-S
Hand Specimen Description
Alkali Olivine Basalt
A massive dark grey fine grained basaltic rock for which K-feldspar staining gave weak patchy positive 
results. The basalt is only weakly magnetite.
Microscope Description
Sparsely microporphyritic and intergranular texture are characteristic of this very fresh alkali basaltic 
rock. Olivine microphenocrysts and clusters rarely exceed 0.3 mm across, and subhedral prismatic to 
bipyramidal crystals predominate. Several of these are distinct: magmatically resorbed and skeletal. 
The phenocrystic olivine which comprises about 8% of the present thin section area, shows only minor 
alteration along microfractures to yellow-brown iddingsite.
The texture of the voluminous fine-grained groundmass fraction is dominated by a dense decussate mat 
of calcic plagioclase laths {average length o f about 0.3 mm), with intergranular clusters of purple- 
brown titaniferous clinopyroxene crystals mostly less than 0.1 mm. Slightly larger anhedral 
clinopyroxene grains which tend to be ophitic to subophitic reach 0.3 mm across. Olivine also occurs 
as a fine grained intergranular phase, and skeletal titaniferous opaque oxides are scattered throughout. 
The small felsic interstitial fraction, appears to be largely microgranular K-feldspar (sanidine). An 
approximate modal composition for this fraction is as follows; plagioclase 55%; titaniferous 
clinopyroxene 25%; olivine 5%; opaque oxides 8%; apatite 2% and interstitial K-feldspar-rich material 
~5%.
Several somewhat rounded patches that are significantly coarser-grained, comprise a similar but more 
felsic mineralogy, with more elongate habits of oxide phases. This could represent patches of incipient 
immiscibility. Elsewhere, there are small somewhat rounded vesicle sites that are filled with granular 
secondary nepheline partly converted to feathery fine grained zeolites. There are no significant 
inclusions in the present thin section.
Lithology and Genesis
This sample may be described as a fresh, sparsely microporphyritic alkali olivine basalt.
Sample No. Lea-5
Sample Location
"Leaweena", Mt Buckley, Upper Eastern Feeder Kings Plains Creek, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 353025 Nth -  670830; Sapphire 9138-I-S
Hand Specimen Description
Basanitic Basalt
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A dark grey, very fine-grained, massive rock, for which K-feldspar staining gave positive results. The 
staining outlines sparse medium grained mafic crystal sites that lack staining. The rock is only very 
weakly magnetic.
Microscope Description
Olivine microphenocrysts are more or less evenly scattered throughout this sample accounting for about 
12% of the total thin section area. These have somewhat equant bipyramidal to prismatic crystal 
shapes, modified by partial magmatic resorption. There is relatively little alteration of this phase to 
yellow-brown bireffingent iddingsite. Rare prismatic phenocrysts of zoned clinopyroxene show a 
colourless central zones and purple-brown titaniferous outer rims, while rare prismatic plagioclase 
microphenocrysts show distinct turbid central zones.
The groundmass texture is dominated by wispy narrow plagioclase microlites comprising about 20% of 
the thin section area, that are partly trachytic, and aligned sub-parallel to the direction of magmatic 
flow. The average length of these is about 0.2 mm, and they are ‘suspended’ in dense clusters of 
granular purple-brown titaniferous clinopyroxene intergrown with small crystals of opaque oxides and 
minor olivine. All these crystals are in turn, set in interstitial clouded slightly devitrified volcanic glass 
and substantial patches of very fine grained yellow-brown stained carbonate. An approximate modal 
composition for the groundmass fraction is as follows; plagioclase 20%; clinopyroxene 30%; olivine 
5%; opaque oxide granules 15%; and poorly defined zeolite and carbonate-altered interstitial patches 
with feathery opaque oxide crystallites 30%. Rare, somewhat oval to irregular shaped vesicle sites are 
filled with extremely fine grained radiating aggregates of carbonate.
This sample encloses scattered ultramafic inclusion olivine xenocrysts, with small clusters 
predominating. Several of these are strongly altered to iddingsite. They commonly reach 2 mm across, 
and have highly irregular shapes. One orthopyroxene xenocryst is magmatically rounded with a dense 
narrow rim of fine granular purple-brown clinopyroxene + olivine, while a second xenocryst of 
orthopyroxene shows narrow exsolution lamellae of clinopyroxene with a thick reaction rim of granular 
olivine and minor opaque oxides. Strongly reacted xenocrysts of quartz also show dense reaction rims. 
Rare irregular shaped xenocrysts of yellow-brown spinel show narrow opaque oxide rims.
Lithology and Genesis
The exact composition of this rock is masked by its fine grainsize and patchy partial alteration. It may 
be tentatively described as a sparsely olivine microporphyritic basanitic rock enclosing xenocrysts and 
small aggregates from a desegregated ultramafic olivine, orthopyroxene and spinel-bearing upper 
mantle source.
9Sample No. Mb-1
Sample Location
“Mubburra”, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 350070 Nth = 671063; Sapphire 9138-I-S
Hand Specimen Description
Alkali Olivine Basalt
A dark grey fine grained rather massive basaltic rock enclosing sparse small dark green-grey mafic 
mclusions as well as fewer small pale grey felsic inclusions. K-feldspar staining gave weak positive 
results, except for several very small subrounded patches for which K-feldspar staining gave quite 
strong positive results. One of these shows a narrow reaction rim and most likely it is a small inclusion. 
The sample is quite strongly magnetic.
Microscope Description
Sparsely microporphyritic and sub-trachytic texture is characteristic of this sample in which olivine 
microphenocrysts account for approximately 10% of the total thin section area and have a more or less 
even distribution. The olivine crystals are generally less than 0.4 mm across, (more commonly within 
the size range 0.07 mm up to 0.15 mm), and many are anhedral or show subhedral bipyramidal crystal 
faces, with fewer prismatic skeletal shapes. Rare microphenocrysts of purple titaniferous clinopyroxene 
are also present.
The olivine is set throughout a voluminous fine grained groundmass fraction texturally dominated by 
abundant sub-parallel narrow prismatic plagioclase microlites aligned sub-parallel to the previous 
direction of magmatic flow. The plagioclase laths vary in length from less than 0.05 mm up to about 
0.2 mm, and an approximate composition of these using maximum angles on albite twins is at the 
boundary of calcic andesine and sodic labradorite. The plagioclase microlites enclose interstitial 
domains of dense microgranular pale purple titaniferous clinopyroxene granules intergrown with 
ubiquitous minute crystals of an opaque oxide. The latter rarely exceeds 0.02 mm grain size and most 
likely is magnetite and/or titaniferous magnetite. Minute patches of a poorly crystallised near isotropic 
to extremely low biréfringent felsic phase {possibly a feldspathoid or K-feldspar) occupy minute 
interspaces.
An approximate modal composition for primary igneous phases is as follows; plagioclase 25%; olivine 
10%; clinopyroxene 35%; opaque oxides 20%; poorly crystallised interstitial K-feldspar and/or 
feldspathoid ~10%.
Patchy alteration and yellow-brown limonitic oxide staining has affected small vein-like patches 
throughout the fine interstitial fraction of this rock. Also present are narrow discontinuous veinlets of 
carbonate which cut across the host rock and also penetrate parting surfaces in olivine crystals. The 
latter also are partly converted to yellow-brown iddingsite.
There are sparse small inclusions in the thin section, the most common of which are olivine xenocrysts. 
These reach about 3 mm long and several show strain shadows, suggesting an origin as crystals from a 
desegregated ultramafic mantle-derived source. Strongly resorbed xenocrysts of plagioclase are also 
present. Lithic inclusions comprise vague outlines of related basaltic types that are now rich in dense 
dusty magnetite, a single inclusion comprising coarse calcic plagioclase enclosing a small crystal of 
clinopyroxene, and a granular ultramafic type now converted to patchy carbonate + antigorite, with a 
narrow reaction rim of small decussate clinopyroxene prisms + K-feldspar.
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Lithology and Genesis
This basalt may be described as rather fine grained olivine microporphyritic alkali olivine basalt, with a 
somewhat low proportion of plagioclase microlites abundant clinopyroxene, and possible presence of a 
feldspathoid suggesting limburgitic or even basanitic affinity.
Sample No. Mb-2
Sample Location
“Mubburra”, Kingsland 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 350092 Nth = 670953; Sapphire 9138-Î-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Teschenitic Basalt
A dark grey conspicuously porphyritic sample in which there are scattered medium grained dark green- 
grey mafic phenocrysts and abundant pale grey narrow prismatic feldspar laths set in a dark grey fine 
grained matrix. The feldspar prisms define a sub-trachytic texture since they are aligned sub-parallel to 
a direction of magmatic flow. The rock is only weakly magnetic but K-feldspar staining gave very 
strong positive results for the interstitial groundmass fraction.
Microscope Description
Sparsely porphyritic texture, in this strongly alkaline basaltic igneous rock, is defined by phenocrysts 
and glomeroporphyritic clusters of compositionally zoned purple titaniferous clinopyroxene. Grain size 
of individual euhedral to subhedral clinopyroxene phenocrysts reaches 2 mm while glomeroporphyritic 
aggregates reach nearly 5 mm across. Most of the clinopyroxene crystals enclose domains with fine 
sieve texture in which there are numerous small anhedral inclusions of very poorly defined phases, as 
well as subordinate small inclusions of iddingsite-altered olivine, small plagioclase laths arranged sub­
parallel to the host crystal margins, and minor opaque oxides. Sparse subhedral to euhedral olivine 
phenocrysts, up to about 3.5 mm long also are present but are subordinate in the present thin section. 
The olivine phenocrysts commonly show bipyramidal prismatic crystal shapes, with partial alteration to 
iddingsite along parting surfaces. Mafic phenocrysts account for about 12% of the total thin section 
area.
The phenocrysts are set throughout a sub-trachytic groundmass of abundant quite coarse grained 
plagioclase laths aligned sub-parallel to the direction of magmatic flow. These, together with olivine 
and purple titaniferous clinopyroxene microphenocrysts, are set in an extremely fine grained to once 
partly glassy K-feldspar-rich interstitial fraction enclosing abundant small purple titaniferous 
clinopyroxene prisms, and equally abundant opaque oxide granules. The plagioclase laths have an 
average length of about 1.5 mm and rarely reaching 3.5 mm, but with an average width of only about 
0.1 mm. In addition, they have compositions in the sodic labradorite range (maximum extinction angles 
are about 313 for albite twins cut normal to (010)). Olivine microphenocrysts have an average grain 
size of about 0.5 mm, and enclose only sparse oxide inclusions. These are almost invariably equant and 
bipyramidal shaped crystals. On the other hand, the purple titaniferous clinopyroxene prisms of the 
groundmass fraction rarely exceed 0.2 mm long, while small opaque oxide cubes of titaniferous 
magnetite + ilmenite are not very strongly magnetic. Wispy apatite needles are an accessory phase 
enclosed within a microcrystalline alkaline mesostasis comprising very finely polygonised or devitrified 
K-feldspar-rich volcanic glass. This fraction has an average grain size of only about 0.02 mm. There 
are present in addition, rare small rounded structures up to 0.4 mm across, that possibly represent 
previous vesicle sites, but which are now filled with granular to subradiating aggregates of a poorly 
defined low birefringent zeolite.
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An approximate modal composition for this rock is as follows; plagioclase 30%; purple titaniferous 
clinopyroxene 25%; olivine 15%; opaque oxides 10%; and K-feldspar-rich finely devitrified interstitial 
patches 20%. There are no inclusions present.
Lithology and Genesis
The rock may be described as a sparsely porphyritic and sub-trachytic, rather coarse grained alkali 
basaltic type of teschenitic affinity, that shows partial alteration of olivine to iddingsite, and patchy 
development of very fine grained zeolite. The presence of small amounts of a feldspathoid in this rock 
would move its composition towards essexite. The relatively coarse grain size of titaniferous 
clinopyroxene phenocrysts and clusters, as well as plagioclase laths suggests very shallow intrusive 
emplacement rather than origin as a normal volcanic flow. There are no mafic or ultramafic xenoliths 
in this rock.
Sample No. Mb-3
Sample Location
“Mubburra”, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 350075 Nth = 670975; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Teschenitic Basalt
A rather massive, but very strongly porphyritic sample containing numerous coarse dark grey to black 
mafic crystals and clusters up to 5 mm across, more or less evenly distributed throughout a finer green- 
grey matrix. Abundant narrow pale grey feldspar prisms form a felted mat enclosing the mafic clusters. 
K-feldspar staining gave very strong positive results for an abundant interstitial fraction, and the rock is 
quite strongly magnetic.
Microscope Description
This basalt is coarsely porphyritic, containing approximately 25% of purple (titaniferous) 
clinopyroxene crystals up to 7 mm grain size, and glomeroporphyritic aggregates reaching almost 1 cm 
across. These euhedral to subhedral crystals commonly exhibit distinct compositional zoning marked 
by differences in proportion of titanium, and hence intensity of purple colour. Also, certain zones show 
sieve texture associated with development of abundant small anhedral poorly defined crystal inclusions. 
Also present are quite well defined inclusions of small plagioclase laths arranged sub-parallel to the 
crystal margins, while dusty opaque oxides and small iddingsite-altered olivine crystal sites form 
accessory inclusions.
ITie coarse titaniferous clinopyroxene crystals and glomeroporphyritic aggregates are set throughout a 
groundmass of sub-trachytic to somewhat decussate coarse plagioclase prisms with an average length of 
about 1.5 mm, but reaching 3.5 mm long and with an average width of about 0.5 mm. Maximum 
extinction angles on albite twins give approximate compositions within the sodic labradorite range 
(about An56). Certain plagioclase laths are subophitically intergrown with granular to prismatic 
smaller prisms of titaniferous purple clinopyroxene (up to 0.5 mm long), that are associated with 
numerous small oxide euhedra {<0.1 mm grain size). Also present are doubly terminated euhedra and 
small aggregates of partly iddingsite-altered olivine {generally not exceeding 0.5 mm).
Certain of the very abundant interspaces clearly once comprised volcanic glass, which is now converted 
to very poorly defined yellow-brown stained low birefringent layer silicates, most likely including clay 
+ degraded chlorite, and enclosing wispy elongate titaniferous opaque microlites, apatite needles, 
patches of fine grained K-feldspar, and traces of isotropic clouded analcite.
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An approximate primary modal mineralogy for this sample is as follows; plagioclase 25%; purple 
titaniferous clinopyroxene 30%; olivine 10%; opaque oxides 10%; interstitial K-feldspar-rich partly 
devitrified and partly altered volcanic glass 20%; and patches of subradiating zeolite + analcite <5%.
Lithology and Genesis
In spite of the rather coarse grainsize of the titaniferous clinopyroxene phenocrysts and clusters as well 
as that of the plagioclase laths, there is also present a once-glassy K-feldspar-rich interstitial mesostasis. 
Nevertheless the rock most likely has a very shallow intrusive origin, rather than a normal flow. It may 
be described as a partly altered, coarsely clinopyroxene porphyritic to sub-trachytic alkali basaltic rock 
of teschenitic affinity, with traces of zeolites and analcite. There are no mafic or ultramafic xenoliths in 
this rock.
Sample No. Mb-4
Sample Location
“Mubburra”, Kingsland 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 350074 Nth = 670986; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Limburgitic Basalt
A very dark grey fine grained massive sample enclosing sparse small partly red-brown oxidised and 
altered inclusions (<3 mm across). K-feldspar staining gave quite strong positive results, but the rock 
is only weakly magnetic.
Microscope Description
The texture of this fine grained basic volcanic rock is sparsely microporphyritic and microlitic, with 
rare small zeolite filled well rounded vesicule sites. The microphenocrysts account for about 7% of the 
total thin section area, and generally are in the order of 0.2 mm across with rare prismatic crystals 
reaching about 1 mm long. The phenocrysts include very dominant olivine, mostly as stumpy 
bipyramidal crystals, but also as elongate prisms. Most of the olivine crystals are slightly skeletal, and 
one glomeroporphyritic aggregate of olivine crystals (about 1 mm across) shows almost graphic texture. 
The plagioclase microlites have a distinct bimodal grain size distribution, comprising a 
microporphyritic group of laths with an average length of about 0.2 mm, while a smaller group of wispy 
microlites comprises prisms less than 0.06 mm long. Approximate compositions of plagioclase laths 
using maximum extinction angles on multiple twins is calcic andesine. Pale purple titaniferous 
clinopyroxene microphenocrysts are rare.
The olivine and plagioclase microphenocrysts are set throughout a very abundant groundmass of rather 
sparse wispy plagioclase microlites and very abundant interstitial pale purple brown clinopyroxene 
granules and small prisms (0.06 mm maximum length) together with abundant dusty oxides (0.01 mm 
grain size), set in meager brown volcanic glass with wispy opaque oxide crystallites.
The rock contains sparse small vesicle sites, most less than 0.2 mm across, comprising about 10% of the 
present thin section area, and filled with olive green to yellow-green isotropic palagonite with minor 
central zones of fine grained zeolite and/or analcite. Several very small rounded vesicle sites contain 
palagonite peripherally, and subradiating bireffingent green "biotite" centrally. There are no well 
crystallised feldspathoids present in this sample.
An approximate modal composition for this rock is as follows; olivine m7%; plagioclase 10%; 
clinopyroxene >40%; opaque oxides 15%; m30% of poorly defined clouded and partly devitrified pale 
brown volcanic glass; and about 3% of secondary products mostly located in vesicle sites.
The thin section contains a variety of small inclusions. Rare coarse anhedral olivine crystals reaching 3 
mm across that are partly converted to yellow-brown iddingsite and rare chromite with anhedral shapes 
reaching 0.6 mm are most likely derived from desegregated ultramafic xenoliths of upper mantle origin. 
In contrast there are also present several upper crustal inclusions of resorbed quartz grains, reaching 1.7 
mm, and mantled by a narrow reaction rim of dense, minute clinopyroxene prisms. Also present is a 
related very fine grained basaltic type crammed with fine grained opaque oxides enclosing sparse small 
olivine microphenocrysts, and sparse irregular vesicle sites filled with analcite and rimmed with 
palagonite.
Lithology and Genesis
This basaltic sample appears to lack feldspathoids, has abundant modal clinopyroxene, reduced 
plagioclase and may be described as a limburgitic basalt.
Sample No. Mb-5
Sample Location
“Mubburra”, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 350074 Nth 671063; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Teschenitic Basalt
A massive medium grained dark grey basaltic rock containing abundant pale grey sub-trachytic feldspar 
laths, and sparse medium grained dark grey clusters of mafic phenocrysts. K-feldspar staining gave 
strong positive results for the abundant interstitial groundmass fraction. The rock is only very weakly 
magnetic.
Microscope Description
Porphyritic and ophitic to sub-trachytic texture is characteristic of this sample. Phenocrysts and 
glomeroporphyritic clusters of purple titaniferous clinopyroxene generally reach 3 mm across, but 
consist of aggregates of anhedral interlocking crystals with an average grain size of about 1.5 mm. The 
clinopyroxene crystals are compositionally zoned and enclose ophitically, inclusions of plagioclase, and 
sparse partly iddingsite altered olivine crystals. Rare phenocrysts of subhedral to skeletal olivine also 
are present, reaching 2.5 mm across. The phenocrysts and aggregates, mostly of clinopyroxene, 
comprise about 10% of the present thin section area.
The phenocrysts are set throughout a mat of sub-trachytic to decussate and non-orientated plagioclase 
laths with an average length of about 1.5 mm and width of about 0.2 mm. These have compositions 
close to sodic labradorite/calcic andesine. The plagioclase laths are subophitically intergrown with 
abundant purple titaniferous clinopyroxene prisms generally in the order of 0.7 mm long, that 
commonly show sector twinning. There is also present a group of smaller olivine crystals, in the order 
of 0.2 mm, and numerous small equant euhedra as well as skeletal crystals of opaque oxides.
There is present a microcrystalline alkaline mesostasis evident by strong positive staining for K- 
feldspar, composed of microgranular K-feldspar + zeolites. Set in this interstitial felsic fraction are 
very small titaniferous clinopyroxene and olivine crystals as well as dusty opaque oxides and accessory 
apatite needles.
An approximate modal composition for the rock is as follows; plagioclase 25%; purple titaniferous 
clinopyroxene 30%; olivine 12%; opaque oxides 10%; interstitial strongly alkaline mesostasis 20%; and 
<3% of apatite + rare traces of secondary carbonate. There are no inclusions in the present sample.
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Lithology and Genesis
This rock can be described as a massive medium grained alkali basaltic rock, possibly of very shallow 
intrusive emplacement rather than extrusive flow rock, and possibly of teschenite affinity.
Sample No. Mb-6
Sample Location
“Mubburra”, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 350062 Nth = 671046; Sapphire 9138-I-S
Hand Specimen Description
Teschenitic Basalt
A massive dark grey sample containing scattered coarse mafic phenocrysts up to 8 mm across, as well 
as abundant acicular to prismatic trachytic feldspar laths that are oriented more or less sub-parallel to a 
direction of magmatic flow. K-feldspar staining gave very strong positive results for an abundant 
interstitial fraction, and the rock is not magnetic.
Microscope Description
This sample is a coarsely porphyritic igneous rock comprising approximately 10% of purple titaniferous 
clinopyroxene phenocrysts. The largest single crystal of this phase is euhedral and nearly 5 mm across, 
with distinct zonal arrangement of sparse elongate plagioclase prisms and a central spongy zone of 
abundant small anhedral plagioclase and altered olivine. Compositional zoning also is evident in 
several large clinopyroxene crystals with well developed zonal variation in intensity of weakly 
pleochroic purple colour. Accessory phenocrysts include plagioclase (up to 2 mm across) and olivine 
microphenocrysts (up to 1 mm across). Olivine grains invariably are partly converted to yellow-brown 
iddingsite in patches and along parting surfaces.
The phenocrysts are supported by a somewhat open mat of sub-trachytic to non-orientated plagioclase 
laths with an average length of about 2 mm and average width of 0.1 mm. These are essentially fresh 
and unaltered, and have approximate compositions within the mid labradorite range (about An60) when 
determined using maximum angles on albite twins. These plagioclase laths are associated with 
numerous small iddingsite altered olivine crystals mostly less than 0.5 mm and very abundant interstitial 
prisms of purple titaniferous clinopyroxene, certain of which show distinct hourglass twinning. Also 
interstitial to the plagioclase are abundant skeletal to cubic opaque oxides of probable titaniferous 
magnetite and ilmenite, less than 0.1 mm grain size. The clinopyroxene prisms and opaque oxides are 
enclosed within an interstitial alkaline mesostasis which includes microgranular K-feldspar, but also 
impinging radial aggregates of a fibrous zeolite, patches of yellow-brown stained low birefringent layer 
silicate-altered volcanic glass, and rare small hexagonal prisms of nepheline. Minute apatite needles are 
an abundant accessory phase within this alkaline mesostasis that was clearly once partly glassy. Also 
present are sparse small well rounded vesicle sites that are now also filled with fibrous fine grained 
zeolites.
An approximate composition for the sample is as follows; plagioclase 25%; purple titaniferous 
clinopyroxene 25%; olivine 10%; opaque oxides 10%; alkaline mesostasis including microcrystalline 
K-feldspar, zeolite, and traces of nepheline to 30%.
Lithology and Genesis
The coarsely porphyritic and well crystallised plagioclase-rich framework of this sample suggests that 
the rock would not have flowed far as a surface flow, and that it is more likely a very shallow intrusive 
(or plug or near vent) phase. Its composition is strongly alkaline, but interstitial phases are largely
converted to radial zeolites, and yellow stained fine grained layer silicates replacing previous volcanic 
glass. Since it contains traces of very fine grained interstitial nepheline it may have theralitic affinity.
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Sample No. Mb-7
Sample Location
“Mubburra”, Kingsland 
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet 
Est = 349075 Nth = 670920; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Teschenitic Basalt
A massive dark grey medium to fine grained conspicuously porphyritic sample containing scattered 
large mafic phenocrysts up to 5 mm across. K-feldspar staining gave strong positive results for an 
abundant interstitial fraction. The sample is only weakly magnetic.
Microscope Description
This sample is a massive alkali basaltic igneous rock, that lacks inclusions. It is sparsely porphyritic to 
glomeroporphyritic, with mafic aggregates accounting for only about 5% to 7% of the thin section area. 
These reach a maximum size of about 4 mm across, and individual grain size reaches a maximum of 
about 2.6 mm. The largest mafic cluster comprises a group of subhedral strongly iddingsite-altered 
olivine crystals centrally, with subhedral crystals of strongly zoned purple titaniferous clinopyroxene 
peripherally. The latter show euhedral terminations adjacent to the enclosing host rock. Elsewhere are 
similar clinopyroxene crystals that are strongly poikilitic, enclosing numerous small inclusions of 
olivine, and even wispy plagioclase microlites in outer zones structurally oriented sub-parallel to the 
host crystal outlines.
The coarse mafic aggregates, and fewer phenocrysts are set throughout a matrix of rather coarse calcic 
plagioclase prisms (mainly about 1.5 mm long and 0.15 mm wide, and rarely reaching 2.5 mm long) 
with an approximate composition, determined by maximum extinction angles on albite twins, of about 
An55, sodic labradorite. These plagioclase crystals are sub-trachytic enclosing interstitial domains of 
subhedral olivine crystals (0.1 mm -0.3 mm grain size), prisms of titaniferous clinopyroxene (up to 0.5 
mm long) as well as granular aggregates, and small (0.05 mm) euhedra of opaque oxides (most likely 
titaniferous magnetite, since this phase is not strongly magnetic). These phases are in turn set in a 
poorly crystalline mesostasis of wispy acicular feldspar or feldspathoid crystals and accessory apatite 
set in an altered once-glassy K-feldspar-rich phase. Also present are small patches of a granular zeolite 
(very small biaxial to uniaxial negative type) and a subordinate subradiating fibrous zeolite.
Partial selective alteration of this rock includes development of red-brown iddingsite and poorly defined 
olive green layer silicates. The interstitial K-feldspar-rich mesostasis is quite heavily clouded by dusty 
inclusions. Carbonate is a rare patchy secondary product.
An approximate overall modal composition for the primary igneous phases of this rock is as follows; 
plagioclase 30%; clinopyroxene 20%; olivine 15%; opaque oxides 10%; clouded and poorly 
crystallised K-feldspar-rich mesostasis 20%; and small irregular interstitial patches of zeolite <5%.
Lithology and Genesis
This alkali basalt (possibly o f teschenitic affinity) lacks xenoliths or xenocrysts, and its coarse grain size 
suggests final crystallisation close to its effusive source, or else very shallow intrusive emplacement.
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Sample No. Mb-8
Sample Location
"Mubburra”, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 350032 Nth 670878; Sapphire 9138-I-S
Hand Specimen Description
Alkali Olivine Basalt
Rather massive dark grey basaltic rock in which there are sparse medium grained mafic phenocrysts and 
conspicuous white plagioclase prisms sub-parallel to a direction of magmatic flow. The rock shows 
considerable alteration to fine-grained white and pale brown secondary phases coating fracture surfaces. 
K-feldspar staining gave quite strong positive results for an abundant interstitial phase. The rock is 
only very weakly magnetic.
Microscope Description
This sample is a sparsely porphyritic, containing about 10% of coarse purple zoned titaniferous 
clinopyroxene phenocrysts and glomeroporphyritic aggregates up to 4 mm across. These crystals are 
subophitic in outer zones which are commonly more titaniferous (darker purple) than central zones. 
Partly iddingsite-altered olivine tends to be microporphyritic (crystals up to about 0.9 mm) and 
glomeroporphyritic but only rarely is it intergrown with clinopyroxene.
The clinopyroxene and olivine phenocrysts are set throughout a voluminous groundmass dominated by 
large prisms of plagioclase sub-parallel to the previous direction of magmatic flow and defining a sub- 
trachytic texture. The largest of these reaches 3.3 mm long and 0.25 mm wide, but more commonly 
these he within the size range 0.8 mm up to 2 mm long. They have an approximate composition of 
about An54 (sodic labradorite) based on maximum extinction angles of albite twins. Interstitial to the 
plagioclase laths are abundant small purple (titaniferous) clinopyroxene laths (mainly less than 0.5 mm 
long) and smaller granules (0.1 mm), as well as granules and clusters of opaque oxides (titaniferous 
magnetite) and elongate slivers of ilmenite. The latter, together with accessory apatite are set 
throughout a poorly defined once glassy felsic mesostasis that is heavily selectively stained by fine 
grained brown secondary products. The latter outline minute wispy prisms with straight extinction and 
are uniaxial positive. These are almost certainly nepheline. Elsewhere are interstitial patches filled 
with a prismatic to granular zeolite + minor analcite with subordinate fibrous zeolite. Still other patches 
contain a zoned secondary assemblage with zeolites peripherally and central zones of very fine fibrous 
bireffingent radiating layer silicates also selectively stained by yellow-brown limonitic oxides.
An approximate modal composition for the primary igneous mineralogy of this rock is as follows; 
plagioclase 30%; clinopyroxene 25%; olivine 10%; opaque oxides 10%; potassio interstitial patches 
enclosing wispy nepheline 20%; and patches of zeolites 5%.
Lithology and Genesis
This partly altered and weathered {stained and oxidised) alkali olivine basaltic rock is of teschenite- 
theralite affinity, and equally it may represent a thick flow close to the volcanic source, or else it is of 
shallow intrusive emplacement, since it is relatively coarse grained.
Sample No. Strath-1
Sample Location
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"Strathdarr", Strathdarr Sapphire Mine (Block A), Unit-2 gravels, Western Feeder Kings Plains Creek, 
Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 348498 Nth = 6714181; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description 
Alkali Olivine Basalt Clast
An extremely fine-grained and massive very dark grey sample with sparse barely recognisable 
microphenocrysts that are outlined by positive K-feldspar staining of the groundmass fraction. The 
rock is moderately magnetic.
Microscope Description
In this fine-grained basaltic rock microphenocrysts comprise about 10% of the thin section area, and 
once again magnesian olivine greatly predominates. Euhedral crystals and clusters of this phase are 
subordinate, with common anhedral to subhedral grains, all showing partial alteration to yellow-brown 
iddingsite. Rare small ~ 0.2 mm weakly zoned purplish brown clinopyroxene microphenocrysts are 
accessory as are small opaque oxide grains and clusters.
Wispy narrow plagioclase microlites smaller than 0.06 mm long, occupy about 25% of the groundmass 
fraction. These mostly are decussate and non-orientated and are set throughout a dense mat of 
microgranular purple-brown (titaniferous) clinopyroxene (40%), dusty opaque oxides - (mostly 
magnetite 25%), and a very poorly defined, extremely fine grained interstitial felsic phase (~10%).
Small inclusions include ultramafic lithic cluster of strongly altered olivine and clinopyroxene; small 
clusters of olivine with wide reaction coronas of brown stained minute olivine and clinopyroxene 
crystals; corroded anhedral xenocrysts of clinopyroxene with sieve texture and crammed with minute 
yellow-brown stained olivine inclusions; xenocrysts of skeletal magmatically embayed opaque oxides 
(mostly chromite)-, clusters and rounded crystals of granular quartz (grain size reaching 1.5 mm) 
enclosing patches of carbonate and "sericite", and with narrow reaction rims of dense, very fine grained 
clinopyroxene needles. These commonly show apple-green (aegirine-rich) terminations adjacent to the 
quartz, with a zone of dense brown titaniferous clinopyroxene adjacent to the host rock.
Lithology and Genesis
The sample is a very fine-grained sparsely microporphyritic olivine basalt, containing crustal inclusions 
of quartz and plagioclase, as well as rather poorly represented xenocrysts and ultramafic clusters of 
upper mantle origin. If nepheline is an abundant groundmass phase in this rock, then the source rocks 
should be classed as basanites rather than basalts.
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Sample No. Strath-2
Sample Location
"Strathdarr", Strathdarr Sapphire Mine (Block B), Unit-2 gravels, Western Feeder Kings Plains Creek, 
Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 348137 Nth = 6713738; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description 
Micro Teschenite Basalt
A massive medium grained dark grey-brown sample containing conspicuous small phenocryst sites.
The rock is quite strongly magnetic and K-feldspar staining gave rather weak positive results for 
abundant interstitial sites.
Microscope Description
This rock is a sparsely porphyritic but with a distinct intergranular groundmass texture. Phenocrysts 
comprise about 5% of the rock and include dominant olivine as subhedral prismatic to anhedral crystals 
and glomeroporphyritic aggregates up to more than 3.5 mm across. The olivine shows only minor 
patchy alteration to red-brown oxides intergrown with bireffingent iddingsite.
The voluminous groundmass of this sample is quite coarse grained and holocrystalline. The texture is 
dominated by a decussate mat of unaltered narrow but elongate calcic plagioclase laths, with most 
crystals within the range 0.8 mm up to 2 mm long. The plagioclase laths account for about 40% of the 
groundmass fraction, with a further 40% of small interstitial purple-brown titaniferous clinopyroxene 
crystals (most less than 0.15 mm across), intergrown with sparse small olivine crystals (~5%), opaque 
oxides (titaniferous magnetite + ilmenite m5%), interstitial nepheline (~5%) + K-feldspar, and isotropic 
analcite partly replacing nepheline, as well as minor patches of a fibrous radiating zeolite, (~5%). 
Certain sparse interstitial patches are filled with indeterminate red-brown stained oxides and clay due to 
near surface weathering.
Lithology and Genesis
This sample lacks recognisable xenoliths or other inclusions. It is a holocrystalline igneous rock, and 
although interstitial parts of the groundmass are quite fine grained, the rock may have crystallised as a 
shallow intrusive dyke-like body, or in the central part of a thick flow. It may be described as a sparsely 
olivine-porphyritic microteschenite, with very minor alteration to red-brown oxides and traces of 
iddingsite.
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Sample No. Strath-3
Sample Location
"Strathdarr", Strathdarr Sapphire Mine (Block C), Unit-2 gravels, Western Feeder Kings Plains Creek, 
Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 348133 Nth = 6713533; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description 
Limburgitic Basalt
A fme grained very dark brown-grey massive sample that is only moderately magnetic. K-feldspar 
staining gave positive results for the host fraction but not for several small inclusions.
Microscope Description
This is an extremely fme grained partly glassy volcanic rock enclosing about 10% of microphenocrysts 
mostly within the size range 0.2 mm up to 1 mm. This fraction is dominated by subhedral to 
magmatically resorbed crystals of magnesian olivine, that are partly to completely converted to fibrous 
and birefringent yellow iddingsite.
The olivine microphenocrysts are set in a groundmass dominated by non-orientated small prisms of pale 
brown (titaniferous) clinopyroxene which account for about 20% of the total thin section area, and 
small olivine crystals comprising a further 8% of the total. Clusters of minute euhedral opaque oxide 
cubes that are located mainly adjacent to the small olivine crystals have an average size of about 0.02 
mm, while similar dusty oxides set amongst clinopyroxene crystals and clusters have an average size of 
less than 0.01 mm. The dusty opaque oxides comprise about 7% of the thin section area. There are no 
feldspars crystallised in this sample, and the mafic and opaque oxide crystals are set throughout red 
brown isotropic volcanic glass that may be coloured by hematite dust.
Sparse irregular shaped to rounded amygdales vary in size up to 1.3 mm and now are filled with radial 
aggregates of fibrous zeolite, and outlined by narrow rims of a very fme grained yellow-green argillic 
phase, possibly montmorillonite. Elsewhere are small cavities filled with fibrous chalcedony and 
similarly rimmed with similar yellow-green clay. Patches of pale yellow volcanic glass lack the 
ubiquitous brown staining by feathery spherulitic clusters of hematite.
Inclusions in this rock comprise both xenocrysts and aggregates. Rare anhedral grains of pale yellow- 
brown chrome spinel (up to 1 mm across) show narrow opaque rims (possibly chromite), while 
somewhat irregular shaped opaque crystals (0.3 mm) most likely are chromite. Elsewhere are large 
irregular shaped olivine crystals up to 2.8 mm across, also partly converted to iddingsite. Rare quartz 
xenocrysts show conspicuous reaction rims of dense microgranular clinopyroxene. A single crystal of 
magmatically resorbed orthopyroxene (0.8 mm) also shows a wide reaction rim of dense fine grained 
olivine, and opaque oxides.
A small lithic inclusion about 4 mm across consists of a granular aggregate of monomineralic olivine 
which is partly recrystallised but largely converted to yellow-brown fibrous iddingsite. A second 
aggregate consists of partly degraded olivine, and a single degraded mica flake.
Lithology and Genesis
The exact composition of this sample is masked by its high proportion of volcanic glass. The latter 
gives a patchy positive stain for K-feldspar. It is unusual since it lacks plagioclase, and may be classed 
rather tentatively as a partly glassy limburgitic rock containing scattered xenocrysts and aggregates 
possibly of upper mantle origin.
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Sample No. Strath-4
Sample Location
"Strathdarr", Strathdarr Sapphire Mine (Block A), Unit-1 gravels, Western Feeder Kings Plains Creek, 
Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 348498 Nth = 6714181; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description
Nephelinite Basalt Clast
A very fine grained massive dark grey sample for which K-feldspar staining gave positive results. The 
rock is also distinctly magnetic.
Microscope Description
This basalt a holocrystalline, with no relict volcanic glass. It contains sparse coarse (up to 3.5 mm 
across) and medium (up to 1 mm across), subhedral phenocrysts of olivine that are partly converted to 
red-brown oxides and iddingsite.
An approximate modal composition for this rock is as follows; olivine 10%; clinopyroxene 30%; 
opaque oxides 13%; nepheline (+ K-feldspar) 35%; apatite 2%; and patches of yellow clouded zeolites 
10%. The olivine is selectively stained by red-brown limonitic oxides and this phase occurs as 
subhedral microphenocrysts and glomeroporphyritic clusters. On the other hand the purple-brown 
titaniferous clinopyroxene prisms form a decussate framework throughout the rock, and these crystals 
have an average length of about 0.1 mm. Clusters of very small (0.02 mm) mostly cubic oxide granules 
are mostly concentrated in the clinopyroxene clusters. The mafic phases and oxides are crowded into 
strongly poikilitic plates of nepheline + K-feldspar. The nepheline most likely has a composition rich in 
kalsilite.
Several of the larger irregular shaped olivine grains almost certainly are xenocrystic rather than 
phenocrystic, while elsewhere are several mafic xenocrysts now converted to a mosaic of microgranular 
olivine intergrown with trails of dusty oxides. Rare opaque oxide grains (up to 0.6 mm) most likely 
have chrome-rich compositions.
Lithology and Genesis
The composition of this sample is strongly feldspathoidal with dominant nepheline. It may be described 
as a partly oxidised but relatively little altered olivine nephelinite.
Sample No. Strath-5
Sample Location
"Strathdarr", Strathdarr Sapphire Mine (Block B), Unit-1 gravels, Western Feeder Kings Plains Creek, 
Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 348137 Nth = 6713738; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description 
Weathered Basanitic Basalt Clast
Microscope Description
This sample exhibits a somewhat patchy texture that is partly due to partial oxidation, and partly is due 
to possible welding of texturally quite similar poorly defined fragments. All the material represented in 
the present rock is very strongly vesicular with an uneven distribution of vesicle sites. In certain 
domains highly irregular shaped vesicles reach 3 mm across, but in most parts of the sample, however, 
vesicle sites have an average size of about 0.3 mm. Vesicle sites account for about 30% of the total 
sample. The host rock is an extremely fine grained partly altered basaltic type enclosing sparse sites of 
euhedral to skeletal bipyramid olivine microphenocrysts that are altered to patchy aggregates of 
carbonate and clouded clay centrally, with fractures now filled with fibrous green chlorite, and outer 
rims of dark red-brown iddingsite. The sites of olivine microphenocrysts range in size up to more than 
1.2 mm, and account for only about 5% of the total lithology. These sites are set throughout an 
extremely fine grained groundmass fraction that is crowded with minute fresh clinopyroxene microlites 
(most less than 0.05 mm long) and fine dusty opaque oxide granules. These extremely fine grained 
phases show a ubiquitous distribution throughout a once glassy matrix now converted to green chlorite 
or palagonite that shows patchy red-brown oxide staining. Possible felsic microlite sites are completely 
converted to poorly defined secondary products.
The abundant vesicle sites in this sample are filled with quite well crystallised granular to subradiating 
zeolites (very small positive axial angle) and coated with very thin rims of olive green palagonite
Lithology and Genesis
This sample represents a very strongly vesicular volcanic rock of olivine microporphyritic basanitic 
affinity. It could have been slightly autobrecciated but it is not strictly fragmental. It has undergone 
strong partly selective alteration to assemblages amongst the phases carbonate, chlorite, palagonite, 
iddingsite, hematite, and zeolites.
Sample No. Strath-6
Sample Location
"Strathdarr", Strathdarr Sapphire Mine (Block C), Unit-1 gravels, Western Feeder Kings Plains Creek, 
Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 348133 Nth = 6713533; Sapphire 9138-I-S 
Hand Specimen Description 
Alkali Olivine Basalt Clast
Basalt showing a trachytic and partially fragmental texture.
Microscope Description
Massive basaltic volcanic type with a distinct miroporphyritic, ophitic and sub-trachytic fragmental 
texture. The microphenocryst sites have an average grain size of about 1 mm and account for about 
15% of the total thin section area. These almost certainly once contained olivine, but now are 
completely pseudomorphed by abundant poorly defined yellow-brown stained fibrous biréfringent clay 
+ iddingsite, with rare patchy carbonate in several large crystal sites.
An approximate modal composition for the rock is as follows; altered olivine sites 15%; plagioclase 
40%; titaniferous clinopyroxene 25%; opaque oxides 10%; and altered interstitial patches 10%.
The voluminous groundmass fraction contains scattered anhedral ophitic patches of fresh purple-brown 
titaniferous clinopyroxene enclosing bundles of magmatic flow-oriented narrow plagioclase laths with 
an average length of about 0.3 mm. These show weak magmatic zoning, and most enclose small 
patches of clouded very fine grained biréfringent clay. Opaque oxides have a more or less even 
distribution throughout the rock and an average grain size of about 0.07 mm. This phase is present both 
as equant cubic granules as well as elongate skeletal crystals. Interstitial sites that once may have 
comprised residual volcanic glass now are filled with patches of green chlorite and pale yellow-brown 
biréfringent montmorillonite. Narrow discontinuous branching microfractures that cut across this rock 
are filled with pale brown montmorillonite and low biréfringent zeolites.
Lithology and Genesis
This sample lacks inclusions or xenoliths, and may be identified as a selectively altered 
microporphyritic ophitic and sub-trachytic alkali olivine basalt.
Sample No. Taura-1
Sample Location
"Tauranga" Mt Buckley, Upper Eastern Feeder Kings Plains Creek, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 355226 Nth = 670820; Glen Innés 9238-IV-S
Hand Specimen Description
Basanitic Basalt
A very dark brown-grey massive fine grained rock that is not magnetic and gives a weak positive stain 
for K-feldspar.
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Microscope Description
This sample shows a distinct microporphyritic and subophitic to ophitic holocrystalline igneous texture, 
and is relatively unaltered. The microphenocrysts vary in size up to 1.5 mm, and these consist of 
subhedral olivine crystals and clusters, certain of which are subophitic enclosing non-orientated sparse 
small plagioclase laths. The approximate average grain size for the rock is about 0.4 mm, while the 
microgranular felsic mesostasis has an average grain size of about 0.06 mm. An approximate modal 
composition for the rock is as follows; plagioclase 40%; olivine 10%; titaniferous clinopyroxene 25%; 
nepheline (+ K-feldspar) 20%; opaque oxides 5%. The plagioclase laths have compositions within the 
labradorite range and show only traces of turbid argillic alteration. Olivine crystals and clusters also are 
very fresh, altered only to traces of bowlingite. The purple-brown clinopyroxene invariably is 
interstitial and ophitic to subophitic enclosing non-orientated narrow plagioclase laths. The opaque 
oxides include two separate phases comprising elongate prismatic to skeletal crystals of ilmenite, as 
well as generally very small cubic crystals and clusters of titano magnetite. The late-crystallised 
mesostasis has an equigranular texture and much of this fraction appears to be K-feldspar. This phase 
shows an almost uniaxial negative axial angle, and most likely is sanidine + nepheline.
Lithology and Genesis
This rock is holocrystalline, but fine grained, and exhibits a distinct microporphyritic subophitic to 
ophitic texture. There are no inclusions present in the thin section and the rock may be classed as a 
basanite since it contains more than 10% of nepheline. It possibly represents the central part of a thick 
flow or else a shallow intrusive (teschenitic) type since it is essentially holocrystalline.
Sample No. Taura-2
Sample Location
"Tauranga" Mt Buckley, Upper Eastern Feeder Kings Plains Creek, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 355000 Nth = 670900; Glen Innes 9238-IV-S
Hand Specimen Description
Nepheline Basanitic Basalt
A fine grained massive very dark grey sample that is moderately magnetic. K-feldspar staining gave 
only weak positive results.
Microscope Description
Microporphyritic texture in this sample is defined by about 15% of olivine phenocrysts and clusters 
with an average grain size of about 0.5 mm. The olivine grains show subhedral to magmatically 
embayed grain shapes except for those in clusters where the grain shapes are subhedral to anhedral. 
They are partly converted to yellow fibrous iddingsite along microffactures and parting surfaces.
The olivine microphenocrysts are set throughout a voluminous fine grained groundmass fraction with 
the following approximate modal composition; clinopyroxene 25%; plagioclase 20%; opaque oxides 
15%; nepheline 25%; and red-brown volcanic glass 15%. The narrow plagioclase prisms are non- 
orientated, and have an average length of about 0.25 mm. They are set in a dense aggregate of fine 
granular purple-brown titaniferous clinopyroxene granules intergrown with equally abundant minute 
dusty cubic opaque oxide granules. The nepheline forms as coarse granular plates that are intensely 
polkilitic, enclosing all the phases described above. This last crystallised groundmass phase has an 
average grain size of about 0.5 mm, and is responsible for a mottled texture with intergrown nepheline- 
rich and volcanic glass-rich domains. Sparse small vesicle sites show partly collapsed irregular shapes, 
and these rarely exceed 0.5 mm across. They are now filled with radiating clusters of very fine acicular 
zeolites intergrown with yellow-stained layer silicates and minor isotropic analcite.
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Only rare small inclusions are present in this sample, and these comprise small grains and clusters of 
quartz with conspicuous narrow rims of fine subradiating clinopyroxene needles, and a single rounded 
opaque oxide grain 0.25 mm across that may have a chromite-rich composition. There are no 
ultramafic or mafic xenoliths.
Lithology and Genesis
This sample may be identified as a partly altered olivine microporphyritic nepheline basanite, with 
sparse amygdales filled with zeolites, analcite, and oxidised argillic phases.
Sample No. Taura-3
Sample Location
"Tauranga" Mt Buckley, Upper Eastern Feeder Kings Plains Creek, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 355500 Nth = 670900; Glen Innés 9238-IV-S
Hand Specimen Description
Basanitic Basalt
A very dark grey fine grained massive volcanic sample for which K-feldspar staining gave weak 
positive results. The rock is very weakly magnetic.
Microscope Description
The texture of this basic volcanic rock is dominate by scattered microphenocrysts and a sparse mat of 
non-orientated wispy plagioclase laths. The microphenocrysts up to 0.7 mm across, account for only 
about 10% of the thin section area, and include mainly olivine as subhedral bipyramidal crystals, many 
of which are more or less resorbed. Most are partly to extensively converted to iddingsite + 
"bowlingite". Rare plagioclase microphenocrysts also reach 0.7 mm, and these show central zones 
crowded with small solid inclusions.
The host groundmass fraction has the following approximate modal composition; plagioclase 30%; 
clinopyroxene 35%; olivine 5%; opaque oxides 5% and interstitial nepheline-rich fraction + volcanic 
glass 20%. The calcic plagioclase laths have an average length of about 0.35 mm and are particularly 
fresh and unaltered. These form an open framework enclosing intergranular clusters of purple-brown 
titaniferous clinopyroxene granules and small prismatic crystals of this phase. Intergrown with the 
clinopyroxene are sparse granules of olivine, and small somewhat skeletal to cubic opaque oxide 
crystals. The interstitial felsic patches are poorly crystallised to microcrystalline, and these contain 
zeolites {small optically positive axial angle), K-feldspar and nepheline. Numerous patches are 
clouded by very small proportions of wispy clay, and enclose feathery to acicular non-orientated 
opaque oxide crystallites. There are no significant inclusions represented in this thin section, but a 
dense reaction rim of narrow prismatic titaniferous clinopyroxene crystals encloses a yellow stained 
isotropic patch intergrown with poorly defined zeolites. A similar rim surrounds a patch of dense 
equigranular fine grained zeolites partly altered by yellowish brown wispy clay.
It is very difficult to estimate accurately the proportion of nepheline and other possible feldspathoids in 
this sample due to the fine grained and intergrown nature of this interstitial late stage felsic fraction. 
The rock may be rather tentatively described as a partly altered microporphyritic and intergranular 
basanitic volcanic rock.
Lithology and Genesis
Partly altered microporphyritic and intergranular basanitic volcanic rock.
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Sample No. Taura-4
Sample Location
"Tauranga" Mt Buckley, Upper Eastern Feeder Kings Plains Creek, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 355520 Nth = 670830; Glen Innés 9238-IV-S
Hand Specimen Description
Nepheline Basanitic Basalt
A very fme grained dark brown-grey basaltic rock with sparse small oxidised yellow-brown stained 
narrow fractures and patches with rare voids. K-feldspar staining gave patchy positive results. The 
rock is only very weakly magnetic.
Microscope Description
Extremely fme grain size is characteristic of this plagioclase-poor basic volcanic rock. Sparse olivine 
microphenocrysts, which account for only about 8% of the thin section area, rarely exceed 0.4 mm 
across. These are subhedral bipyramidal to prismatic and partly resorbed, with partial alteration to 
yellow-brown iddingsite.
The olivine microphenocrysts are set throughout a fine grained low biréfringent matrix with about 5% 
of sparse subradiating to decussate clusters of very elongate plagioclase prisms mainly about 1 mm long 
and only 0.07 mm wide, that are strongly poikilitic since they are crammed with the microgranular 
mafic and opaque oxide granules of the groundmass fraction. The latter consists of dense aggregates of 
fine grained (less than 0.1 mm) purple-brown titaniferous clinopyroxene crystals intergrown with low 
biréfringent nepheline K-feldspar and possibly analcite. An approximate estimate of modal proportions 
for this fraction is as follows; olivine 10%; clinopyroxene 35%; opaque oxides 12%; plagioclase 5%; 
apatite 3%; nepheline + K-feldspar + analcite + volcanic glass 35%. Rare subrounded patches of dense 
subradiating zeolites + fine biréfringent clay (up to 2 mm across) represent previous vesicle sites.
Rare large anhedral olivine crystal sites (reaching 1 mm), that are now converted to dense yellow 
iddingsite most likely represent xenocrysts. Also present is a single magmatically subrounded grain of 
yellowish brown chrome spinel with a narrow opaque oxide rim, while several small quartz xenocrysts 
show strong resorption and conspicuous reaction rims of dense fine grained pyroxenes. A single 
compositionally zoned stout plagioclase xenocryst 1.2 mm across, shows fine argillic clouding 
centrally.
Lithology and Genesis
The very fme grain size of the near glassy groundmass fraction precludes accurate identification of this 
sample. Nevertheless there is present abundant K-feldspar and nepheline in a low biréfringent partly 
glassy mesostasis. Since there is only about 5% of plagioclase present the rock may be identified 
tentatively as an olivine microporphyritic nepheline basanite.
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Sample No. Yarra-1
Sample Location
"Yarrabin", Mt Buckley, Upper Eastern Feeder Kings Plains Creek, Kingsland
AMG Grid Reference and 1:25,000 Sheet
Est = 353500 Nth = 671200; Sapphire 9138-I-S
Hand Specimen Description
Limburgitic Basalt
A fine grained very dark brown-grey massive rock for which K-feldspar staining gave relatively weak 
positive results. The rock is also only weakly magnetic.
Microscope Description
This basalt is relatively unaltered, and retains a clear microporphyritic and sparsely amygdaloidal 
texture. Phenocryst mostly lie within the size range 0.25 mm up to 1 mm, and account for about 10% of 
the thin section area. They comprise dominant euhedral to subhedral and partly magmatically embayed 
and iddingsite-altered olivine crystals and clusters, with sparse clusters of purple-brown titaniferous 
clinopyroxene prisms. Also present are accessory proportions of microporphyritic opaque oxides.
The very abundant groundmass comprises abundant (about 20% of the thin section area), unsorted to 
subradiating narrow prisms of pale brown clinopyroxene mostly about 0.1 mm long, together with 
sparse small olivine crystals (~5%) and dusty cubic opaque oxide crystals (~ 5%), set throughout a 
glassy isotropic groundmass clouded by dense radiating clusters of feathery red-brown crystallites 
(hematite).
Sparse amygdales in the rock vary in size up to more than 6 mm across, show mainly irregular shapes, 
and are filled mostly with radial aggregates of acicular zeolites intergrown with patches of fine grained 
low biréfringent kaolinite. Several amygdales contain both a fibrous and radiating zeolite (nearly 
uniaxial positive), as well as a zeolite that forms distinct granular clusters. Many of the amygdales show 
narrow rims of pale yellow-brown montmorillonite. The vesicle sites account for about 8% of the total 
thin section area.
Inclusions in this rock comprise several grains of yellow-brown chrome-spinel with thick opaque rims. 
These grains show somewhat magmatically rounded shapes and reach almost 1 mm across. Several 
similar opaque grains most likely have chromite compositions. There are no obvious olivine crystal 
inclusions, but a strongly reacted quartz crystal about 2 mm long has a distinct rim of fine grained 
chloritic phases, radiating clusters of chalcedony, and an outer rim of dense decussate clinopyroxene 
needles. A small lithic inclusion consists of orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene, also with a 
clinopyroxene-rich reaction rim, while another aggregate lacking a reaction rim consists of 
monomineralic olivine.
Lithology and Genesis
This rock lacks plagioclase and comprises very abundant volcanic glass, masking its exact composition. 
It may be described tentatively as a partly altered microporphyritic and sparsely amygdaloidal 
limburgitic volcanic rock comprising abundant volcanic glass and scattered crystal and lithic inclusions.
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APPENDIX III
Description of Analytical Methods
1ANALYTICAL METHODS
X-Ray Diffraction Analysis
Sample Preparation
A portion of the lithotype was broken from each sample, and the entire portion was crushed in a hand 
percussion mortar, then ground and sieved to -75 micron, then to -45 micron, using an agate mortar and 
pestle and standard sieves. Samples containing coarse heavy mineral suites were sieved to remove 
these suites for later examination, before the bulk sample was ground up. Powdered samples were 
packed into the cavity of a standard aluminum sample holder, for lesser preferred orientation effects. 
Clasts extracted from the volcaniclastics were ground and sieved to -45 microns, then mixed with 
acetone to form a slurry, and spread evenly on a glass slide.
X-Ray Diffraction Instrumental Conditions
The instrument used was an automated Philips PW1730 3kW generator with PW1050 
goniometer. Samples were scanned from 2 to 70 degrees of two-theta, using a one degree convergence 
slit, 1/4 degree receiver slit and graphite monochromator, with 35kV, 25 mA of copper k-alpha X-rays. 
Scan speed was one degree per minute, and two full scans were co-added to lessen the effects of 
random background noise, and to improve the signal to noise ratio.
Instrumental and Interpretative Software
DiffTech's 122D diffractometer automation software was used for data gathering. Scan processing & 
XRD pattern matching were carried out with DiffTech Traces (version 6) software. Estimates of 
weight % mineral phase content were calculated using SIROQUANT software.
SEM Analysis
Sample Preparation
Samples were mounted on aluminum disks and scanned without being coated with either gold or 
carbon.
SEM Instrumental Conditions
The instrument used was a Leo 435 variable pressure SEM Standard, using an SE imaging Robinson 
backscatter detector for digital image acquisition.
XRF Analysis
Sample Preparation
The size of the samples collected varied with grainsize, with the following maximum grainsize in mm, 
determining the size of the sample collected:-
1 mm = 2.5 kg 
5 mm = 5.0 kg 
10 mm = 10.0 kg 
20 mm = 20.0 kg
Samples were first jaw crushed, with the resultant crushed rock being cone and quartered to yield a 
~ 400 g sub-sample. The 400 g sample was then ground in a tungsten carbide mill to -75 microns, 
before being sub-sampled for analysis.
2Major elements were determined from flat fused beads of rock samples, prepared by dissolving silicate 
material mixed with lithium tetra and metaborate flux at about 1100° C, which was cooled and moulded 
to yield a homogenous glass bead. Minor and trace element were determined from ground material that 
was compressed into powder briquettes, with a cementing agent
XRF Instrumental Conditions
The instrument used was a Philips PW 1400 XRF sequential spectrometer incorporating a Rhodium 
side window x-ray tube, a 6 position pre-aligned crystal changer, a scintillation detector, a gas flow 
detector and a 72 position automatic sample changer. The system was controlled by a PC running 
Phillips X-40 software. Calibration was made with reference to international rock standards. Detection 
limits vary with atomic number within a range from about 10 ppm to 100 ppm, depending upon atomic 
number
Wet Chemical Analysis
TOTAL CARBON
Sample Preparation
25-200 mg of sample material was weighed into a LECO 528-016 carbon-and sulfur-free crucible, after 
being dried at 1050C.
XRF Instrumental Conditions
Total carbon was determined using a LECO WR-12 carbon determinator, Model 761-100 and 761-200 
(BCD).
MOISTURE DETERMINATION
The determination of moisture was carried out by heating overnight in an open glass vial, a known 
weight of sample to 110°C, which was then cooled in a desiccator with silica gel, before being 
reweighed.
Percentage H20  = (B-C) x 100 
(B-A)
Where A = Wt of empty vial
B = Wt of vial + sample 
C = Wt after drying
DETERMINATION OF FERROUS IRON
The determination of ferrous iron was carried out by dissolving samples in a hot mixture of 
hydrofluoric and sulphuric acid in a sealed polypropylene bottle. After cooling and the addition of a 
solution containing boric phosphoric and sulphuric acids, the ferrous iron was titrated with potassium 
dichromate.
Grainsize Analysis
Grainsize analysis involved the following steps:-
(a) Dilution of all of each sample by tumbling or agitating overnight to disperse clays and to 
liberate particles
(b) Progressively wet screen all of each sample on 600 mm shaking screens to 38 microns, before 
drying and dry screening all oversize material
(c) The undersize was then sampled for % solids and sizing with only a portion of the total 
actually cyclosized (relative to an SG of 2.65).
(d) Sizing distributions were then calculated on a corrected weight basis
3Magnetic Separation of Ironstone From Corundum
All jig plant concentrate containing sapphire from bulk samples and mining operations on “Kew” and 
“Strathdarr” were first sized and dried using a drying and sizing trommel. The -12 mm size fraction 
was then magnetically separated, to remove iron oxides (as limonite pebbles), magnetite, ilmenite and 
pleonaste, using an Eriez 3-Pass, RE-10 Magnetic Separator, utilizing rare-earth Neodymium 
permanent magnetic rollers.
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APPENDIX IV
X-Ray Diffraction d-spacing and Theta Angle Numerical Data 
for Volcaniclastic Samples Analysed in the Thesis
TABLE OF XRD THETA ANGLE AND D-SPACING DATA FOR BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC ROCKS
FROM THE NEW ENGLANP GEMFIELPS
PG-CVPl - see Figure 3.13
Number Angle Counts d-spacing Relative Intensity
1 12.32 246 7.178 29
2 18.28 326 4.849 38
3 19.84 72 4.471 8
4 20.28 179 4375 21
5 21.32 87 4.164 10
6 22.92 39 3.877 5
7 24.14 64 3.684 8
8 24.86 183 3.579 22
9 26.62 35 3.346 4
10 27.92 27 3.193 3
11 28.58 25 3.121 3
12 33.16 84 2.699 10
13 33.24 63 2.693 7
14 34.96 50 2.564 6
15 35.48 80 2.528 9
16 35.66 116 2.516 14
17 35.82 93 2.505 11
18 35.98 71 2.494 8
19 36.6 52 2.453 6
20 37.7 73 2.384 9
21 38.4 96 2.342 11
22 39.26 52 2.293 6
23 40.1 31 2.247 4
24 40.9 44 2.205 5
25 41.56 25 2.171 3
26 44.2 23 2.047 3
27 45.44 42 1.994 5
28 47.38 28 1.917 3
29 49.52 37 1.839 4
30 50.54 23 1.804 3
31 52.18 28 1.752 3
32 54.04 53 1.696 6
33 54.36 57 1.686 7
34 55.26 40 1.661 5
35 57.98 25 1.589 3
36 62.3 62 1.489 7
37 62.5 53 1.485 6
38 63.84 38 1.457 4
39 64.2 36 1.45 4
PG-CVF2 - see Figure 3.23
Number Angle Counts d-spaçing Relative Intensity
1 12.34 336 7.167 40
2 13.82 128 6.402 15
3 16.66 149 5.317 18
4 19.9 133 4.458 16
5 20.38 171 4.354 20
6 20.88 154 4.251 18
7 21.32 198 4.164 24
8 23.14 72 3.841 9
9 23.8 55 3.736 7
10 24.9 300 3.573 36
11 26.66 476 3.341 57
12 33.22 26 2.695 3
13 35.04 84 2.559 10
14 35.56 75 2.523 9
15 35.98 92 2.494 11
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16 36.6 77 2.453 9
17 37.7 55 2.384 7
18 38.46 135 2.339 16
19 39.2 88 2.296 10
20 42.46 26 2.127 3
21 45.7 32 1.984 4
22 50.18 50 1.817 6
23 55.04 52 1.667 6
24 55.4 54 1.657 6
25 56.92 36 1.616 4
26 58.12 22 1.586 3
27 60 67 1.541 8
28 62.36 81 1.488 10
29 64.16 34 1.45 4
30 67.8 48 1.381 6
31 68.06 30 1.376 4
32 68.36 26 1.371 3
PG -CV P22 - see Figure 3.28a
N um ber Angle C ounts d-spacine R elative In tensity
1 8.78 100 10.071 11
2 12.36 203 7.161 22
3 13.86 57 6.389 6
4 1666 79 5.321 9
5 19.9 81 4.462 9
6 20.16 76 4.405 8
7 20.32 117 4.37 13
8 21.26 159 4.179 17
9 21.48 128 4.137 14
10 23.12 59 3.847 6
11 23.82 54 3.735 6
12 24.92 160 3.573 17
13 25.16 83 3.539 9
14 26.34 45 3.383 5
15 33.18 40 2.7 4
16 35 81 2.564 9
17 35.14 62 2.554 7
18 35.5 81 2.529 9
19 35.86 74 2.504 8
20 36.04 71 2.492 8
21 36.96 49 2.432 5
22 38.36 82 2.346 9
23 38.54 76 2.336 8
24 39.26 60 2.295 7
25 41.32 34 2.185 4
26 45.58 26 1.99 3
27 47.86 21 1.901 2
28 49.58 26 1.839 3
29 51.1 23 1.787 2
30 53.78 34 1.704 4
31 54.98 41 1.67 4
32 56.82 26 1.62 3
33 62.32 76 1.49 8
34 63.74 36 1.46 4
PG -ÇV P23 - see F ieu re  3.28b
N um ber Angle C ounts d-spacing Relative In tensity
1 12.28 150 7.207 35
2 16.44 16 5.392 4
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3 19.78 53 4.488 12
4 20.26 87 4.383 20
5 21.18 89 4.195 21
6 23.1 49 3.85 12
7 24.84 113 3.584 27
8 26.44 29 3.371 7
9 34.86 45 2.574 11
10 35.4 37 2.536 9
11 35.84 56 2.505 13
12 37.64 29 2.39 7
13 38.32 64 2.349 15
14 39.14 47 2.301 11
15 41.1 18 2.196 4
16 45.48 19 1.994 4
17 49.38 8 1.846 2
18 51.02 12 1.79 3
19 55.04 24 1.668 6
20 56.64 23 1.625 5
21 62.3 38 1.49 9
PG-CVP24 - see Figure 3.28c
Number Angle Counts d-spacing Relative Intensity
1 12.4 217 7.138 25
2 20 86 4.439 10
3 20.36 132 4.362 15
4 21.3 146 4.171 17
5 23.12 63 3.847 7
6 24.9 180 3.576 20
7 26.44 36 3.371 4
8 33.38 23 2.684 3
9 34.98 72 2.565 8
10 35.42 75 2.534 9
11 35.66 68 2.518 8
12 35.9 76 2.501 9
13 38.46 87 2.341 10
14 39.3 66 2.292 7
15 41.22 29 2.19 3
16 45.52 27 1.993 3
17 55.18 38 1.665 4
18 56.9 35 1.618 4
19 62.06 42 1.495 5
20 62.32 73 1.49 8
21 62.6 40 1.484 5
22 63.62 27 1.463 3
PG-CVP42 - see igure 3,37
Number Angle .Counts d-spaciug Relative Intensitv
1 12.2 248 7.255 24
2 19.96 171 4.448 16
3 20.4 179 4.353 17
4 20.92 177 4.246 17
5 21.24 155 4.183 15
6 21.5 154 4.133 15
7 22.4 88 3.969 8
8 23.08 90 3.853 9
9 25.2 281 3.534 27
10 26.66 223 3.344 21
11 27.4 54 3.255 5
12 35.06 87 2.559 8
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13 35.94 108 2.499 10
14 38.48 130 2.339 13
15 39.12 75 2.303 7
16 41.22 32 2.19 3
17 45.62 34 1.989 3
18 47.86 49 1.901 5
19 50.14 46 1.819 4
20 54.18 46 1.693 4
21 55.08 73 1.667 7
22 59.96 30 1.543 3
23 62.34 90 1.489 9
24 67.72 56 1.384 5
PG-CVP44 - see Figure 3.38
Number Angle Counts d-spacjng Relative Intensity
1 12.34 256 7.167 29
2 15.56 41 5.69 5
3 15.9 31 5.569 4
4 19.88 109 4.462 12
5 20.36 183 4.358 21
6 21.18 169 4.191 19
7 21.28 161 4.172 18
8 21.5 135 4.13 15
9 23 82 3.864 9
10 23.12 85 3.844 10
11 23.8 59 3.736 7
12 24.84 214 3.581 24
13 25.38 103 3.506 12
14 26.64 52 3.343 6
15 30.26 65 2.951 7
16 34.94 75 2.566 9
17 35.44 71 2.531 8
18 35.9 93 2.499 11
19 37.72 48 2.383 5
20 38.4 123 2.342 14
21 38.54 114 2.334 13
22 39.32 66 2.29 8
23 40.94 38 2.203 4
24 45.38 38 1.997 4
25 47.9 49 1.898 6
26 55.12 46 1.665 5
27 62.28 84 1.49 10
PG-CVP43 - see igur? 339
Number Angle Counts d-spaçing Relative Intensity
1 12.32 349 7.178 41
2 16.6 52 5.336 6
3 19.86 150 4.467 18
4 20.06 159 4.423 19
5 20.36 243 4.358 29
6 20.84 165 4.259 20
7 21.24 205 4.18 24
8 23.14 105 3.841 12
9 23.72 64 3.748 8
10 24.86 299 3.579 35
11 25.16 144 3.537 17
12 26.68 142 3.338 17
13 30.12 26 2.965 3
14 32.5 25 2.753 3
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15 34.94 96 2.566 11
16 35.38 79 2.535 9
17 35.94 123 2.497 15
18 37.7 64 2.384 8
19 38.38 144 2.343 17
20 39.18 112 2.297 13
21 41.02 29 2.198 3
22 45.38 40 1.997 5
23 47.86 38 1.899 5
24 49.48 29 1.841 3
25 51.04 23 1.788 3
26 55.02 58 1.668 7
27 56.68 39 1.623 5
28 58.1 26 1.586 3
29 59.88 25 1.543 3
30 62.28 96 1.49 11
31 63.72 26 1.459 3
PG-CVP44 - see f e r e  .3.40
Number Angle Counts d-spacing Relative Intensity
1 12.34 341 7.167 42
2 19.88 137 4.462 17
3 20.14 153 4.405 19
4 20.34 236 4.362 29
5 20.84 185 4.259 23
6 21.24 258 4.18 32
7 21.32 228 4.164 28
8 21.46 207 4.137 25
9 21.56 192 4.118 23
10 23.1 124 3.847 15
11 23.74 66 3.745 8
12 24.9 298 3.573 36
13 26.66 315 3.341 39
14 31.06 26 2.877 3
15 32.56 35 2.748 4
16 35.02 78 2.56 10
17 35.38 103 2.535 13
18 35.94 127 2.497 16
19 36.54 78 2.457 10
20 37.74 51 2.382 6
21 38.38 143 2.343 17
22 39.28 100 2.292 12
23 45.6 34 1.988 4
24 46.8 32 1.94 4
25 47.86 31 1.899 4
26 50.14 64 1.818 8
27 51.02 24 1.789 3
28 55.26 55 1.661 7
29 56.76 40 1.621 5
30 58.1 25 1.586 3
31 59.96 65 1.541 8
32 62.3 93 1.489 11
33 67.78 52 1.381 6
34 68.14 33 1.375 4
PG-CVP10 - see Figure 4-27
Number Angle Counts d-soacine Relative Intensitv
1 5.44 194 16.245
2 12.16 87 7.278 10
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3 18.3 468 4.848 51
4 20.16 171 4.405 19
5 203 275 4.375 30
6 20.54 165 4.324 18
7 21.32 104 4.167 11
8 25.02 88 3.559 10
9 26.9 68 3.314 7
10 27.92 39 3.196 4
11 28.7 32 3.11 4
12 32.76 22 2.734 2
13 35.38 67 2.537 7
14 36.6 156 2.455 17
15 37.66 119 2.388 13
16 38.32 63 2.349 7
17 40.1 57 2.249 6
18 41.84 32 2.159 4
19 44.18 53 2.05 6
20 45.42 50 1.997 5
21 47.42 39 1.917 4
22 49.38 23 1.846 3
23 50.54 49 1.806 5
24 52.18 46 1.753 5
25 54.46 55 1.685 6
26 55.4 39 1.658 4
27 59.04 47 1.565 5
28 61.96 42 1.498 5
29 62.4 46 1.488 5
30 63.8 52 1.459 6
31 64.66 28 1.441 3
32 66.12 30 1.413 3
33 66.58 29 1.405 3
34 68.86 26 1.363 3
35 69.8 22 1.347 2
PG-ÇVP4 - see Figure 4.28
Number Angle Counts cbspaciDg Relative Intensity
1 8.94 80 9.891 4
2 18.44 1885 4.811 100
3 20.44 663 4.345 35
4 20.68 344 4.295 18
5 21.5 99 4.133 5
6 25.3 35 3.52 2
7 26.66 81 3.344 4
8 27.04 125 3.297 7
9 28.14 105 3.171 6
10 33.56 34 2.67 2
11 35.24 21 2.547 1
12 36.56 121 2.458 6
13 36.76 196 2.445 10
14 37.22 124 2.416 7
15 37.82 285 2.379 15
16 39.48 57 2.282 3
17 40.3 77 2.238 4
18 41.82 115 2.16 6
19 44.34 153 2.043 8
20 45.58 116 1.99 6
21 47.48 72 1.915 4
22 50.68 111 1.801 6
23 52.36 129 1.747 7
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24 54.56 102 1.682 5
25 55.52 45 1.655 2
26 58.04 39 1.589 2
27 58.74 28 1.572 1
28 59.62 31 1.551 2
29 63.94 111 1.456 6
30 64.8 62 1.439 3
31 66.26 69 1.411 4
32 66.86 49 1.399 3
33 67.98 25 1.379 1
34 69 32 1.361 2
PG-CVP11. - see Figure 4.38
Number Angle Counts d-spacing Relative Intensity
1 5.52 261 16.01 30
2 18.3 238 4.848 28
3 19.88 82 4.466 10
4 20.28 115 4.379 13
5 20.5 85 4.332 10
6 23.14 44 3.844 5
7 23.84 79 3.732 9
8 25.14 56 3.542 6
9 26.9 43 3.314 5
10 29.58 158 3.02 18
11 30.5 69 2.931 8
12 30.82 253 2.901 29
13 31.18 80 2.868 9
14 32.58 39 2.748 5
15 35.28 48 2.544 6
16 36.6 66 2.455 8
17 37.1 44 2.423 5
18 37.28 52 2.412 6
19 37.66 56 2.388 6
20 39.46 46 2.284 5
21 39.72 42 2.269 5
22 41.06 70 2.198 8
23 41.14 50 2.194 6
24 41.36 27 2.183 3
25 41.62 30 2.17 3
26 41.88 27 2.157 3
27 43.4 38 2.085 4
28 44.2 34 2.049 4
29 44.54 33 2.034 4
30 44.88 47 2.02 5
31 45.44 35 1.996 4
32 47.7 34 1.907 4
33 48.8 45 1.866 5
34 50.54 41 1.806 5
35 53.4 113 1.716 13
36 55.18 44 1.665 5
37 61.64 34 1.505 4
38 64.98 144 1.435 17
PG-CVP8 - see Figure 4.39
Number Angle Counts d-spacing Relative Intensity
1 12.29 187 7.202 20
2 16.25 28 5.454 3
3 18.29 206 4.85 22
4 19.89 159 4.464 17
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TABLE OF XRD THETA ANGLE AND D-SPACING DATA FOR BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC ROCKS
FROM THE NEW ENGLAND GEMFIEEDS
5 20.29 231 4.377 25
6 20.51 178 4.33 19
7 20.91 186 4.248 20
8 21.23 144 4.185 15
9 25.15 186 3.541 20
10 25.25 203 3.527 22
11 26.67 273 3.342 29
12 28.03 53 3.183 6
13 35.01 83 2.563 9
14 35.47 68 2.531 7
15 35.91 90 2.501 10
16 36.45 63 2.465 7
17 37.83 81 2.378 9
18 38.39 102 2.345 11
19 39.43 66 2.285 7
20 41.69 46 2.166 5
21 42.49 41 2.127 4
22 44.35 20 2.042 2
23 45.37 41 1.999 4
24 47.83 45 1.902 5
25 50.03 23 1.823 2
26 50.53 39 1.806 4
27 52.19 29 1.753 3
28 54.83 75 1.674 8
29 59.93 40 1.543 4
30 62.25 81 1.491 9
31 63.81 42 1.459 5
32 64.65 28 1.442 3
33 66.13 24 1.413 3
34 68.33 25 1.373 3
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1FISSION TRACK DATING OF ZIRCONS 
FROM THREE LOCATIONS IN NSW AND VICTORIA
GEOTRACK REPORT #822
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction and Objectives
This report describes results of fission track age determinations on collections of zircon grains 
from three locations in New South Wales and Victoria, submitted for analysis by The 
Australian Museum, Sydney. The two samples from New South Wales were each supplied 
in three sub-sets, grouped according to colour. The sample from Victoria was supplied as a 
single group of grains.
Summary Conclusions
1: Three sub-samples of zircon grains from Kew Valley, NSW, define the following fission
track ages (with errors quoted at the ±1g level):
Sample GC822-1.1 (Subset KV-A): 35.0 ± 3.6 Ma (Pooled age of 6 grains).
Sample GC822-1.2 (Subset KV-B): 32.8 ± 2.6 Ma (Pooled age of 7 grains).
Sample GC822-1.3 (Subset KV-C): 35.8 ± 5.3 Ma (Central age of 3 grains).
When track counts from all three sub-sets are combined into a single sample, they are all 
consistent with a pooled age of 34.1 ± 1.9 Ma (P(%2) = 11%), and this value is 
considered to provide the best estimate of the fission track age of the zircon grains 
comprising sample GC822-1.
2: Three sub-samples of zircon grains from Strathdarr, NSW, define the following fission
track ages (with errors quoted at the ±1g level):
Sample GC822-2.1 (Subset STR-A): 34.1 ± 2.8 Ma (Pooled age of 7 grains).
Sample GC822-2.2 (Subset STR-B): 38.3 ± 2.6 Ma (Pooled age of 8 grains).
Sample GC822-2.3 (Subset STR-C): 36.6± 2.5 Ma (Central age of 5 grains).
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When track counts from all three sub-sets are combined into a single sample, they are all 
consistent with a pooled age of 36.6 ± 1.7 Ma (P(x2) = 99%), and this value is 
considered to provide the best estimate of the fission track age of the zircon grains 
comprising sample GC822-2.
3: Fourteen zircon grains from Nigol Road, Victoria, show a significant spread in single
grain ages (P(%2) <5%), with a central age of 1.1 ±0.2 Ma. The following age groups 
are suggested by the data from this sample:
1.8 ± 0.1 Ma (7 grains, P(x2) = 14%)
0.23 ± 0.01 Ma (6 grains, P(x2) = 11%)
0.9 ± 0.1 Ma (1 grain)
These results from this sample are interpreted as revealing the presence of zircons from a 
number of different sources.
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11. Introduction
This report describes results of fission track age determinations on three collections 
of zircon grains submitted for analysis by The Australian Museum, Sydney. Sample 
details are summarised in Appendix A and Table A.l. Fission track age data are 
summarised in Table B.l, while sample preparation and analytical details are 
described in Appendix B. Details of the presentation of data obtained from the 
samples, in the form of Tables and Figures, are also discussed in Appendix B.
Samples GC822-1 and -2 were each supplied as three sub-sets of grains with sizes of 
several mm, each having different colouration, as outlined in Table A.l. Selected 
grains from each sub-set were crushed to sub-mm size for analysis. Sample GC822-3 
was supplied as a single suite of mm-sized grains. For this sample, all grains were 
mounted whole, without crushing, so that data could be related to details of 
individual grains.
2. Data quality
All analysed grains gave very high quality etched surfaces, suitable for analysis. In 
most of the analysed grains, spontaneous track densities were typically in the range 
4xl05 to 4xl06 tracks/cm2, allowing reliable track counting. In grains from sample 
GC822-3, spontaneous track densities were lower, typically in the range lxlO3 4 to 
2xl05 tracks/cm2, but because of the excellent degree of etching, track counting in 
these grains is also regarded as reliable.
Because of these factors, all fission track age determinations presented here are 
regarded as extremely reliable.
3. Fission track age data
Results are presented in Appendix B. Table B.l provides a summary of the fission 
track age data, while single grain age data are shown in more detail in the Summary 
Data Sheets (Appendix B). Results from each sample are discussed in turn, in the 
following sections.
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Results in six grains from sub-sample GC822-1.1 gave a pooled age (P(%2) >5%) of 
35.0 ± 3.6 Ma. Seven grains from sub-sample GC822-1.2 gave a pooled age of 32.8 
± 2.6 Ma. In contrast, three grains from sub-sample GC822-1.3 showed a significant 
spread in single grain ages (P(%2) <5%), giving a central age of 35.8 ± 5.3 Ma.
Within the quoted errors, the ages of the three sub-groups are all consistent. In sub­
sample GC822-1.3, no clear breakdown of the ages into discrete age groupings is 
evident. Rather, the significant spread in individual grain ages in this sample is 
regarded as representing a statistical fluctuation, consistent with the expectation that 
1 in 20 analyses from a coherent population should give a P(^2) value less than 5%. 
This conclusion is supported by the observation that track counts from the three sub­
samples, when combined into a single value of spontaneous and induced track counts 
for the whole sample (GC822-1) give a pooled age of 34.1 ± 1.9 Ma, with a P(%2) 
value of 11%. This value is considered to provide the best estimate of the fission 
track age of the zircon grains comprising sample GC822-1.
GC822-2
Results in seven grains from sub-sample GC822-2.1 gave a pooled age (P(%2) >5%) 
of 34.1 ± 2.8 Ma. Eight grains from sub-sample GC822-1.2 gave a pooled age of
38.3 ± 2.6 Ma, and five grains from sub-sample GC822-1.3 gave a pooled age of
36.6± 2.5 Ma.
Within the quoted errors, the ages of the three sub-groups are all consistent. Track
counts from the three sub-samples, when combined into a single value of
spontaneous and induced track counts for the whole sample (GC822-2) give a pooled 
age of 36.6 ± 1.7 Ma, with a P(%2) value of 99%. This value is considered to provide 
the best estimate of the fission track age of the zircon grains comprising sample 
GC822-2.
The ages of 34.1 ± 1.9 Ma for sample GC822-1 and 36.6 ± 1.7 Ma for sample 
GC822-2 are indistinguishable within ± 2 sigma errors (note that all errors quoted 
above and elsewhere in this report are 1 sigma).
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Results in fourteen grains from sample GC822-3 showed a significant spread in 
single grain ages (P(x2) <5%), with a central age of 1.1 ±0.2 Ma. Given the evident 
spread in single grain ages from this sample (see the radial plot in the Data Summary 
Sheet, Appendix B) this spread is interpreted as representing the presence of multiple 
age populations within this sample.
Seven grains give ages defining an older grouping in the radial plot of single grain 
ages in this sample at ages greater than 1 Ma. Analysed separately these give a 
pooled age of 1.8± 0.1 Ma (P(x2) = 14%).
Six grains give ages defining a younger grouping in the radial plot. These give a 
pooled age of 0.23 ± 0.01 Ma (P(/2) = 11%).
A single grain gives an age of 0.9 ± 0.1 Ma, which appears to define a third age 
population within this sample.
The appearance of the spontaneous tracks in grains from this sample shows no 
evidence that the spread of ages might be due to recent heating, for example as a 
result of bush fire activity. Many of the grains contain confined tracks with lengths 
similar to that expected from unannealed tracks. Thus the results from this sample 
are best interpreted in terms of the presence of zircons from a number of different 
sources.
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APPENDIX A
Sample Details
Collections of zircon grains from two locations in New South Wales and one location in 
Victoria were submitted for fission track dating. Sample details are summarised in 
Table A.l.
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Table A.l: Details of ZFTA samples - samples from New South Wales and 
Victoria (Geotrack Report #822)
S a m p le
n u m b e r
S a m p le
ty p e
S o u rc e  # L o c a tio n D e s c r ip tio n
G C 8 2 2 -1 .1 se p a ra te s K V -A K e w  V a lle y , N S W C o lo u rle s s
G C 8 2 2 -1 .2 se p a ra te s K V -B K e w  V a lle y , N S W G o ld e n  Y e llo w
G C 8 2 2 -1 .3 se p a ra te s K V -C K e w  V a lle y , N S W R e d /A m b e r
G C 8 2 2 -2 .1 se p a ra te s S T R -A S tra th d a rr , N S W C o lo u r le s s
G C 8 2 2 -2 .2 se p a ra te s S T R -B S tra th d a rr , N S W Y e llo w  P in k
G C 8 2 2 -2 .3 se p a ra te s S T R -C S tra th d a rr , N S W A m b e r
G C 8 2 2 -3 se p a ra te s N 9 2 N ig o l R d , V ic to r ia
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APPENDIX B
Sample Preparation, Experimental Details and Data Presentation
B.l Sample Preparation
Sub-samples GC822-1.1, -1.2, -1.3 and -2.1, -2.2 and -2.3 consisted of several mm- 
sized sub-rounded zircon grains, which were crushed to sub-mm sized fragments prior 
to analysis. Sample GC822-3 consisted of a collection of ~mm-sized sub-euhedral to 
sub-rounded grains which were analysed complete (without crushing).
Grains from each sample or sub-sample were embedded in FEP Teflon on a hot plate at 
~350°C. The mounted grains were then ground and polished on diamond laps, and then 
etched in molten KOH:NaOH eutectic at 220°C (Gleadow et al., 1976).
Satisfactory etching of spontaneous tracks in sub-samples GC822-1.2, 1.3, 2.2 and -2.3 
was achieved after etching for 303 hours. Sub-samples GC822-1.1 and -2.1 required 
327 hours of etching while grains from sample GC822-3 required 351 hours of etching 
before tracks were satisfactorily etched. Subsequent examination of the grain mounts 
showed that extremely high quality etched grains, suitable for age determination, were 
present in each grain mount.
After etching, the grain mounts were cut down to 1.5 X 1 cm, and cleaned in detergent, 
alcohol and distilled water. The mounts were then sealed in intimate contact with low- 
uranium muscovite detectors within heat shrink plastic film, and then stacked between 
two pieces of uranium standard glass which had been prepared in similar fashion. The 
stack was then inserted into an aluminium can for irradiation.
After irradiation, the mica detectors were removed from the grain mounts and standard 
glasses and etched in hydrofluoric acid to reveal the fission tracks produced by induced 
fission o f23 5U within the zircon and standard glass.
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B.2 Analytical Details
Fission track ages are calculated using the standard fission track age equation using the 
zeta calibration method (equation 5 of Hurford and Green, 1983), viz:
£ = Zeta calibration factor
ps = Spontaneous track density
pi = Induced track density
pD = Track density from uranium standard glass
g = A geometry factor (=0.5)
Fission track ages are determined by the external detector method or EDM (Gleadow, 
1981). The EDM has the advantage of allowing fission track ages to be determined on 
single grains. For zircon analyses, 10 grains are normally analysed. In those samples 
where the desired number is not present, all available grains are counted, the actual 
number depending on the availability of suitably etched and oriented grains. Only 
grains oriented with surfaces parallel to the crystallographic c-axis are analysed. Such 
grains can be identified on the basis of the etching characteristics, as well as from 
morphological evidence in euhedral grains. The grain mount is scanned sequentially, 
and the first 10 suitably oriented grains identified are analysed.
Tracks are counted within an eyepiece graticule divided into 100 grid squares. In each 
grain, the number of spontaneous tracks, Ns, within a certain number of grid squares, 
Na, is recorded. The number of induced tracks, Ni, in the corresponding location within 
the mica external detector is then counted. Spontaneous and induced track densities, ps 
and pi, respectively, are calculated by dividing the track counts by the total area 
counted, given by the product of Na and the area or each grid square (determined by 
calibration against a ruled stage graticule or diffraction grating). Fission track ages may 
be calculated by substituting track counts, Ns and Ni, for track densities ps and pi in
equation B.l, since the areas cancel in the ratio.
Translation between zircon grains in the grain mount and external detector locations 
corresponding to each grain is carried out using Autoscan™ microcomputer-controlled 
automatic stages (Smith and Leigh Jones, 1985). This system allows repeated
B.l
where: Zd = total decay constant of 238U ( = 1.55125 x 10-10)
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movement between grain and detector, and all grain locations are stored for later 
reference if required.
Neutron irradiations are carried out in a well thermalised flux (X-7 facility; Cd ratio for 
Au ~98) in the Australian Atomic Energy Commission's HIFAR research reactor. Total 
neutron fluence is monitored by counting tracks in mica external detectors attached to 
two pieces of Coming standard glass U3 included in the irradiation canister at each end 
of the sample stack. In determining track densities in external detectors irradiated 
adjacent to uranium standard glasses, 25 fields are normally counted in each detector, 
and the total track count No is divided by the total area counted to obtain the track 
density po- The positions of the counted fields are arranged in a 5 X 5 grid covering the 
whole area of the detector. For typical track densities of between ~5 X 105 and 5 X 106 
this is a convenient arrangement to sample across the detector while gathering sufficient 
counts to achieve a precision of ~±2% in a reasonable time.
A small flux gradient is often present in the irradiation facility over the length of the 
sample package (note that this developed only in late 1991, after extended 
refurbishment of the reactor, before which no detectable flux gradient was present). If a 
detectable gradient is present, the track count in the external detector adjacent to each 
standard glass is converted to a track density po and a value for each mount in the stack 
is calculated by linear interpolation. When no detectable gradient is present, the track 
counts in the two external detectors are pooled to give a single value of po which is
used to calculate fission track ages for each sample.
A Zeta calibration factor, £, has been determined empirically for each observer by 
analysing a set of carefully chosen age standards with independently known K-Ar ages, 
following the methods outlined by Hurford and Green (1983) and Green (1985).
All track counting is carried out using Zeiss® Axioplan microscopes, with an overall 
linear magnification of 1068 x using dry objectives.
For further details and background information on practical aspects of fission track age 
determination, see e.g. Fleischer, Price and Walker (1975), Naeser (1979) and Hurford 
(1986).
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B.3 Data Presentation
Analytical data for the fission track age determinations are summarised in Table B.l. 
Fission track ages were calculated using the standard fission track age equation 
(Hurford and Green, 1982) and errors are quoted at the level of one standard deviation 
throughout. All constants used in derivation of the results are shown at the bottom of 
Table B.l using the nomenclature of Hurford and Green (1982). The Zeta calibration 
factor has been determined empirically (Green, 1985) by direct comparison with K-Ar 
ages for a set of carefully chosen age standards, following the methods outlined by 
Hurford and Green (1983).
Data sheets summarising the fission track age data from each sub-sample, including full 
details of fission track age data for individual grains in each sub-sample, together with 
the primary counting results and statistical data, are given in the following pages.
Individual grain fission track ages are calculated from the ratio of spontaneous to 
induced fission track counts for each grain, and errors in the single grain ages are 
calculated using Poissonian statistics, as explained in more detail by Galbraith (1981) 
and Green (1981). All errors are quoted as ± la  throughout this report, unless otherwise 
stated. The pooled or maximum probability age is determined from the ratio of the total 
spontaneous and induced track counts in all the analysed grains. Errors for the pooled 
age were calculated using the 'conventional' technique outlined by Green (1981), based 
on the total number of tracks counted for each track density measurement.
The variability of fission track ages between individual zircon grains within each 
sample can be assessed using a chi-squared (y}) statistic (Galbraith, 1981), the results of 
which are summarised for each sample in Table B.l. If all the grains counted belong to 
a single age population, then the probability of obtaining the observed %2 value, for v 
degrees of freedom (where v = number of crystals -1), is listed in the data sheets and 
Table B.l as P(%2) or P(chi squared).
A probability of greater than 5% can be taken as evidence that all grains are consistent 
with a single population of fission track age. In this case, the best estimate of the 
fission track age of the sample is given by the "pooled age", calculated from the ratio of 
the total spontaneous and induced track counts in all grains analysed. Errors for the 
pooled age are calculated using the 'conventional' technique outlined by Green (1981), 
based on the total number of tracks counted for each track density measurement (see 
also Galbraith, 1981).
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A P(%2) value of less than 5% denotes a significant spread of single grain ages, and 
suggests that real differences exist between the fission track ages of individual zircon 
grains. A significant spread in grain ages can result either from inheritance of detrital 
grains from mixed source areas, or from differential annealing in zircon grains of 
different composition, within a certain range of temperature.
Calculation of the pooled age inherently assumes that only a single population of ages is 
present, and is thus not appropriate to samples containing a significant spread of fission 
track ages. In such cases Galbraith has recently devised a means of estimating the 
modal age of a distribution of single grain fission track ages which is referred to as the 
"central" age. Calculation of the central age assumes that all single grain ages belong to 
a Normal distribution of ages with a standard deviation, o, known as the "age 
dispersion". An iterative algorithm (as yet unpublished) is used to provide estimates of 
the central age with its associated error, and the age dispersion, which are all quoted in 
the data sheets. Note that this treatment replaces use of the "mean age" which has used 
been in the past for those samples in which P(x2)<5%. For samples in which 
P(%2)>5%, the central age and the pooled age should be equal, and the age dispersion 
should be less than ~10%.
Construction o f radial plots o f single grain age data
Single grain age data are best represented in the form of radial plot diagrams (Galbraith, 
1988, 1990). As illustrated in Figure B.l, these plots display the variation of individual 
grain ages in a plot of y against x, where:
y = (z j-z 0)/<7j x=l /Oj  B.2
and; zj = fission track age of grain j
z0 = a reference age 
Gj = error in age for grain j
In this plot, all points on a straight line from the origin define a single value of fission 
track age, and at any point the value of x is a measure of the precision of each individual 
grain age. Therefore, precise individual grain ages fall to the right of the plot (small 
error, high x), which is useful, for example, in enabling precise, young grains to be 
identified. The age scale is shown radially around the perimeter of the plot (in Ma). If 
all grains belong to a single age population, all data should scatter between y = +2 and y 
= -2, equivalent to scatter within ±2g. Scatter outside these boundaries shows a
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significant spread of individual grain ages, as also reflected in the values of P(%2) and 
age dispersion.
In detail, rather than using the fission track age for each grain as in equation B.2, we 
use:
Oj={l/Nsj+ 1/Nij} B.3
as we are interested in displaying the scatter within the data from each sample in 
comparison with that allowed by the Poissonian uncertainty in track counts, without the 
additional terms which are involved in determination of the fission track age (po, £,
etc).
Zero ages cannot be displayed in such a plot. This can be achieved using a modified 
plot, (Galbraith, 1990) with:
. If Nsi+3/8 T _J_ 
zj arc sin \ Nsj + + 3/4 /  °j “  2
Note that the numerical terms in the equation for zj are standard terms, introduced for 
statistical reasons. Using this arc-sin transformation, zero ages plot on a diagonal line 
which slopes from upper left to lower right. Note that this line does not go through the 
origin. Figure B.2 illustrates this difference between conventional and arc-sin radial 
plots, and also provides a simple guide to the structure of radial plots.
Use of arc-sin radial plots is particularly useful in assessing the relative importance of 
zero ages. For instance, grains with Ns = 0, Ni = 1 are compatible with ages up to ~900 
Ma (at the 95% confidence level), whereas grains with Ns = 0, Nj = 50 are only 
compatible with ages up to ~14 Ma. The two data would readily be distinguishable on 
the radial plot as the 0,50 datum would plot well to the right (high x) compared to the 
0,1 datum.
Note that the x axis of the radial plot is normally not labelled, as this would obscure the 
age scale around the plot. In general labelling is not considered necessary, as we are 
concerned only with relative variation within the data, rather than absolute values of 
precision.
In this report the value of z corresponding to the pooled (P(%2)>5%) or central 
(P(X22)>5%) fission track age of each sample is adopted as the reference value, z0.
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Radial plots of the single grain age data in zircon grains from each sub-sample analysed 
in this report are shown at the foot of each fission track age data summary sheet.
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Table B.l: Zircon fission track analytical results - samples from New South 
Wales and Victoria (Geotrack Report #822)
Sample
num ber
Num ber
o f
P d
(No)
p s
(Ns)
Pi
(Ni)
Uranium
content
P(X2) Age
dispersion
Fission
track
grains
x l0 6/cm 2 x l0 6/cm 2 x l0 6/cm 2 (ppm) (% ) (%)
age
(M a)
o u t c r o p  s a m p l e s
GC822-1.1 6 0.571 0.657 0.469 4 4 26 1 0 35.0 ± 3 .6
(1829) (244) (174)
GC822-1.2 7 0.574 0.928 0.710 66 45 3 32.8 ± 2 .6
(1829) (397) (304)
GC822-1.3 3 0.577 2.180 1.576 146 1 20 34.9 ± 3 .0
(1829) (343) (248) 35.8  ± 5 . 3 *
GC822-2.1 7 0.580 0.918 0.682 63 85 < 1 34.1 ± 2 .8
(1829) (393) (292)
GC822-2.2 8 0.583 1.397 0.929 85 98 < 1 38.3 ± 2 .6
(1829) (624) (415)
GC822-2.3 5 0.586 2.323 1.627 148 74 < 1 36.6 ± 2 .5
(1829) (614) (430)
GC822-3 14 0.588 0.090 2.395 217 < 1 73 1.0 ± 0.1
(1829) (369) (9855) 1.1 ± 0 . 2 *
p s = spontaneous track density; P i = induced track density; P D = track density in glass standard external detector. Brackets show number 
o f tracks counted. P D and P i measured in mica external detectors; p s measured in internal surfaces.
♦Central age, used where sample contains a significant spread o f  single grain ages (P(^)<5% ). Errors quoted at let.
Ages calculated using dosimeter glass U3, with a zeta o f 87.7 ± 0.8 (Analyst: P. F. Green) for samples; 1 - 3
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Estimates Zj
Standard errors
Reference value zo
Standardised estimates Vi = < zf  zo
Precision X| = 1 / 0:
PLOT yj against Xj
Jr e ?
O
Z
Slope of line from origin through data point = Yj / x.
= {(zf  Z0)/Gj} / {1 /cr,} 
= zi' zo
Key Points:
Radial lines emanating from the origin correspond to fixed values of z 
Data points with higher values of Xj have greater precision.
Error bars on all points are the same size in this plot.
Figure B.l Basic construction of a radial plot. In ZFTA, the estimates zi correspond to the 
fission track age values for individual zircon grains. Any convenient value of 
age can be chosen as the reference value corresponding to the horizontal in the 
radial plot. Radial lines emanating from the origin with positive slopes 
correspond to fission track ages greater than the reference value. Lines with 
negative slopes correspond to fission track ages less than the reference value.
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Normal radial plot (equations B.2 and B.3)
Allowed 11 
range for 
a single 
population \ i
Figure B.2 Simplified structure of Normal and Arc-sin radial plots.
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Zircon Fission Track Age Data Sheets - Glossary
N s = Number of spontaneous tracks in Na grid squares
N i = Number of induced tracks in Na grid squares
N a = Number of grid squares counted in each grain
RATIO = N s / N i
U (ppm) = Uranium content of each grain (= U content of standard glass * pi / Pd)
Ps = 
Pi =
Spontaneous track density = N s /  (N a *area of basic unit) 
Induced track density = Nj / (N a *area of basic unit)
F.T. AGE = Fission track age, calculated using equation B.l
Area of basic unit = Area of one microscope eyepiece grid square
x2 = X  parameter, used to assess variation of single grain ages within the 
sample
P(X2) = Probability of obtaining observed %• value for the relevant number of 
degrees of freedom, if all grains belong to a single population
Age Dispersion = % variation in single grain ages - see discussion in text re “Central age”
N s / N i  = Pooled ratio, total spontaneous tracks divided by total induced tracks for 
all grains
Mean ratio = Mean of ( N s /  Ni )  for individual grains
Zeta = Calibration constant, determined empirically for each observer
pD = Track density (po) from uranium standard glass (interpolated from values 
at each end of stack)
N d = Total number of tracks counted for determining pp>
POOLED AGE = Fission track age calculated from pooled ratio Ns/Ni. Valid only when
X 2 >  5%
CENTRAL AGE = Alternative to pooled age when x  <5%
Key to Figures:
A: Radial plot of single grain ages
(See Figures B.l and B.2 for details o f  radial plot 
construction)
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B.12
GC822-1.1 Zircon outcrop samples-m
Counted by: PFG
Slide
ref
Current 
grain no
Ns N i Na Ps Pi RATIO U
(ppm)
F.T. AGE 
(Ma)
G894-1 1 58 34 100 9.217E+05 5.403E+05 1.706 50.4 42.6 ± 9.3
G894-1 3 31 24 100 4.926E±05 3.814E+05 1.292 35.6 32.3 ± 8.8
G894-1 4 39 37 100 6.197E+05 5.880E+05 1.054 54.8 26.4 ± 6.1
G894-1 7 54 26 100 8.581E+05 4.132E+05 2.077 38.5 51.8 ± 12.4
G894-1 10 32 30 90 5.650E+05 5.297E±05 1.067 49.4 26.7 ± 6.8
G894-1 14 30 23 100 4.767E+05 3.655E+05 1.304 34.1 32.6 ± 9.1
244 174 6.572E+05 4.686E+05 43.7
Area of basic unit = 6.293E-07 cm-2 Ages calculated using a zeta of 87.7 ± 0.8 for U3 glass
£2 = 6.452 with 5 degrees of freedom p D =5.714E+05cm-2 ND = 1829
P(X2)=26.5% p D interpolated between top of can; Pd = 5.714E+05cm-2 ND =899
Age Dispersion =9.812% (did not converge) bottom of can; P d ~ 5.91 lE+05cm-2 ND - 930
N s/Ni = 1.402 ±0.139 P O O L E D  A G E  = 35 .0  ±  3 .6  Ma
Mean Ratio = 1.417 ±0.163 CENTRAL AGE = 34.9 ±3.8 Ma
A-
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B.13
GC822-1.2 Zircon outcrop samples -m
Counted by: PFG
Slide
ref
Current 
grain no
Ns N i Na Ps Pi RATIO U
(ppm)
F.T. AGE 
(Ma)
G894-2 3 101 64 100 1.605E+06 1.017E+06 1.578 94.4 39.6 ± 6.4
G894-2 5 28 16 100 4.449E+05 2.543E+05 1.750 23.6 43.9 ± 13.8
G894-2 6 49 42 100 7.786E+05 6.674E+05 1.167 61.9 29.3 ± 6.2
G894-2 11 61 62 100 9.693E+05 9.852E+05 0.984 91.4 24.7 ± 4.5
G894-2 13 38 24 100 6.038E+05 3.814E+05 1.583 35.4 39.7 ± 10.4
G894-2 15 101 82 80 2.006E+06 1.629E+06 1.232 151.2 30.9 ± 4.7
G894-2 18 19 14 100 3.019E+05 2.225E+05 1.357 20.6 34.1 ± 12.0
397 304 9.277E+05 7.104E+05 65.9
Area of basic unit = 6.293E-07 cm-2 
X 2 ~  5.771 with 6 degrees of freedom 
P(*2) =44.9%
Age Dispersion =2.975% (did not converge)
N s /N i=  1.306 ±0.100 
Mean Ratio = 1.379 ±0.103
Ages calculated using a zeta of 87.7 ± 0.8 for U3 glass 
p D =5.742E+05cm-2 ND = 1829
p D interpolated between top of can; Pd = 5.714E+05cm-2 ND=899 
bottom of can; P d = 5.91 lE+05cm-2 ND=930
POOLED AGE = 32.8 ± 2.6 Ma
CENTRAL AGE = 32.8 ± 2.7 Ma
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B .14
GC822-1.3 Zircon outcrop samples -m
Counted by: PFG
Slide
ref
Current 
grain no
Ns N i Na Ps Pi RATIO U
(ppm)
F.T. AGE 
(Ma)
G894-3 1 145 82 100 2.304E+06 1.303E+06 1.768 120.4 44.6 ± 6.3
G894-3 4 129 124 50 4.100E+06 3.941E+06 1.040 364.0 26.3 ± 3.4
G894-3 7 69 42 100 1.096E+06 6.674E+05 1.643 61.6 41.4 ± 8.2
343 248 2.180E+06 1.576E+06 145.6
Area of basic unit = 6.293E-07 cm-2 
X 2 = 9.116 with 2 degrees of freedom 
P(X2) = l-0%
Age Dispersion =20.270%
N s / N i =  1.383 ±0.115 
Mean Ratio = 1.484 ± 0.225
Ages calculated using a zeta of 87.7 ± 0.8 for U3 glass 
p D =5.771 E+05cm-2 ND = 1829
p D interpolated between top of can; Pd = 5.714E+05cm-2 ND=899 
bottom of can; P d = 5.91 lE+05cm-2 ND=930
POOLED AGE = 34.9 ± 3.0 Ma
CENTRAL AGE = 35.8 ± 5 J  Ma
A-
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B.15
GC822-2.1 Zircon outcrop samples-m
Counted by: PFG
Slide
ref
Current 
grain no
Ns N i Na Ps Pi RATIO U
(ppm)
F.T. AGE 
(Ma)
G894-4 2 30 31 100 4.767E±05 4.926E±05 0.968 45.3 24.6 ± 6.3
G894-4 3 26 21 100 4.132E±05 3.337E±05 1.238 30.7 31.4 ± 9.2
G894-4 4 129 94 100 2.050E±06 1.494E±06 1.372 137.3 34.8 ± 4.8
G894-4 5 24 19 100 3.814E±05 3.019E±05 1.263 27.8 32.0 ± 9.9
G894-4 6 115 80 80 2.284E+06 1.589E+06 1.438 146.1 36.4 ± 5.4
G894-4 10 34 26 100 5.403E+05 4.132E±05 1.308 38.0 33.2 ± 8.7
G894-4 14 35 21 100 5.562E±05 3.337E±05 1.667 30.7 42.2 ± 11.7
393 292 9.184E+05 6.824E+05 62.7
Area of basic unit = 6.293E-07 cm-2 
X 2 = 2.637 with 6 degrees of freedom 
P(z 2)=85.3%
Age Dispersion =0.000% (did not converge)
Ages calculated using a zeta of 87.7 ± 0.8 for U3 glass 
p D = 5.799E±05cm-2 ND = 1829
p D interpolated between top of can; Pd = 5.714E+05cm-2 ND=899 
bottom of can; P d = 5.91 lE+05cm-2 ND=930
Ns / Ni = 1.346 ±0.104 
Mean Ratio = 1.322 ± 0.080
POOLED AGE = 34.1 ±2.8 Ma
CENTRAL AGE = 34.1 ±2.8 Ma
A-
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B .16
GC822-2.2 Zircon outcrop samples -m
Counted by: PFG
Slide
ref
Current 
grain no
Ns N.i Na Ps Pi RATIO U
(ppm)
F.T. AGE 
(Ma)
G894-5 1 96 66 60 2.543E+06 1.748E+06 1.455 159.9 37.1 ± 6.0
G894-5 2 27 15 100 4.290E+05 2.384E+05 1.800 21.8 45.8 ± 14.8
G894-5 6 139 93 100 2.209E+06 1.478E+06 1.495 135.2 38.1 ± 5.2
G894-5 7 35 20 100 5.562E+05 3.178E+05 1.750 29.1 44.6 ± 12.5
G894-5 10 38 28 50 1.208E+06 8.899E+05 1.357 81.4 34.6 ± 8.7
G894-5 13 45 35 100 7.151E+05 5.562E+05 1.286 50.9 32.8 ± 7.4
G894-5 16 82 49 100 1.303E+06 7.786E+05 1.673 71.2 42.6 ± 7.8
G894-5 19 162 109 100 2.574E+06 1.732E+06 1.486 158.4 37.9 ± 4.8
624 415 1.397E+06 9.288E+05 85.0
Area of basic unit = 6.293E-07 cm-2 
y 2 = 1.665 with 7 degrees of freedom 
P(X2)=97.6%
Age Dispersion =0.000% (did not converge)
N s / Ni =  1.504 ±0.095 
Mean Ratio = 1.538 ± 0.065
Ages calculated using a zeta of 87.7 ± 0.8 for U3 glass 
p D = 5.827E+05cm-2 ND = 1829
p D interpolated between top of can; Pd = 5.714E+05cm-2 ND=899 
bottom of can; P d = 5.91 lE+05cm-2 ND=930
POOLED AGE = 38.3 ± 2.6 Ma
CENTRAL AGE = 38.3 ± 2.6 Ma
A-
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GC822-2.3 Zircon outcrop samples -m
Counted by: PFG
Slide
ref
Current 
grain no
N s N i Na Ps P i RATIO U
(ppm)
F.T. AGE 
(Ma)
G894-6 2 74 53 100 1.176E+06 8.422E+05 1.396 76.7 35.7 ± 6.5
G894-6 3 73 59 100 1.160E+06 9.375E+05 1.237 85.3 31.7 ± 5.6
G894-6 5 170 115 70 3.859E+06 2.611E+06 1.478 237.7 37.8 ± 4.7
G894-6 8 132 100 50 4.195E+06 3.178E+06 1.320 289.3 33.8 ± 4.6
G894-6 16 165 103 100 2.622E+06 1.637E+06 1.602 149.0 41.0 ± 5.3
614 430 2.323E+06 1.627E+06 148.1
Area of basic unit = 6.293E-07 cm-2 
X 2 = 1.960 with 4 degrees of freedom 
P(X2)=74.3%
Age Dispersion =0.001% (did not converge)
Ns / Ni = 1.428 ± 0.090 
Mean Ratio = 1.407 ± 0.063
Ages calculated using a zeta of 87.7 ± 0.8 for U3 glass 
p D = 5.855E+05cm-2 ND = 1829
p D interpolated between top of can; pD = 5.714E+05cm-2 ND=899 
bottom of can; P d = 5.91 lE+05cm-2 ND=930
POOLED AGE = 36.6 ± 2.5 Ma
CENTRAL AGE = 36.6 ± 2.5 Ma
A-
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GC822-3 Zircon 
Counted by: PFG
outcrop samples -m
Slide
ref
Current 
grain no
Ns N i Na Ps Pi RATIO U(ppm)
F.T. AGE 
(Ma)
G894-7 1 34 369 100 5.403E+05 5.864E+06 0.092 531.2 2.4 ± 0.4
G894-7 2 39 530 500 1.239E+05 1.684E+06 0.074 152.6 1.9 ± 0.3
G894-7 3 52 785 500 1.653E+05 2.495E+06 0.066 226.0 1.7 ± 0.2
G894-7 5 3 930 500 9.534E+03 2.956E+06 0.003 267.8 0.1 ± 0.0
G894-7 7 8 402 300 4.238E+04 2.129E+06 0.020 192.9 0.5 ± 0.2
G894-7 10 7 856 1000 1.112E+04 1.360E+06 0.008 123.2 0.2 ± 0.1
G894-7 11 11 1102 600 2.913E+04 2.919E+06 0.010 264.4 0.3 ± 0.1
G894-7 12 28 340 400 1.112E+05 1.351E+06 0.082 122.4 2.1 ± 0.4
G894-7 13 19 309 200 1.510E+05 2.455E+06 0.061 222.4 1.6 ± 0.4
G894-7 15 10 968 500 3.178E+04 3.076E+06 0.010 278.7 0.3 ± 0.1
G894-7 17 65 1140 600 1.721E+05 3.019E+06 0.057 273.5 1.5 ± 0.2
G894-7 18 4 342 900 7.063E+03 6.038E+05 0.012 54.7 0.3 ± 0.2
G894-7 20 46 486 400 1.827E+05 1.931E+06 0.095 174.9 2.4 ± 0.4
G894-7 23 43 1296 40 1.708E+06 5.149E+07 0.033 4664.5 0.9 ± 0.1
369 9855 8.966E+04 2.395E+06 216.9
Area of basic unit = 6.293E-07 cm-2 Ages calculated using a zeta of 87.7 ± 0.8 for U3 glass
X 2 = 230.813 with 13 degrees of freedom p D =5.883E+05cm-2 ND = 1829
P(x2)=0.0% p D interpolated between top of can; p D -  5.714E+05cm-2 N D - 899
Age Dispersion =72.802% bottom of can; P d “  5.91 lE+05cm-2 N D - 930
Ns / Ni = 0.037 ± 0.002 POOLED AGE = 1.0 ± 0.1 Ma
Mean Ratio = 0.045 ± 0.009 CENTRAL AGE = 1.1 ± 0.2 Ma
A-
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PhD Thesis: The Geolosv and Genesis of High-Grade Sapphire Deposits in the New England Gemfields, 
Central Volcanic Province
APPENDIX VI
Drill Hole Dataset Used to Model Gravel Thickness, Sapphire Grade and Channel 
Base Contours in the Strathdarr Sapphire Deposit
PRIM, HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITIONAL UNITS 1 AND 2 IN
THE STRATHPARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting Northing Height (pi asJl Depositional Unit Depth rn Depth m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-1 48758 14513 939.3 2 6.7 7 0.3 0.00
1 7 7.3 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-2 48729 14519 939.01 1 7.3 7.6 0.3 287.80
1 7.6 7.9 0.3 32.40
ST/CDH-3 48700 14524 938.85 1 6.7 6.9 0.2 4.80
ST/CDH-4 48671 14530 937.66 1 7 7.3 0.3 107.90
ST/CDH-5 48749 14464 939.39 2 6.4 6.7 0.3 0.00
2 6.7 7 0.3 1.00
1 7 7.2 0.2 0.00
ST/CDH-6 48718 14471 939.25 1 6.4 6.7 0.3 151.10
ST/CDH-7 48689 14476 939.16 2 6.4 6.7 0.3 0.70
1 6.7 7 0.3 18.00
ST/CDH-8 48660 14481 938.82 2 6.1 6.4 0.3 625.90
1 6.4 6.7 0.3 496.40
1 6.7 6.9 0.2 57.00
ST/CDH-9 48630 14521 938.32 2 5.2 5.5 0.3 223.00
1 5.5 5.8 0.3 417.30
1 5.8 6.1 0.3 19.00
1 6.1 6.2 0.1 57.60
ST/CDH-10 48630 14487 938.32 2 5.3 5.6 0.3 23.40
2 5.6 5.9 0.3 34.90
1 5.9 6.2 0.3 75.50
ST/CDH-11 48614 14489 937.94 2 5.2 5.5 0.3 133.10
1 5.5 5.8 0.3 1,215.90
1 5.8 5.9 0.1 153.60
ST/CDH-12 48582 14496 938.89 1 6.4 6.7 0.3 0.00
ST/CDH-13 48553 14501 938.81 1 6.1 6.4 0.3 71.90
ST/CDH-14 48523 14506 938.77 1 5.3 5.6 0.3 7.20
ST/CDH-16 48573 14446 939.12 1 6.6 6.7 0.1 0.00
ST/CDH-19 48586 14393 938.12 1 4.6 4.7 0.1 1.40
ST/CDH-20 48554 14399 939.39 2 5.3 5.6 0.3 47.50
1 5.6 5.8 0.2 47.50
ST/CDH-21 48518 14406 939.44 2 6.6 6.9 0.3 25.20
2 6.9 7.2 0.3 1.00
ST/CDH-24 48545 14350 939.31 1 5.9 6.2 0.3 19.00
ST/CDH-25 48516 14355 939.6 1 6.1 6.2 0.1 568.40
ST/CDH-26 48486 14361 939.37 1 6.1 6.4 0.3 12.60
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITIQNAL UNITS 1 A_ND 2_LN_
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting Northing Height (m asj) Dcpositional Unit Pepth m Depth m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-27 48551 14298 939.32 1 6.1 6.4 0.3 273.40
ST/CDH-28 48521 14303 939.42 1 6.6 6.9 0.3 86.30
ST/CDH-29 48491 14309 939.51 1 6.3 6.6 0.3 52.20
1 6.6 6.7 0.1 21.00
ST/CDH-30 48462 14314 939.57 1 5.2 5.5 0.3 1.00
ST/CDH-32 48503 14256 939.46 1 6.7 7 0.3 748.20
ST/CDH-35 48478 14209 939.47 1 5.5 5.8 0.3 129.50
ST/CDH-36 48449 14215 939.46 1 4.4 4.7 0.3 4.80
ST/CDH-37 48419 14221 939.92 1 4.7 5 0.3 66.50
ST/CDH-38 48466 14161 938.23 1 5 5.3 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-39 48436 14167 939.47 1 5.3 5.5 0.2 128.20
ST/CDH-40 48407 14172 940.01 1 5 5.3 0.3 4.80
ST/CDH-41 48606 14440 938.01 1 5.2 5.6 0.4 46.80
ST/CDH-42 48622 14437 938.41 1 5.9 6.2 0.3 125.90
ST/CDH-43 48651 14432 938.49 1 5.8 6.1 0.3 323.80
ST/CDH-44 48681 14426 938.87 1 5.6 5.9 0.3 4.80
ST/CDH-45 48710 14421 939.29 1 5.5 5.8 0.3 64.80
ST/CDH-46 48740 14416 939.5 1 6.2 6.6 0.4 9.50
ST/CDH-47 48613 14388 938.09 2 4.4 4.7 0.3 232.70
1 4.7 5 0.3 323.80
ST/CDH-48 48642 14383 939.01 2 6.6 6.9 0.3 0.10
2 6.9 7.2 0.3 9.50
1 7.2 7.5 0.3 21.60
ST/CDH-49 48671 14377 939.16 2 6.7 7 0.3 4.80
1 7 7.2 0.2 195.50
ST/CDH-50 48695 14356 939.41 1 6.7 6.9 0.2 41.90
ST/CDH-51 48727 14349 939.48 1 5.5 5.6 0.1 21.00
ST/CDH-52 48634 14333 938.55 1 6.4 6.6 0.2 123.50
ST/CDH-53 48663 14328 938.56 1 5.8 6.1 0.3 64.80
ST/CDH-54 48692 14323 939.02 1 6.7 6.9 0.2 80.70
ST/CDH-56 48596 14289 939.7 1 5 5.3 0.3 28.80
ST/CDH-57 48624 14284 938.75 1 5.8 6.1 0.3 71.90
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITIONAL UNITS 1 AND 2 IN
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting Northing Height (m a$|) Depositional Unit Depth m Depthjn Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-58 48654 14278 939.62 1 7 7.3 0.3 7.10
ST/CDH-59 48576 14293 938.02 1 4.6 5 0.4 175.70
ST/CDH-60 48683 14273 939.37 1 6.4 6.9 0.5 38.00
ST/CDH-61 48712 14268 939.81 1 6.7 6.9 0.2 0.00
ST/CDH-62 48556 14247 939.84 1 6.4 6.6 0.2 111.70
ST/CDH-63 48584 14241 939.48 1 5.8 6.1 0.3 179.90
ST/CDH-64 48614 14236 939.31 1 5.3 5.5 0.2 27.90
ST/CDH-65 48643 14230 940.18 1 6.1 6.4 0.3 43.20
ST/CDH-66 48537 14250 939.22 1 5.2 5.5 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-67 48673 14224 940.21 1 6.1 6.4 0.3 158.30
ST/CDH-68 48703 14219 940.22 1 6.2 6.4 0.2 1.00
ST/CDH-69 48517 14202 939.22 1 6.2 6.4 0.2 705.10
ST/CDH-70 48546 14197 940.22 1 5.9 6.2 0.3 0.00
ST/CDH-71 48577 14192 940.04 1 5.5 5.8 0.3 3.60
ST/CDH-72 48606 14186 939.84 1 6.1 6.2 0.1 1.00
ST/CDH-73 48634 14181 940.09 1 6.6 6.9 0.3 79.10
ST/CDH-74 48664 14175 940.42 1 6.1 6.2 0.1 7.20
ST/CDH-75 48694 14170 940.41 1 7 7.2 0.2 133.00
ST/CDH-76 48488 14157 939.55 1 6.7 7 0.3 330.90
ST/CDH-77 48508 14153 940.18 1 6.7 6.9 0.2 275.40
ST/CDH-78 48537 14148 940.45 1 6.6 6.7 0.1 71.20
ST/CDH-79 48567 14143 940.41 2 6.1 6.4 0.3 46.80
ST/CDH-80 48596 14137 940.31 2 6.7 6.9 0.2 1.00
ST/CDH-81 48626 14131 940.41 2 6.9 7 0.1 10.50
ST/CDH-82 48654 14126 940.19 2 5.6 5.9 0.3 32.40
ST/CDH-83 48685 14121 940.53 2 7.2 7.5 0.3 93.50
ST/CDH-84 48510 14095 940.04 1 6.6 6.7 0.1 33.20
ST/CDH-86 48437 14102 938.52 2 4 4.3 0.3 71.90
ST/CDH-87 48474 14054 940.01 2 6.1 6.4 0.3 241.00
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITIONAL UNITS 1 AND 2 IN
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting Northing Height (m as|) Depositional Unit Depth m Pepth m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-88 48443 14060 940 1 5.5 5.6 0.1 85.50
ST/CDH-89 48415 14066 939.73 2 5.5 5.8 0.3 57.00
1 5.8 5.9 0.1 7.00
ST/CDH-90 48404 14069 939.88 1 4.4 4.7 0.3 57.60
ST/CDH-91 48375 14075 940.35 1 4.9 5 0.1 23.70
ST/CDH-92 48348 14078 940.3 1 4.6 4.7 0.1 1.40
ST/CDH-93 48320 14096 940.23 1 4.7 5.2 0.5 0.50
ST/CDH-94 48491 14004 940.67 1 6.4 6.6 0.2 62.90
ST/CDH-96 48433 14012 940.53 2 6.1 6.2 0.1 7.00
ST/CDH-98 48374 14025 940.11 1 4.9 5 0.1 1.40
ST/CDH-99 48500 14048 940.11 1 6.2 6.4 0.2 107.90
ST/CDH-113 48342 13927 940.36 1 5 5.3 0.3 244.60
ST/CDH-114 48305 13931 939.58 2 3.4 3.7 0.3 0.00
1 3.7 4 0.3 0.00
ST/CDH-115 48275 13939 940.95 2 5.5 5.8 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-116 48245 13945 939.66 1 3.4 3.7 0.3 46.80
ST/CDH-117a 48214 13948 940.05 1 4.4 4.7 0.3 8.30
ST/CDH-117b 48214 13948 940.05 2 4.9 5.2 0.3 0.70
1 5.2 5.5 0.3 0.70
1 5.5 5.9 0.4 52.20
ST/CDH-135 48325 13829 941.23 1 4.9 5 0.1 16.60
ST/CDH-153 48307 13732 941.76 1 4.3 4.6 0.3 100.70
ST/CDH-15 8b 48160 13759 941.8 1 3.7 4.4 0.7 4.30
1 4.4 5 0.6 5.40
1 5 5.3 0.3 28.80
ST/CDH-159a 48128 13767 941.7 1 3.4 3.7 0.3 259.00
ST/CDH-159b 48128 13767 941.7 2 3.2 3.8 0.6 399.30
1 3.8 5 1.2 2,483.10
1 5 5.2 0.2 935.70
ST/CDH-166 48387 13667 941.99 2 6.6 6.9 0.3 3.60
ST/CDH-167 48356 13672 941.79 2 4.6 5.2 0.6 100.70
1 5.2 5.6 0.4 33.20
ST/CDH-173 48180 13704 941.99 2 4.3 4.6 0.3 1.00
1 4.6 4.9 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITIONAL UNITS 1 AND 2 IN
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting Northing Height (m ash Dcposjtjonal Ujlit Depth m Depth m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-174b 48147 13710 942.06 2 4 4.3 0.3 104.30
1 4.3 5 0.7 5,835.30
1 5 5.3 0.3 4,230.30
ST/CDH-175 48122 13715 941.96 2 4.1 4.6 0.5 755.00
1 4.6 4.9 0.3 2,899.40
ST/CDH-177 48140 13656 942.12 2 4.3 4.6 0.3 10.80
2 4.6 5.2 0.6 3.60
2 5.2 5.9 0.7 17.20
1 5.9 6.2 0.3 25.20
1 6.2 6.6 0.4 1,122.30
1 6.6 6.9 0.3 1,086.40
ST/CDH-180 48132 13611 942.39 1 4 4.6 0.6 16.20
ST/CDH-181 48161 13606 942.44 1 4.1 4.7 0.6 14.40
ST/CDH-183 48145 13607 942.4 2 4.6 5.2 0.6 0.40
1 5.2 5.5 0.3 100.70
1 5.5 5.8 0.3 28.80
1 5.8 6.2 0.4 23.70
ST/CDH-185 48122 13561 942.61 1 4.9 5.8 0.9 289.70
ST/CDH-186 48152 13555 942.71 2 4.7 5.3 0.6 12.60
1 5.3 5.9 0.6 1,539.60
ST/CDH-190 48143 13507 942.85 1 4.1 4.7 0.6 417.30
ST/CDH-191 48173 13502 942.88 1 4 4.3 0.3 43.20
1 4.3 4.7 0.4 603.00
ST/CDH-196 48192 13444 943 1 4.1 4.4 0.3 302.20
ST/CDH-197 48220 13439 943.16 1 4.6 4.9 0.3 21.60
ST/CDH-198 48252 13435 943.14 1 4.6 4.9 0.3 14.40
ST/CDH-202 48210 13384 943.31 2 4.4 4.7 0.3 14.40
1 4.7 4.9 0.2 69.80
ST/CDH-203 48182 13397 943.42 1 4 4.3 0.3 42.70
ST/CDH-206 48138 13815 941.45 2 5.5 5.8 0.3 0.70
1 5.8 6.4 0.6 89.90
ST/CDH-207 48168 13809 941.21 1 4.6 4.9 0.3 9.50
ST/CDH-209 48228 13797 941.72 1 4.6 4.9 0.3 46.80
ST/CDH-210 48148 13864 941.32 2 4.4 4.7 0.3 0.70
1 4.7 5.2 0.5 128.20
ST/CDH-211 48179 13858 940.8 2 3.2 4 0.8 4.80
1 4 4.6 0.6 5.40
ST/CDH-212 48207 13851 941.38 1 4.1 4.6 0.5 0.50
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITIONAL UNITS 1 AND 2 IN
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting Northing Height (m as)) Dcpositional Unit Depth m Pepth m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-214 48158 13913 941.19 1 4.9 5.2 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-2I5 48189 13906 940.64 2 5.5 6.2 0.7 2.90
1 6.2 6.6 0.4 7.20
ST/CDH-216 48218 13900 941.13 1 5.3 5.9 0.6 0.40
ST/CDH-220 48244 13995 940.78 2 5.8 6.1 0.3 57.60
1 6.1 6.4 0.3 208.60
1 6.4 6.9 0.5 4,890.80
ST/CDH-221 48273 13993 939.82 2 5.9 6.2 0.3 7.20
1 6.2 6.9 0.7 197.90
ST/CDH-227 48289 14045 939.48 1 3.7 4 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-229 48345 14030 940.58 2 5.2 5.5 0.3 18.00
ST/CDH-239 48305 14038 938.88 2 3.4 3.7 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-244 48478 14006 940.46 1 6.2 6.6 0.4 460.40
ST/CDH-246 48328 13368 942.13 2 4.1 4.4 0.3 10.80
ST/CDH-247 48352 13362 943.46 2 4.6 4.9 0.3 36.00
ST/CDH-248 48342 13417 942.84 2 4.6 4.9 0.3 54.00
ST/CDH-257 48269 13535 942.67 2 6.4 6.7 0.3 223.00
ST/CDH-258 48279 13585 942.56 2 6.1 6.4 0.3 194.30
ST/CDH-263 48259 13636 942.39 2 5.5 5.8 0.3 7.20
ST/CDH-267 48266 13840 941.26 2 4 4.3 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-270 48656 14457 937.4 1 5 5.3 0.3 93.50
ST/CDH-27I 48641 14459 937.39 1 4.6 5 0.4 603.00
ST/CDH-273 48613 14464 937.21 1 4.6 4.9 0.3 121.10
ST/CDH-274 48596 14467 937.33 1 4.3 4.9 0.6 118.70
ST/CDH-275 48582 14470 937.73 1 4.9 5.5 0.6 852.50
ST/CDH-276 48568 14472 939.12 1 6.6 6.9 0.3 190.70
ST/CDH-278 48568 14422 939.05 1 5.3 5.6 0.3 7.20
ST/CDH-280 48539 14427 937.93 1 5.2 5.8 0.6 57.60
ST/CDH-281 48526 14429 938.25 1 5.2 5.5 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-282 48510 14432 939.18 1 4.9 5.5 0.6 14.40
ST/CDH-284 48617 14413 938.85 1 5.2 5.8 0.6 498.60
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m as! = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITIQNAL UNITS 1 AMH2IPL
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting Northing H eig h t Cm asJl Pepositional U nit P e p th  m P e p th  m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-285 48632 14410 938.89 1 6.1 6.4 0.3 1,345.40
ST/CDH-287 48662 14404 937.91 1 6.6 7 0.4 261.20
ST/CDH-292 48627 14386 939.04 1 6.1 6.4 0.3 554.00
ST/CDH-296 48622 14361 938.33 1 4.6 5.2 0.6 54.00
ST/CDH-305 48648 14331 939.11 1 6.6 6.9 0.3 82.70
ST/CDH-309 48643 14306 939.6 1 7 7.3 0.3 7.20
ST/CDH-314 48591 14544 938.22 1 4.9 5.9 1 91.30
ST/CDH-319 48536 14403 939.41 2 5.2 5.8 0.6 136.70
ST/CDH-323 48564 14372 939.46 1 6.1 6.4 0.3 683.50
ST/CDH-324 48549 14374 939.49 2 5.3 5.9 0.6 86.30
1 5.9 6.4 0.5 52.20
ST/CDH-325 48534 14377 939.56 1 6.2 6.7 0.5 598.30
ST/CDH-327 48560 14347 939.38 1 5.8 6.4 0.6 104.30
ST/CDH-328 48530 14353 939.44 1 6.4 6.9 0.5 218.40
ST/CDH-329 48501 14358 939.58 2 6.1 6.9 0.8 251.70
ST/CDH-331 48570 14320 939.37 1 5.2 5.8 0.6 143.90
ST/CDH-332 48554 14323 939.56 1 5.8 6.2 0.4 123.50
ST/CDH-333 48540 14325 939.52 1 6.2 6.9 0.7 125.90
ST/CDH-334 48526 14328 939.57 1 6.2 6.6 0.4 61.20
ST/CDH-335 48511 14331 939.56 1 6.4 6.7 0.3 14.40
ST/CDH-338 48506 14306 939.63 2 6.7 7 0.3 7.20
ST/CDH-340 48532 14276 939.53 1 5.9 6.4 0.5 341.90
ST/CDH-341 48517 14279 939.58 1 6.2 6.9 0.7 4,971.40
ST/CDH-342 48502 14282 939.67 2 6.4 6.7 0.3 28.80
1 6.7 7 0.3 86.30
ST/CDH-350 48604 14339 938.61 1 4.72 5.03 0.31 0.70
ST/CDH-362 48585 14292 938.86 1 5.18 5.49 0.31 129.50
ST/CDH-363 48609 14287 939.22 1 5.79 6.25 0.46 275.40
ST/CDH-364 48639 14282 939.18 1 6.86 7.16 0.3 21.60
ST/CDH-374 48590 14266 938.82 2 6.1 6.4 0.3 64.80
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITIONAL UNITS 1 AND 2 IN
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting N o rth in g H eigh t (rn a$U Depositional Unit P e p th  m Depth m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-376 48561 14271 939.17 2 5.33 5.79 0.46 73.60
ST/CDH-378 48571 14243 939.05 2 6.55 6.86 0.31 57.60
ST/CDH-379 48600 14238 939.52 1 6.25 7.01 0.76 68.40
ST/CDH-386 48654 14203 940.21 1 6.55 7.01 0.46 71.20
ST/CDH-394 48537 14224 939.59 1 7.01 7.32 0.31 79.10
ST/CDH-395 48521 14227 938.54 1 6.1 6.71 0.61 172.70
ST/CDH-396 48533 14199 939.65 1 7.32 7.92 0.6 59.40
ST/CDH-398 48503 14205 938.08 1 5.49 5.94 0.45 688.50
ST/CDH-407 48631 14156 939.65 1 6.1 6.55 0.45 73.60
ST/CDH-408 48613 14158 939.85 1 6.1 6.4 0.3 43.20
ST/CDH-411 48571 14167 939.82 1 6.71 7.01 0.3 86.30
ST/CDH-412 48556 14169 939.82 1 6.71 7.01 0.3 18.00
ST/CDH-415 48512 14178 939.67 1 7.16 7.47 0.31 503.60
ST/CDH-416 48498 14181 938.76 1 6.1 6.55 0.45 710.00
ST/CDH-418 48552 14145 939.94 2 6.4 6.71 0.31 43.20
ST/CDH-419 48581 14140 939.93 2 6.4 6.86 0.46 49.90
ST/CDH-420 48610 14134 940.01 2 6.86 7.16 0.3 7.20
ST/CDH-421 48640 14128 940.09 2 6.4 6.86 0.46 19.00
ST/CDH-422 48669 14123 940.35 2 6.55 7.01 0.46 16.60
ST/CDH-423 48681 14094 940.14 2 6.4 7.01 0.61 16.20
ST/CDH-427 48624 14105 940 2 6.4 7.16 0.76 64.80
ST/CDH-431 48569 14115 940.01 2 6.86 7.32 0.46 19.00
ST/CDH-432 48554 14116 940.19 2 6.86 7.16 0.3 97.10
ST/CDH-435 48509 14124 940.14 2 6.55 7.01 0.46 40.40
ST/CDH-437 48482 14130 939.47 1 6.1 6.4 0.3 223.00
ST/CDH-438 48470 14130 938.64 1 5.49 5.79 0.3 316.60
ST/CDH-439 48452 14136 938.56 1 5.18 5.79 0.61 169.10
ST/CDH-442a 48087 13722 942.01 2 4.57 4.88 0.31 0.70
ST/CDH-443 48072 13674 942.29 2 3.51 3.66 0.15 0.00
_________
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
PRIM, HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITIONAL UNITS 1 AND 2 IN
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting N o rth in g H eigh t (m  asl) Depositional Unit Depth m Depth m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-445 48077 13774 941.78 2 3.05 3.35 0.3 36.00
ST/CDH-447 48096 13871 941.38 2 3.96 4.11 0.15 43.20
1 4.11 4.27 0.16 43.20
ST/CDH-451 48488 14259 939.51 1 6.25 6.4 0.15 216.50
ST/CDH-453 48492 14233 939.46 1 4.88 5.79 0.91 607.90
ST/CDH-454 48477 14236 939.52 1 5.18 5.49 0.31 143.90
ST/CDH-456 48448 14241 939.74 2 5.33 5.79 0.46 0.50
ST/CDH-460 48319 14133 940.23 2 4.11 4.42 0.31 0.70
1 4.42 5.18 0.76 0.30
ST/CDH-462 48426 14115 939.98 2 4.42 5.03 0.61 25.20
1 5.03 5.18 0.15 1.40
ST/CDH-467 48387 14072 940.25 2 5.18 5.33 0.15 1.40
ST/CDH-469 48301 14088 940.47 2 4.42 4.72 0.3 10.80
1 4.72 5.03 0.31 0.70
ST/CDH-470 48298 14065 939.27 2 3.35 3.81 0.46 11.90
ST/CDH-471 48281 14071 940.37 2 4.57 4.88 0.31 0.70
ST/CDH-472 48328 14059 940.26 2 4.57 4.88 0.31 7.20
ST/CDH-473 48347 14056 940.49 2 4.57 4.88 0.31 43.20
1 4.88 5.18 0.3 10.80
ST/CDH-474 48362 14053 940.43 2 4.88 5.18 0.3 25.20
ST/CDH-475 48378 14050 940.39 2 5.33 5.79 0.46 16.60
ST/CDH-476 48397 14046 939.47 2 3.96 4.27 0.31 10.80
ST/CDH-477 48409 14042 938.99 2 4.11 4.42 0.31 0.70
ST/CDH-482 48479 14029 940.06 2 6.25 6.55 0.3 14.40
1 6.55 6.71 0.16 1.40
ST/CDH-485 48456 13986 939.86 2 5.94 6.25 0.31 0.70
ST/CDH-487 48427 13991 940.3 2 6.4 6.55 0.15 14.00
ST/CDH-489 48353 14007 940.57 2 5.33 5.64 0.31 0.70
ST/CDH-490 48339 14010 940.64 2 4.88 5.79 0.91 7.20
ST/CDH-493 48284 14023 939.54 2 4.11 4.57 0.46 0.50
ST/CDH-494 48264 14024 940.26 2 4.42 4.72 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-499 48189 14041 940.69 2 3.66 3.96 0.3 0.00
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC PEPOSITIONAL UNITS 1 AND 2 IM
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Lasting Northing Height ( h i  agl) Peposjtional Unit Depth m Peptb m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-500 48203 14001 939.71 2 3.05 3.35 0.3 0.70
1 3.35 3.66 0.31 0.70
ST/CDH-502 48262 13992 940.36 2 4.11 4.42 0.31 0.70
2 4.42 4.72 0.3 7.20
2 4.72 5.03 0.31 0.70
2 5.03 5.33 0.3 0.70
2 5.33 5.64 0.31 0.70
1 6.1 6.25 0.15 1.40
1 6.25 6.55 0.3 0.70
1 6.55 7.01 0.46 156.70
1 7.01 7.47 0.46 318.10
ST/CDH-503 48288 13987 940.83 1 6.1 6.71 0.61 3.60
ST/CDH-508 48269 13965 940.93 2 5.03 5.33 0.3 1.44
1 5.33 5.64 0.31 0.72
1 5.64 5.79 0.15 1.44
ST/CDH-509 48252 13967 939.34 2 3.81 4.11 0.3 0.72
1 5.03 5.33 0.3 3.60
1 5.33 5.64 0.31 50.36
ST/CDH-510 48238 13970 940.54 2 4.88 5.18 0.3 3.60
1 5.49 5.94 0.45 9.59
1 5.94 6.25 0.31 201.44
ST/CDH-511 48219 13970 940.88 2 5.03 5.33 0.3 201.44
1 5.33 5.64 0.31 64.75
1 5.64 5.94 0.3 5,323.00
1 5.94 6.25 0.31 287.77
ST/CDH-513 48195 13978 940.06 1 4.57 5.03 0.46 1,520.38
ST/CDH-516 48184 13954 940.59 2 5.49 5.79 0.3 0.00
1 5.79 6.1 0.31 17.99
ST/CDH-517 48198 13950 940.47 2 5.33 5.64 0.31 359.71
1 5.64 5.94 0.3 158.27
ST/CDH-518 48233 13944 939.73 2 4.88 5.18 0.3 0.72
1 5.18 5.49 0.31 0.72
1 5.49 5.79 0.3 0.72
ST/CDH-519 48260 13939 941.01 2 5.49 5.79 0.3 5.04
1 5.79 6.1 0.31 0.72
1 6.1 6.4 0.3 0.72
ST/CDH-520 48291 13933 940.97 2 4.88 5.18 0.3 3.60
1 5.18 5.64 0.46 2.40
ST/CDH-523 48254 13915 940.97 2 4.57 4.88 0.31 10.79
1 4.88 5.18 0.3 1.44
ST/CDH-524 48239 13920 941.06 2 4.88 5.18 0.3 0.72
1 5.18 5.49 0.31 0.00
1 5.49 5.79 0.3 0.72
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Caiweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITIONAL UNITS 1 AND ¿IN.
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting Northing Height (pi asl) Pcpositjona! Unit Depth m Depth m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-525 48226 13922 940.19 2 3.35 3.81 0.46 0.00
2 4.72 5.03 0.31 0.00
2 5.03 5.33 0.3 0.00
1 5.33 5.79 0.46 0.48
ST/CDH-526 48210 13924 940.04 2 4.57 4.88 0.31 0.86
2 4.88 5.33 0.45 0.47
2 5.94 6.4 0.46 0.50
1 6.4 6.71 0.31 3.60
ST/CDH-527 48196 13927 941.07 2 5.03 5.33 0.3 43.00
1 5.33 5.64 0.31 3.60
1 5.64 5.94 0.3 10.80
ST/CDH-528a 48178 13929 941.2 2 4.6 4.9 0.3 2.20
2 4.9 5.2 0.3 2.90
ST/CDH-528b 48178 13929 941.2 2 4.3 4.7 0.4 8.60
2 4.7 5.2 0.5 2.40
1 5.2 5.6 0.4 3.80
1 5.6 6.1 0.5 0.50
1 6.1 6.4 0.3 269.10
1 6.4 6.7 0.3 602.20
1 6.7 7.2 0.5 31.10
ST/CDH-530 48174 13909 941.17 2 5 5.3 0.3 933.10
2 5.3 5.6 0.3 701.40
2 5.6 5.9 0.3 769.80
1 5.9 6.2 0.3 164.00
1 6.2 6.6 0.4 46.80
1 6.6 7 0.4 1,946.90
1 7 7.5 0.5 116.30
ST/CDH-531 48202 13907 940.25 2 4.6 4.9 0.3 10.10
2 4.9 5.2 0.3 86.30
1 5.2 5.6 0.4 13.40
1 5.6 5.9 0.3 5.00
1 5.9 6.4 0.5 8.10
ST/CDH-532 48235 13896 941.13 2 5.2 5.5 0.3 0.70
1 5.5 5.8 0.3 2.16
ST/CDH-533 48264 13891 941.07 2 5 5.3 0.3 4.30
1 5.3 5.6 0.3 21.60
ST/CDH-538 48212 13878 940.98 2 5.3 5.6 0.3 18.00
ST/CDH-539 48199 13880 940.71 2 3.8 4.1 0.3 3.60
1 4.1 4.4 0.3 0.70
1 4.4 4.7 0.3 3.60
ST/CDH-540 48184 13883 941.24 2 4.1 4.4 0.3 21.60
2 4.4 4.7 0.3 12.90
2 4.7 5 0.3 2.20
1 5 5.3 0.3 3.60
1 5.3 5.8 0.5 0.50
1 5.8 6.1 0.3 7.20
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITIONAL UNITS 1 AND 2 IN
THE STRATH PARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting Northing Height im ash Depositional Unit Pepth m Pepth m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-541 48169 13886 941.24 2 4.9 5.2 0.3 0.70
2 5.2 5.5 0.3 0.70
2 5.5 5.8 0.3 2.20
1 5.8 6.1 0.3 30.90
1 6.1 6.4 0.3 8.60
ST/CDH-543 48162 13861 941.33 2 5.2 5.5 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-544 48192 13854 941.18 2 4.4 4.7 0.3 0.70
1 4.7 5 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-546 48250 13842 941.38 2 4.4 4.7 0.3 5.80
ST/CDH-547 48260 13817 941.5 2 4.6 4.9 0.3 5.80
ST/CDH-548 48246 13819 941.57 2 4.7 5 0.3 9.40
ST/CDH-549 48230 13822 941.54 2 4.4 4.7 0.3 14.40
ST/CDH-551 48201 13828 941.51 2 4.7 5 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-552 48187 13831 941.43 2 4.4 4.7 0.3 5.80
ST/CDH-553 48171 13833 940.98 2 3.7 4 0.3 7.20
2 4 4.3 0.3 5.80
2 4.3 4.6 0.3 0.70
2 4.6 4.9 0.3 0.70
2 6.1 6.4 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-554 48156 13836 941.4 2 5.2 5.5 0.3 0.70
1 5.5 5.8 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-555 48142 13839 941.45 2 5.2 5.5 0.3 12.90
1 5.5 5.8 0.3 25.20
ST/CDH-556 48154 13813 941.58 2 5.5 5.8 0.3 7.20
1 5.8 6.1 0.3 0.70
1 6.1 6.4 0.3 7.20
1 6.4 6.7 0.3 5.80
ST/CDH-557 48185 13806 941.62 2 4.7 5 0.3 5.80
ST/CDH-559 48242 13795 941.72 2 4.6 4.9 0.3 48.90
2 4.9 5.2 0.3 18.00
ST/CDH-566 48193 13779 941.75 2 4.6 4.9 0.3 10.80
ST/CDH-568 48164 13785 941.38 2 4.9 5.2 0.3 7.20
ST/CDH-569 48149 13788 941.59 2 4.4 5 0.6 12.60
2 5 5.3 0.3 28.80
2 5.3 5.6 0.3 10.80
1 5.6 5.9 0.3 18.00
1 5.9 6.2 0.3 18.00
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC PEPOSITIONAL UNITS 1 AND 2 IN
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting Northing Height 1m asl) Depositional Unit Pepth m Pepth m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-570 48135 13792 941.59 2 4.7 5 0.3 27.30
2 5 5.3 0.3 20.10
2 5.3 5.9 0.6 21.60
2 5.9 6.2 0.3 10.80
2 6.2 6.6 0.4 291.90
1 6.6 6.9 0.3 453.20
1 6.9 7.2 0.3 107.90
ST/CDH-571 48142 13762 941.85 2 4.1 4.3 0.2 28.80
2 4.3 4.6 0.3 14.40
2 4.6 5 0.4 54.00
1 5 5.2 0.2 417.30
1 5.2 5.6 0.4 46.80
ST/CDH-572 48174 13756 941.83 2 4.1 4.35 0.25 13.00
1 4.35 4.75 0.4 37.80
ST/CDH-576 48292 13735 941.82 2 4.45 4.8 0.35 4.90
ST/CDH-577 48506 14232 938.14 2 4 4.3 0.3 13.00
2 4.3 4.75 0.45 69.50
1 4.75 5 0.25 90.70
ST/CDH-580 48468 14188 938.85 2 5.6 6 0.4 20.50
1 6 6.3 0.3 18.00
1 6.3 6.65 0.35 653.70
ST/CDH-584 48436 14086 938.79 2 4.1 4.5 0.4 43.20
ST/CDH-585 48421 14089 938.25 2 3.35 3.7 0.35 61.70
ST/CDH-587 48391 14095 939.32 2 3.4 3.8 0.4 5.40
ST/CDH-588 48377 14098 938.38 2 2.75 3.05 0.3 46.80
2 3.05 3.3 0.25 69.10
1 3.3 3.6 0.3 66.20
ST/CDH-590 48347 14104 938.87 2 3.55 3.85 0.3 0.70
ST/CDH-595 48212 13722 942.03 2 4.9 5.2 0.3 13.70
ST/CDH-598 48169 13733 941.95 2 4.25 4.6 0.35 0.60
ST/CDH-599 48152 13735 941.95 2 3.9 4.6 0.7 5.90
2 4.6 5 0.4 0.50
1 5 5.5 0.5 1,368.40
1 5.5 5.8 0.3 287.80
ST/CDH-600 48137 13738 941.92 1 4.7 5.05 0.35 879.40
1 5.05 5.5 0.45 399.50
1 5.5 5.9 0.4 63.10
ST/CDH-601 48124 13740 941.76 1 3.9 4.1 0.2 3,472.90
1 4.1 4.4 0.3 6,265.90
ST/CDH-602 48137 13710 942 1 4.6 5 0.4 2,717.50
1 5 5.4 0.4 1,657.10
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC PEPOSITIONAL UNITS 1 AND l  IN
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting Northing Height (m asl) Depositional Unit Depth m Depth rn Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-603 48165 13706 942.04 2 3.95 4.2 0.25 38.90
1 4.2 4.6 0.4 7.60
1 4.6 5 0.4 7.60
ST/CDH-604 48199 13702 942 2 4.6 5 0.4 3.80
ST/CDH-605 48224 13694 942.13 2 5.1 5.4 0.3 101.40
ST/CDH-606 48253 13688 941.16 2 4.2 5.6 1.4 1.50
ST/CDH-607 48282 13683 942.23 2 4.6 4.9 0.3 20.90
1 4.9 5.1 0.2 78.80
ST/CDH-614 48190 13676 942.09 2 4.6 4.9 0.3 76.30
ST/CDH-616 48159 13682 942.19 1 4 4.3 0.3 71.90
1 4.3 4.6 0.3 31.70
1 4.6 5 0.4 18.30
1 5 5.3 0.3 5.00
ST/CDH-617 48145 13684 942.09 2 4.35 4.8 0.45 0.50
2 4.8 5.1 0.3 0.70
1 5.1 5.5 0.4 1,506.60
1 5.5 5.9 0.4 855.80
ST/CDH-618 48130 13687 942.22 2 5 5.4 0.4 45.30
2 5.65 5.9 0.25 5.20
1 5.9 6.2 0.3 781.40
1 6.2 6.6 0.4 1,988.50
ST/CDH-621 48155 13653 942.21 2 4.3 4.55 0.25 9.50
1 4.55 4.8 0.25 0.90
1 4.8 5.2 0.4 13.50
1 5.2 5.65 0.45 10.10
1 5.65 6.05 0.4 6.50
ST/CDH-623 48215 13642 942.33 2 4.7 5 0.3 0.70
2 5 5.25 0.25 50.90
2 5.25 5.7 0.45 46.00
ST/CDH-624 48244 13637 942.34 2 4.7 5 0.3 22.30
ST/CDH-625 48273 13632 942.35 2 5.3 5.5 0.2 18.30
2 5.5 6.25 0.75 2.60
2 6.25 6.55 0.3 7.90
ST/CDH-626 48269 13612 942.32 2 5.75 6.1 0.35 7.40
2 6.1 6.45 0.35 4.30
2 6.45 6.8 0.35 4.30
ST/CDH-627 48253 13610 942.57 2 6.35 6.7 0.35 11.70
ST/CDH-629 48224 13616 942.36 2 4.9 5.15 0.25 20.70
ST/CDH-630 48210 13618 942.39 2 4.6 4.9 0.3 5.80
ST/CDH-633 48166 13626 942.36 2 4.2 4.5 0.3 5.80
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITIONAL UNITS 1 AND 2 IN
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting Northing Height (m asll Dcpositional Unit Depth m Deptb_m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-634 48150 13630 942.28 2 4.6 4.95 0.35 8.60
1 4.95 5.2 0.25 64.80
1 5.2 5.55 0.35 21.60
ST/CDH-635 48136 13633 942.3 2 3.7 4 0.3 18.70
1 4 4.3 0.3 8.60
1 4.3 4.6 0.3 3.60
1 4.6 5 0.4 25.40
ST/CDH-636 48121 13635 942.38 2 3.95 4.25 0.3 5.00
1 4.25 4.6 0.35 4.30
ST/CDH-637 48106 13638 942.41 2 3.6 3.9 0.3 33.10
1 3.9 4.2 0.3 2.90
ST/CDH-638 48117 13613 942.38 2 4.1 4.3 0.2 16.20
ST/CDH-639 48176 13603 942.42 2 3.9 4.2 0.3 17.30
2 4.2 4.5 0.3 2.90
ST/CDH-640 48205 13598 942.53 2 4.1 4.5 0.4 4.90
2 4.5 4.8 0.3 7.90
1 4.8 4.9 0.1 62.60
ST/CDH-641 48235 13592 942.47 1 4.6 4.9 0.3 50.40
1 4.9 5.2 0.3 18.00
ST/CDH-642 48264 13587 940.84 1 4.2 4.5 0.3 4.30
1 4.5 4.7 0.2 5.40
1 4.7 4.9 0.2 13.00
1 4.9 5.35 0.45 1.40
ST/CDH-643 48275 13560 942.63 2 5 5.3 0.3 15.10
ST/CDH-644 48261 13562 941.09 2 5 5.35 0.35 2.50
ST/CDH-645 48245 13565 942.59 2 5.1 5.45 0.35 21.60
ST/CDH-646 48230 13568 942.69 2 4.8 5.1 0.3 7.90
ST/CDH-647 48216 13571 942.58 2 4.65 5 0.35 10.50
ST/CDH-648 48201 13573 942.6 2 4.7 5.05 0.35 106.10
ST/CDH-650 48172 13580 942.58 2 3.9 4.2 0.3 4.30
1 4.2 4.5 0.3 0.70
1 4.5 4.9 0.4 2.70
1 4.9 5.3 0.4 0.50
ST/CDH-651 48158 13582 942.56 2 3.6 3.9 0.3 30.20
2 3.9 4.2 0.3 31.70
1 4.2 4.5 0.3 5.00
1 4.5 4.85 0.35 2.50
1 4.85 5.2 0.35 8.00
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITIONAL UNITS 1 AND 2 IN
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting Northinc Height (m asl) DeDositional Unit DcDth m Depth m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-652 48143 13585 942.53 2 4.3 4.6 0.3 3.60
1 4.6 4.8 0.2 5.40
1 4.8 5.15 0.35 3.70
1 5.15 5.5 0.35 8.00
1 5.5 5.85 0.35 1,031.10
ST/CDH-653 48130 13587 942.53 2 4.75 5.15 0.4 1.60
2 5.15 5.4 0.25 11.20
1 5.4 5.9 0.5 724.40
1 5.9 6.4 0.5 3,075.80
1 6.4 6.7 0.3 633.10
ST/CDH-654 48115 13589 942.46 2 3.7 4.4 0.7 87.00
2 4.4 5.1 0.7 15.10
2 5.1 5.4 0.3 25.90
ST/CDH-657 48079 13567 942.6 2 4 4.25 0.25 85.50
2 4.25 4.6 0.35 38.90
ST/CDH-658 48109 13562 942.57 2 4.3 4.7 0.4 0.50
2 4.7 5 0.3 0.70
1 5 5.35 0.35 136.90
1 5.35 5.7 0.35 224.50
ST/CDH-659 48138 13557 942.58 2 4.4 4.7 0.3 13.00
1 4.7 5.05 0.35 103.00
1 5.05 5.45 0.4 153.80
1 5.45 5.9 0.45 1,636.10
ST/CDH-660 48168 13553 942.64 2 4.25 4.6 0.35 46.90
1 4.6 4.95 0.35 40.10
1 4.95 5.4 0.45 78.70
ST/CDH-663 48257 13537 941.23 2 3.6 3.9 0.3 16.50
ST/CDH-664 48284 13533 942.81 2 5.6 5.9 0.3 146.10
2 5.9 6.3 0.4 15.60
1 6.3 6.5 0.2 73.40
1 6.5 6.9 0.4 57.20
ST/CDH-665 48292 13505 942.94 2 6.1 6.4 0.3 38.10
2 6.4 6.8 0.4 38.90
ST/CDH-669 48235 13515 942.73 2 4.7 4.9 0.2 46.40
ST/CDH-670 48221 13518 942.72 2 5.3 5.6 0.3 19.40
ST/CDH-673 48176 13525 942.88 2 4.85 5.25 0.4 24.30
ST/CDH-674 48162 13528 942.76 2 4.45 4.8 0.35 15.40
2 4.8 5.2 0.4 14.60
1 5.2 5.5 0.3 374.10
1 5.5 6 0.5 185.60
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITIONS UNITS 1 AND 1IN
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting N orth ing Height (m asD Depositional Unit Pepth m Depth m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-675 48147 13530 942.81 2 4.3 4.65 0.35 12.30
2 4.65 5 0.35 9.30
2 5 5.35 0.35 3.10
1 5.35 5.6 0.25 1,959.00
1 5.6 6 0.4 259.00
ST/CDH-676 48133 13533 942.74 1 4.2 4.5 0.3 388.50
1 4.5 4.95 0.45 345.30
1 4.95 5.4 0.45 28.80
ST/CDH-677 48118 13536 942.75 2 3.85 4.15 0.3 57.60
1 4.15 4.5 0.35 6.20
1 4.5 4.8 0.3 19.40
1 4.8 5.2 0.4 151.10
1 5.2 6 0.8 149.70
ST/CDH-678 48103 13538 942.8 2 3.7 4 0.3 122.30
2 4 4.35 0.35 4.90
2 4.35 4.65 0.3 57.60
1 4.9 5.2 0.3 10.80
1 5.2 5.6 0.4 10.80
1 5.6 6 0.4 14.60
1 6 6.25 0.25 5.20
ST/CDH-683 48127 13510 943.03 2 4.7 5.05 0.35 1,140.90
2 5.05 5.35 0.3 410.10
2 5.35 5.7 0.35 431.70
1 5.7 6.15 0.45 1,899.40
ST/CDH-684 48157 13504 942.84 2 4.4 4.7 0.3 93.50
2 4.7 5 0.3 251.80
1 5 5.35 0.35 228.20
1 5.35 5.75 0.4 37.80
ST/CDH-685 48187 13499 942.83 2 3.8 4.15 0.35 6.20
1 4.15 4.4 0.25 116.60
1 4.4 4.75 0.35 3.10
ST/CDH-686 48216 13494 942.87 2 3.75 4.4 0.65 3.30
1 4.4 4.85 0.45 1.00
ST/CDH-687 48245 13489 942.91 2 5 5.3 0.3 10.80
ST/CDH-690 48317 13449 941.13 2 4.55 4.9 0.35 12.30
1 4.9 5.2 0.3 15.80
ST/CDH-693 48271 13458 943.23 2 5.5 5.8 0.3 21.60
ST/CDH-696 48226 13467 943.1 2 4.6 4.9 0.3 32.40
2 4.9 5.4 0.5 2.20
ST/CDH-698 48196 13474 942.93 2 4.5 4.9 0.4 10.80
ST/CDH-699 48182 13476 942.92 2 4.55 4.9 0.35 1.20
ST/CDH-700 48170 13478 942.85 2 4.5 4.8 0.3 7.20
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITIONAL UNITS 1 AND 2 IN
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting Northing Height (mast) Peposjtiopa! Unit Pepth m Pepth m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-701 48152 13482 943.03 2 4 4.3 0.3 14.40
1 4.3 4.6 0.3 726.60
ST/CDH-702 48134 13485 943.04 1 4.3 4.6 0.3 366.90
1 4.6 4.95 0.35 672.10
ST/CDH-703 48122 13488 943.06 1 5 5.3 0.3 733.80
ST/CDH-704 48108 13491 943.09 2 4.3 4.65 0.35 40.10
2 4.65 5 0.35 24.70
ST/CDH-705 48092 13495 943.08 2 4.5 4.8 0.3 36.00
2 4.8 5.1 0.3 39.60
1 5.1 5.5 0.4 18.90
ST/CDH-710 48117 13459 943.25 2 4.3 4.6 0.3 0.00
ST/CDH-712 48177 13451 943 2 4.2 4.45 0.25 22.40
ST/CDH-713 48207 13445 943.1 2 4.35 4.7 0.35 21.00
ST/CDH-714 48235 13438 943.09 2 4.4 4.8 0.4 27.00
2 4.8 5.15 0.35 4.90
ST/CDH-715 48265 13434 943.3 2 5 5.3 0.3 25.90
2 5.3 5.6 0.3 26.60
ST/CDH-716 48292 13429 941.67 2 2.8 3.1 0.3 30.20
2 3.1 3.4 0.3 13.70
2 3.4 3.65 0.25 3.50
ST/CDH-717 48325 13421 941.38 2 3.9 4.15 0.25 26.80
2 4.15 4.4 0.25 6.90
ST/CDH-720 48324 13397 941.77 2 3.8 4.1 0.3 21.60
ST/CDH-722 48293 13402 943.34 2 4.3 4.65 0.35 14.80
2 4.65 S 0.35 23.40
2 5 5.3 0.3 6.50
ST/CDH-723 48276 13406 943.3 2 5.1 5.35 0.25 20.70
1 5.35 5.6 0.25 462.70
ST/CDH-724 48262 13409 943.41 2 5.15 5.5 0.35 6.80
ST/CDH-725 48245 13412 943.34 2 4.65 4.95 0.3 35.30
2 4.95 5.3 0.35 41.30
ST/CDH-726 48231 13415 943.19 2 4.25 4.6 0.35 20.30
2 4.6 4.9 0.3 4.30
ST/CDH-727 48217 13417 943.2 2 4.55 4.85 0.3 10.80
1 4.85 5.15 0.3 272.70
ST/CDH-728 48202 13420 943.32 2 4.35 4.65 0.3 6.50
2 4.65 5.2 0.55 20.40
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
DRILL HOLE DATA FOR SAPPHIRE-BEARING BASALTIC VOLCANICLASTIC DEPOSITIONAL UNITS 1 AND 2 IN
THE STRATHDARR SAPPHIRE DEPOSIT
Hole No Easting Northing Height (m asl) Depositional Unit Depth m Hepth m Thickness m Gms/BCM
ST/CDH-731 48159 13428 943.25 2 3.9 4.2 0.3 5.80
2 4.2 4.5 0.3 5.80
1 4.5 4.85 0.35 2.50
ST/CDH-735 48097 13440 943.41 2 3.6 3.9 0.3 19.40
ST/CDH-737 48054 13449 943.55 2 3.5 3.8 0.3 2.20
ST/CDH-742 48107 13416 943.57 1 3.8 4.1 0.3 155.40
ST/CDH-743 48137 13409 943.46 2 4.1 4.35 0.25 37.10
ST/CDH-744 48167 13402 943.35 2 3.9 4.2 0.3 59.70
1 4.2 4.45 0.25 20.70
ST/CDH-745 48198 13396 943.4 2 4.6 4.85 0.25 8.60
1 4.85 5.25 0.4 63.70
ST/CDH-746 48256 13383 943.41 1 4.9 5.1 0.2 123.00
ST/CDH-750 48353 13337 943.63 2 4.8 5.4 0.6 105.80
1 5.4 5.7 0.3 215.10
ST/CDH-752 48324 13343 943.53 2 5.1 5.4 0.3 87.80
ST/CDH-753 48309 13347 943.48 2 4.65 5 0.35 3.10
1 5 5.4 0.4 58.30
ST/CDH-754 48295 13349 943.5 2 4.25 4.65 0.4 13.50
2 4.65 4.9 0.25 27.60
2 4.9 5.3 0.4 20.00
ST/CDH-755 48279 13352 943.63 1 4.35 4.65 0.3 20.10
1 4.65 4.95 0.3 12.90
ST/CDH-758 48236 13362 943.4 2 4.6 5.25 0.65 13.60
ST/CDH-1 = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, Gmg/BCM = Grams of 
sapphire per Bank Cubic Metre
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours Of The Base 
Of The S trathdarr Palaeochannel Shown In Figures 4.44 and 4.45
ST/CDH No Easting Northing Hole ColHt im asl) Channel Base Ht (in asl)
1 48758 14513 939.30 932.00
2 48729 14519 939.01 931.11
3 48700 14524 938.85 931.95
4 48671 14530 937.66 930.36
5 48749 14464 939.39 932.19
6 48718 14471 939.25 932.55
7 48689 14476 939.16 932.46
8 48660 14481 938.82 931.92
9 48630 14521 938.32 932.12
10 48630 14487 938.32 932.22
11 48614 14489 937.94 932.04
12 48582 14496 938.89 932.19
13 48553 14501 938.81 932.41
14 48523 14506 938.77 933.17
15 48494 14512 939.02 933.52
16 48573 14446 939.12 932.42
17 48544 14452 939.08 932.98
18 48514 14457 939.19 932.99
19 48586 14393 938.12 933.42
20 48554 14399 939.39 933.59
21 48518 14406 939.44 932.14
22 48491 14411 939.27 933.67
23 48575 14344 939.30 934.00
24 48545 14350 939.31 933.11
25 48516 14355 939.60 933.40
26 48486 14361 939.37 932.97
27 48551 14298 939.32 932.92
28 48521 14303 939.42 932.52
29 48491 14309 939.51 932.91
30 48462 14314 939.57 934.07
31 48514 14254 938.05 937.45
32 48503 14256 939.46 932.46
33 48472 14262 939.57 933.37
34 48444 14267 939.80 934.30
35 48478 14209 939.47 933.67
36 48449 14215 939.46 934.76
37 48419 14221 939.92 934.92
38 48466 14161 938.23 932.93
39 48436 14167 939.47 933.97
40 48407 14172 940.01 934.71
41 48606 14440 938.01 932.41
42 48622 14437 938.41 932.21
43 48651 14432 938.49 932.39
44 48681 14426 938.87 932.97
45 48710 14421 939.29 933.49
46 48740 14416 939.50 932.90
47 48613 14388 938.09 933.09
48 48642 14383 939.01 931.51
49 48671 14377 939.16 931.96
50 48695 14356 939.41 932.51
51 48727 14349 939.48 933.88
52 48634 14333 938.55 931.95
53 48663 14328 938.56 932.46
54 48692 14323 939.02 932.12
55 48722 14317 939.61 932.61
56 48596 14289 939.70 934.40
57 48624 14284 938.75 932.65
58 48654 14278 939.62 932.12
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours Of The Base 
Of The Strathdarr Palaeochannel Shown In Figures 4-44 and 4.45
ST/CDH No Easting N p rth in g Hole ColHt fm asl) Channel Base Ht tm asl)
59 48576 14293 938.02 933.02
60 48683 14273 939.37 932.47
61 48712 14268 939.81 932.91
62 48556 14247 939.84 933.24
63 48584 14241 939.48 933.38
64 48614 14236 939.31 933.81
65 48643 14230 940.18 933.78
66 48537 14250 939.22 933.72
67 48673 14224 940.21 933.81
68 48703 14219 940.22 933.82
69 48517 14202 939.22 932.82
70 48546 14197 940.22 934.02
71 48577 14192 940.04 934.24
72 48606 14186 939.84 933.64
73 48634 14181 940.09 933.19
74 48664 14175 940.42 934.22
75 48694 14170 940.41 933.21
76 48488 14157 939.55 932.55
77 48508 14153 940.18 933.28
78 48537 14148 940.45 933.75
79 48567 14143 940.41 934.01
80 48596 14137 940.31 933.41
81 48626 14131 940.41 933.41
82 48654 14126 940.19 934.29
83 48685 14121 940.53 933.23
84 48510 14095 940.04 933.34
85 48478 14103 939.69 933.89
86 48437 14102 939.39 935.09
87 48474 14054 940.01 933.61
88 48443 14060 940.00 934.40
89 48415 14066 939.73 933.83
90 48404 14069 939.88 935.18
91 48375 14075 940.35 935.35
92 48348 14078 940.30 935.60
93 48320 14096 940.23 935.03
94 48491 14004 940.67 934.07
95 48463 14007 940.25 933.85
96 48433 14012 940.53 934.33
97 48404 14018 938.90 934.60
98 48374 14025 940.11 935.11
99 48500 14048 940.11 933.71
100 48504 14000 939.68 934.08
101 48512 13948 940.87 934.17
102 48483 13951 940.89 933.59
103 48453 13958 940.65 933.65
104 48424 13964 941.00 934.00
105 48394 13970 940.79 934.59
106 48365 13974 939.75 935.35
107 48522 13895 940.96 934.36
108 48491 13901 941.04 934.04
109 48462 13907 940.95 934.35
110 48433 13912 940.44 933.14
111 48403 13917 940.51 933.51
112 48373 13923 940.36 934.16
113 48342 13927 940.36 935.06
114 48305 13931 939.58 935.58
115 48275 13939 940.95 935.15
116 48245 13945 939.66 935.96
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours O f The Base 
Of The Strathdarr Palaeochannel Shown In Figures 4.44 and 4 45
ST/CDH No Hasting N orth in g Hole ColHt (m asl) Channel Base Ht (m asl)
117 48214 13948 940.05 934.15
118 48191 13958 940.85 937.05
119 48526 13844 941.24 935.44
120 48498 13851 941.42 934.82
121 48468 13854 941.41 934.41
122 48439 13860 941.20 934.50
123 48410 13866 941.06 934.06
124 48380 13873 940.78 933.58
125 48351 13878 940.66 934.56
126 48325 13883 940.49 935.29
127 48561 13788 941.29 935.19
128 48531 13792 941.87 936.07
129 48502 13798 942.02 936.52
130 48472 13803 941.80 935.70
131 48443 13808 941.67 934.07
132 48414 13812 941.54 934.54
133 48384 13818 941.32 934.02
134 48355 13823 941.25 934.65
135 48325 13829 941.23 936.23
136 48552 13738 942.02 935.62
137 48523 13743 942.09 935.19
138 48493 13749 942.06 935.36
139 48464 13753 942.01 935.81
140 48434 13759 941.88 934.98
141 48405 13764 941.71 934.41
142 48375 13769 941.67 935.07
143 48346 13775 941.41 934.41
144 48573 13683 941.69 935.29
145 48544 13688 942.15 935.15
146 48514 13694 942.17 934.87
147 48485 13699 942.13 935.53
148 48455 13705 942.06 935.36
149 48426 13711 942.01 934.51
150 48396 13716 941.92 935.22
151 48367 13721 941.70 934.80
152 48333 13729 939.77 935.37
153 48307 13732 941.76 936.86
154 48274 13736 940.51 936.71
155 48248 13743 941.90 936.70
156 48219 13748 941.98 936.78
157 48189 13754 941.88 937.78
158 48160 13759 941.80 936.50
159 48128 13767 941.70 936.50
160 48562 13635 942.07 935.97
161 48532 13640 942.30 935.30
162 48504 13645 942.24 934.94
163 48475 13650 942.15 935.55
164 48446 13656 942.11 934.61
165 48416 13661 942.01 934.81
166 48387 13667 941.99 935.29
167 48356 13672 941.79 936.19
168 48322 13680 941.07 936.47
169 48288 13685 941.96 937.06
170 48268 13688 942.23 936.73
171 48239 13693 942.19 936.69
172 48210 13698 942.13 936.83
173 48180 13704 941.99 937.09
174 48147 13710 942.06 936.46
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours Of The Base 
Of The Strathdarr Palaeochannel Shown In Figures 4.44 and 4-45
ST/CDH No Easting Northing Hole ColHt (m asl) Channel Pase Ht (m asl}
175 48122 13715 941.96 937.06
176 48107 13665 942.21 937.91
177 48140 13656 942.12 935.22
178 48171 13652 942.28 937.98
179 48100 13617 942.42 938.02
180 48132 13611 942.39 937.79
181 48161 13606 942.44 937.74
182 48191 13600 942.43 938.13
183 48145 13607 942.40 936.20
184 48093 13567 942.66 938.66
185 48122 13561 942.61 936.51
186 48152 13555 942.71 936.81
187 48181 13551 942.67 937.67
188 48086 13515 942.96 937.96
189 48113 13512 943.04 937.84
190 48143 13507 942.85 938.15
191 48173 13502 942.88 938.18
192 48202 13496 942.83 938.53
193 48103 13466 943.35 939.35
194 48128 13456 943.32 939.02
195 48165 13457 943.01 938.11
196 48192 13444 943.00 938.60
197 48220 13439 943.16 938.26
198 48252 13435 943.14 938.24
199 48301 13373 943.58 938.68
200 48269 13380 943.45 937.95
201 48241 13385 943.42 938.72
202 48210 13384 943.31 938.41
203 48182 13397 943.42 939.12
204 48152 13404 943.33 938.93
205 48122 13410 943.56 939.56
206 48138 13815 941.45 935.05
207 48168 13809 941.21 936.31
208 48198 13802 941.65 936.65
209 48228 13797 941.72 936.82
210 48148 13864 941.32 936.12
211 48179 13858 940.80 936.20
212 48207 13851 941.38 936.78
213 48237 13845 941.37 936.47
214 48158 13913 941.19 935.99
215 48189 13906 940.64 934.04
216 48218 13900 941.13 935.23
217 48249 13894 941.08 936.18
218 48187 14005 939.94 936.54
219 48217 14001 939.76 936.06
220 48244 13995 940.78 933.88
221 48273 13993 939.82 932.92
222 48304 13985 940.81 935.91
223 48331 13980 939.75 935.45
224 48198 14056 940.80 936.50
225 48225 14044 939.48 936.08
226 48258 14052 939.14 935.14
227 48289 14045 939.48 935.48
228 48317 14036 940.47 935.57
229 48345 14030 940.58 935.08
230 48415 14116 940.02 934.82
231 48378 14123 940.05 934.85
232 48436 14368 939.50 934.00
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours O f The Base 
Of The S trathdarr Palacochannel Shown In Figures 4.44 and 4.45
ST/CDH No Easting NQrthing Hole ColHt (m asl) Channel Pase Ht ( m  asl)
233 48407 14374 939.57 934.37
234 48378 14379 939.68 934.78
235 48349 14385 939.85 934.35
236 48318 14391 940.12 934.62
237 48291 14396 940.45 934.85
238 48261 14401 940.97 936.97
239 48305 14038 938.88 935.18
240 48331 14033 940.59 935.39
241 48360 14028 940.66 935.16
242 48391 14019 939.77 934.77
243 48447 14009 940.14 934.24
244 48478 14006 940.46 933.86
245 48418 14015 940.29 937.89
246 48328 13368 942.13 937.73
247 48352 13362 943.46 938.56
248 48342 13417 942.84 937.94
249 48311 13425 943.19 938.19
250 48279 13435 942.49 937.59
251 48231 13491 942.94 937.44
252 48263 13483 942.94 936.54
253 48292 13478 943.17 936.77
254 48322 13472 941.29 936.39
255 48210 13545 942.70 938.10
256 48240 13538 941.52 937.52
257 48269 13535 942.67 935.97
258 48279 13585 942.56 936.16
259 48250 13591 942.52 935.82
260 48218 13595 942.49 937.89
261 48200 13646 942.29 937.89
262 48229 13640 942.29 936.79
263 48259 13636 942.39 936.59
264 48288 13627 942.30 937.30
265 48258 13792 941.71 936.51
266 48287 13787 941.20 936.80
267 48266 13840 941.26 936.96
268 48278 13888 941.13 935.93
269 48467 13956 940.77 932.97
270 48656 14457 937.40 932.10
271 48641 14459 937.39 932.39
272 48626 14462 937.26 932.66
273 48613 14464 937.21 932.31
274 48596 14467 937.33 932.43
275 48582 14470 937.73 932.23
276 48568 14472 939.12 932.22
277 48553 14475 938.56 933.96
278 48568 14422 939.05 933.45
279 48554 14424 939.31 934.31
280 48539 14427 937.93 932.13
281 48526 14429 938.25 932.75
282 48510 14432 939.18 933.68
283 48603 14415 938.71 932.11
284 48617 14413 938.85 933.05
285 48632 14410 938.89 932.49
286 48647 14407 938.80 932.40
287 48662 14404 937.91 930.91
288 48676 14402 938.63 931.93
289 48691 14399 938.67 932.77
290 48706 14397 939.49 933.39
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours Of Thg Base 
Of The S trathdarr Palaeochannel Shown In Figures 4.44 and 4 45
ST/CDH No Easting Northing Hole ÇojHt (m asl) Channel Base Ht (jn asl)
291 48721 14393 939.81 933.61
292 48627 14386 939.04 932.64
293 48657 14380 939.08 931.78
294 48687 14374 939.70 932.40
295 48712 14353 939.49 932.89
296 48622 14361 938.33 933.13
297 48637 14358 938.83 933.03
298 48652 14356 938.70 932.30
299 48667 14353 939.63 932.93
300 48682 14350 939.69 932.99
301 48696 14347 939.74 932.84
302 48711 14344 939.58 932.88
303 48707 14320 939.24 932.24
304 48677 14325 939.14 932.54
305 48648 14331 939.11 932.21
306 48618 14336 938.39 933.09
307 48613 14312 938.03 933.03
308 48628 14309 939.43 932.73
309 48643 14306 939.60 932.30
310 48658 14303 939.76 938.26
311 48672 14301 939.14 932.24
312 48687 14298 939.52 932.52
313 48702 14296 939.43 933.03
314 48591 14544 938.22 932.32
315 48576 14547 938.50 932.40
316 48562 14550 938.62 932.82
317 48548 14552 938.80 933.60
318 48571 14396 938.75 932.95
319 48536 14403 939.41 933.61
320 48504 14408 939.35 934.75
321 48593 14366 938.84 933.64
322 48578 14369 938.72 933.52
323 48564 14372 939.46 933.06
324 48549 14374 939.49 933.09
325 48534 14377 939.56 932.86
326 48520 14379 939.45 933.95
327 48560 14347 939.38 932.98
328 48530 14353 939.44 932.54
329 48501 14358 939.58 932.68
330 48583 14318 938.30 933.10
331 48570 14320 939.37 933.57
332 48554 14323 939.56 933.36
333 48540 14325 939.52 932.62
334 48526 14328 939.57 932.97
335 48511 14331 939.56 932.86
336 48497 14333 939.26 932.86
337 48536 14301 939.66 932.66
338 48506 14306 939.63 932.63
339 48477 14311 939.68 933.88
340 48532 14276 939.53 933.13
341 48517 14279 939.58 932.68
342 48502 14282 939.67 932.67
343 48488 14284 939.67 932.67
349 48590 14342 938.84 934.73
350 48604 14339 938.61 933.58
362 48585 14292 938.86 933.37
363 48609 14287 939.22 932.97
364 48639 14282 939.18 932.02
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours Of The Base 
Of The Strathdarr Palaeochannel Shown In Figures 4.44 and 4.45
ST/CDH No Easting Northing Hole ColHt (m asl) Channel Base Ht (m asl)
365 48669 14276 939.49 932.02
366 48697 14271 939.59 932.12
367 48693 14247 939.92 932.60
368 48678 14249 939.90 933.04
369 48663 14252 939.82 933.11
370 48648 14254 939.56 932.40
371 48633 14257 939.75 931.83
372 48618 14260 938.88 931.41
373 48604 14263 939.39 932.53
374 48590 14266 938.82 932.42
375 48575 14268 938.99 933.20
376 48561 14271 939.17 933.38
377 48599 14314 938.16 934.20
378 48571 14243 939.05 932.19
379 48600 14238 939.52 932.51
380 48629 14233 939.75 933.35
381 48659 14227 940.07 933.21
382 48688 14222 940.21 933.50
383 48703 14195 940.41 933.40
384 48688 14198 940.40 933.85
385 48668 14200 940.34 933.63
386 48654 14203 940.21 933.20
387 48639 14206 940.03 933.32
388 48624 14208 939.39 932.53
389 48609 14211 939.32 938.41
390 48596 14213 939.62 938.71
391 48581 14217 939.42 932.56
392 48566 14219 939.45 933.20
393 48551 14222 939.60 933.50
394 48537 14224 939.59 932.27
395 48521 14227 938.54 931.83
396 48533 14199 939.65 931.73
397 48561 14194 939.76 933.82
398 48503 14205 938.08 932.14
399 48591 14189 939.84 933.29
400 48621 14183 939.34 932.33
401 48651 14178 940.26 933.86
402 48679 14173 940.43 933.42
403 48690 14145 940.41 933.25
404 48675 14147 940.41 933.09
405 48660 14150 940.38 933.98
406 48646 14153 940.23 933.52
407 48631 14156 939.65 933.10
408 48613 14158 939.85 933.45
409 48601 14162 939.87 933.01
410 48586 14164 939.84 933.13
411 48571 14167 939.82 932.81
412 48556 14169 939.82 932.81
413 48542 14173 939.81 933.10
414 48527 14175 939.78 933.23
415 48512 14178 939.67 932.20
416 48498 14181 938.76 932.21
417 48522 14151 939.81 932.95
418 48552 14145 939.94 933.23
419 4858.1 14140 939.93 933.07
420 48610 14134 940.01 932.85
421 48640 14128 940.09 933.23
422 48669 14123 940.35 933.34
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours Of The Base 
Of The Strathdarr Palacochannel Shown In Figures 4.44 and 4-45
ST/CDH No Easting N p r th in g Hole ColHt (m  asl) Channel Base Ht (m asl)
423 48681 14094 940.14 933.13
424 48668 14097 940.20 933.19
425 48654 14100 940.16 933.45
426 48639 14102 940.12 933.41
427 48624 14105 940.00 932.84
428 48610 14108 939.94 933.08
429 48597 14110 939.84 932.83
430 48582 14113 939.91 932.90
431 48569 14115 940.01 932.69
432 48554 14116 940.19 933.03
433 48539 14120 940.04 933.49
434 48525 14123 940.17 933.31
435 48509 14124 940.14 933.13
436 48496 14127 939.91 933.20
437 48482 14130 939.47 933.07
438 48470 14130 938.64 932.85
439 48452 14136 938.56 932.77
440 48437 14136 938.78 933.75
441 48092 13720 942.05 936.56
442 48107 13717 942.01 937.13
443 48072 13674 942.27 938.61
444 48064 13624 942.48 938.21
445 48098 13771 941.78 938.43
446 48109 13821 941.55 936.67
447 48118 13870 941.38 937.11
448 48423 14140 939.12 933.94
449 48409 14142 939.96 934.63
450 48395 14145 940.04 935.16
451 48488 14259 939.51 933.11
452 48458 14264 939.68 934.19
453 48492 14233 939.46 933.67
454 48477 14236 939.52 934.03
455 48463 14238 939.61 933.06
456 48448 14241 939.74 933.95
457 48463 14212 939.46 934.13
458 48434 14218 939.69 934.66
459 48349 14126 940.17 935.45
460 48319 14133 940.23 935.05
461 48395 14120 939.85 934.52
462 48426 14115 939.98 934.80
463 48498 14101 939.92 932.76
464 48536 14090 939.98 932.97
465 48450 14058 939.31 933.67
466 48428 14064 939.87 934.23
467 48387 14072 940.25 934.92
468 48360 14078 940.35 935.02
469 48301 14088 940.47 935.44
470 48298 14065 939.27 935.46
471 48281 14071 940.37 935.49
472 48328 14059 940.26 935.38
473 48347 14056 940.49 935.31
474 48362 14053 940.43 935.25
475 48378 14050 940.39 934.60
476 48397 14046 939.47 935.20
477 48409 14042 938.99 934.57
478 48420 14040 939.50 934.47
479 48426 14039 939.88 934.24
480 48450 14034 940.04 933.94
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours Of The Base 
Of The S trathdarr Palacochannel Shown In Figures 4-44 and 4-45
ST/CDH No Easting Northing Hole ÇolHt (m aslj Channel Base Ht (m asf)
481 48464 14031 940.13 933.42
482 48479 14029 940.06 933.35
483 48488 13980 940.48 933.62
484 48471 13982 940.24 933.38
485 48456 13986 939.86 933.46
486 48442 13989 940.26 934.01
487 48427 13991 940.30 933.75
488 48365 14004 940.24 935.06
489 48353 14007 940.57 934.93
490 48339 14010 940.64 934.85
491 48324 14013 940.72 935.23
492 48307 14016 940.69 935.51
493 48284 14023 939.54 934.97
494 48264 14024 940.26 935.54
495 48250 14029 940.45 936.03
496 48235 14031 940.61 936.04
497 48216 14033 940.64 935.92
498 48205 14038 939.95 936.29
499 48189 14041 940.69 936.73
500 48203 14001 939.71 933.92
501 48230 13993 940.73 934.63
502 48262 13992 940.36 932.89
503 48288 13987 940.83 934.12
504 48320 13982 940.73 935.24
505 48350 13977 939.75 935.64
506 48298 13957 940.97 935.48
507 48284 13962 940.87 935.99
508 48269 13965 940.93 935.14
509 48252 13967 939.34 933.70
510 48238 13970 940.54 934.29
511 48219 13970 940.88 934.63
512 48208 13976 939.82 934.94
513 48195 13978 940.06 935.03
514 48181 13980 940.16 935.59
515 48171 13956 940.94 935.61
516 48184 13954 940.59 934.49
517 48198 13950 940.47 934.53
518 48233 13944 939.73 933.94
519 48260 13939 941.01 934.61
520 48291 13933 940.97 935.33
521 48285 13910 941.10 935.61
522 48270 13913 941.06 935.88
523 48254 13915 940.97 935.79
524 48239 13920 941.06 934.96
525 48226 13922 940.19 934.40
526 48210 13924 940.04 933.33
527 48196 13927 941.07 935.13
528 48178 13929 941.20 934.04
529 48166 13933 941.14 933.98
530 48174 13909 941.17 933.70
531 48202 13907 940.25 933.85
532 48235 13896 941.13 935.34
533 48264 13891 941.07 935.43
534 48271 13865 941.31 936.13
535 48257 13869 941.33 936.15
536 48242 13871 941.30 936.42
537 48227 13874 941.16 936.44
538 48212 13878 940.98 935.80
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours O f The Base 
Of The Strathdarr Palaeochannel Shown In Figures 4.44 and 4-45
ST/CDH No Easting N o r th in g Hole Ç plH tim asl) Channel Base Ht (m asl)
539 48199 13880 940.71 935.99
540 48184 13883 941.24 935.14
541 48169 13886 941.24 934.84
542 48154 13888 941.27 935.48
543 48162 13861 941.33 935.84
544 48192 13854 941.18 936.15
545 48220 13848 941.34 936.46
546 48250 13842 941.38 936.66
547 48260 13817 941.50 936.62
548 48246 13819 941.57 936.54
549 48230 13822 941.54 936.82
550 48216 13824 941.50 936.78
551 48201 13828 941.51 936.48
552 48187 13831 941.43 936.71
553 48171 13833 940.98 934.58
554 48156 13836 941.40 935.61
555 48142 13839 941.45 935.66
556 48154 13813 941.58 934.87
557 48185 13806 941.62 936.59
558 48214 13801 941.67 936.95
559 48242 13795 941.96 936.78
560 48297 13759 941.56 936.99
561 48267 13765 941.69 936.97
562 48252 13768 941.86 936.98
563 48238 13771 941.80 937.23
564 48223 13774 941.91 937.03
565 48209 13776 941.86 936.83
566 48193 13779 941.75 936.87
567 48179 13783 941.76 936.27
568 48164 13785 941.38 936.20
569 48149 13788 941.59 935.34
570 48135 13792 941.59 934.12
571 48142 13762 941.85 936.25
572 48174 13756 941.83 937.08
573 48203 13750 941.91 937.31
574 48234 13745 941.99 937.49
575 48261 13740 941.92 937.02
576 48292 13735 941.82 937.02
577 48506 14232 939.00 933.60
578 48492 14206 938.77 937.87
579 48483 14186 938.81 937.91
580 48468 14188 938.85 932.20
581 48456 14190 939.15 933.75
582 48452 14165 938.85 933.95
583 48422 14170 939.74 935.79
584 48436 14086 938.79 934.29
585 48421 14089 938.25 934.55
586 48406 14092 938.66 935.01
587 48391 14095 939.32 935.52
588 48377 14098 938.38 934.78
589 48362 14101 938.18 934.43
590 48347 14104 938.87 935.02
591 48286 13707 942.15 937.05
592 48270 13710 942.08 937.08
593 48241 13717 941.90 936.80
594 48227 13719 941.97 936.57
595 48212 13722 941.96 936.76
596 48196 13726 941.95 937.25
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours O f The Base 
Of The S trathdarr Palaeochannel Shown In Figures 4.44 and 4.45
ST/CDH No Easting N o rth in g Hole ColHt im ash Channel Base Ht (m asl)
597 48182 13729 941.88 937.58
598 48169 13733 941.95 937.35
599 48152 13735 941.95 936.15
600 48137 13738 941.92 936.02
601 48124 13740 941.76 937.66
602 48137 13710 942.00 936.60
603 48165 13706 942.04 937.04
604 48199 13702 942.00 937.00
605 48224 13694 942.13 936.73
606 48253 13688 941.16 936.56
607 48282 13683 942.23 937.13
608 48279 13659 942.33 937.43
609 48263 13661 942.23 937.33
610 48249 13667 941.44 936.94
611 48233 13666 941.90 936.00
612 48219 13669 942.25 937.25
613 48205 13672 942.27 937.27
614 48190 13676 942.09 936.99
615 48174 13679 942.16 937.46
616 48159 13682 942.19 936.89
617 48145 13684 942.09 936.19
618 48130 13687 942.22 935.62
619 48116 13690 942.13 937.73
620 48126 13659 942.14 937.74
621 48155 13653 942.21 936.16
622 48185 13648 942.26 937.66
623 48215 13642 942.33 936.63
624 48244 13637 942.34 937.34
625 48273 13632 942.35 935.80
626 48269 13612 942.32 935.52
627 48253 13610 942.57 935.87
628 48239 13613 942.46 936.46
629 48224 13616 942.36 937.21
630 48210 13618 942.39 937.49
631 48195 13621 942.46 937.76
632 48180 13624 942.40 937.50
633 48166 13626 942.36 937.86
634 48150 13630 942.28 937.68
635 48136 13633 942.30 937.30
636 48121 13635 942.38 937.78
637 48106 13638 942.41 938.21
638 48117 13613 942.38 938.08
639 48176 13603 942.42 937.92
640 48205 13598 942.53 937.63
641 48235 13592 942.47 937.27
642 48264 13587 940.84 935.49
643 48275 13560 942.63 936.28
644 48261 13562 941.09 935.74
645 48245 13565 942.59 937.14
646 48230 13568 942.69 937.59
647 48216 13571 942.58 937.58
648 48201 13573 942.60 937.90
649 48187 13577 942.62 938.12
650 48172 13580 942.58 937.28
651 48158 13582 942 56 937.36
652 48143 13585 942.53 936.68
653 48130 13587 942.53 935.83
654 48115 13589 942.46 937.06
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours O f The Base 
Of The S trathdarr Palaeochannel Shown In Figures 4.44 and 4.45
ST/CDH No Easting N o r th in g Hole ÇolHt (m as]} Channel Base Ht (m as!)
655 48100 13593 942.51 938.21
656 48086 13595 942.52 938.42
657 48079 13567 942.60 934.40
658 48109 13562 942.57 936.87
659 48138 13557 942.58 936.33
660 48168 13553 942.64 937.24
661 48197 13547 942.65 938.95
662 48227 13542 942.63 937.33
663 48257 13537 941.23 937.33
664 48284 13533 942.81 935.91
665 48292 13505 942.94 936.14
666 48280 13508 942.89 936.04
667 48265 13511 941.64 937.54
668 48250 13512 942.72 937.72
669 48235 13515 942.73 937.83
670 48221 13518 942.72 937.12
671 48206 13520 942.85 938.15
672 48192 13523 942.82 937.92
673 48176 13525 942.88 937.63
674 48162 13528 942.76 936.76
675 48147 13530 942.81 936.81
676 48133 13533 942.74 936.99
677 48118 13536 942.75 936.75
678 48103 13538 942.80 936.55
679 48090 13545 942.73 938.03
680 48075 13545 942.81 938.11
681 48067 13513 942.98 938.78
682 48098 13515 942.76 938.16
683 48127 13510 943.03 936.88
684 48157 13504 942.84 937.09
685 48187 13499 942.83 938.08
686 48216 13494 942.87 938.02
687 48245 13489 942.91 937.61
688 48275 13483 943.06 937.71
689 48329 13446 942.36 936.16
690 48317 13449 941.13 935.93
691 48300 13452 943.07 937.97
692 48286 13455 943.19 937.59
693 48271 13458 943.23 937.43
694 48255 13461 942.69 937.99
695 48240 13464 942.83 938.03
696 48226 13467 943.10 937.70
697 48211 13470 942.95 937.95
698 48196 13474 942.93 938.03
699 48182 13476 942.92 938.02
700 48170 13478 942.85 938.05
701 48152 13482 943.03 938.43
702 48134 13485 943.04 938.09
703 48122 13488 943.06 937.76
704 48108 13491 943.09 938.09
705 48092 13495 943.08 937.58
706 48065 13499 943.06 939.71
707 48060 13474 943.21 939.31
708 48074 13470 943.40 939.50
709 48089 13468 943.35 939.35
710 48117 13459 943.25 938.65
711 48148 13456 943.04 938.94
712 48177 13451 943.00 938.55
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours Of The Base 
Of The S trathdarr Palaeochannel Shown In Figures 4.44 and 4.45
ST/CDH No Easting Northing Hole ColHt im asl) Channel Base Ht (m asl)
713 48207 13445 943.10 938.40
714 48235 13438 943.09 937.94
715 48265 13434 943.30 937.70
716 48292 13429 941.67 938.02
717 48325 13421 941.38 936.98
718 48346 13394 943.20 938.15
719 48336 13395 943.02 937.72
720 48324 13397 941.77 937.67
721 48305 13401 943.26 938.11
722 48293 13402 943.34 938.04
723 48276 13406 943.30 937.70
724 48262 13409 943.41 937.91
725 48245 13412 943.34 938.04
726 48231 13415 943.19 938.29
727 48217 13417 943.20 938.05
728 48202 13420 943.32 938.12
729 48187 13423 943.22 938.42
730 48172 13426 943.25 938.55
731 48159 13428 943.25 938.40
732 48143 13431 943.23 938.73
733 48126 13435 943.33 939.13
734 48113 13437 943.47 938.97
735 48097 13440 943.41 939.51
736 48068 13446 943.49 939.49
737 48054 13449 943.55 939.75
738 48050 13429 943.59 939.79
739 48063 13426 943.57 939.97
740 48078 13422 943.57 939.67
741 48094 13419 943.61 939.71
742 48107 13416 943.57 939.47
743 48137 13409 943.46 939.11
744 48167 13402 943.35 938.90
745 48198 13396 943.40 938.15
746 48256 13383 943.41 938.31
747 48284 13377 943.38 938.18
748 48315 13371 943.30 937.40
749 48344 13364 943.45 938.35
750 48353 13337 943.63 937.93
751 48339 13340 943.68 938.28
752 48324 13343 943.47 938.07
753 48309 13346 943.45 938.05
754 48294 13350 943.56 938.26
755 48279 13352 943.68 938.73
756 48265 13357 943.62 938.27
757 48250 13359 943.65 938.95
758 48236 13362 943.54 938.29
759 48221 13361 943.53 938.03
760 48207 13368 943.55 938.05
761 48191 13370 943.49 938.99
762 48162 13377 943.50 939.00
763 48147 13380 943.58 939.33
764 48132 13384 943.63 939.43
765 48420 13297 941.22 938.02
766 48407 13300 941.26 938.36
767 48392 13304 941 21 938.51
768 48363 13310 943.81 937.71
769 48349 13314 943.86 938.36
770 48439 13294 943.73 938.23
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours O f The Base 
Of The Strathdarr Palaeochannel Shown In Figures 4 44 and 4-45
ST/CDH No Easting Nprthing Hole ÇplHt im a?l) Channel Base Ht (m as])
771 48451 13292 943.48 938.68
772 48466 13288 943.78 938.58
773 48481 13285 943.91 938.06
774 48495 13282 944.00 937.70
775 48510 13279 944.02 937.27
776 48525 13276 943.95 937.35
777 48539 13273 944.15 937.75
778 48554 13271 943.98 937.88
779 48569 13267 943.90 937.80
780 48584 13265 943.83 938.73
781 48600 13270 942.61 938.96
782 48498 13950 940.90 933.10
783 48439 13961 940.81 933.51
784 48409 13967 940.59 933.09
785 48348 13953 940.58 934.88
786 48364 13950 939.78 935.28
787 48393 13944 940.83 933.63
788 48408 13942 941.01 933.81
789 48422 13939 940.92 933.52
790 48438 13936 940.96 934.16
791 48454 13933 940.76 933.66
792 48467 13930 940.85 933.15
793 48482 13927 941.09 933.29
794 48497 13923 941.08 934.28
795 48511 13921 940.91 934.71
796 48505 13899 941.16 933.56
797 48477 13903 941.22 934.02
798 48446 13909 940.99 933.84
799 48417 13914 941.12 933.32
800 48387 13919 940.98 933.78
801 48359 13926 940.41 935.01
802 48515 13871 941.30 933.95
803 48500 13874 941.35 934.15
804 48486 13877 941.47 933.07
805 48472 13880 941.48 933.88
806 48457 13884 941.47 933.87
807 48442 13887 941.31 933.71
808 48428 13889 941.32 934.17
809 48412 13892 941.25 933.55
810 48744 14540 939.18 931.88
811 48743 14515 939.19 932.49
812 48735 14492 939.01 931.61
813 48730 14465 939.09 931.49
814 48758 14538 939.32 931.72
815 48729 14543 938.99 932.14
816 48716 14546 938.78 931.78
817 48710 14521 939.04 932.04
818 48748 14489 939.04 931.94
819 48702 14497 938.90 931.60
820 48688 14499 938.50 931.90
821 48669 14479 938.33 932.13
822 48699 14472 939.01 931.91
823 48737 14440 939.12 932.72
824 48721 14443 939.11 932.71
825 48706 14446 939.09 931.99
826 48693 14448 938.64 931.54
827 48678 14451 938.92 932.22
828 48663 14454 938.95 931.95
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours Of The Base 
Of The S trathdarr Palaeochannel Shown In Figures 4.44 and 4.45
ST/CDH No Easting N o r th in g Hole ÇolHt im  asD Channel Base H t irn asl)
829 48664 14428 938.68 930.98
830 48694 14422 939.08 931.98
831 48724 14416 939.40 932.20
840 48110 13741 941.87 937.27
841 48114 13716 941.99 937.89
842 48104 13691 942.13 937.73
843 48078 13695 942.11 938.01
844 48099 13719 942.03 938.23
852 48113 13768 941.74 935.94
853 48120 13794 941.63 934.63
854 48124 13818 941.50 933.90
855 48128 13842 941.54 935.04
856 48134 13868 941.38 935.08
857 48136 13891 941.29 934.89
858 48143 13917 941.15 935.95
859 48121 13894 941.30 936.00
860 48114 13846 941.43 935.93
861 48105 13797 941.67 936.77
894 48559 13585 942.67 935.47
895 48540 13589 942.99 935.89
896 48513 13593 943.02 935.72
897 48131 13648 942.24 938.84
898 48109 13651 942.20 939.00
899 48093 13656 942.15 937.25
900 48076 13657 942.27 941.37
901 48116 13650 942.27 937.57
902 48123 13649 942.26 937.36
903 48103 13665 942.19 938.39
904 48093 13666 942.14 937.24
905 48068 13696 942.10 938.40
906 48083 13695 942.12 937.62
907 48079 13669 942.24 938.34
908 48076 13648 942.30 937.50
909 48088 13646 942.25 936.75
910 48064 13669 942.30 938.30
911 48049 13673 942.29 938.79
912 48046 13653 942.34 938.34
913 48041 13629 942.55 938.35
914 48056 13626 942.52 938.82
915 48072 13622 942.44 937.44
916 48084 13620 942.43 937.93
917 48069 13598 942.53 937.83
918 48056 13601 942.53 938.43
919 48041 13605 942.59 938.59
920 48064 13570 942.58 938.28
921 48047 13567 942.62 938.62
922 48034 13571 942.82 939.42
923 48017 13575 942.87 939.37
924 48062 13549 942.73 939.13
925 48045 13551 942.87 939.17
926 48015 13557 942.93 939.43
927 48053 13521 942.93 939.33
928 48040 13527 942.88 939.48
929 48024 13530 942.99 939.09
930 48010 13534 943.09 939.09
931 48041 13476 943.24 939.64
932 48015 13482 943.36 939.66
933 47999 13487 943.41 939.91
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours Of The Base 
Of The Strathdarr Palaeochannel Shown In Figures 4-44 and 4.45
ST/CDH No Easting Northing Hole ColHt im asl) Channel Base Ht (m asl)
934 48034 13431 943.78 939.78
935 48019 13436 943.67 939.57
936 48005 13438 943.71 939.81
937 47991 13441 943.70 939.80
938 47976 13444 943.80 940.00
939 47961 13448 943.89 940.49
940 47945 13451 943.84 940.24
941 47930 13456 943.80 940.20
942 48011 13610 942.65 939.45
943 47996 13616 942.83 939.03
944 47978 13621 942.81 938.91
945 48032 13657 942.38 938.58
946 48017 13660 942.36 938.36
947 48083 13851 941.40 938.30
948 48069 13854 941.51 938.71
949 48056 13858 941.50 938.00
950 48096 13901 941.32 935.42
951 48081 13905 941.23 937.43
952 48065 13907 941.36 938.66
953 48135 13939 941.05 936.95
954 48123 13943 941.08 937.38
955 48150 13986 940.85 937.25
956 48136 13989 941.00 937.00
957 48123 13991 941.05 936.65
958 48108 13994 941.08 937.58
959 48093 13996 941.14 937.94
960 48078 14000 941.21 938.01
961 48175 14044 940.68 937.28
962 48142 14046 940.93 936.23
963 48128 14053 940.84 936.44
964 48110 14056 941.08 937.68
965 48507 14117 939.42 932.92
966 48522 14114 939.79 933.09
967 48537 14111 939.93 933.13
968 48527 14101 940.02 933.42
969 48510 14105 939.67 932.97
970 48483 13599 942.91 936.41
971 48453 13604 942.88 935.78
972 48424 13610 942.77 936.57
973 48394 13615 942.65 937.05
974 48364 13621 942.46 936.86
975 48335 13626 942.38 936.48
976 48556 13535 942.97 936.87
977 48529 13540 943.25 936.55
978 48499 13546 943.22 936.22
979 48468 13551 943.11 937.51
980 48439 13556 942.96 936.86
981 48409 13562 942.97 936.27
982 48380 13567 942.88 937.18
983 48351 13574 942.77 936.97
984 48319 13577 940.60 936.10
985 48590 13478 943.09 937.19
986 48561 13484 943.14 937.34
987 48532 13490 943.39 937.29
988 48503 13495 943.34 936.84
989 48474 13502 943.30 936.60
990 48445 13507 943.18 937.78
991 48415 13513 943.13 937.63
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
Drill Hole XYZ Data Points Used For Modelling The Structure Contours O f The Base 
Of The S trathdarr Palaeochannel Shown In Figures 4.44 and 4.45
ST/ÇDÜJÜo Easting Northing Hole ColHt (m asl) Channel Pase Ht (m asl)
992 48386 13519 943.06 937.96
993 48356 13524 942.86 936.96
994 48323 13531 941.75 935.85
995 48566 13431 943.42 937.52
996 48537 13437 943.53 937.03
997 48507 13443 943.44 936.34
998 48478 13448 943.34 942.44
999 48449 13453 943.23 938.13
1000 48419 13460 943.33 937.63
1001 48389 13465 943.28 937.68
1002 48367 13470 943.09 936.89
1003 48578 13377 943.57 937.67
1004 48549 13382 943.63 937.73
1005 48519 13388 943.50 937.70
1006 48490 13394 943.49 937.59
1007 48460 13400 943.48 937.98
1008 48430 13404 943.52 938.02
1009 48373 13417 941.07 936.67
1010 48401 13409 942.27 937.27
1011 48622 13318 943.76 939.66
1012 48593 13324 942.64 939.24
1013 48563 13329 943.85 937.95
1014 48534 13334 943.89 937.99
1015 48504 13340 943.72 937.52
1016 48476 13347 943.69 937.39
1017 48445 13351 943.69 937.59
1018 48416 13357 943.59 937.89
1019 48385 13362 941.35 938.45
1020 48589 14087 940.26 933.86
1021 48603 14084 940.12 933.52
1022 48618 14081 940.15 933.05
1023 48633 14078 940.11 932.41
1024 48648 14075 940.15 932.35
1025 48663 14073 940.22 933.02
1026 48678 14070 940.27 932.07
1027 48673 14045 940.51 933.91
1028 48659 14048 940.13 933.43
1029 48643 14051 940.30 933.80
1030 48629 14054 940.16 933.26
1031 48614 14057 940.16 933.46
1032 48600 14060 940.17 933.37
1033 48585 14062 940.25 932.75
1034 48565 14040 940.34 933.54
1035 48580 14037 940.30 933.40
1036 48594 14035 940.32 933.52
1037 48609 14032 940.36 933.66
1038 48624 14029 940.25 933.15
1039 48639 14026 940.48 934.08
1040 48654 14023 940.49 933.69
1041 48668 14021 940.67 933.77
1042 48663 13996 940.92 933.82
1043 48649 13999 940.73 933.93
1044 48634 14002 940.41 933.31
1045 48619 14004 940.42 933.92
1046 48604 14007 940.41 933.71
1047 48590 14010 940.41 933.71
1048 48575 14013 940.49 933.19
1049 48560 14015 940.47 933.97
ST/CDH No = Strathdarr Calweld Drill Hole Number, m asl = metres above sea level, ColHt = Collar 
height of drill hole
